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ABSTRACT 

 

Over the past two decades, the church has sought to incorporate technology into its 

worship services in ways that mimic modern society; professional audio consoles, stage 

lighting, projection screens, and theatrical sets are now customary. Because how people 

experience sacred space forms their views about it, what technical artists do in practice also 

shapes the congregation’s beliefs about God. Therefore, this thesis addresses the research 

question, how might a biblically informed theological understanding help better shape praxis 

for contemporary church technical artists? 

The tabernacle construction narrative (Exodus 35:30–36:1), Christ’s mediation from 

within the church (Hebrews 2:12–13), and Paul’s exhortation to sing psalms, hymns, and 

spiritual songs (Colossians 3:16) are exegeted and viewed in light of current practice to form 

a portrait of the role of the technical artist. This thesis offers an original argument that 

technical artists are mediators of modern church worship and establishes the technical arts as 

a biblically sanctioned vocation within the theological school of ecclesiology. The technical 

arts are aligned with the long-standing tradition of the musical arts as a worship-centered 

activity and those “producing worship” are worshipers themselves. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 In 1985, renowned physicist Freeman Dyson cited technology as the greatest gift from 

God after life itself. At that point the first Macintosh personal computer was only one-year 

old, and Windows 1.0 would be released just a few months later. Reflecting on the power of 

nuclear energy and basic flow of information, Dyson concluded that it takes fifty to one 

hundred years for a new scientific technology to catch on and that even though technology is 

often thought to be growing more rapidly than in former times, this is an illusion caused by 

our current perspective (2004, pp.270–72). Undoubtedly, the invention of the microchip 

changed that forecast: technology today is advancing exponentially—doubling nearly every 

two years according to Moore’s Law. It is no surprise then that as a society—only thirty years 

removed from Dyson’s proclamation—record rates of technological consumption have 

resulted in generational segments that are now more often defined by technical innovation 

than decades or political movements (McCrindle, 2011, pp.18–19). As a result, the 

contemporary church, which remained relatively stagnant in its liturgical worship methods for 

centuries at a time, has had to answer to how it will embrace modern technological advances. 

Quentin Schultze suggests that “the idea of technological adaptation brings us to the biblical 

basis for human use of technology, namely, our calling as caretakers or stewards of God’s 

creation” (2004, p.46). This technological calling has historically been overlooked in both 

contemporary scholarly research and everyday church practice. 

The product of a skilled technical artist can present the biblical narrative in the same 

imaginative and meaningful way as other great works of art utilized by the church throughout 

history. Just as an artist once realized God’s story could be better told through converting a 
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standard window into stained glass (Willow Creek, 2012, no pagination), Michelangelo 

forever impressed the creation of Adam onto humanity through a paint-brushed fresco upon 

the ceilings of the Sistine Chapel. David’s physique is immortalized in our modern minds 

through stone. So, too, the method by which the church would deliver its message forever 

changed when Emile Berliner combined his microphone invention with a modified Thomas 

Edison phonograph to create the first usable tool for recording and playback of sound to large 

groups of people at long distances simultaneously. When C. W. Rice and E. W. Kellogg 

patented the first loudspeaker in 1925, technology entered the realm of everyday public 

speaking and, in turn, the pulpit and pew (Normandin, 2011, no pagination). Church art 

became a technological endeavor. Over the next forty years, as affordable lighting and video 

capabilities developed for the general public, the church sanctuary became a living theatre for 

God (Vanhoozer, 2010, p.9). To the chagrin of some, sanctuary projection screens have 

become the cross and stained glass for the electronic age, constantly creating and forming 

religious imagery that was previously represented by architecture and icons (Schultze, 2004, 

p.19). High-tech liturgy is the contemporary church’s art form and vehicle for presenting the 

gospel message to a technological generation. 

 

1.2 Overview of Thesis Chapters 

This thesis is a theological examination of church technical arts, developing a 

technological metanarrative through three key relevant texts: Exodus 35:30–36:1; Hebrews 

2:12–13; and Colossians 3:16. I argue that, in practice, the texts can be read to view technical 

artists as serving as Christ’s mediators between the stage and congregation (Heb 2:12–13) for 

the purpose of building up one another in the church through multi-medium worship (Col 

3:16) and that technical artists are defined by artistic excellence through craftsmanship, skill, 

creativity inspired by the Spirit, and performance through a heart of service possessing the 
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characteristics of intelligence, wisdom, knowledge, and the ability to teach their craft to others 

(Exod 35:30–36:1). In this way, the technical arts become “illustrative of larger theological 

principles” (Ito, 2011, p.134) when engaged within the church context. 

The characteristics of ability, artistry, wisdom, craftsmanship, and technology are 

demonstrated through the Old Testament artisans Bezalel and Oholiab and the construction of 

the tabernacle. The New Testament verses of Hebrews 2:12–13 and Colossians 3:16 first 

clarify the use of technology in contemporary worship practices by presenting Jesus as the 

perfect intercessor between the worshipers and worshiped and, second, by offering the 

purpose for how the church should institute technological worship, namely, the sanctification 

and building up of the congregation. Last, the findings are viewed in light of current practice. 

The view presented formulates a portrait for contemporary sound, lighting, and visual 

techniques, as well as the technical artists’ purpose and position within the church. 

The remainder of chapter 1 establishes the purpose and aim of the dissertation and its 

relevance to the modern church. Working definitions of relevant terms are presented, along 

with explanation of the various research methodologies utilized. 

 Chapter 2 answers the question, “How did we get here?” How contemporary church 

technical arts developed out of the church’s historical understanding of musical worship is 

unpacked through a survey of the current literature. I uncover the major turning points in 

history, from the Old Testament period, the Reformation and Enlightenment, and the recent 

“worship war” debate in Contemporary Christian Music (CCM). The chapter concludes with 

an examination the current state of church technical arts through a documentary analysis of 

technical artists by exploring how trade magazines, blogs, conferences, podcasts, trade 

resources, and daily Christian practices inform technical artists’ theological understanding and 

how these may impact their craft both in form and function. 

 Chapter 3 explores how technical artists are to perform their craft as viewed through 
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Bezalel’s and Oholiab’s call to construct the tabernacle and its holy items in Exodus 35:30–

36:1. Moses steps aside and entrusts these artisans who are called to their craft and filled with 

the Spirit in all skill, wisdom, knowledge, craftsmanship, and teaching. Exodus 35 details the 

care God’s technical workers should possess when performing work for and in the sanctuary. 

The view presented becomes a model for modern technical artisans. 

 Chapter 4 unpacks Hebrews 2:12–13. In this passage Christ is the Singing Savior, 

mediator between God and humanity. Jesus’s role serves as a contemporary metaphor for 

church technical arts. Just as the Son intercedes between the Father and believers, so too 

technical artists are physical mediators between the stage and congregation. Likewise, 

technical artists function as the church’s mediators of the worship response to Christ. 

 In chapter 5 I explore the fundamental meaning of “psalms, hymns, and spiritual 

songs” in relation to the surrounding passage as presented in Colossians 3:16 and its cross-

reference Ephesians 5:19. This chapter answers the why question. Why do technical artists 

serve as God’s church mediators? In order to teach and admonish the body of Christ for 

building up one another, Paul exhorts the church body to sing psalms, hymns, and spiritual 

songs. Where worship of God is performed vertically, the tangible effect is a horizontal 

directive that sanctifies the corporate body.  

 Chapter 6 consolidates chapters 3–5 and explores how the scriptural foundations work 

together to form a biblically based understanding of the technical arts in practice; a technical 

arts metanarrative for “producing worship” is fashioned out of these findings. Five themes 

common to the three passages are explored. 

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by presenting thirteen significant contributions to the 

field being made throughout the dissertation. Possible objections to these findings and 

directions for future research close the thesis. 
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1.3 What Is Church Technical Arts?  

Contemporary church technical arts extend beyond traditional worship-band or 

chorale-led congregational singing to include the latest in specialized production methods. 

Examples include multimedia presentations, amplified sound, LED concert lighting, large 

screen image magnification (IMAG), digital effects and enhancement, live and on-demand 

video streaming, theatrical set design, assimilation of social media, professional graphic 

design, stage hands, and production staff. These various methods for presenting the biblical 

narrative to the congregation are the current expectation, not the exception. Christian media 

and technology expert John Dyer notes that to provide an attractive worship service for the 

millennial generation, church leaders commonly consider technology a “necessary evil that 

we use until Christ returns” (Hendricks, 2015, no pagination). Even though most modern 

churches accept technological worship as the new norm, some still hold reservations. Kevin 

Bergeson (2012, p.303) suggests that it is the biblical text itself that forces the congregation 

to utilize their imaginations, and when fed digital photos and videos, congregants assume the 

visuals are the actual events and period loci instead of allowing the Holy Spirit to work within 

them.1 Nevertheless, it appears that most churches today are keenly aware of the positive 

aspects in attracting the younger generations. The necessity for producing technological 

worship to be deemed relevant has led to a new phenomenon in the past decade: the technical 

arts ministry. The influx of new church technical artists has spawned regional, national, and 

worldwide resources and organizations that focus on training church technical artists in praxis 

                                                

1 Kevin Bergeson (2012, p.303) uses the example of showing a picture of the Sea of Galilee today to illustrate 
what the area would have looked like during Christ’s day. In doing so, he suggests that the church could be 
giving a false impression to the congregation. Even though, his warning is noteworthy, Bergeson’s suggestion is 
problematic. Well-produced graphics, sounds, and videos do have the ability to stimulate the imagination as 
well—as will be demonstrated later in the thesis—translating the text in the way the preacher intends to present 
it. Nevertheless, it is significant to recognize that the use of technical productions in worship services is not fully 
accepted by all, even if it is the norm in contemporary church settings. 
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and purpose. 

 

1.4 Reasons and Aim for the Study 

This thesis holds the view that technical artists serve a fundamental role in the modern 

church, a role that is not solely a job but also a source of producing worship itself. From 2011 

to 2014 I worked as the technical director at Compass Bible Church in Aliso Viejo, CA, a 

nondenominational, evangelical church that prioritizes the integration of emerging 

technologies with Christian contemporary rock-style worship. At a mid-week rehearsal, an 

unknowing guest musician asked the front-of-house audio engineer what instrument he 

played. “I play the sound board,” Jon Lillie responded. In those five words Lillie summed up 

the truth that technology in the contemporary church is not comprised solely of pieces of 

equipment that allow the worship band be seen and heard but is an instrument itself. To serve 

its designed purpose, technology must be played, mastered, and utilized as a tool for the 

service of the church and the church body. This predicates that there is also as much 

responsibility for the artists operating the equipment within the church context as there would 

be for any other worship-ministry musician. 

Even though technology in the modern church is becoming commonplace and the use 

of the arts in church ritual is firmly rooted in the biblical text, those assigned with harnessing 

the arts for the modern church often have little or no formal training, either practical or 

theological. Technical artists are frequently thought to be the guys who constantly complain 

about the hard labor and long ministry hours, ask for exorbitant budgets for new “toys” in the 

form of expensive audio-visual equipment, and routinely voice why some new idea just will 
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not work.2 Why such negativity toward the church’s modern artists and their artistic medium 

of technology? The evidence appears to suggest that it has developed out of a lack of 

understanding by both the church and the technical artists themselves of their functional and 

theological roles in the church. It is this disunion that necessitated the present study. 

I seek to accomplish three main objectives in this theological examination of church 

technical arts: (1) initiate the scholarly discussion on what I call “producing worship,” 

utilizing technology in the performance of the worship service; (2) discern how the Bible 

speaks of those charged with producing technological worship services; and (3) discover how 

technical artists might apply the findings to praxis in terms of both spiritual development and 

daily operations. Due to the speed of technological change, the way technology “looks” just 

ten years from now will be drastically different than today. Therefore, I focus on current 

practices rather than specific equipment. Because the Bible does not directly speak to 

technology in the way it is thought of today, the text will be utilized as a tool to shine light on 

praxis. 

Placing a firm “flag in the ground” is the first and foremost goal. The mere fact that 

this thesis exists accomplishes that objective. Filling the disciplinary gap between practice and 

biblically informed theology for church technical artists—an overlooked church 

demographic—is this dissertation’s most significant accomplishment. The findings and 

applications, though important, are secondary. Nevertheless, this thesis presents thirteen 

significant contributions to the field of the technical arts, church worship practice, and biblical 

studies. The conclusions drawn in chapters 6–7 present a biblically informed view of modern 

technical arts practice. 

                                                

2 This assessment is based on a Q&A session I directed at the 2013 WFX Dallas conference while presenting a 
session entitled “Survival Guide: Balancing Conflicting Demands with a ‘Yes’ Attitude,” October, 2013. 
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1.5 How Do the Technical Arts Fit into the Church Setting? 

Until recently, the legitimacy of the technical arts was relegated to the “worship war” 

discussions of style versus substance, dictated by worship leaders and pastoral leadership for 

whom technology is a sister-tool of the trade, not a theological ministry in which they are 

personally engaged. To this end, technical artists have been playing a game of catch-up. While 

surveying the popular print and online trade publications, a possible explanation is discovered: 

while approximately three-fourths of every worship-leader-type magazine focused on 

scriptural priority, with minimal selections on instruments, gear, and other tangible necessities, 

the production-type resources included zero total articles over the span of the previous six 

years that explored the craft with a traditional, exegetical methodology.3 The majority of the 

material in technical arts trade resources is aimed at exhibiting new gear, tutorials, 

devotionals,4 and the occasional “leadership” or team building, “you-can-do-it” pep talk, with 

miscellaneous scriptural references sprinkled in so to sound biblical. The analysis of my 

observation is not meant to challenge either the motivations or validly of the biblical 

presentations that do exist. Instead, I hypothesize that the reason may lie in the fact that 

technical artists appear to use Scripture to justify their actions, whereas generally biblical 

scholars would prioritize the Bible, allowing it to shape praxis. 

John Dyer suggests a fundamental characteristic concerning technical artists in 

practice:  

                                                

3 Two articles did come close in that a biblical text was used as the initial point of reference. The authors write 
with the verse continually in view: Mark Hanna’s “Exodus 31: Putting the Art in Tech Arts” (2015), and Mike 
Sessler’s “Cultivating the Spiritual Side” (2013). Both articles are based on the same passage—or its parallel—
from Exodus that is explored in this thesis. 
4 Even though devotional style writings do exist and may be scripturally based, they are not theological in a 
traditional academic sense. They are thematic interpretations of the Bible used to support a presupposed theme, 
rather than directing the theological stance. For this reason, they are not considered a textual exegesis intended 
to inform theological understanding. 
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As technology creators and workers (web designers, videographers, sound techs, etc.) 

. . . people care more about what you [say] . . . than what their pastor says. Right or 

wrong, people don’t care their pastor doesn’t have a Facebook account or if he likes 

to memorize Scripture instead of just accessing it on his phone. But if you—the tech 

guy or gal—does or says something unexpected about technology, people notice. You 

have a voice and a position of authority, so use it wisely (Hendricks, 2015, no 

pagination). 

Dyer observes that people are indeed watching. Technical artists’ actions effect what others 

believe about the craft—and ultimately about Jesus—when performed within the church 

setting. The practice of technical artistry produces theological worship; what technical artists 

do says something about the church’s beliefs. Thus, as ministry leaders and representatives of 

their respective churches, technical artists share a greater responsibility than simply leading 

their teams in excellent technical production; they also influence spiritual development as 

functional theologians themselves (Rienstra, 2013, p.30). Ultimately, then, it could be 

suggested that the theology practiced and proclaimed from the production rooms is equally 

shared by both the techs themselves and the person at the other end of the microphone. 

In a 2013 Church Production Magazine online article, Mike Sessler, editor of the 

industry-popular podcast, Church Tech Weekly, offers the question: “What would happen if 

the tech department became known as the most spiritual department in the church? It’s a valid 

question” (no pagination). Indeed, it is. Sessler answers this himself: “As much as I want to 

be known for being an excellent technical artist, I think I would rather be known as someone 

whom God has filled with His Spirit.” This poses the question, how would the church, pastors, 

ministry leaders, the congregation, volunteer teams, and ultimately Christ himself view 

technical artists if technical artists truly presented a biblical focus in both life and practice? 

Could the church’s assimilation of the technical arts into the worship services rely as much on 

the people running the service as it does the technology itself? 
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1.6 Biblical Technical Arts Practice 

Acts of building and creating in the Bible are plentiful. Craftsmen are used to construct 

many great symbols of God’s dwelling and favor, such as Noah’s Ark, the tabernacle, and 

Solomon’s Temple. Yet, craftsmen also create symbols of humanity’s desire to control God 

through earthly creations like the golden calf and Tower of Babel. It is not that God called 

craftsmen to build and labor for his kingdom or that “Jesus was a carpenter” that is noteworthy. 

What is significant is that the Bible defines specific qualities, aligned with a specific purpose, 

that the church’s craftspeople ought to possess while performing their craft. The sign of a true 

craftsman is that he or she is obsessed with the details that work together to form the final 

product (Nicolosi, 2010, p.116). A biblical craftsman would view purpose of the final product 

as a praise to God while building up one another, manifested through the person of Christ and 

inspiration of the Spirit. 

The key passages—Exodus 35:30–36:1, Hebrews 2:12–13, and Colossians 3:16—

work together to demonstrate that Christ is not only the object of worship, but that it is through 

Christ that worship is offered, guiding the artist’s skills through wisdom and knowledge of 

craft to form the details for presenting God to the congregation in order to instruct the 

corporate body. The application of church technical arts must be viewed through the lens of a 

Christian metanarrative that is faithful to the gospel because Scripture dictates that all 

Christians do—including their artistic endeavors—must be done as for God (Col 3:23; 1 Cor 

10:31). “Being biblical is thus a matter not only of theory but also of practice” (Vanhoozer, 

2014, pp.1–2). How technical artists execute their role speaks to what they truly believe about 

Christ. To perform without recognizing who God is, what he has done in reconciliation, and 

how he calls believers to live is to perform their trade with no higher value than held by the 

secular world.  

For believers, Scripture reveals the entire biblical narrative. Therefore, worship in 
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practice must be performed in a way that conforms to that end. Phillip Stolzfus suggests that 

Christian art must be grounded in a wholly biblical doctrine to avoid “potentially idolatrous 

capabilities of the artist. The artist should be viewed as a craftsman, utilizing fittingness as the 

ultimate criterion in correlating the given material of an art form with the responsibility and 

obligation of the artist” (2006, pp.8–9). John Witvliet adds, a biblically informed 

understanding of worship “challenges us to embrace the whole gospel rather than just one part 

of it . . . [which] can be powerfully life-giving, showing us aspects of the gospel of Jesus that 

can transform, deepen, and encourage . . . [believers] for faithful ministry” (2011, no 

pagination). In this way, technical artists are to approach their craft holistically, not focusing 

on any one aspect of either their craft or Christian life but rather appropriately encompassing 

the faith in its entirety. 

Of course, one cannot simply open the Bible and read what it says about the technical 

arts. Yet, both the biblical narrative and church history can be viewed so to suggest that God 

has endowed all artists—beings created in his image—to be used for his purposes. To bridge 

the gap between traditional arts and the technical arts, Tim Keller notes, the church must “fill 

in the blanks that the Bible leaves open” (2002, p.198), drawing conclusions from parallel 

examples and allowing them to inform modern practice. In this same way, Clayton Schmit 

suggests, “any art or technology that truly advances the promise of the gospel or successfully 

draws people into an encounter with God is worth exploiting” (2003, p.41) and exploring. 

Likewise, Scott Aniol suggests that “to evangelize a culture . . . [artists] must contextualize 

the message of the gospel in the culture” (2012, p.40). I add, specifically in artists’ ministry 

loci, their individual congregational sphere of influence. Artists must “speak” the gospel 

through their creations in a way that is relevant to their cultural context. In today’s ethos that 

means through technological mediums. 

Technology is God’s modern voice. Therefore, I propose that technical artists have a 
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responsibility to fully understand their specific role in God’s dialogue with his people. 

Technical artists are God’s mediators between the pulpit and congregation, purposed with the 

task of leading the congregation in vertical praise to God and horizontal edification of one 

another. Hebrews 2:12–13 suggests that just as Christ is the mediator between the Father and 

humans, so too in the church context technical artists are tangible mediators between what is 

presented on stage through the pastor and worship teams and the audience. Through physical 

equipment the message passes; technical artists translate and present that message. 

Performance impacts response. The message presented—for better or worse—necessitates a 

responsibility in craft that extends beyond knowledge of the discipline to a full recognition of 

the role as facilitator between the stage, the congregation, and Christ. Therefore, this study is 

a timely addition to the “blind spots . . . that involve digital media” which have been left out 

of religious studies and are “only now coming more fully to the attention of scholars” as noted 

by Frank Burch Brown’s (2014, p.5) most recent and relevant work on the discipline, The 

Oxford Handbook of Religion and the Arts. Though Brown cited this gap in the scholarly 

discussion in 2014, not until this dissertation has there been an attempt to fill the lacuna. 

 

1.7 Definitions 

 

1.7.1 Definition of Technical Artist 

Throughout the scholarly literature, no specific definition of technical artists—also 

known as “techs” or “creatives”—surfaced, yet technical artists serve a specific and important 

role in producing and administering the church’s worship service. As chapter 3 will 

demonstrate, just as Hebrews 2:12–13 presents Christ as the mediator between the church and 

the Father, so too technical artists serve a tangible role mediating the presentation of the 

message of Christ from the pulpit to the congregation. Therefore, as a working definition, 
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church technical artists are those who employ electronic mediums in the production of a 

worship service through a learned skill set in a performance-based creative capacity. Three 

central concepts surface out of this definition. First is the idea of craftsmanship. The technical 

artist is one whose final product is created through a purposeful utilization of specific tools of 

the trade and learned specialized knowledge. Second is aesthetic creativity. The Christian 

technical artist utilizes his or her art form as a mode of worship, inspired by and through the 

Holy Spirit. Third, the technical arts are an action-based, performed theology aligned with a 

heart conformed to both Christ and the congregation to build up the church body. Lee Bloch 

(2008, loc.219–28) suggests that technical artists are “one part engineer and two parts artist . 

. . [and] to further fully understand the technical artist, you need to realize that you are dealing 

with a person who is driven by a vision, an image, of how the end result should look or sound.” 

Even though “Christians sometimes have trouble taking seriously the idea that artistry can 

become a high calling, a genuinely Christian vocation” (Brown, 2000, p.253), it is a vocation 

ingrained in the liturgical structure of the modern church. Those assigned to serve the artistic 

production needs of the worship service are placed in God’s order for his specific purpose, to 

fulfill a calling that is one’s vocation. 

 

1.7.2 Definition of Craftsmanship 

The Concise Oxford English Dictionary defines a craftsman as “a worker skilled in a 

particular craft,” with “craft” being “an activity involving skill in making things by hand,” as 

well as the “skill in carrying out one’s work” and “members of a skilled profession” (Soanes 

and Stevenson, 2011, p.333). Applying this to a religious context, the Dictionary of Bible 

Themes outlines “craftsmen” as “skilled workers and artisans. God is often compared to a 

master craftsman in his work of creation. Scripture also identifies God as the giver of talent 

and ability to certain individuals, in particular, those employed in the construction of the 
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tabernacle and the temple” (Manser, 2009, loc.5272). Therefore, for the purpose of this 

dissertation, I define biblically rooted craftsmanship as the professional work performed by a 

skilled artisan gifted with the ability to create out of his or her own God-granted abilities with 

the purpose of pointing his or her audience to the object of the creation. In terms of Christian 

craftsmanship, the object is the trinitarian God revealed through the person of Jesus Christ. 

  

1.7.3 Definition of Aesthetics 

Aesthetics, according to the Concise Oxford English Dictionary, is “a set of principles 

concerned with the nature and appreciation of beauty, especially in art. [It is] the branch of 

philosophy which deals with questions of beauty and artistic taste” (Soanes and Stevenson, 

2011, p.21). Dictionary of Bible Themes adds that biblical beauty is “a physical or spiritual 

quality which brings pleasure to those who behold it. Scripture stresses the beauty of God 

himself and his creation while noting that the beauty of the creation can lead away from God 

or become idolized” (Manser, 2009, loc.4040). Likewise, aesthetic language is frequently 

associated with the glory of God (Exod 28:2b, 40b). Scott Aniol notes: “the Bible is filled 

with aesthetic terminology to describe God. God’s glory is his beauty, and his beauty is 

magnified when his people delight in lesser forms of beauty. In the Bible, beautiful music is 

often used as a way to magnify and praise the beauty of God himself” (2010, p.8). Glory is a 

distinctive characteristic relating to God’s presence, identified through his work in creation, 

and known by his visible (brightness/light) and active (powerful) manifestation. For believers, 

God’s glory became supremely magnified in creation through the life, death, and resurrection 

of Jesus Christ. Therefore, aesthetics within church technical arts is the beauty found within a 

created product that brings glory to God and extols the characteristics of him. Its qualities will 

lead God’s people to seek beauty in God’s work and identity. 
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1.7.4 Definition of Technology 

Today, technology conjures up images of electronic devices, social media, and global 

communication. Yet, the term’s etymology descends from the Greek term tekhnê which has 

the direct meaning of craft, trade, and art, and from where we get the concept of craftsmanship 

(Thomas, 1998, loc.5078). Aristotle noted that tekhnê has the sense of possessing the skill of 

rhetoric; that which is created has the capacity for persuasion and power to influence thoughts 

and actions. David Toledo suggests worship “is the experiential application of belief . . . [that] 

has tremendous power to shape belief itself” (2013, p.22). Therefore, by nature of the craft, 

all technology influences the reality experienced by the congregation through the way it is 

integrated. Quentin Schultze (2004, p.43) suggests that “technology” is threefold: (1) it is the 

physical equipment used in service of God; (2) the meanings that we attach to the equipment; 

and (3) the way the equipment is used. I propose a fourth aspect: the meaning the congregation 

perceives from the final product, which may or may not be the meaning intended by the 

technical artist. Each of these details works together to create the whole. Therefore, technology 

is much more than simply the equipment; it includes the meaning—or influenced 

understanding—experienced by both the artisan and his or her audience. Technology fulfills 

its purpose when shared with others—when it is in action. A piece of equipment whose switch 

is in the “off” position is simply an object; once powered on it becomes an available tool for 

narrating a story. Technology in biblical practice directs the congregation to participate in 

God’s revelation and enables worship that is a proper response to Christ-revealed because of 

who he is and what he has done for them. Gayle Ermer (2012, p.135) poses the insight: 

If technology is a cultural activity that embodies human values, then what particular 

values should we be concerned about? . . . As in other areas of life, it is possible to 

begin with Christian values and arrive at quite different conclusions about how 

particular technologies should be designed and used. A Christian perspective calls for 

principled advancements and refinements that go beyond the mere technical 

considerations of efficiency and cost effectiveness. 
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Technology creates authentic worship when form meets function; technical artists 

demonstrate tekhnê when form and function align to present the gospel of Christ.  

 

1.7.5 Definition of an AV System 

According to AVIXA—the official certifying body for the professional AV industry—

an AV (audio-visual) system is “two or more pieces of AV equipment designed to work 

together to meet a communication need. These systems can be connected with cable or 

wirelessly. The equipment used in the system may be passive (not powered) or active 

(powered)” (2013, p.27). The CTS Exam Guide continues: “In its simplest form, AV is about 

helping people communicate an idea effectively. . . . AV tools and technology are used to help 

people relate to and understand one another” (2013, p.26). AV is the sound, light, and 

projection that assists in communicating and sharing ideas and experiences. Likewise, it 

includes atmospheric controls, ergonomics, safety conditions, theatrical effects, cameras, 

social media, the Internet, and other technologies. Today, collaboration and integrated 

environmental experience, along with virtual and augmented reality, are emerging trends 

within the audio-visual industry. For the church, an audio-mixing console, video switcher, 

projection, video cameras and IMAG, graphics, and LED or theatrical lighting design are the 

core components of the AV system. 

 

1.7.6 Definition of Worship 

The English word “worship” has a broad semantic range because it possesses both 

secular and religious connotations. In its simplest form, “the soul of worship is admiration” 

(Bayne and Nagasawa, 2006, p.301). In religious practice, it describes cultic practices in a 

systematic liturgical setting with expressions of thanksgiving, praise, communion, subjection, 

and petition on behalf of the worshipers toward the divine (Hurtado, 1999, p.190). Henry 
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Coffin suggests that its etymology develops from the idea of “worth-ship . . . giving God His 

value, appreciating Him” (1929, p.218). Larry Hurtado widens that definition to incorporate 

a “connection with reverence directed toward a figure that is treated as a deity” (1999, p.188). 

Worship is elevating someone or something to the position of God or a god. In a negative way, 

for example, the golden calf was used by the Israelites as an object of worship in place of God, 

where YHWH demanded that only he is worthy of worship (Exod 20:3; Deut 5:7). 

For the purpose of this study, I propose a traditional understanding wherein worship 

refers to actions of reverence intended to express specific religious devotion to God within a 

known cultural context and religious tradition. Worship is defined as “those actions by which 

people express and reaffirm their devotional stance toward [God] . . . while also affirming a 

positive relationship with the recipient” (Heil, 2011, loc.98–103). In Christian circles, worship 

focuses on a way of life in praise of God, not simply a liturgical practice. Church technical 

artists are fundamental in creating a setting that promotes the congregation’s Christ-focused 

worship. I will demonstrate that for NT believers, Jesus is not only the object of worship but 

the person through whom and with whom worship is performed. Christians worship when 

they celebrate the life, death, and resurrection of Christ as the only one able to reconcile 

humanity to the Father as the propitiation for their sin. In worship, believers acknowledge 

their standing before God and their dependence upon him for holy living. The reading and 

study of Scripture, corporate singing, taking of communion, prayer, baptism, and fellowship, 

among other liturgies, serve as avenues within modern worship practice that the church 

technical artist is able to moderate technologically. 

 

1.7.7 Definition of a Worship Service 

 While each Christian denomination lends preference to their own traditions and 

practices over others, a “worship service” is customarily understood as the entirety of the 
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corporate experience that may include the singing of songs, confession and thanksgiving, the 

Eucharist, preaching, offering of tithes, and baptism. Wayne Grudem’s definition moves 

beyond glorifying God in voice, adoration, and praise to incorporate a deliberate act entering 

into God’s presence. Grudem notes, “the primary reason that God called us into the assembly 

of the church is that as a corporate assembly we might worship him” (2004, p.1003). The 

corporate response to the call to gather—not simply the church’s designed practice—forms a 

worship service. Therefore, I define a worship service as all gatherings of the church body, 

not only the “Sunday morning experience.” This includes Bible studies, fellowships, 

accountability meetings, park days, church picnics, and other intentional collective activities. 

On a Sunday morning, a worship service is the complete experience of the congregants, from 

the moment they set their mind on attending “church,” comprising not only the singing and 

preaching but also the parking experience, children’s ministry, greeting and being ushered, 

donuts on the patio, and the technological encounter. In fact, in many churches the 

technological experience is not confined to the sanctuary but may include music on the patio, 

digital signage, and projected pre-roll graphic slides of upcoming events, setting the tone for 

the service.  

A worship service requires participation beyond attendance. Thus, a worship service 

is anytime the church purposefully gathers to come into God’s presence in unity. In this way, 

a worship service is bi-directional; church leaders “feed” the body of Christ, and the body is 

to respond in praise of God while building up one another in fellowship. 

 

1.8 Research Methods 

 

1.8.1 Biblical Exegesis 

 I am performing a constructive theology. I hold that when technical artists perform 
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their craft from within the church context, larger theological principles are at work. Church 

technical artists are modern-day characters in God’s plan within the greater theological school 

of ecclesiology. This dissertation uses the Bible to demonstrate what those larger principles 

may be and how technical artists can apply those principles to praxis. 

I hold to Kevin Vanhoozer’s theological concept of “theodrama,” wherein everything 

God does in and through the Bible is part of a greater metanarrative that plays out God’s 

ultimate design for humanity (2005; 2014). The actions of every biblical character are an 

essential aspect of God’s dramatic work in which God is the primary director of the actors. In 

this way, Christians today are fulfilling their roles in this epic drama, which continues beyond 

the biblical text. I use the Bible to offer insight from past actions and characters—like those 

of Bezalel and Oholiab—to speak to contemporary practice. Even though the original 

characters in the biblical theodrama could not have possibly imagined the technical arts as 

used in the church today, we can draw parallels from the exegetical findings and, therefore, 

contemporary functional applications. 

I use the biblical narratives retrospectively, not as a precursor as if they were originally 

intended to speak to today’s actions, but from a modern understand looking backward, 

drawing conclusions that the original authors or recipients would not necessarily have 

comprehended, while at the same time maintaining the text’s implicit doctrinal stance. 

Andreas Köstenberger and Richard Patterson refer to this as the “Hermeneutical Triad,” which 

is a holistic approach to the Bible that balances history, literature, and theology, wherein 

“rather than being pitted against one another . . . each have a vital place in the study [of the 

Bible]” (2011, p78). In order to accomplish this, they suggest, it takes balancing a historical-

cultural awareness, an understanding of the passage’s place in the canon, examining the 

literary genre as a tool for presenting the biblical theology, grasping the text’s linguistic usage, 

and finally being able to apply the theology to life and practice (Köstenberger and Patterson, 
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2011, p.80). Grant Osborne adds that finding meaning in a text has “three foci: the author, the 

text, and the reader. The author ‘produces’ a text while a reader ‘studies’ a text” (2006, p.465). 

Therefore, I propose that once the text is written and the author has passed, the text must 

become autonomous, carrying a transferred meaning as perceived from the loci of the reader, 

now two to three thousand years removed from the original. In this way, the text speaks to 

praxis as the application of earlier principles. Contemporary practice is not inserted back into 

the text; readers balance a perceived understanding of historical context, intended meaning, 

literary style, and theological doctrine. 

This thesis asks the Bible questions it is not seeking to answer. There is no reference 

to modern technology in the Bible. I am asking the Bible to shed light on current practice, 

specifically for individuals charged with running the technology for worship services. In order 

to accomplish this, I frame my theological perspective of the technical arts upon three distinct 

scriptural references: (1) Exodus 35:30–36:1: becoming skilled craftsmen, wise in practice; 

(2) Hebrews 2:12–13: Christ the mediator between God and humanity as a metaphor for 

church technical artistry; and (3) Colossians 3:16: the purpose of multi-medium worship for 

building up the church and one another. I begin constructing a theological understanding of 

technical arts through a thorough exegesis of each text. I focus on the biblical text itself, the 

likely reception of the text in its presumed original context, and the scholarly discussion in 

modern theology. I conclude by applying the exegetical insights gained to contemporary 

practice. 

 

1.8.2 Documentary Analysis  

I hold that the NT church is fundamentally a people rather than an organization or 
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infrastructure.5  Essential to understanding how the technical arts apply to contemporary 

church practice, I perform a documentary analysis of the current, popular mediums for biblical 

and practical instruction for church technical artists, including blogs, trade magazines, 

worship and tech conferences, trade resources, social media, secular influences, standard 

church practices, and other non-scholarly sources. Even though these resources are not 

academic in nature, they all directly impact the thinking, beliefs, values, and practices of 

modern church technical artists. Action research pioneers Jean McNiff and Jack Whitehead 

(2010, p.176) note:  

Interpreting actions means giving meaning to the data. Sometimes the meaning-
making is straightforward. . . . For most people, the answer lies in their values. If we 
understand values as the things we believe in and hold dear, then we can say that our 
values give meaning to our lives. This is the basis for how we can interpret actions. 

Daily habits inform how church technical artists approach their craft. 

It is this intersection between practice and theology that this analysis seeks to inform. 

This preliminary portrait of church technical artists will assist in informing how and why the 

practitioners perform their craft in the way they do while shedding light on how many 

technical artists aim to grow spiritually. Even though the view could be held that expanding 

the examination to directly involve practitioners would serve the thesis well—either through 

surveys or interviews—in order to mitigate possible personal bias, I deliberately chose to limit 

the findings to documentary resources, taking into account information that was available 

through literary or presentation form.6 

                                                

5 Most theologians hold that Matt 16:18—Christ informing Peter (whose name means rock) that from this rock 
he will build his church—is alluding to the church being its people, those who believe in Christ as their Savior, 
and not an institution like the Pharisees or Sadducees would have believed. The temple and religious order were 
institutions not to be challenged. 
6 As a practitioner myself, if I were to have interviewed technical artists, they could have answered what they 
think I would want to hear. I believe that the first step in answering the question is to evaluate what is currently 
being delivered. This way I could take an overall survey of what the average technical artist would find online, 
in trade shows, and through conference attendance. I found this to be the best way control any possible inherent 
bias. Likewise, it is important to consider that as a practitioner and writer for the major trade magazine, Church 
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1.9 Justification for the Selection of Biblical Texts for Exegesis 

This thesis surveys the current literature to determine in which ways the Bible might 

contain theological principles that can be applied to modern-day technical arts practice. 

Moreover, I hypothesize that practical worship motifs are ingrained throughout traditionally 

non-worship narratives in ways that modern scholars have either overlooked or simply not 

understood as possessing artistic context. When exposed, I suggest that these findings might 

inform the modern understanding of worship practice, specifically technology in worship. A 

biblical scholar who is not an expert in worship arts would not naturally read the text through 

that lens, while a musicologist would most likely see the musical undertones in the text but 

miss its detailed theological substructures. This thesis seeks to bridge that gap in order to 

provide a vehicle for applying biblical principles to modern practice. I did not seek to place 

the technical arts into the Bible—indeed the original authors could not have possibly perceived 

modern worship practice nor the utilization of electronic technology. Instead, I use the Bible 

to extract concepts that could inform praxis. It was important not to “verse-hop,” generating 

an arbitrary narrative by selecting multiple biblical texts in order to create a research answer 

in a prechosen affirmative. Thus, the selection of the exact texts—which to use and which 

not—was essential, and therefore not happenstance. 

I hold to Grant Osborne’s (2006, pp.23, 28–29) concept of “story theology” wherein 

application to praxis is a holistic exploration of historical narrative, literary genre, 

contemporary contextual analysis, and which speaks to the foundations of the faith. Therefore, 

the totality of the biblical texts were to meet certain criteria: 

(1) View the Bible in multiple historical contexts: Old Testament, New Testament, 

                                                

Production Magazine, my own articles could have also affected the technical arts community over the time of 
study. Any amount, however, would be negligible. 
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ancient Near Eastern, the transitional early church, Jewish influences, and Greco-

Roman influences. 

(2) Incorporate multiple genres and literary styles: The passages selected feature 

reference to narrative, history, epistle, pastoral message, directive, psalter, song, 

prophecy, hymns, poetry, imperatival instruction, commentary, musical 

score/notation, prayer, dialogue, thanksgiving, and petition. 

(3) Possess distinct artistic underpinnings according to biblical musicologists: If not 

fully developed, the texts contain at least introductory scholarly study in the 

context of contemporary worship practice, even if not commonly explored in that 

way by traditional biblical scholars. 

With these understood parameters, three passages clearly separated themselves as worthy of 

exploration during the background literature review process.7 

(1) Exodus 35:30–36:1: During the documentary analysis of church technical artists, 

only two articles from the entire lot attempted to examine the technical arts 

theologically: Mark Hanna (2015) and Mike Sessler (2013); both of these articles 

explore the tabernacle narrative. Likewise, the concepts of work and creation were 

common topics in the study of worship arts. A number of texts presented ideas that 

drew parallels between the work performed by modern technical artists and the 

qualities held by the biblical characters Bezalel and Oholiab, even if not stated 

specifically as impacting the technical arts discipline. These include: Jeremy 

Kidwell (2016), Christ John Otto (2015), Patrick Sherry (2014), Richard Hess 

(2011), Tom Nelson (2011), Gene Veith (2011, 1991, 1983), Eugene Peterson 

(2010), Philip Graham Ryken (2006), and Leland Ryken (1989). 

(2) Hebrews 2:12–13: Two scholars explore the present work of Christ in relation to 

performance worship: John Paul Heil (2011) and Ron Man (2013, 2009, 2007, 

2006), both doing so through an exegesis of the Hebrews text. While analyzing 

Heil, I formed the original idea that Christ in the midst of the congregation, leading 

the worship between God and his people, serves as a metaphor for the role a church 

technical artist plays within the church setting; this hypothesis called for further 

                                                

7 It was not intentional to select only three passages. These three separated themselves among the all biblical 
references from the literature review of biblical worship and documentary analysis of the technical arts. 
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exploration. In doing so, I found other scholars developed parallel arguments as 

Heil and Man in regards to Christ’s role as the Mediating, Singing Savior, even if 

not to the same extent as they. Studies in this topic appeared to flourish around 

2011 with multiple resources examining the theme within a two-year period, yet 

faded, leaving multiple loose ends in the scholarship, specifically in terms of 

practical application. This phenomenon suggested that further exploration from the 

viewpoint of the technical arts could be well served. Key texts in addition to Heil 

and Man include: Frank Burch Brown (2014), Jeremy Begbie (2011, 2007, 1991), 

Steven Guthrie (2011), Michael O’Connor (2011), John Witvliet (2011), James 

Dunn (2010), Reggie Kidd (2005), Quentin Schultze (2005), and James Torrance 

(1970). 

(3) Colossians 3:16: While surveying worship arts practice—and particularly 

resources written by prominent Christian worship leaders—continuous reference 

was made to the phrase “psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs.” However, it appeared 

that the verse was mostly cited in passing with very few references to the 

surrounding text. Various other works noted its position within the put-on put-off 

section of Paul’s epistle. Likewise, it appears as a popular “theme” to attach to 

practice in a majority of the worship works, even though not situated within a 

worship passage; yet, was rarely explored exegetically. James Janzen (2015) wrote 

a significant work, being the only text that exegeted the phrase from multiple 

vantage points, including its historical context, word meanings, and church 

practice, demonstrating the appropriateness of applying the text and the 

surrounding pericope to worship practice. 8  This likewise suggested further 

exploration in terms of technical artists could be well served. Other fundamental 

resources that explore the theological-worship implications of the phrase include: 

Frank Burch Brown (2014, 2005), Barry Joslin (2013), David Toledo (2013), 

Jeremy Begbie (2011), Steven Guthrie (2011), D. A. Carson and Douglas Moo 

(2010, 2005), Ron Man (2007), Reggie Kidd (2005), D. A. Carson (2002), and 

David Detwiler (2001). 

                                                

8 His work is unfortunately self-published, which I believe has limited its scholarly influence, as I could not find 
other authors who cited this work, regardless of its excellent study of the phrase at hand. It nonetheless serves as 
a solid springboard for this thesis. 
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Examined together, these passages present fundamental characteristics pertaining to 

the people involved in the creation of the worship experience: they form a Christian 

theological understanding of church technical artists. Whereas I could have selected passages 

from the psalms or other more obvious “worship” verses, I believe the Bible says something 

more intrinsic about the nature of worship—and the people who create it—within foundational 

passages of Scripture pertaining to the faith. All verses chosen are positioned within pericopae 

that contain greater theological significance in the scholarly discourse. By selecting these three 

passages, I propose that a fresh look at the biblical text, through the lens of both first-century 

Jewish and Greco-Roman worship practices—as theologians and musicologists today 

interpret such practices—will shine light upon the modern understanding of performance arts. 

I do not believe that biblical scholars to date are incorrect in their exegesis of these texts. 

Rather, I propose that these texts simply have more to say than previously articulated. 

Only one other verse contained multiple references throughout the literature review: 

John 4:24, the concept of “worshiping in Spirit and Truth” now that God has left the physical 

temple (Ezek 10). This verse, however, has been extensively explored in both biblical studies 

and worship arts, and therefore I decided not to include it in the same way I consciously chose 

not to include traditional worship texts. Likewise, many citations of the John 4:24 passage 

were found in parallel reference to the other verses above and will be examined accordingly.9 

 

1.10 Limitations of the Study 

It became apparent during the writing process that I could have chosen several methods 

to approach the study, such as the techniques of creating sound and visuals, examining the 

tools of the trade, and widening the pool of biblical passages. Where I desired to answer many 

                                                

9 See §6.2.1 and §7.2(2). 
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of these possible tangents—and will mention a few of them where appropriate—this thesis is 

specifically focused on the people themselves and how their art and craft is to be understood 

as biblically informed praxis. A few questions not answered include: What other verses might 

inform praxis beyond the three passages selected? Are there other ways that the technical arts 

and technical artists affect the church beyond ecclesiology? Do various mediums, colors, 

sounds, etc. alter the effectiveness of the craft? Likewise, because I also work in the field, I 

could have attempted an action research project in order to apply the findings of these verses 

to my practice and provided a case study on the results. For the sake of this study—in order 

to avoid apparent bias—I chose to allow the text and research to speak for itself, regardless of 

the results. Where this study finds how a biblically informed understanding might shape 

praxis, a future study could use these findings as case studies for material application.  
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CHAPTER 2: 

LITERATURE REVIEW IN HISTORICAL AND DOCUMENTARY CONTEXT 

 

2.1 Introduction 

As a starting point in establishing how the technical arts fit into church practice, this 

thesis springboards off the current discussion within the realm of theology and the arts. Due 

to this being an artistic medium not yet formally explored in academia (Brown, 2014, p.5), the 

natural avenue to open the conversation on technical arts is from related foundational 

theological work already underway. I seek to contextualize how the technical arts relate to 

other art forms within the church arena, first historically and then specifically in the area 

already associated with music and aesthetics: today’s worship leaders and songwriters. 

In North America, fundamentalism used new mediums of radio and television to shape 

the views of both the boomer and millennial generations. Idealistic debates about style and 

how church is supposed to be done lead to the largest obstacle the contemporary church has 

had to overcome in achieving acceptance of today’s new way of doing church (Burreson, 

2013, pp.8–11). During this time of introducing the technical arts into the current arts, music, 

and theology conversations, a wide gap was created between the purists and the technological 

progressives. Modern society is fascinated with the “latest and greatest,” with new technology 

defining nearly every aspect of modern life.10 Even still, many churches are balancing the pros 

and cons of integrating technology into their structured liturgical practices. Either in fear of 

the service being watered down or the inability to integrate it appropriately, Marva Dawn 

suggests, “drastic changes in social fabric, caused by the onset of the technological milieu are 

intensified by the psychological reverberation of societal events. . . . These tremors were 

                                                

10 Even this dissertation is being supervised “virtually.” 
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extensive” (1995, p.29). Advancements in technologies, music, and art have a record of 

challenging the church’s views on worship ritual. Many in the church have been left 

wondering what to do with this new and exploding medium that their congregations are 

interacting with daily outside the church. 

For example, critical of modern church music, John MacArthur proclaims that today’s 

music is “inferior” to classic hymns of the previous century and that the church is dangerously 

close to losing an essential part of church history (2001, p.1). He suggests this is due to the 

lack of theological content in today’s songs. Traditional hymnody and psalm-based worship 

are to take priority in liturgical practices.11 Those holding his position are considered “purists” 

who desire a return to an older—and in their understanding—more “authentic” or “pure” mode 

of practice. In a recent interview, MacArthur reasserts his belief: 

What you experience in . . . worship here [at Grace Community Church] would 

have been exactly what you would have experienced if you had been here twenty 

years ago . . . or thirty years ago. . . . We pay absolutely no attention to the pop 

culture; we couldn’t care less. We don’t care what they’re doing. It’s irrelevant. 

We have a fixed point of reference, the Word of God. And I don’t want to link 

arms with the culture. I want to link arms with the history of the church. I want 

to quote the great theologians. I want to sing the great hymns that generations of 

believers have sung and the reason we’re still singing them is because they were 

so good. I want to link arms with the past. . . . It goes back several thousand years. 

I don’t want people to think we just invented this (2017, no pagination).12 

                                                

11 John MacArthur denies that he is against a variety of styles, and he agrees that Scripture requires a variety. 
However, he finds issue with every example that is not designated as a classic hymn. Even his allowance for 
contemporary musical styles comes with a warning not to lose church history in the process. MacArthur suggests 
that “gospel songs” have replaced hymns, which is unacceptable because by nature gospel songs are emotionally 
and not textually based. I do agree that liturgy from the church’s past is important to preserve; however, there is 
still room for newer styles. Theological content can be carried through all genres.  
12 There seems to be a common thought among purists that what was considered church liturgy thirty years ago 
is inherently better than what is being performed now. That logic dictates that what was done thirty years before 
that is better than thirty years ago, and so on. Therefore, first-century practice is inherently better than any other 
worship practices. This is a failed logic because prior to recorded music it is impossible to fully comprehend 
worship practices and styles of previous generations. Though there is merit in understanding how the first-century 
church would have understood the biblical text in terms of worship practice, I suggest, to make a qualitative 
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Even though MacArthur does not specifically mention “produced” worship through technical 

means, surveying the worship style at Grace indicates that he equally believes the same would 

apply to the way sound and light are used in creating the worship experience. I suggest that 

his belief is not due to a false biblical understanding, but rather a narrow understanding 

influenced by a nostalgic belief in what church worship is and ought to be like, read back into 

the text two thousand years later. Yet, today is also part of church history. A better question 

to ask MacArthur than whether the church should mimic history, is which history—that of 

ancient times or that of the modern church congregant? This study intends to place many of 

these conflicts into perspective. 

 

2.2 The Technical Arts in Historical Perspective 

The Bible places a special impetus on musicians and artisans to play at a high standard 

while performing in places of importance such as the temple and the throne of God. David 

wrote that his choirmasters were to produce a “joyful noise” to the Lord (Pss 95:1; 98:4; 

100:1). The Chronicler described David’s appointing of Levites as purposefully anointing 

them to perform “regularly before the ark of the covenant of God” (ESV, 1 Chr 16:4–7). The 

NT cites the Apostles “singing hymns” as a method of evangelism (Acts 16:25), and the book 

of Revelation declares heaven as a place of genuine, submissive worship through harps and 

song (Rev 5:8–11; 14:2–3). Yet, throughout church history the relationship between the arts 

and the church has been storied, at times celebrated, at other times persecuted. The arts have 

played a significant historical role within both the ecclesial community and formal church 

services. Richard Viladesau notes, “a recurrent issue in the history of Christian reflection on 

                                                

better-than judgment is dangerous. Examining how the recipients at the time most likely viewed worship 
practice—and the characteristics of those who produce it—can inform contemporary technical artists regarding 
the qualities that ought to be brought into modern practice. 
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the arts (even granted their theoretical legitimacy) has been the tension between art and 

asceticism” (2014, p.33). At the risk of making the arts and technology serve modern 

pleasures, for an informed use in the church it can be suggested that practitioners should 

consult both historical tradition and the concurrent cultural context. I submit that an educated 

view of the contemporary necessitates acknowledgment of the path that brought it here. There 

have been significant studies already completed in the realm of theology and the arts, 

particularly regarding the development of music and the arts in the church from a historical 

perspective by the likes of Jeremy Begbie, Frank Burch Brown, Steven R. Guthrie, Philip 

Stolzfus, Richard Viladesau, and recently Maeve Louise Heaney, to name a few. I have neither 

the need nor the desire to add to their historical discussion as far as the scope of this research 

is concerned. However, as this theologically informed study of the technical arts is examined, 

the historical perspective is essential and will be discussed as pertinent to contextualize the 

current dialogue.  

 

2.2.1 From the Beginning: The Biblical Era 

The earliest Egyptian findings on music cite it as “a form of spiritual communication 

(i.e., worshiping gods) before it became a pleasurable entertainment form” (Williams and 

Banjo, 2013, p.197). Due to the close ties to the Israelites, this likely explains why OT 

examples of the use of instrumentation, skilled workmanship, and creativity in liturgical 

practice are many. Scott Aniol notes that many scholars believe that “[archeological] 

documents discovered includ[ing] literary, ritual, and liturgical texts . . . prove that Israel’s 

worship was essentially Canaanite in origin” (2015, p.2), which would have then had at least 
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indirect influence from the Egyptians.13 The interaction between the ancient peoples can be 

viewed as developmental pillars for Israelite worship. Temple worship consisted of appointed 

musicians and singers following a fixed worship structure of playing, praying, singing, and 

sacrifice (O’Connor, 2011, pp.435–36) found in other ANE practices. Yet, it was the Great 

Tradition ideal of cosmic order in music that dominated artistic ideologies from Pythagoras to 

Plato, the early church, Augustine, Boethius, and well into the medieval era.  

The current scholarly discussion regarding early church practices suggests there was a 

decrease in the use of supplemental musical “equipment”14 in exchange for a predominantly 

vocal worship style. This change in the first and second centuries emphasized home-based 

worship services, mirroring an informal synagogue style of worship that was entirely vocal 

and non-professional. In addition to the fear of persecution, which created internal tensions 

for societal conformity, the early Christians “lived in an environment of religious pluralism, 

[where] they coexisted with people who worshipped Anatolian, Persian, Greek, Roman, and 

Egyptian deities and with Jews who were devoted to the worship of one God and the 

observance of Torah” (Detwiler, 2001, p.349). This pluralistic setting created the need to be 

set apart from accepted societal customs in order to develop their own worship practices. The 

                                                

13 It is important to note that Scott Aniol (2015) does not end with the conclusion that the Israelite worship came 
from pagan peoples, but rather as a revelation from God. He notes that while there are similarities from borrowed 
practice, the “self-authenticating” (p.12) aspects of Scripture point to the special relationship between God and 
his people and his revealed worship to them. From an evangelical worldview, indeed, God plays a special role 
in the development of worship practice. However, it can be dangerous to dismiss borrowed similarities. Israelite 
worship does not need to be either pagan or from God; it can be both. Pagan practices can be transformed for 
God’s purposes and the edification of the church. A contemporary parallel would be the “set-up tear-down” 
church that gathers in high school gyms and community centers. Secular spaces are transformed for the worship 
of God for a limited period to integrate the secular in order to provoke the religious. 
14 Throughout this dissertation I present why this common understanding may be an incomplete picture of 
worship practice at that time. I suggest that instrumentation was present in worship service though modified to 
fit the context of the congregational loci. This fluctuates depending upon a pre- or post-temple-destruction 
context, and the physical location or distance from major Pagan or Jewish centers. For example, church plants 
grounded in Greco-Roman culture would have more rituals borrowed from pagan festivals, whereas converted 
Jewish churches might incorporate extensive temple and synagogue practices. 
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early church setting had two main purposes: the worship of Christ and the instruction of one 

another, with emphasis placed on Christ rather than the particular methods (Guthrie, 2011, 

p.389).  

Pythagoras’s (c. 570–495 BCE) discovery of the mathematical correlations between 

differing sounds created the belief that there must be some universality within audiological 

and musical compositions. Whereas modern society likens sounds in human terms of moods 

and emotions, the classical philosophers viewed sound within the hierarchy of natural order. 

Plato (c. 428–347 BCE) sharply criticized the emotional aspect of music, suggesting that it 

degrades the soul. Yet, at the same time he conceded that because music can also harmonize, 

it could assist in leading to a deeper connection with the universal by bringing disorder into 

order. By Augustine’s time (354–430 CE), musical-mathematical Platonism became the 

prevailing belief.  

For Christians, instrumental music all but vanished and was replaced by controlled 

vocalization. This transition to simplified and controlled worship practices came about for 

many of the same reasons contemporary worship wars were fought. Jeremy Begbie suggests:  

Instrumental music . . . seems to have had little or no place in worship. . . . By and 

large it was vigorously opposed. . . . Christians of the New Testament period do not 

seem to have had an antipathy toward instruments, but before long we see the stirrings 

of what was to become a vehement and sometimes extravagant polemic against 

instruments among the church fathers of the Western and Eastern churches, most of 

all because of associations with the music of idolatry and immorality in surrounding 

society—pagan worship, the theater, feasts, and brothels (2007, p.85). 

Frank Burch Brown argues the fear of idolatry troubled early church fathers like Augustine 

who thought that even though musical melody in vocal hymnody can be beautiful, the pleasure 

of its aesthetics could lure the worshiper’s attention away from the truths it was intended to 

teach and ingrain (1989, p.3). This fear forced worship music to remain mostly monophonic 

vocal singing for the greater part of the next millennium. Yet, in favor of the arts in general, 
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“scholars agree that after the fall of the Roman Empire, the growth of the Catholic Church led 

to a redefinition of the arts emphasizing spiritual principles over pagan or secular values” 

(Williams and Banjo, 2013, p.197), which allowed the church to seize the arts as its own. 

Artists who formerly focused on pagan rites became the originators of classic Christian icons 

and symbols. 

 

2.2.2 The Reformation 

Over the next thousand years there was little change in music and the arts until the 

High Renaissance of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries when a flourishing of 

polyphonic symphonies, sculpture, stained glass, and classical architecture arose. The High 

Renaissance of the South and Reformation of the North dealt with the Roman Catholic Church 

through starkly different methodologies—the former addressed theology and the latter 

addressed art. Each complimented the another in order to serve the same ultimate purpose of 

bringing the worship of Christ directly to the people and away from the papal hierarchy 

(Schaeffer, 1982, p.119). With the introduction of polyphonic singing, the Gregorian chant 

defined music for the longest period which, along with Latin hymnody, became the biggest 

influence of the early Reformers. 

Proceeding from Luther’s basic understanding of music as a creation and gift of God, 

. . . the tradition he initiated drew on a huge range of material—including Gregorian 

chant, polyphony, sacred folk songs, and simple unison line singing—and led to an 

immense wealth of choral and instrumental music ranging from the work of Heinrich 

Schütz, through Johann Pachelbel and J. S. Bach, to major composers in the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries (Begbie, 2007, p.105). 

The Reformation provided a fresh look at the natural aesthetic world of music and the arts. 

Richard Viladesau points out an important change: “the strictures placed on sacred music by 

evangelical movements that stress God’s word, like the Protestant Reformation, signify the 

attempt to assure that music serves as a vehicle for the word rather than constituting an end in 
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itself” (2000, p.31). Important questions that will define the growth of Western music began 

to be asked: “Is the created world being treated as able to glorify God in its own way, by virtue 

of its own distinctive patterns, rhythms, and movements?” (Begbie, 2007, p.92). Can we treat 

music in its own right as a means of presenting theology? “Simply put: music is being 

grounded firmly in a universal God-given order, and thus it is seen as a means through which 

we are enabled to live more fully in the world that God has made and with the God who made 

it” (Begbie, 2007, p.94). 

Reformers like Martin Luther (1483–1546), John Calvin (1509–1564), and Huldrych 

Zwingli (1484–1531)—though not always agreeing on worship styles beyond vocal singing—

opened the door within the church for the largest explosion in musical composition as 

scripturally based artistic works in themselves, only paralleled by the use of contemporary 

music and technology of the past decade. Stated positively, Luther appreciated the emotional 

aspect of art as something distinctive, urging music to be an integral part of the church. Calvin 

took a sharp turn from Luther, desiring tradition, and “objected to instrumental 

accompaniment and restricted singing to the psalms in the vernacular” (Viladesau, 2000, 

p.27). Even though he did eventually proclaim the importance of the Psalter, Calvin was 

predominantly apprehensive about anything that might compromise the otherness of God. 

Calvin (1565) explains:  

Care must always be taken that the song be neither light nor frivolous; but that it have 

weight and majesty (as St. Augustine says), and also, there is a great difference 

between music which one makes to entertain men at table and in their houses, and the 

Psalms which are sung in the Church in the presence of God and his angels (no 

pagination). 

Psalms are acceptable to Calvin because “they are the words God gave us to praise him, and 

nothing can moderate music more effectively—nothing can better curb sin’s power” (Begbie, 

2007, p.110). Aware that “worldly” secular music would not be acceptable in the church 
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setting, Zwingli—who ironically was an accomplished musician in his own right—suggested 

that music should be banned from all church worship, mainly because he rejected anything 

associated with the Roman Catholic Church. He believed that God had not commanded it; 

therefore, there was no need for it. Begbie summarizes Zwingli’s beliefs: “God has not 

authorized music in worship, and Christ’s command is that worship is to be an essentially 

inward, individual, and private matter” (2007, p.115). 

 

2.2.3 Enlightenment and Post-Enlightenment Era  

By the time of the Post-Enlightenment theologians of the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries like Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768–1834), Karl Barth (1886–1968), Søren 

Kierkegaard (1813–1855), and Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1906–1945), an overall acceptance of 

polyphonic worship had developed. This period began to engage religious art through new 

mediums, flourishing in terms of stage works, concerts, interactive church services, scientific 

exploration, and technology. “However much they varied in their approaches, these figures 

shared a deep desire to recover facets of the historic faith that had been discarded or dismissed 

by the liberal tradition” (Lundin, 2014, p.442). The arts were viewed as an acceptable medium 

with which to do so. 

Schleiermacher viewed the arts as a religious experience. Influenced by Romanticism, 

he “was at pains to make religion once again attractive to its ‘cultured despisers,’ . . . [locating] 

religion primarily in the realm of feeling . . . the ‘feeling of absolute dependence’” (Thiessen, 

2014, p.82). “Schleiermacher’s expression theory of music is no merely pedestrian language 

of the emotions. Music-making . . . is a mood-generating activity of the immediate self-

consciousness, which manifests itself through public communication and performance” where 

God is the direct expression of artistic ability and imagination (Stolzfus, 2006, p.246). 

In contrast to Schleiermacher, Barth “affirm[ed] God as primal beauty, in a manner 
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proper to God alone” (Heaney, 2012, p.197) and that “the vox humana is [to be] dedicated in 

the ministry of the Christian community” (Westermeyer, 2014, p.287). He firmly believed, 

Theology cannot be built on the belief in some supposed inner purity of human beings, 

nor on human inwardness; theology must rather focus attention rigorously on the way 

God has actually shown himself to be, which means a resolute attention to God’s self-

presentation in the person and work of Jesus Christ (Begbie, 2007, p.153).  

Barth viewed his concept of God’s word as the “Form of God’s Beauty” in which theology is 

“a scientific examination of the trinitarian forms of revelation, proclamation, and Scripture 

[by which] the church becomes reified” (Stolzfus, 2006, p.246). He believed the arts could 

serve a significant role in God’s revelation. Barth viewed this no truer than in the works of 

Mozart, whose music he believed expressed theology better than the theologians of the day 

and that “for the true Christian is not mere entertainment, enjoyable, or edification, but [is] 

food and drink” (Brown, 2014, p.122). 

 Kierkegaard and Bonhoeffer both understood the difference between the arts as a call 

to action and the arts as expression. Kierkegaard did not deny the pleasure found in aesthetics 

yet warned about seeking it as a way to or substitution for salvation. Kevin Vanhoozer 

summarizes Kierkegaard’s position:  

To listen in order to act, this is the highest thing of all. He goes on to compare worship 

to a theater and himself to a prompter who reminds those on stage of their lines. What 

the actor says matters because each word becomes true when embodied in him, true 

through him. People of faith who would speak understanding cannot therefore be 

content with speaking only (2014, p.18). 

Kierkegaard believed that “the problem was not art but the aesthetic values that Romanticism 

made absolute. The issue at stake was not beauty, but the seductive feelings elicited by 

beautiful objects that lead to a self-centered focus and deepened the sense of human 

estrangement from both self and God” (De Gruchy, 2014, p.423). 

Bonhoeffer understood all too well the struggles associated with being a follower of 
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Christ. He served as a member of the underground resistance in Nazi Germany and ultimately 

was executed at Flossenbürg Concentration Camp for it. Begbie and Guthrie summarize: “[To 

Bonhoeffer,] music provides rich resources for discerning and articulating the nature of an 

authentically Christian engagement with a culture in which so much ‘religion’ had proven 

void and important” (2011, pp.20–21). As an accomplished pianist, Bonhoeffer saw a 

“polyphonic” connection between the arts and religion. Emotions weave together his almost 

fatalist, yet biblically informed, attitude. From jail he wrote that “it’s a year now since I have 

heard a hymn sung. But it is strange how the music that we hear inwardly can almost surpass, 

if we really concentrate on it, what we hear physically” (Bonhoeffer, 1997, p.240).  In this 

way, the inner power of the arts to move a soul can be stronger than the physical impressions 

created. Yet, it is the conclusion of his May 9, 1944, letter to Renate and Eberhard Bethge that 

demonstrates best Bonhoeffer’s assurance that theology and music go hand in hand. He closes 

the letter: “Are you going to choose the text for the baptism yourself? If you’re still looking 

for one, what about II Tim. 2.1, or Prov. 23.26 or 4.18? . . . I’m sharing in your pleasure. Mind 

you have plenty of good music!” (p.291). Bonhoeffer is suggesting that liturgical practice 

necessitates “good music” alongside word-based theological delivery. 

 

2.2.4 Contemporary Context: Worship Wars  

When technology first entered the modern worship scene, the traditional notion of 

music as “a ministry of the Word of God” (Hughes, 2002, p.172) that developed out of the 

Post-Enlightenment deteriorated into an era known as the “worship wars.” Contemporary 

worship leaders and pastoral leadership engaged in a lengthy debate over the proper distinction 

between what is true godly worship and what is simply entertainment. For the first time in 

over a century, common worship standards were challenged. The question had to be answered: 

How could the church engage and attract a changing millennial society without watering down 
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the gospel message? The advent of multimedia production—which began as noticeably poor 

in production value—did not help the case of worship leaders and technical teams. This fight 

developed partially out of fear of leaving the known for the unknown, partially from the fear 

of losing the church’s identity, and lastly from people on church technology teams lacking the 

proper knowledge of how to incorporate the new methods to the satisfaction of pastoral 

leadership. Indeed, I suggest that the church’s identity is interweaved with its history; new 

technology alongside new worship styles threatened that identity.  

From the mid-1960s Calvary Chapel “Jesus Music” movement that allowed hippies 

and addicts to “come as you are” (Smith, 1981, pp.21–22), through to the Contemporary 

Christian Music (CCM) explosion of the 1990s that brought rock and pop music styles to 

mainstream airwaves as well as into the sanctuary, the line between liturgical tradition and 

relevance to present-day society was being blurred. Not until the modern hymn-based music 

compositions from the turn of the millennium that finally fused tradition with change did the 

differences held by both purists and progressive contemporaries begin to be resolved. Some 

believed the biblical idea that God alone is worthy of worship was being usurped by 

contemporary culture even though the churches incorporating modern musical styles and 

technologies were still proponents of strong verse-by-verse exegetical preaching 

(Lindenbaum, 2012, p.76). Bryan Chapell recalls that during this transition from pushback to 

acceptance, every church he knew of was engaging in the worship wars to some degree or 

another. He cites twenty-two challenges facing the church at that time that compounded the 

problem beyond matters of musical taste: 

Transience of church populations, the demise of denominations, family breakdown, 

fewer people worshiping in the churches of their youth, aging church populations, 

concern to stem the exodus of a younger generation, the influence of pop culture, four 

decades of contemporary worship music, the charismatic renewal, ecumenism, 

technological innovations, globalization, megachurch influences, a longing for 

authenticity, the erosion of traditional values, reactive fear in much of the church, 
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neoconservativism, fresh challenges to contribute to cultural transformation, a longing 

for anchors amid rapid cultural changes, rising interest in the global church, ancient-

future church movements, and neo-Catholic movements (2009, pp.125–26). 

The world was changing and the church was stuck between assimilation and rebellion. 

How could the church reconcile being set apart as God’s people from a society that 

was moving away from its core traditional values, while at the same time being all things to 

all people (1 Cor 9:19–23)? Some churches, like Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa in Santa Ana, 

CA, Willow Creek Community Church in South Barrington, IL, and Saddleback Valley 

Community Church in Lake Forest, CA, discovered the answer: view technology and music 

as a gift from God that assists in presenting the gospel message, and not a device of a corrupted 

society. Steve Miller suggests that those “who scoffed at Jesus Music . . . brushing it off as a 

passing fad should take a second look at music that has become a major vehicle of both 

evangelism and discipleship” (2011, loc.177–79). Similarly, Willow Creek and Saddleback 

Church employed “seeker services” that welcomed congregants to worship through musical 

styles they understood and listened to the other 166 hours per week that they were not sitting 

in the Sunday morning sanctuary. The “seeker” strategy had a specific goal in mind: “Each 

[song] has a purpose. Music is chosen for its ability to touch people, to make them think, 

ponder, question, or experience the truth. The staff know which radio stations the unchurched 

listen to and what concerts they attend, and use the styles that move [them]” (Miller, 2011, 

loc.2534–36).  

Though successful in engaging the unchurched, these new movements experienced 

pushback from the traditional church. During the height of the worship wars, Marva Dawn 

explains the fear that arose from the traditionalists: “the technological milieu’s influence goes 

far beyond its destruction of congregational participation and of the arts. Most dangerous are 

the idolatries the milieu engenders” (1995, p.28). In other words, they believed turning away 

from tradition meant turning toward idolatry. Bob Kauflin of Sovereign Grace Music responds 
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to these critiques by noting that even though we have been in “conflicts over musical styles, 

song selections, and drums . . . far too little has been said about the worship wars going on 

inside us. And they’re much more significant. Each of us has a battle raging within us over 

what we love most—God or something else” (2008, p.21). The missing element was sincere 

communication and understanding that worshiping God, not musical styles or technology, was 

the common goal for both sides of the argument. Each could have learned from the other. In 

the process of gaining cultural acceptance, the traditions of the church were turned aside, 

perpetuating a cycle of cynicism, first through separation, then flailing integration, and finally 

conflict. “Both sides are equally simplistic,” concludes Tim Keller. “Contemporary worship 

advocates consult the Bible and contemporary culture, while historical worship advocates 

consult the Bible and historical tradition” (Keller, 2002, p.197). Even with agreement on 

biblical centrality, this lack of communication between the traditionalists and contemporaries 

veered down a path of quarreling over style, dividing the church body, rather than recognizing 

the clear agreement on the gospel message as the core ingredient to each.  

When the “war” was won, it was by neither the contemporaries nor the traditionalists; 

it was a synchronous blending of the contemporary incorporating the traditional. Neither side 

lost the worship war; each retained a voice. The precautions on both sides of the aisle helped 

to develop the essential aspects for today’s worship leaders, songwriters, and technical artists. 

Facing music and technology with clean hands, a heart of worship, love, and understanding 

of who God is and what he has done are essential to the modern church service: concert 

lighting and all. According to Keller, “the solution to the problem of the worship wars is 

neither to reject nor to enshrine historic tradition but to forge new forms of corporate worship 

that take seriously both our histories and contemporary realities, all within a framework of 

biblical theology” (2002, p.198). This overarching acceptance of contemporary music—and 

simultaneously technological advances—was the product of a changing focus by worship 
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leaders themselves. As ministers of the Bible, incorporating scripturally rich and theologically 

sound lyrics became a priority alongside developing well-trained musicians and support crew. 

The result: modern hymnody. Almost ironically, Mikie Roberts cites Grove Music’s generic 

hymn definition as “unknown [in] origin but first used in ancient Greece and Rome to 

designate a poem in honour of a god. . . . In the early Christian period, the word was often, 

though not always, used to refer to praises sung to God” (2014, p.4), just as it became post-

worship wars.  

 Matthew Sigler’s examination of CCLI’s “Top 25” list over the past few decades 

demonstrates the change in musical style which led to the current musical and technological 

preference. He finds,  

The majority of the songs [on the initial 1997 list] are published or administered by 

Maranatha! Music, founded in 1971, by Chuck Smith. The number one song on this 

first Top 25 list, “Lord, I Lift Your Name on High,” is also the newest, published by 

Maranatha! in 1989. [It] would remain [number one] . . . until August 2003 and 

become what was for many the quintessential contemporary worship song (2013, 

p.450).  

This finding suggests that the first wave of CCM songs incorporated into the church became 

the new “traditional” for the present-day church. The same music that was being criticized 

twenty-five years earlier had now become the expectation. The songs that founded the new 

genre were indeed not all that new. Subsequently, in February 2005, “a hymn arrangement 

[‘The Wondrous Cross’] appeared in the Top 25” for the first time; it was a contemporary 

“arrangement of ‘When I Survey the Wondrous Cross’ by the eighteenth-century English 

hymn writer Isaac Watts” (Sigler, 2013, p.453). Songwriters like Matt Redman, Bob Kauflin, 

Paul Baloche, and Darlene Zschech began to break through the new songwriting standards by 

“captur[ing] and express[ing] the essentials of Christian faith, [creating] a direct influence on 

both the individual and corporate approach to worship” (Roberts, 2014, p.6). By incorporating 

the gospel message of salvation and faith in Christ into the vast musical genres common to 
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contemporary culture, like pop, rock, country, gospel, rap, and punk, among others, Christian 

music has taken on the same properties of secular music in recognition that one size does not 

fit all when it comes to connecting to and worshiping God (Stamoolis, 2004, no pagination). 

As a result, the number of Christian radio stations has more than doubled each of the last two 

decades, “making CCM radio the fourth most common radio format in the United States and 

the second most common music format” (Bentley, 2012, p.3), as well as the fastest-growing 

segment of the music industry. 

This blend of modern music styles with reflective hymns and biblical truths won the 

worship wars. “Whereas the early years of contemporary worship had often been defined by 

a suspicion of tradition, including hymnody, there was instead in the new millennium a 

rethinking of this radical rejection of the past” (Sigler, 2013, p.453), which is now integrating 

itself into modern culture in order to reach the next generation. Music and technology in the 

church have always been a reflection of the immediate cultural bias, whether or not the church 

itself was a willing contender in incorporating it. The “wars” over worship are usually over 

style and not about the essence of worship itself. Popular worship songwriter Paul Baloche 

summarizes the battle, writing that regardless of the worship style, the arts ought to “point us 

to the point of it all—pointing us to the Savior” (Kauflin, 2008, p.11). 

 

2.3 Culture and the Technical Arts 

Just as contemporary believers view beautiful sunsets and natural wonders, declaring 

God’s majesty behind creation (Ps 19:1), non-believers too may gaze at the heavens, 

recognizing there must be something bigger than self at work. When a person allows himself 

or herself to be captivated by the majesty of skillful high art like the Mona Lisa or the 

magnificence of a Mozart symphony, they can be swept away to a new reality, an out-of-body 

experience of sorts. I suggest these are certainly spiritual experiences, even if not wholly 
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religious in nature. Steve Miller concludes, therefore, “committed Christians should consider 

the incredible potential that Christian music affords for mind transformation” (2011, 

loc.1915–17) and sanctification. Already, several mainstream worship leaders are embracing 

this opinion, constructing set-lists based on a song’s biblical integrity as much as musicality. 

As well, Tim Keller has welcomed non-Christian, professional, paid musicians to perform in 

his church worship services in order to provide the highest quality for his congregation, just 

as they would enjoy at a Broadway production down the street from his Manhattan, NY, based 

church (1994, no pagination). “We have made it a basic principle that music in corporate 

worship must be of high technical and artistic quality, as well as theologically sound and 

fitting” (2002, p.236). These priorities offer congregations a worship experience that 

encourages them to fulfill their liturgical roles as active participants. This philosophy, though 

possibly agreed to in academic and theoretical discussion, is far from being incorporated into 

daily practice. 

Modern Christians do not live in an artistic vacuum. They are continuously inundated 

with sensory experiences through the workplace, television and radio, personal computers, 

and social media. “Just as electronic machines impact the world, so do our sentences, artworks, 

novels, and films. . . . Visual and verbal symbols, not just words, can alter our worship for 

good and bad” (Schultze, 2004, pp.42–43). Thus, I suggest this demands a higher level of 

responsibility when engaging the audience from within the church context so that what is 

presented is unquestionably doctrinally sound. 

Furthermore, virtuoso cellist Yo-Yo Ma suggests that “feeling and emotions as 

expressed in art and music play a central role in high-level cognitive reasoning. . . . These 
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discoveries suggest that a new way of thinking is possible,”15 one that allows the arts to foster 

true spiritual growth and a “new enlightenment” (2014, no pagination). In this way, the arts 

for Christians could be used not only for joy, healing, and cognition but a greater restoration, 

that is, biblically informed sanctification, with technical artists serving integral roles in the 

church’s spiritual development as the intermediaries between stage and congregation. In the 

act of “producing worship,” I contend that technical artists must be keenly aware of the 

theology they produce. For example, lowering the air conditioning and sweeping lights across 

the congregation can produce the “feeling” of the Holy Spirit “touching” the congregant by 

creating goosebumps and metaphorical blinding white lights. Engaging people means 

changing people, and specifically changing how they interact with God during the worship 

experience. 

In this way, the case can be made that God as Creator endowed humans as imago Dei 

with the capacity for creativity and gave the arts as a tool to glorify and worship him while 

leading other worshipers to do the same. Jeremy Begbie suggests one cannot be learning about 

God without learning from God (2007, p.20). Thus, utilizing the creative skills endowed by 

God can bring worshipers into further knowledge of him. In light of this, I propose that 

churches would be well served to further explore all available creative options, including 

technological ones. Surely God has used popular styles to further his plan, church, and people. 

Should not then, technology—and creative technical arts—be accepted into church liturgical 

practices? “Style” has traditionally been less about taste as about appropriateness. The style 

of an artistic work was to align with societal norms. In this way, when the technical arts are 

used in church practice they too possess the ability to create unity and harmony in the church 

                                                

15 These thoughts are backed by recent scientific studies that have demonstrated that musical and artistic response 
are a few of the only activities that stimulate the entire brain simultaneously (Alluri, et al., 2012, pp.3677–89). 
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exactly through employing the technological methodologies utilized by the congregation in 

their daily practices. It can, therefore, be argued that scholars ought not to take an “either/or” 

approach to studying theology and the technical arts, but rather a “both/and.” Philip Stolzfus 

concurs, citing the arts as “not so much as an individual experience of feeling, but as a cultural 

performance of group solidarity through the critically appropriated and participatory 

constructed phenomenon of attunement” (2006, p.251), the theological and aesthetic brought 

into harmony for the benefit of the group. Utilized properly, then, the technical arts can 

become a medium for believers to be further conformed into the image of Christ. Because “the 

medium can in truth become the message,” as Richard Viladesau states (2000, p.31), the same 

ought to be true of the medium of technical arts. Since the technical arts are a vehicle for 

delivering the gospel, they ought to be seen and studied in that light. 

 

2.4 Documentary Analysis of Spiritual Development in Contemporary Practice 

 

2.4.1 Introduction 

Art, writes Phillip Stolzfus (2006, p.9), is “a tradition that must continually be re-

created . . . [and] must be presented . . . if it is to be perceived, received, or realized.” Technical 

production is an art that is created as it is performed. It is temporal. Therefore, it can be argued 

that it is imperative technical artists understand what is actually being created and recreated 

and how their craft informs the greater theological school of ecclesiology. Thus, it could be 

suggested that—like with traditional church artisans—for technical artists to be effective they 

must recognize the baseline biblical truths that their art is supposed to represent, both 

practically and theologically. In this section I examine the documentary resources commonly 

utilized by church technical artists in light of the way these resources inform the theological 

understanding of their craft. 
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2.4.2 Role of Help Groups 

 Help groups are quasi-professional organizations that focus on social meet-ups and 

industry-specific training for church technical artists. These differ from standard audio-visual 

training classes and musical-professional education in that the client base is explicitly those 

who are either employed or volunteer at a church or para-church organization. I separate these 

into three general classifications: (1) support groups; (2) technology and worship conferences; 

and (3) media resources. 

 

2.4.2.1 Support Groups 

 Support groups have a social aspect aimed at purposeful, ongoing encouragement. 

Though local-area clubs and organizations exist, nationally, there are two leading 

organizations of significance: (1) Church Technical Leaders Network; and (2) Church Tech 

Unite. 

 Church Technical Leaders Network (CTLN) hosts an online forum at 

churchleaders.org, and a discussion group with tips and advice at ctl.onthecity.org. At secular 

tech conferences CTLN hosts social gatherings at area restaurants and half-day training 

sessions at major technology tradeshows such as WFX Conference and InfoComm. CTLN 

hosts one-day events at churches throughout the United States called “Lead Labs.” At these 

conferences nationally popular tech leaders convene to discuss common practices from their 

local churches, hold question-and-answer sessions, socialize over lunch, and offer 

opportunities to foster relationships with other church tech professionals and volunteers. 

CTLN utilizes the hashtag “#ctln” on Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook to connect posts of 

interest with other church techs on the forums, along with an ongoing dialog on Sunday 

mornings. No specific emphasis is placed on the biblical understanding of their craft beyond 
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devotional style application. 

 Church Tech Unite, commonly referred to as “CTUnite,” is a social-gathering 

organization that hosts monthly to bi-monthly lunch meet-ups in various cities throughout the 

United States. These are attended by local church tech professionals to eat together and meet 

neighboring church techs who serve in their same respective roles and who face the same daily 

challenges. The lunches are commonly attended by ten to thirty tech workers at each gathering, 

and they provide the opportunity to “talk shop” while building relationships. CTUnite bills 

itself as an organization that allows church techs to know they “are not alone,” which is a 

common critique of the industry. Like CTLN, CTUnite hosts dinners at local restaurants at 

major AV technology conferences throughout the United States after standard exhibit days. 

These serve as an opportunity for church techs to gather who do not regularly work in the 

same general area. Promotion is predominantly through Twitter and Instagram, with other 

social media support. There is no common hashtag or forum discussion outside of meal 

gatherings. There is no emphasis placed on biblical exegesis and is solely a social networking 

organization. 

 One last resource of note is “Sonnet House,” a teaching and discipleship program 

founded by Jeff Sandstrom—industry-recognized Front-of-House audio engineer for Chris 

Tomlin—that is specifically aimed at production teams. “Sonnet House equips production 

teams with tools for technical skill, creative expression, and spiritual connection to God and 

each other” (Sandstrom, 2017, no pagination). As of December 2017, it is still in its beta stage, 

with several churches joining the initial test group. The greater effect is still to be seen. 

However, it is a first step in intentionally viewing the performance and teaching of the craft 

in a biblical light. This program is worth following and incorporating into future studies. 

 

2.4.2.2 Conferences and Trade Shows 
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  Conference attendance for church techs falls under four main categories: (1) church 

tech as primary emphasis; (2) worship conferences with technical tracks; (3) national secular 

tech conferences; and (4) academic/scholarly biblical or religiously affiliated conferences. 

 

2.4.2.2.1 Church Tech Conferences 

Currently, there are three prominent conferences aimed at servicing church tech needs: 

MxU, FILO (First In Last Out, formerly Gurus of Tech), and WFX (Worship Facilities Expo).  

MxU, billing itself as “the ultimate audio non-conference,” is a “one-day FOH mixing 

event for the engineer, the musician, and the creative” (MxU, 2016, no pagination). It is a 

gathering of audiophiles that is held at large churches throughout the United States, such as 

Saddleback Church, in Lake Forest, CA, Church on the Move in Tulsa, OK, and North Point 

Church, in Alpharetta, GA, hosted by three well-known church tech audio engineers: Lee 

Fields, Jeff Sandstrom, and Andrew Stone. During this gathering three to six different 

mainstream audio consoles are on display while a talk-radio-style conversation takes place 

among the three hosts. They discuss various audio-mixing techniques that they each 

incorporate in their respective environments while offering advice and practice techniques to 

the attendees. It is an opportunity to see live audio consoles in person, which many of the one 

hundred attending guests could not normally do because of budget or time restrictions. There 

is an opening and closing prayer as well as references to serving the people of the church, but 

there is little-to-no direct biblical context. 

FILO Conference, created by Todd Elliott, a former Technical Director at Willow 

Creek Community Church in South Barrington, IL, 

Aims to provide inspiring tools for everyone involved in the church technical arts 

looking for design, development and business insights. Whether you are a volunteer 

or a staff person, an audio engineer or a graphics operator, set builder or jack of all 

trades, there is something unique here for you and the role you play in your local 
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church.  

FILO stands for First In Last Out. If you are a technical artist in the local 

church, you know what it feels like to be there to unlock the doors of the church before 

anyone gets there. Long after the event is “done” you and your teams are still there 

getting things ready for the next event. Many times you are the first one in and the last 

one to leave. This idea describes what most technical artists feel like.  

Designed specifically for the challenges you face. The FILO Conference 

brings a wide range of experienced technical artist that will provide industry insight, 

problem solving tips and new ways to make your job less difficult and help you leave 

with a sense that you are not alone (2016, no pagination). 

FILO offers practical skills to church techs in an environment that includes a gathered time of 

worship and pastoral perspective. In the pastoral session, the message focuses on seeing the 

tech’s role from the viewpoint of the larger church and building up and encouraging the techs 

in attendance to see their craft as having a purpose within the body of Christ. The time of 

corporate worship is intended to allow church techs to experience a church service without 

having to focus on the mechanics of operating a service as they would at their home churches. 

It is a time of experiencing as much as learning. FILO encourages spiritual development as an 

important aspect of mastering the craft. 

Worship Facilities Conference and Expo (WFX)16 is “an experience that will change 

your church” (EH Publishing, 2017, no pagination). WFX is the only tech conference that 

incorporates all aspects of church operations, including tech, facilities, security, and worship 

team practice, along with pastoral business and organizational management. It includes: 

Two and half days of education, hands-on training, networking, inspiration and 

exposure for every ministry team . . . [that] emboldens churches of all sizes and 

traditions to think creatively about how they can unleash the power of their 

staff, buildings and technology, releasing needed change agents that can make 

a difference. Education and training on current trending tools and technologies, 

                                                

16 In full disclosure, I was a session presenter at WFX Dallas 2013. 
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and exposure to innovative and creative solutions at our expo solutions center, 

makes WFX a unique experience (EH Publishing, 2017, no pagination). 

WFX also includes a pre-conference day of training from Church Technical Leaders Network, 

entitled the “Tech Leaders Retreat Bootcamp.” There, church technical artists receive “in-

depth exposure to valuable training, insights and opportunity to collaborate on solving real 

problems associated with your church” (EH Publishing, 2017, no pagination). The focus is on 

open discussion and knowledge sharing. The breakout sessions tend to concentrate on 

equipment and trade operations. A leadership track offers devotional-style team-leadership 

lessons from a biblical perspective. 

 

2.4.2.2.2 Worship Conferences and Training Workshops 

Worship conferences are aimed at serving people engaged in creating church worship 

services, including worship leaders, musicians, and audio-visual engineers. The core 

difference between these conferences and the tech conferences described above is that worship 

and music are the primary focus at worship conferences. The inclusion of tech teams is often 

an afterthought or they are not included at all. A few predominant symposia include National 

Worship Leader Conference (NWLC), Paul Baloche’s Leadworship Workshop, Seeds 

Conference, Experience Conference, Calvary Chapel Worship Leader’s Conference 

(CCWLC), Linger Conference, Getty Music Worship Conference, and The Calvin 

Symposium on Worship. 

The National Worship Leader Conference, Leadworship, Experience Conference, and 

Seeds Conference17 all offer tracks geared toward technical artists to improve their craft from 

                                                

17 Seeds Conference is trending toward encompassing a designated technical arts track. By the time of publication 
of this thesis, it could be viewed as a primary tech-based conference for technical arts professionals and could 
better fit into the previous §2.4.2.2.1. 
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practical points of view, including mixing techniques, lighting design, scenic construction, 

and team-leadership fundamentals. Where they all included sessions under the worship-team 

or worship-leader tracks that discuss worship biblically, none of these conferences offered any 

sessions specifically on the biblical meaning of technical arts. Biblical principles are preached 

during main plenaries but are overlooked in tech breakout sessions. Technical artists may 

often attend these events as part of worship-team trips with their respective churches, yet not 

often on their own as a first means of learning from other church technical artists. 

Calvary Chapel Worship Leader’s Conference (CCWLC), Linger Conference, and the 

Getty Worship Conference focus on leading worship and songwriting. All focus is on 

musicians with no specialized tracks for technical arts teams. These are the largest worship 

conferences in the United States; however, concentration is predominately on the musical 

artists alone. The Calvin Symposium on Worship is a biblical studies conference focused on 

worship in practice and biblical exegesis; no papers have been presented since 2013 that 

focused on using technology biblically in worship. Technical artists would not be discouraged 

from attending; however, the focus is on musicality rather than technical artistry. While 

musicality is a skill that can improve praxis, for church technical artists it would be a 

secondary and advanced skill and not necessarily the need for a technical artist looking to gain 

foundational skills. 

 

2.4.2.2.3 Mainstream Christian Biblical Studies Conferences 

Mainstream North American religious conferences that focus on biblical exegesis 

either wholly or to a substantial degree include the Society of Biblical Literature (SBL), 

Evangelical Theological Society (ETS), Institute for Biblical Research (IBR), American 

Academy of Religion (AAR), Global Leadership Summit, Purpose Driven Conference (PDC), 

Shepherd’s Conference, Ligonier Conference, and The Gospel Coalition. Over the past three 
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years, not one of these conferences included a single paper presentation that explored the 

biblical meaning of the technical arts. ETS, SBL, and AAR include worship subsections, but 

all papers presented focused on biblical exegesis of text in the context of worship leading, 

singing, or liturgies. Some practical courses were taught for pedagogical purposes, for 

example, tutorials on blogging or social media for educational purposes. None focused on the 

biblical understanding of such practices. Possibly, for this reason technical artists do not 

regularly attend these conferences; however, if they did, they might become better equipped 

to understand worship in a theological sense. These meetings would be beneficial for 

integrating Scripture into the practice of technical arts, but church techs generally do not attend 

these meetings. To my knowledge, I am the only practicing church technical artist who has 

attended these conferences in recent years. 

 

2.4.2.2.4 National Secular Trade Shows 

The three largest audio-visual conferences in the United States each year are secular 

trade shows. They include the National Association of Music Merchants (NAMM), 

InfoComm Show, and the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB). Most technology 

manufacturers use these events to release new equipment and to showcase advances in their 

product lines. For these reasons church techs regularly attend. Likewise, these conferences 

understand that “houses of worship”—as referred to by vendors—are large purchasers of the 

electronic and musical gear being showcased and, therefore, often include breakout sessions 

specifically aimed at servicing the church demographic. NAMM hosts a “Night of Worship” 

where popular Christian music artists perform a concert sponsored by church-focused vendors 

and manufacturers. Church Technical Leaders Network and Church Tech Unite host a meetup 

after one of the showroom expo days. Trade shows offer church technical artists the 

opportunity to be part of the entertainment and music industry crowd from which their 
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practical skills are developed but offer no biblical support or biblical training for their craft. 

 

2.4.2.3 Media Resources 

 The core method for church techs to connect with one another is through online 

resources, including social media, trade magazines, blogs, and podcasts. 

On any given Sunday morning, many church techs follow the popular hashtag #ctln 

on Twitter and Instagram, often “following” or “friending” one another through various other 

social media channels. This offers the opportunity to connect in real time, showing off each 

other’s worship services and reaching out for help with failing equipment and equipment 

glitches. It also allows for lighthearted “poking fun” at pastors and worship teams. On 

Facebook, four popular discussion groups—“Blue: AVL Forum,” “Gurus of Tech,” “Church 

Sound – Media Techs,” and “Worship Audio Collective”—offer midweek opportunities for 

asking trade questions, submitting prayer requests, and posting pick-me-up, meme-style 

photos. These avenues work in real time to develop a “family” of craftspeople built around 

the common goal of serving churches. The focus is mostly communal and task oriented. Over 

the three years of study, no specific posts on a biblically informed praxis were found.18 For 

example, in episode 3 of the MxU Podcast (Stone, Sandstrom, and Fields, 2017, no 

pagination), co-host Lee Fields took “the soapbox” to express his discontent for one particular 

Facebook page, “Church Sound – Media Techs,” which is the largest and most popular page, 

with 44,102 members.19 He commented that he stopped following the page—though recently 

returned—because of the large number of “knuckleheads” and “sales guys who were acting 

                                                

18 It is important to note that I could not have viewed every post possible. However, Facebook metrics send more 
influential posts to the top of news feeds and were placed in my “notifications” tab based upon popularity 
rankings. The pool of study incorporated these listings. If biblically informed praxis was posted, it was not 
popular enough to reach the full audience and would not be considered as an influential piece. Therefore, these 
are not accounted for in this thesis. 
19 As of December 31, 2017. 
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like weasels” leaving responses to legitimate questions being asked by pastors and church 

techs looking for help. Fields implores, “all you pastors that are out there that actually need 

the help, I’m sorry, but you can’t get quality help.” This demonstrates a disconnect between 

the ability to seek information and trustworthy destinations for it. Such a separation prevents 

biblical discussion. 

Trade magazines, though released monthly, share information regarding new gear 

aimed specifically at houses of worship. The four leaders in this area are Church Production 

Magazine, Technologies for Worship Magazine (TFWM), ChurchMag (online and digital 

formats), and MinistryTech (online distribution only). To supplement monthly distribution, 

each emails a weekly newsletter—daily for Church Production Magazine—of developments 

throughout the audio-visual industry, including product releases, new church installs, and 

product reviews. Church Production Magazine has a “Church Tech Devotional”20 email every 

Monday that balances technology with ministry services. In the tech devotionals, pastors and 

nationally recognized technical directors write leadership articles that connect the job in the 

tech booth to its greater role within the church. Articles include topics like: “Are You a Self-

Centered Tech Director” and “Running Your Tech Team Like a Small Group.” That articles 

such as these often rank high in the “most popular” category suggests that tech artists strongly 

desire to become informed from a ministerial perspective in addition to their necessary 

technical knowledge. In this way, technical artists appear open to discussing biblically 

informed praxis when the opportunity is offered. Church Production Magazine appears to be 

emerging as the leading resource for integrating theology with practice. 

The influential blogs and podcasts are maintained by other technical arts directors and 

                                                

20 In full disclosure, I have been a contract writer for Church Production Magazine and featured in the weekly 
devotional for both the online and print versions. 
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church industry professionals, rather than organizations. The most popular resource is the 

Church Tech Weekly podcast hosted by Mike Sessler and Van Metschke, along with their 

associated blog site ChurchTechArts.org. Both Sessler and Metschke are former church 

technical directors who have moved into the commercial sector, servicing the needs of 

churches for CCI Solutions. In these podcasts they highlight industry leaders from other 

churches and the AV world, including representatives from companies like Shure and Heil 

Microphones. They explore topics submitted by listeners that cover current industry trends, 

new regulations and gear, and tips for leading teams and working in ministry. Two other 

popular podcasts include the MxU Podcast, hosted by leading church tech audio engineers 

Andrew Stone, Jeff Sandstrom, and Lee Fields, and the ChurchMag podcast, hosted by 

bloggers Eric Dye, Jeremy Smith, and Phil Schneider. In these podcasts, roundtable format 

discussions explore popular topics within church tech circles. Little to no connection to the 

theological meaning is presented; they solely discuss the practice of technical arts to assist 

church techs with issues they may be facing in their local churches.  

The other most popular blogs for church techs are maintained by leading technical 

directors from large churches throughout the United States, including GoingTo11.com by 

Dave Stagl, BehindTheMixer.com by Chris Huff, and FirstInLastOut.us by Todd Elliott. 

These resources, like others not listed, are popular for task-oriented advice but do not offer 

direction or teaching in biblical principles or application thereof. 

 

2.4.3 Role of Spiritual Development 

 The most common method of spiritual growth for church techs is through regular 

church attendance, including listening to pastoral sermons, joining small groups and Bible 

studies, participating in volunteer non-tech ministry service, prayer, and ministry-team-

building activities. Because every Christian is responsible for his or her own spiritual growth, 
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it is difficult to determine how such activities affect practice. For all believers, spiritual growth 

and biblical knowledge depend upon individual dedication to learning and allowing the work 

of the Holy Spirit within oneself. I question, however: If church techs are often working during 

the sermon and ministry times, how much focus can be specifically put toward comprehending 

and integrating the message from the pulpit? If tech artists are following each other on social 

media hashtags during the sermon messages and work hours, can they be gleaning as much 

from the message as other congregants? One church tech responded during LeadLab San 

Diego 2015 that he may not pay attention to everything, but after he has heard the sermon 

three times over the weekend, he “got it all.” This suggests that how church technical artists 

learn theology is fundamentally different than traditional church attendees. Likewise, sermons 

do not generally focus on the biblical principles of church technical arts, but rather on 

Christian living. No focus is placed on direct application to the craft from an exegetical 

perspective. Nevertheless, Christian church techs would hold to 2 Timothy 3:16–17 that all 

Scripture from God would be useful in equipping them for their work. Thus, all learning that 

grows faith and knowledge would in some way affect how technical artists approached their 

craft, even if the biblical knowledge is not directly related to the individual actions at hand, 

like operating the audio console or changing camera shots. 

 

2.4.4 Analysis of the Documentary Findings 

The findings suggest that the application of biblical principles to the craft is lacking. 

Outside of assorted e-news and trade magazine devotionals, biblical principles in the scholarly 

context appear nonexistent. Is this due to a lack of interest by church techs, or are they an 

underserved demographic? Evidence appears to suggest both. For example, “tech director 

burnout” is a repeatedly popular topic in trade magazines and conference presentations 

(Coppedge, 2009/2010, no pagination). Justin Firesheets, production manager at Church of 
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the Highlands in Birmingham, AL, asserts that this frustration “comes from working really 

hard for things we don’t understand the purpose of” (2015, no pagination), causing anxiety of 

being left behind and out of the loop. I propose this feeling is due to the lack of understanding 

that what they do in practice is more than simply running a church service, but it also directs 

the church’s ecclesiology. I conclude that even with a large pool of resources from which 

church technical artists can gather information, and even though they have a tangible role in 

the church’s future, they remain an underserved demographic within the church itself. 

 

2.5 Conclusion: Technical Arts as a Theological Discipline 

The scholarly conversation regarding the worship aspect of theology and the arts is 

still relatively new, only gaining traction over the past few decades. As a general topic, it is 

flourishing among a handful of colleges and seminaries like the Calvin Institute of Christian 

Worship at Calvin College (Grand Rapids, MI), Dallas Theological Seminary (Dallas, TX), 

Duke Divinity School at Duke University (Durham, NC), Fuller Seminary (Pasadena, CA), 

Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary (Fort Worth, TX), University of Birmingham 

(Birmingham, UK), University of St. Andrews (St. Andrews, UK), and the Yale Divinity 

School at Yale University (New Haven, CT). Nevertheless, theological training specifically 

for technical production is lacking. This is likely not purposeful; I suggest it is because this is 

simply not where the interest and conversations have been directed. In the latest substantial 

work on religion and the arts, The Oxford Handbook of Religion and the Arts (2014, pp.4–5), 

Frank Burch Brown confirms this finding in his introduction:  

Religion and the arts . . . has not often been given much visibility on the map of 

religious studies, and has never been charted in detail. This means that relatively few 

readers are likely to be an expert in a given area. . . . [Omissions] may also be able to 

be addressed in the future—such as those that are the unintended result of editorial 

blind spots or those that involve digital media only now coming more fully to the 
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attention of scholars (emphasis mine). 

It is notable that Brown specifically notes the lack of study of digital media, an area that this 

study begins to fill. 

Even though a significant amount of academic material on “worship” and “religious 

aesthetics” does offer passing references to technological practices, the specific focus on 

technology and the technical artist is surprisingly absent. Not since Quentin Schultze’s 

foundational book, High-Tech Worship?: Using Presentational Technologies Wisely (2004), 

has there been any substantial work explicitly geared toward technical artists that theologically 

examines the integration of technology into worship. A few key tutorials like Len Wilson and 

Jason Moore’s The Wired Church 2.0 (2008), Brad Herring’s Sound, Lighting and Video: A 

Resource for Worship (2009), and Gregory Zschomler’s Lights, Camera, Worship! 

(2005/2014), offer legitimacy to the practice of integrating the technical arts into structured 

church services through presenting “best practices” for church technical artists to follow. 

However, they serve little purpose in contributing to the scholarly discussion. Blogger and 

podcaster Jeremy Smith (2016) released the only devotional geared toward church technical 

artists, Rebuilding, which is a significant attempt at formulating a nineteen-week narrative 

examination of the struggles and needs of church tech. This resource is a self-published, online 

PDF download, meaning that it has impact limitations; likewise, as a devotional—rather than 

exegetical—it stops short of speaking to the theological foundations of church tech.  

The closest attempt at a biblical understanding of the technical arts is Lee Bloch’s 

Worship from Backstage: A Biblical Perspective (2008). Bloch states that his goal is “to be a 

battle cry, a wake-up call . . . [to] take a stronger stand for Christ . . . [and] reveal some practical 

and biblical methods you can employ” (2008, loc.134–39). The attempt is encouraging and 

demonstrates a desire to align the technical artist with his or her faith, but it is not a “biblical 

theology” of the technical arts. In a verse-point structure rather than exegesis that allows the 
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text to define the theology, Bloch explores popular complaints and trials that technical artist 

experience and offers solstice in the form of a topical biblical perspective. For example, in the 

section “The Call” (loc.343–63), he gives a personal reflection rather than an exegesis of 

biblical narratives on “calling,” of which there are many. The work presents statements of 

belief rather than exploration of biblical text. Bloch reads the craft into the Bible rather than 

allowing the Bible to inform the practice. Even though most evangelicals would likely view 

the book as “biblically correct” and aligned with the tenets of the faith, it is a personal 

expression of belief and not built upon textual exegesis. It is, nonetheless, a solid step forward 

in the direction of biblically informing the technical arts in practice. 

Now over a decade removed from Schultze’s work, theological resources are still 

lacking, while still “technology is making people everywhere more and more used to 

excellence” (Keller, 2002, p.237). Popular worship leader Stephen Miller calls technology “a 

wonderful servant, but a terrible master” (2013, p.110). Even so, the current demographic 

change suggests it is both a societal and sanctuary given, inescapable for living, thriving, and 

capturing the “selfie” generation. Given its importance, the lack of theological works on this 

subject is startling. Though still relatively new in development, two United States 

megachurches have expanded their worship training departments to include a certification in 

the technical arts, with Gateway Church’s School of Tech Arts (Southlake, TX) and Calvary 

Chapel Costa Mesa’s School of Worship Media Arts (Santa Ana, CA). It is still to be seen how 

these two church-schools will affect the greater technical arts scene, but it is promising 

nonetheless. Gateway Church has recently extended their reach beyond those in the Dallas 

area by offering their “Audio 101” class online. With the appearance of programs such as 

these, opportunities exist for church technical artists to enter the scholarly conversation.  

 In conclusion, observing the changing views in regards to music and the arts over time, 

the constant struggle between society and the church becomes the defining factor. The 
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church’s view of culture forms its opinion of structured liturgical methods. As views have 

changed throughout church history, so too has application. To this end, Keller challenges, 

“Any proponent of ‘historic’ corporate worship will have to answer the question, ‘Whose 

history?’” (2002, p.196). All “traditions” were at one time or another new themselves. The 

arts and the church have worn many masks throughout time in a continuous struggle of 

balancing proper liturgical practice and cultural influence. Viewing technical arts from this 

historical perspective, the question is not if styles that mirror contemporary society should be 

incorporated, but how? Indeed, history has shown that the church has most often adapted to 

mirror culturally stylistic norms. Laurel Gasque ties such adaptation to the current discussion, 

writing: “theologians [of the past] could differ over doctrinal positions, but they all practiced 

the pieties induced by art” (2000, no pagination), regardless of the selected—or not selected—

style. “That art provided a unifying, rather than a divisive experience in the ancient church is 

a far cry from the worship wars of today that divide congregations over musical styles!” 

(Gasque, 2000, no pagination). As artistic theologians throughout history have demonstrated, 

integrating the current artistic cultural milieu into their normal worship practices can unify the 

church body to engage in a proven approach to spreading the gospel message. Today, that 

medium is the technical arts.  
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CHAPTER 3: 

BEZALEL, AN OLD TESTAMENT TECHNICAL ARTS MODEL:  

EXODUS 35:30–36:1 

 

3.1 The Bezalel-Tabernacle Narrative in Historical Context 

 

3.1.1 Introduction 

Twenty-six times in Exodus 25–40, the section describing the construction of the 

tabernacle, the word “skilled” is used to refer to the way something is made or a characteristic 

it possesses. The narrative of Exodus 35 (cf. Exod 31), where the tabernacle is commissioned 

for construction, specifically paints a picture of the relationship between the craftsman and 

the church as well as between the craftsman and God. Through the description of the biblical 

characters Bezalel and Oholiab, the text presents a portrait of a biblical artist and the six 

distinct attributes he or she is to possess: Spirit, skill, intelligence, knowledge, craftsmanship, 

and teaching ability. In Exodus 31 God informs Moses at Mt. Sinai that he has personally 

selected Bezalel to construct the tabernacle. In chapter 35 Bezalel responds to the call. Bezalel 

is the master builder and chief artisan of the tabernacle, its furnishings, and the clothing 

(Aranoff, 2012, p.31); Oholiab serves as his anointed assistant. Eugene Peterson comments 

regarding Moses and Bezalel’s relationship in the final chapters of Exodus: “Bezalel is in 

charge. And what he is in charge of is making provisions for worship. . . . At chapter 35, 

Moses steps aside and hands things over. . . . Bezalel provides the people with the material 

means for worshiping through the wilderness and living in the promised land” (2012, p.94). 

The Lord gave the instructions to Moses; Bezalel responded to an internal calling. Moses fully 

recuses himself, so that Bezalel can perform his inspired tasks.  

T. Desmond Alexander writes that the purpose of the tabernacle is for “divinity and 
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humanity [to] commune together” (2012, p.224). Not since the garden does God create for 

himself a physical place to dwell with his people. It is the earliest record we have of something 

constructed for the worship of God, with instructions that come from God (Dozeman, 2009, 

p.569; Campbell, 2006, p.132; Strong, 1893, p.270). Slemming (1993, p.20) summarizes the 

importance of the tabernacle as such: “The idea . . . was that God had become a pilgrim with 

pilgrims occupied a ‘tent’ with tent-dwellers. . . . God came right down to where man was that 

He might have fellowship with him.” It served as the portable home for YHWH until Solomon 

built the temple on Mount Moriah approximately two hundred years later. 
The tabernacle narrative is split into four parts: (1) the list of building materials; (2) 

identification of the builders; (3) the construction and making of furnishings; and (4) the 

census and tax levy to support the tabernacle’s cultic functions (Dozeman, 2009, p.759). If 

God desired, he could have either built the tabernacle himself or made anything anywhere to 

be the meeting and worship place of God. Instead, he chose inspired artists to create his 

dwelling space while equipping them with the necessary skills, along with the Spirit, for a task 

that would meet his holy standards. In this way, the arts received divine approval (Ryken, 

2006, loc.100–2). To an untrained reader, the passage contains endlessly monotonous details, 

yet it is essential to recognize that an architect could not effectively build the tabernacle based 

on the description given; the proper details are not present (Kidwell, 2016, p.25; Sarna, 1996, 

p.191). God gave the instructions to build the tabernacle—not instructions for the tabernacle—

and bestowed upon the artisans the ability to do so through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit 

(Fesko, 2012, p.115). 
Bezalel—the first person in the Bible said to be “filled with the spirit” (Exod 35:31; 

31:2)—is an often-overlooked character in the biblical narrative. Modern commentaries often 

skip or summarize the ten chapters pertaining to the construction-commissioning account, 

while focusing on the earlier works of Moses. Yet, I claim Bezalel is a significant character 
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for NT Christians because of the parallels between him and Christ. The tabernacle is a central 

space for Israelite worship wherein Bezalel’s actions play a significant role in how God’s 

people worship and experience God. Bezalel produced Israelite worship through an artistic 

creation of divine inspiration. This chapter explores the tabernacle construction narrative 

specifically focusing on the person of Bezalel and his assistants, Oholiab and the tabernacle 

artisans. For contemporary church technical artists, these biblical characters offer a template 

for qualities necessary to perform their craft within the confines of God’s sacred space.  

 

3.1.2 Examination of the Immediate Context 

John Hartley suggests the entirety of Exodus 25 to Numbers 36 is about the proper 

organization of worship of a holy God (2003, p.423). The tabernacle construction and 

commissioning narrative lies at the center of this third high point in the book of Exodus, which 

as Ralph Klein (1996, p.264) notes, has more time devoted in Scripture to it than any other 

object, making up all or a majority of eleven chapters, 25:1–31:18 and 35:1–40:38. Chapter 

35—Moses’s informing the people of Bezalel’s commissioning of YHWH’s dwelling place 

in the midst of his people—is the fulfillment of 31:1–11, God’s informing Moses of his plans. 

The duality behind the two tabernacle descriptions shows that God presents the meticulous 

details and then that the directives were to be carefully followed and carried out (Smith, 1992, 

Exod 35–40).21 Hartley summarizes the tabernacle layout: 
The sanctuary was located at the center of the camp; it is called “a holy place” (Exodus 

29:31). There the covenant people had access to the divine presence. At the eastern 

end of the courtyard was the great bronze altar. At the western end stood the tabernacle 

with the entrance facing east. It had two rooms: an outer room, called “the holy place,” 

                                                

21 Victor Hamilton (2001) suggests there are narrative similarities between Moses and Joshua, Bezalel and 
Oholiab, David and Solomon, and Solomon and Huram-abi. In each case, the first person planted and the second 
watered. There is a continuation of fulfillment and success. “The analogy [is that of] a skilled master builder 
[who] lays the foundation, and then someone else builds on it” (p.409). 
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with three pieces of furniture—the menorah, the table of showbread and the altar of 

incense—and an inner sanctum, or adytum, called “the holy of holies,” with the ark 

of the covenant (Exodus 26:33–34; 28:29; 29:30). Yahweh was enthroned over the 

ark, which was elegantly and artfully designed (2003, p.423). 

Each aspect plays a role in renewing God’s covenant with his people. Meeting and dwelling 

express a place where God and humans can find reconciliation (Leder, 1999, pp.29–30). 

Jeremy Aranoff notes a distinct characteristic often overlooked: “Not only were the 

Israelites able to survive the escape from slavery in Egypt, but additionally they are able to 

aspire to creating arts and crafts of greatness” (2012, p.31) during a time of change and doubt. 

On the first anniversary of the deliverance from Egypt, the tabernacle is consecrated. Because 

Moses neither understood nor possessed the ability to transcribe the blueprints into being, God 

filled Bezalel and Oholiab with the Spirit for the work of building and creating within the 

parameters of the Second Commandment not to create any carved image of heaven or below 

that would be worshiped in place of him. God gave Moses the directions, but he was not the 

one to perform the task.22 He was a prophet, not an artist. Mark George argues that by setting 

the delivery of the tablets directly prior to the tabernacle narratives, the text places Yahweh in 

a position of leadership through the entire construction event (2009, p.164).23 Understanding 

the text in this way makes sense because Moses is not an artist; God would have to direct his 

chosen builders. The descriptions are so exact—yet at the same time so abstract—that it would 

take a skilled person to understand how they come together. That is a job more suited to God—

and his chosen representatives Bezalel and Oholiab—rather than to Moses. The tabernacle 

                                                

22 Mark George (2009, p.164) suggests that the tablets given to Moses in Exod 31:18 were not merely the Ten 
Commandments, but the whole conversation between Moses and God, which would have included the directions 
to be handed over to Bezalel for the construction of the tabernacle. He suggests this idea is confirmed by 24:4’s 
citation that “all the words” were written down. I find this to be a dangerous leap but noteworthy nonetheless. It 
is a view that does demand some consideration. If it were the case it would add further implications for both 
God’s command to build and the methods that Bezalel and Oholiab would employ in the process of construction. 
23 In this sense, Mark George (2009, p.164) argues that the word used for “covenant” preceding the construction 
narrative is never used until later in Exodus 35 when action is taken to build YHWH’s dwelling place. 
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needed the most qualified artisans and finest materials (Van Voolen, 2014, p.270; Ryken, 

2005, p.947). The building of the tabernacle means that Bezalel24 is not only responding to 

God’s spoken Word; he is also authorizing performance of artistic worship within in it. He is 

creating a new realm of reality for God on earth (Leithart, 2000, p.316) that is intended to not 

only be viewed, but experienced. In this way, I suggest that artistic creations formed within 

sacred space, thus, possess an intrinsic performance value useful in fulfilling their intended 

purpose. 
In contrast to the fulfillment of God’s physical dwelling within the midst of his people, 

the golden calf narrative is purposefully placed in between the two commissioning narratives 

to emphasize that not all creations are sacred and poetic. The religious leaders decide to create 

an object of worship, but God desired to become the object himself. In the narrative, through 

the commissioning, rebellion, and construction, Israel experiences both God’s anger and his 

mercy. The anger of rebellion transforms to mercy through commissioning Bezalel, the 

technical artist, with the command to erect God’s physical presence among his people. While 

Aaron created a representation of God in the form of the golden calf, Yahweh was expressing 

his desire to Moses of becoming the embodiment of meaningful worship for the people. Aaron 

and the Israelites did not need to create an object of worship but rather a sacred space for God 

to be that object among them. Demonstrating repentance, Bezalel, Oholiab, and the people of 

Israel, showed full obedience in following God’s ordering of the tabernacle. Both Moses and 

God express their approval of Bezalel and Oholiab’s obedience. Moses does through blessing 

the artisans (Exod 39:43); God does by filling the dwelling place with his glory (Leder, 1999, 

p.26). 
                                                

24 Peter Leithart (2000, p.316) cites Moses as the one who built the tabernacle. This is a common theme among 
the commentaries. Bezalel and Oholiab are often overlooked as the builders in favor of a continuing narrative of 
Moses’s authority over the project. Even though Moses may have commissioned the project and been the one to 
“sign-off” on its completion, the construction itself was reserved for Bezalel, Oholiab, and their artisan-assistants. 
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3.1.3 The Literary Tabernacle 

 

3.1.3.1 Fact or Fiction 

 Any discussion of the construction of the tabernacle must include an examination of 

the scholarly debate on whether the tabernacle actually existed or is merely an act of literary 

fiction. Whether it did or did not does not impact the theological value for Christians, who 

would view the narrative as inspired and suitable for teaching (2 Tim 3:16). Likewise, the 

outcome has no direct effect on my argument or validity of what the Bible asserts about 

technical artistry. Yet, what it says about artistic practice has the possibility of informing 

modern praxis. Therefore, I will devote a small section to the main arguments for and against 

the existence of the tabernacle.  

The main argument for the existence of the tabernacle lies in the fact that “holy tents” 

were a common ANE practice. Victor Hurowitz suggests: “The tabernacle story and 

comparison with other ancient accounts of building temples both from the Bible and from the 

writings of Israel’s neighbors demonstrate [it] may be considered a rather typical and striking 

example of a common, often used story pattern” (1985, p.29) that mimics other known 

worship spaces. The words mishkan and ’ohel point to nomadic origins that can be dated back 

to Israel’s Canaan settlement. Parallel uses of “tent dwellings” exist in the Ugaritic, Akkadian, 

and Targumic Aramaic languages (Sarna, 1996, p.197). Archaeological evidence throughout 

the ancient Near East, including Ruwala tribes, Islamic Near East, Bedouin tribes, Phoenicia, 

Syria, the Midianites at Timna, and Ramses II of Egypt, which included an exact replica set 

up as his “war tent,” show analogous descriptions to that of the tabernacle (Homan, 2007, 

p.41; Averbeck, 2003, pp.818–19; Kitchen, 2003, p.213; Sarna, 1996, pp.198–99). The use of 

jewels and ornamentation for decoration was popular in ANE cultures (Clowney, 1993, no 
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pagination).25 For example, items that are integrated into both the tabernacle and El’s tent 

include: appellations and wooden supports, multiple large rooms, the fine fittings of gold and 

silver, throne, footstool, libation utensils, table, construction by a fine craftsman (Kothar in 

El’s case), and accounts of rebellion similar to the golden calf incident that interrupted the 

work (Hess, 2011, p.167; Averbeck, 2003, p.819; Homan, 2002, pp.96–97). The typical ANE 

pattern of tent and temple construction narratives include: (1) divine reason for the 

construction with the gods’ consent; (2) direct transmission of the command to build to the 

people in charge of construction; (3) preparation by the acquiring of supplies; (4) the 

construction account; (5) dedication; (6) prayer and blessing for prosperity; and (7) 

conditional blessings and curses to ensure future upkeep (Dozeman, 2009, p.572; Averbeck, 

2003, p.816). This is a near-exact description of the Exodus account in its entirety. The 

technology was known to be used by the Egyptians and therefore could have been a skill that 

the former Israelite slave population would have possessed prior to entering the wilderness 

(Kitchen, 2003, p.213). Mimicking known patterns in their own religious practices is highly 

probable.  

In contrast, Julius Wellhausen calls the tabernacle a “copy, not the prototype” of the 

temple (1885, loc.764). Richard Averbeck adds that Wellhausen believed it was a “pious 

fraud” (2003, p.818). It rests on historical fiction borrowed from the priestly code rendered 

from construction records of the temple. By Solomon’s time no tabernacle, nor holy vessels, 

nor brazen altar existed. At best, Wellhausen writes, there was a generic tent with the ark or 

representation of the ark with David (1885, loc.767–815, 892–909). He contends that the 

tabernacle reflects a prototype of a “halved” temple, made up during the exile to offer credence 

                                                

25 Kenneth Kitchen (2003, p.213) comments: “Tutankhamun was found with gold plated solid walled tabernacles 
around him. . . . Ritual boxes with rings for poles were also found there, resembling the description of the Ark.” 
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to the wilderness wandering. It was made portable to reveal God’s omnipresence, even when 

God’s people rebel against him (Homan, 2007, p.40). Carol Meyers suggests the priestly 

authors took what they knew of the temple and translated it into a wilderness shrine under 

Moses’s supervision, with the various terms used in reference to it done so interchangeably 

due to the various traditions that are wrapped up in them, including pre-temple shrines, the 

temple itself, and other later synagogue traditions (2005, pp.219–20). Another reason for 

historical non-belief in the tabernacle is due to the sheer size and weight of the materials along 

with the lack of people with the ability to pull off the project. It would have consisted of one-

and-a-quarter tons of gold, four tons of silver, and three tons of bronze (Rothkoff, 2007, p.421; 

Klein, 1996, p.264; Sarna, 1996, p.196). Jordan Jay Hillman suggests the haste of leaving 

Egypt would not have allowed the Israelites to gather such quantity of materials (2001, 

pp.226–27).26 He adds that during the time of P, however, these materials would have been 

traded regularly and could be easily added into the story to make it feasible that the Israelites 

had the large amounts needed. In 700–500 BCE, the skilled craftsmen, people, and materials 

necessary would have commonly existed in order to fit into P’s imagined 1300 BCE 

wandering society.  

In conclusion, it is not unthinkable the Israelites set up some sort of worship center in 

the wilderness. Since scholars generally agree that the account of the tabernacle is attributed 

to P and is from the exilic or postexilic period, it is, therefore, likely not an early account to 

the time of Moses. As discussed, the arguments range from it being a pious fraud to a valid 

historical memory, yet “no critical scholar accepts that the account in Exodus is a literal 

account of the desert shrine” (Klein, 1996, p.264). With so many details left out, even if 

                                                

26 I propose that if there were 400,000 to 1,000,000 Israelites who were allowed to plunder the Egyptians on the 
way out of Egypt during the Exodus as is commonly thought, it is conceivable that the goods required for the 
construction of the tabernacle would be plentiful. It would require a small amount from 400,000 individuals to 
collect the material supply required. 
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presented as a directive “blueprint,” Bezalel would have been able to decide how the intricate 

details would be incorporated into the final product. Taking into account the other ANE 

examples, I suggest that some form of the biblical tabernacle truly existed, though whether it 

matched the biblical description in every detail is open to question. There are sufficient 

parallel accounts and “material plausibility” for the existence of the tabernacle (George, 2009, 

p.13). The narrative tent was probably formulated out of something more straightforward and 

idealized from the time prior to entering the promised land (Klein, 1996, p.265).  

In this way, Bezalel and Oholiab would have been allowed some level of poetic license 

if the general framework was followed. Therefore, how the tabernacle would have actually 

looked cannot be fully rendered. Nevertheless, regardless of the physical realities or fallacies 

as commonly perceived today, the tabernacle’s theology is tied to the holiness of Israel 

(Rothkoff, 2007, p.423). In whatever form it existed, its purpose was always a material 

reminder of God’s place among his people and sacred space from which to worship him. 

 

3.1.3.2 P’s Tabernacle: Bezalel the Unintended Priest 

Regardless of contemporary arguments as to authorship, the Pentateuch is mostly 

understood as an edited work and not a piece of literature penned by one person at one time.27 

At minimum, it is considered an assortment of documents written down, collected, and edited 

prior to compiling the entire volume (Alexander, 2003, pp.62–63). The tabernacle narrative, 

and thus the inclusion of Bezalel as a biblical character, is considered to be a redaction by the 

                                                

27 T. Desmond Alexander summarizes the authorial controversy: “For some, to doubt the long-standing tradition 
of Mosaic authorship is the greatest heresy. For others, to support unquestioningly the belief that Moses wrote 
the whole Pentateuch is the hallmark of blind, uncritical thinking” (2003, p.61). Neither position can be argued 
with complete certainty. For this dissertation, I adopt the common understanding of a redacted JEDP authorship 
ranging from approximately 850 to 450 BCE as a collection of various writings by multiple authors. I agree with 
David Baker’s conclusion that calling the Pentateuch the “Books of Moses” does not have to mean that he was 
the author in totality, but instead it could be used as a title that designates the subject of this section of the Bible 
(2003, p.800). 
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Priestly (P) author—either in the exilic or postexilic era, approximately 500–450 BCE—who 

sought to establish a permanent system of liturgical directives (Rothkoff, 2007, p.418; 

Kearney, 1997, p.380; Durham, 1987, p.473). P is widely considered to have added much—

if not all—of the creation and redemption narratives.28  Jordan Jay Hillman suggests the 

political purpose of the tabernacle narrative is to create a place for the priestly class for all 

time (2001, pp.244–45). P separates Moses from the ruling tribe in order to gain or retain 

power over the people as a God-chosen ruling class. While Hillman appears to hold a negative 

view of P’s desire to establish the importance of the Levitical priests, I disagree. The P 

redaction demonstrates the importance of the priesthood through leading the reconciliation of 

all humanity; the inclusion of all Israelites serves as a unifier. Where a wholly Mosaic 

leadership could create a human idol over YHWH, P’s priesthood serves to bring the people 

into knowledge of and communion with their God from within a created sacred space. 

Bezalel possesses the exact, yet greater, qualities of Hiram in the temple (Kearney, 

1997, p.378). The similarities between a known—or possibly recently known—artisan in 

Hiram shows P was perhaps superimposing a commonly understood, factual temple account 

over a re-creation narrative. This offers a literary-historical explanation of the reason for the 

demise of the Davidic dynasty, the exile, and Babylon. As well, it gives hope that a future 

glory will come, or has recently come, despite the people’s unfaithfulness (Alexander, 2003, 

p.70).  

David Baker writes: “While the Pentateuch was not written as a historical document 

but as a theological one, its theology is nevertheless historically based, and impugning its 

historicity has theological outcomes” (2003, p.802). P lived at a time when God’s judgment 

                                                

28 The Priestly Code (P), built from the El school of authorship, represented the four covenants of Adam, Noah, 
Abraham, and the Sinai, as the framework. The addition of the law would have fit in with the postexilic era, 
making JE originate from the divided monarchy, D from the seventh century and Josiah’s reforms, and P from 
the postexilic restoration. In this way, P is a postexilic supplement to J (Arnold, 2003, pp.626–28). 
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and attack from other nations caused God to abandon the temple (Ezek 10). YHWH’s dwelling 

with man was only temporary (Klein, 1996, p.271). P’s primary goal appears to be to re-

establish the cultic community of the tabernacle, priesthood, and sacrificial system. 

Bezalel’s—and therefore the people’s—obedience in constructing the dwelling place would 

demonstrate their loyalty to God. P concludes the narrative by presenting the people as blessed 

after fully obeying the call to build. In this way, P sought to keep the holiness of God as the 

central focus (Klein, 1996, pp.274–75) by presenting the Israelites as a worshiping 

community. 

Benjamin Sommer takes a different view, noting that P always speaks in terms of a 

tent and without any acknowledgment of the temple ever having been built. For Sommer, P is 

concerned about what is utopian, not about what is physical (2001, p.53). Mark George 

likewise adds: “The social space of Israel’s wilderness tabernacle is one means of creating an 

orderly, consistent world and cosmos for the Priestly writers, even while they find themselves 

living in exile, displaced” (2009, p.72). P sanctions Yahweh’s presence in the tabernacle with 

the “special” verb shakan which is usually translated “to dwell” or “to tabernacle,” showing 

the reality of the tent. God does not live there in the same sense of people living in house. He 

has a metaphysical “presence” there suggesting that the universe is back into balance (Klein, 

1996, p.270). Sommer (2001) summarizes the arguments: 

P’s silence on the issue of the temple or the sacred city makes it impossible to decide 

between Kaufmann and Wellhausen on this issue, and other possible readings of the 

crucial passage exist as well; it is possible that P’s tabernacle did not originally stand 

for any one sacred site but came to represent the Jerusalem temple as priestly tradition 

developed. But the fact remains that P does not explicitly connect the tabernacle to the 

Jerusalem temple or even to multiple Israelite temples. It only describes a wandering 

shrine that is located at the center of the camp, thus suggesting both locomotive and 

locative understandings of that shrine (p.55). 

According to P, the tabernacle is also the place from which God’s law code is 

revealed. Further, it serves as the single legitimate place of regular worship for 
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Israelites in the desert; not only does God approach Israel there, but Israel approaches 

God as well. In short, the priestly tabernacle is a sacred center, the capstone of the 

universe; and there God is constantly and reliably manifest (p.44). 

To P, God is always present, while still restricting atonement, redemption, meeting, and God’s 

presence to a central spot. In this way, P focuses the Pentateuch on the immanence of YHWH 

through a physical, sacred worship space that is confined yet not limited.  

 

3.1.4 Called by Name 

 Selection of the artisans to build the tabernacle was not happenstance; God specifically 

called Bezalel and Oholiab by name (Exod 35:30).29 In the Hebrew tradition, God’s action 

denotes a single individual “named” to a specific job and commissioned to a specific task 

(Stuart, 2006, p.650; Sarna, 1991, p.200).30 In this way, Bezalel, and no one else, was to 

oversee the tabernacle’s construction. Throughout the Bible, God only calls people by name 

whom he puts into high places (Spence-Jones, 1909, p.314) as emphasized through the Lord 

filling Bezalel with the Spirit of God. In contrast to Moses, Bezalel never questions his calling 

to the project (Hamilton, 2011, p.600). Bezalel appears to understand the importance of the 

calling and recognizes he is endowed explicitly with the qualities necessary to complete the 

task. 
Bezalel was likely a skilled craftsman before he received the divine commission, yet 

God’s filling of the Spirit elevates Bezalel’s previously held skills to a level required to 

accomplish this job. Gene Veith notes that the calling of Bezalel was in the past tense: I “have 

                                                

29 Mark George (2009, p.163) suggests that because Bezalel and Oholiab are identified before the charge to build 
is given, this adds to the idea of each one as an individual with a specific purpose. They were not merely the only 
available artisans with the skills to perform the task. It is a special assignment for select artisans to complete. 
30 Thomas Dozeman (2009, p.674) concurs. He suggests the Hebrew qara’ti beshem means to name or summon. 
This designates a special status. The LXX suggests a favored status of Bezalel with anakeklemai ex onomatos 
meaning “I have called out for myself by name.” 
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called and filled.” He already possessed the skill. These talents were then to be employed in 

service of the Lord (1983, p.21). William Johnstone adds that whom God chooses to do the 

work, he also “endows . . . with all necessary skills of mind and hand” (2014, p.335), which 

suggests natural talent and supernatural anointing are not opposites but instead work in 

relation to each other when used for God’s purposes (Garrett, 2013, Exod 35:30–36:3a). 
Bezalel and Oholiab’s contribution is an offering of their whole selves, an internal 

filling that creates an outward expression of worship. It is an inner ability first. It is a gift from 

God for a specific purpose in the covenantal promise (Ferretter, 2004, p.132) as demonstrated 

throughout the Bible when others are called in service of the Lord. In the surrounding passage, 

God tells Moses that he knows him by name. Just as Moses was given a specific purpose in 

service of God’s people, so too does God know the “name” of Bezalel for the purpose of 

assembling his dwelling place on earth. This denotes an intimacy between God and the artisans 

(Hess, 2011, p.167).31 In this way, calling Bezalel and Oholiab by name is personal to them 

in a way not scripturally common. 

 

3.1.4.1 Bezalel: In the Shadow of God 

Bezalel—“Bezalel, son of Uri, grandson of Hur, of the tribe of Judah”—means “in the 

shadow and protection of God” (Otto, 2015, p.43; Fesko, 2012, p.116; Dozeman, 2009, p.674; 

Grintz, 2007, p.557; Ryken, 2005, p.947; Sarna, 1991, p.200).32 Though Bezalel is a lesser 

                                                

31 John Calvin suggests the “calling by name” was a significant indicator to Moses due to himself personally 
being called for his role in leading the people. Calvin argues that when an artist acknowledges the truths of God, 
a higher quality is produced. The artist’s calling by name is as an example of God’s grace on humanity for the 
worship of him. God endows their given tasks for the sacred work; they become honored servants. (2010, pp.291, 
296). 
32 John Durham (1987, p.409) translates the meaning of Bezalel’s name as “in El’s protecting shadow.” He 
suggests this adds a sense of action by God upon Bezalel. In this way, Bezalel’s actions in creating the sacred 
worship space for YHWH are also actions of God himself. Where God is his protection, he likewise presents 
God to the people for both their protection through corporate worship and the preservation of his memory. 
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known character in modern biblical study, his name denotes that he is special to God (Nelson, 

2011, p.146; Campbell, 2006, pp.123–24), and he holds a name that suits his overall purpose. 

His name is an acrostic conjunction of B’tzelem Elohim, a metaphysical representation of the 

“image of God” (Otto, 2015, p.44; Aranoff, 2012, pp.33–34).33 His father’s name, Uri—short 

for Uriel or Uriah—translates to “God/Yah is my light,” making Bezalel, figuratively, the Son 

of Light. Philo saw this as replication nomenclature in that Bezalel’s name denoted that he 

was a replica of God in the same vein as imago Dei (Otto, 2015, p.44).34 The exact Hur—

meaning “free man” (Johnstone, 2014, p.335)—being referred to as his grandfather is 

unknown, but it could be the same person who judged with Aaron (Exod 24:14), accompanied 

Aaron on the mountain in the war against the Amalekites (Exod 17:8–16), and held up Moses’s 

arms (Exod 17:10–12). According to rabbinic tradition, Hur held a prominent place in Mosaic 

leadership as the husband of Moses’s sister Miriam and was killed in attempting to stop the 

creation of the golden calf (Johnstone, 2014, pp.335–36; Dozeman, 2009, p.676; Sarna, 1996, 

p.122; Sarna, 1991, p.200; Veith, 1991, p.105; Spence-Jones, 1909, p.314). If this parallel is 

indeed true, I suggest it should not be quickly overlooked. P places the exact grandson of the 

one who defended against worshiping a false idol in place of YHWH as the person who would 

ultimately create the dwelling place of God among the Israelites. In this way, both Bezalel’s 

namesake and lineage have ties to the sacred worship practices and protection of God’s 

                                                

33 Jeremy Aranoff (2012, p.33) suggests there is an alternate method of grouping the letters of Bezalel’s name in 
order to make it mean “God’s Onion.” This is an interesting suggestion. I tend to disagree with the grouping. 
However, when viewed this way it does support the qualities that an artist would possess. Each layer reveals the 
various skills he possesses. Even if the letters of his name are not to be arranged to create the “God’s Onion” 
meaning, in an oral culture, the combination of letters to sounds could generate a play on words, which in turn 
could offer a secondary and more in-depth interpretation of his role as well as his personal characteristics. 
34 John Durham proposes that “Ur” translates to “my flame” (1987, pp.409–10). The translation suggests greater 
interaction between Bezalel and God, along with suggesting his source of energy and inspiration. Durham refers 
to Bezalel’s role as “the supervising artisan” for the “various media of worship.” In this way, Bezalel possesses 
the fire that also provoked Moses to respond to God’s calling to serve his people. Thus, Bezalel becomes an 
embodiment of the power of God to lead people to himself. 
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“name” among the people. The combination of the meanings of his namesake parallels the 

fact Bezalel is filled with the Spirit of God, ruah Elohim (Dozeman, 2009, p.676). Thus, his 

name suggests that he is not only in the shadow of God but more so in the direct protection 

and purposed care of God. He is a literary—if not literal—“son” of God (Hess, 2011, pp.165–

66).  
Douglas Stuart (2006, pp.649–50) suggests that being a Judahite is also an important 

factor because once the tabernacle is constructed, no other tribe than the Levites are allowed 

to touch it, carry it, take it down, use it, or enter all areas within it.35 The service of the 

tabernacle was explicitly a Levitical job, even if the construction was reserved for those who 

were spiritually gifted. Descending from the line of Judah places Bezalel in tribal lineage with 

both David and Jesus.36 Bezalel most likely would have been viewed as an artistic patriarch, 

a symbol of worship practice and liturgical structure, to both David and Jesus. Likewise, first 

century Jews and early Christians all believed Bezalel was a real person. While writing for the 

Romans, Josephus referred to Bezalel as “renowned.”37 Holding him in high regard presents 

him as a suitable model of a regular citizen commissioned for the construction of significant 

masterpieces for the priests and ruling class (Fine, 2014, pp.21–26). 

In Christian circles, Bezalel is often called an architect and builder. The original 

Hebrew understanding of him is as an “artisan and designer.” The Greek arkhitekton signifies 

a chief master builder, artisan, or craftsman (Otto, 2015, p.19; Fine, 2014, p.28; Rothkoff, 

                                                

35 I suggest that though the text does not ever cite Bezalel or his artisans assisting with the tabernacle, it can be 
argued—which I do in this thesis—it is their expertise that would be required to reconstruct and maintain the 
tabernacle and its belongings throughout the remainder of the wilderness journey. Assuming the tabernacle was 
carried throughout the desert for the remaining thirty-nine years, normal wear-and-tear would suggest that the 
skilled artisans would be required in an ongoing basis and not only until completion of the construction project. 
36 According to the biblical text, Bezalel’s full lineage from Judah would encompass Judah to Perez to Hezron 
to Caleb to Hur to Uri to Bezalel. This is most likely redacted to show only the major patriarchs in his ancestry. 
37 Josephus’s choice of words would place Bezalel within a class structure important to the Romans, one wherein 
Bezalel would be worthy of honor but without challenging the ruling class’s higher status. 
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2007, p.421).38 Because Bezalel was filled with the Spirit, he was able to create according to 

his own will and the power of God, not only due to his possessed skill. In the same way, 

Michelangelo compared himself to Bezalel, seeing himself as a divinely inspired artist. 

Michelangelo saw artisans like Bezalel—and himself—who create through the Spirit of God 

as able to overcome Moses’s iconoclasm (Blum, 2013, p.562), allowing their creations to be 

living examples of gospel truth. In this way, modern church technical artists are the 

Michelangelos of modern church media. Their creations, when made as a calling to their 

namesakes as artisans, are hence “in the protection of God,” able to share “God’s light,” and 

“free man[kind]” from the cultural barriers that promote false worship. 

 

3.1.4.2 Oholiab: The Assistant 

To fully understand Bezalel, one must understand his assistant Oholiab (“Oholiab, son 

of Ahisamach, of the tribe of Dan”). Oholiab means “The Father-God is my tent” (Fesko, 

2012, p.116; Hamilton, 2011, p.520; Ryken, 2006, loc.82–84; Homan, 2002, p.120n146; 

Durham, 1987, p.409) and uses the same word that is found in “tent of meeting” from Exodus 

27:21, which suggests a care and protection of God through a physical meeting place 

(Johnstone, 2014, p.337; Hess, 2011, pp.166–67). His name implies a divine covering of 

protection (Sarna, 1991, p.200). Oholiab’s father’s name, Ahisamach, means “my brother 

offers support” or “my brother has leaned/sustained [his hand for support]” (Johnstone, 2014, 

p.337; Hamilton, 2011, p.520; Durham, 1987, p.409). This is a fitting surname for the man 

                                                

38 Bezalel’s popularity peaked in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Bezalel’s and Oholiab’s tabernacle was a 
common depiction. “For Vasari, Bezalel, the first Jewish artist, stands at the beginning of art history in the same 
way that Moses stands, in the Hebrew Bible, at the beginning of all written Revelation” (Blum, 2013, p.560). 
Gerd Blum notes that Giorgio Vasari viewed the Jews as “protagonists” or fans rather than active in the 
development of the art, while Bezalel was the first to define religious art because God left artistic construction 
to him (2013, pp.560–61). Vasari states, “the art of design . . . was bestowed by the mouth of God on Bezalel . . 
. for no other reason than to bring the people to contemplate and to adore them” (Blum, 2013, p.561). 
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called to perform the tasks as Bezalel’s assistant. Oholiab carries a special sense to it: it is 

made up of ‘hl-‘a, which denotes both tent and father. The use signifies a divine Father rather 

than human father. Therefore, a dual meaning is present; not only is God a physical protection 

as the “tent” but he is also a true person in the form of the divine “Father.” Protection is found 

in the tent that is the Father. 

Oholiab is from the northern tribe of Dan, which Victor Hamilton (2011, p.520) 

suggests would have been an honor. That Bezalel’s assistant is from tribe of Dan is significant 

because Dan—the person—is the first of Jacob’s sons, and Dan—the lineage—produces the 

famous judge Samson. The tribe of Dan was known for its leadership roles and assisted heavily 

in the administration and construction of the temple. 39  From a literary perspective, the 

inclusion by P of an artisan from the tribe of Dan, I suggest, shows that there was leadership, 

strength, and wisdom in performing the work being untaken. Likewise, the conclusion can be 

drawn that the skills required to perform great artistic feats in the creation of worship spaces 

is not attached to any one tribe but rather that all tribes and peoples are endowed with capable 

artists.40  
Like Bezalel, his name is fitting to his purpose. Oholiab is the tent-making apprentice 

who comes alongside God’s “shadow” (Kidwell, 2016, p.36; Homan, 2002, p.120n146). His 

name is an obvious play on words because he is literally building a tent for the Father.41 The 

                                                

39 John Calvin suggests that it makes perfect sense that Bezalel come from Judah, but why he would be given an 
assistant from Dan “can hardly be accounted for . . . [except to show] the grace of God” (2010, p.292). In this 
view, Calvin is close-minded to the ability of other tribes to contribute and overlooks the following account of 
all tribes serving as artisan-workers. While it can indeed be viewed as an act of grace, the text better suggests 
that artists are not confined to any one group or subset of people but are called from the whole of the community. 
40 Christ John Otto (2015, p.49n17) contends this would have had a large practical impact. Pooling labor from 
other tribes generates a community investment in the worship of God. It cannot be overlooked, however, that 
Bezalel is always referred to as the primary leader while Oholiab serves in a supporting role, possibly because 
he is from the lesser tribe of Dan. Even though artists are called from various tribes, Oholiab is distinctly lesser 
than Bezalel, always mentioned second, never alone, and his skills are the soft arts like linen and fabric which 
would have been viewed as a lesser skill. 
41 Names including a derivative of Ohel (tent) were common in Phoenicia and Arabia (Sarna, 1991, p.200). 
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connection between his name being the actual building of a tent and God being found in a tent 

should not be overlooked: the Hebrew understanding pictures a name that is not of a physical 

dwelling alone, but metaphysical. Whereas Bezalel was the divine architect and artisan, 

Oholiab knows where refuge is found. His name is used in the Old Testament’s chapter on 

deliverance of God’s people, and the first attempt at God’s dwelling among them through 

building the physical sacred space of God and the shelter for his people (Ryken, 2005, p.947). 

Like with Bezalel, I suggest, this should not be glanced over lightly. Artists who construct 

have a special purpose when creating worship in God’s modern tent, the church. They create 

the place of refuge for God’s people at the dwelling place of God. 
 

3.1.4.3 Tabernacle Artisan Workers 

Bezalel and Oholiab are the central leadership team in tabernacle narrative. Likewise, 

“skilled artisans” with “stirred hearts” from within the people of Israel play a central role 

(Exod 35:35–36:1).42 The Israelites go from building storehouses and cities for Pharaoh to 

erecting a house and dwelling place for God (Leithart, 2000, p.313).43 The text suggests God’s 

bestowing the Spirit, skill, wisdom, intelligence, and understanding are traits shared among 

various people and not ascribed solely to two particular individuals from the tribes of Judah 

(Bezalel) and Dan (Oholiab) (Veith, 2004, no pagination; Baker, 2003, p.52). The text states 

                                                

42 Jeremy Kidwell (2006, p.40) writes: “This literary celebration of willingness stands as a strong repudiation of 
the forced labour that is described at the beginning of the Exodus account. Those who are summoned to undertake 
the work (Exodus 36:2, cf. also 25:21–2, 26) are volunteers: ‘kōl ʾašer neśā ʾô libbô’ (‘all those whose hearts 
were stirred’). The LXX is more straightforward, with ‘kai pantas tous hekousiōs boulomenous’ (‘all those who 
willingly desired’). In the Hebrew, the verb nśʾw (lit: ‘to lift up’) is used figuratively here, thus it may be rendered 
as Walter C. Kaiser suggests: ‘the heart ‘lifts one up’ thus inciting action.’ As the LXX translator emphasizes, 
with the use of the verb hekousiōs, human participation in this enterprise is necessarily free inasmuch as it is 
communal.” 
43 H. D. M. Spence-Jones (1909, p.383) suggests that being called is important in this case, because if it were 
solely voluntary the Israelites may not have chosen the right people for the task. The contrasting golden calf 
narrative placed between the two tabernacle texts demonstrates the difference between works that are created 
due to God’s calling and the people’s desires. 
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that all who were skilled were called to perform the tasks for building the sanctuary. Both men 

and women were involved.44 In Israelite society, the women would have prepared the fabrics 

and wool. Therefore, in Exodus the description of the priestly garments would most likely 

have been performed by skilled women (Meyers, 2005, p.276; Ryken, 2005, p.948; Baker, 

2003, p.51).45  

The passage indicates it is not the priestly class who receives the Spirit to complete the 

tasks but “all” the “skilled” workers, leading to the glory of the Lord approving of their work, 

filling the space, and transforming it into God’s sacred dwelling place. Douglas Stuart 

contends that v.35’s assertion, “all of them master craftsmen and designers,” signifies that 

amateurs were not involved, but only professionals gifted and guided by God (2006, pp.759–

60), and that 36:1 demands the builders also be gifted by God and perform their craft according 

to divine plan. The people could not choose to be part of the work unless fully qualified; they 

had to be experts. Completing a feat of divine instruction requiring a specific skillset (Levison, 

2009, p.52). Likewise, the artisans could not modify God’s plans; construction must be 

according to God’s requirements. 46  Jeremy Kidwell (2016, p.35) cites Mark George’s 

suggestion that including others in construction narratives is not abnormal in ANE literature; 

                                                

44  Women are mentioned in the construction narrative, however, not in the instruction narrative. This is 
significant because the earlier commissioning narrative is Moses’s instruction to Bezalel. The later construction 
narrative is Bezalel’s reliance upon God’s instructions to him. In the latter, Bezalel finds favor in the assistance 
of women in producing the worship space. 
45 David Baker (2003, p.51) contends that archaeology shows this skill developed as far back as the Neolithic 
period. 
46 John Calvin (2010, pp.296–97) struggles to understand how a people drawn out of slavery could possess the 
great talent required to complete the task. I suggest that the skills they learned in captivity in Egypt cannot be 
overlooked. The Israelites built pyramids, cities, storehouses, altars, statues, and other great works required by 
the Pharaoh. They developed the necessary skills over the course of four hundred years that could then be 
sharpened and passed down from generation to generation. Calvin believes the gifts were given and perfected 
through the Spirit. He does not go so far as to say they did not have them beforehand but that it would take God’s 
Spirit to realize their full potential. While I partly agree, and the text does indeed infer that there is a reliance on 
the Spirit’s work, Calvin downplays the ability for high art and craft to be a general revelation and developed 
skill for all people. God is able to offer skills before a calling so that when the calling occurs the respondent is 
able to act according to the requirements of the call. 
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however, it is unique that they had an internal response to participate. They were “stirred” and 

“inspired,” and the artisans most likely had the necessary skills sharpened in order to complete 

the tasks.47 

A social aspect is also involved: “The overall project is to be one that represents the 

corporate work of the whole people” (Kidwell, 2016, p.45). It took a coming together of the 

entire society—whether through donations of goods or assembling them—to bring the project 

to completion (Kidwell, 2016, pp.45–46). Israelite non-artisans were also involved in the 

project through the giving of freewill offerings (Levison, 2009, p.52; Strong, 1888, p.9), 

giving so abundantly they exceeded the need (Exod 36:5). The people responded “with 

enthusiasm to Moses’ challenge” (Smith, 1992, Exod 35:1–29), giving commodities of gold, 

silver, bronze, and linen from plundering the Egyptians (Slemming, 1993, p.17). The people 

gave until Bezalel informed Moses the supplies were sufficient (Exod 36:4–7). Because the 

contribution of materials came from the congregation, everyone had the pleasure of 

contributing in some tangible way to the art of the sacred space by being moved by God in 

some form, either artistic skill or tithes. Giving was not a chore but rather a willing addition 

to the solidarity of the community and the call for unity in purpose. 

 

3.1.5 Tabernacle Worship and Artistry 

The tabernacle is referred to by eight different variations of two main words: mishkan 

and ’ohel. In practical terms, all variations are synonymous and are applied to places that serve 

a higher purpose—a sanctuary—not merely a tent (Rothkoff, 2007, p.418): (1) mishkan 

                                                

47 We can see from Jeremy Kidwell (2016, p.35) that scholars do not agree whether the artisans acquired the 
skills prior to the commissioning and then the Spirit was given to assist, or if the skills were only granted due to 
responding to the call for the purpose of constructing the tabernacle. I propose they possessed them prior and 
were developed over the course of one’s life. See my explanation in the previous footnote. 
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(dwelling); (2) mishkan YHWH (the dwelling of the Lord); (3) mishkan ha-’edut (the dwelling 

place of the testimony); (4) ’ohel mo’ed (tent of meeting); (5) mishkan ’ohel mo’ed (dwelling 

place of the tent of meeting); (6) miqdash (sanctuary); (7) ha-qodesh (holy place); and (8) 

qodesh ha-Qodesh (most holy place or holy of holies). It is a visible representation of God’s 

spoken promises (Stevens, 2012, p.42). The tabernacle is not just about Bezalel and Oholiab: 

the whole of Israel was invited to enter into worship through the tabernacle experience. It 

became a symbol of the people’s heart for God, and God’s heart for his people (Ryken, 2005, 

pp.1095–97).48 At the center of worship was the ark of the covenant, encompassing all of 

God’s promises to his people, with the pillar of the divine Shekinah symbolizing the precise 

placement of the ark and mercy seat, and thus the exact location of God within their midst 

(Strong, 1888, p.9). The mobile sanctuary had three levels of holiness, from the court to the 

outer room to the holy of holies. As the graduation becomes more sacred, the value of the 

materials and level of skilled workmanship is likewise increased: from bronze to gold, from 

plain weaves to woven patterns (Hartley, 2003, p.423).  

Because the details provided are not sufficient to be used as architectural plans, it can 

be argued that the author intended the text for a wider audience, not just those with the 

technical ability to understand the minutiae (Kidwell, 2016, p.31). To a layman the text would 

be viewed as moralistic rather than as specific to a particular group. Religious-rite ANE 

artisans like Bezalel and Oholiab were viewed as the mediators between god(s) and man 

because they created the objects to be worshiped, which in practical terms was the god itself. 

Otto writes:  

                                                

48 Peter Leithart (2000, p.313) proposes that a disproportionate amount of Exodus is given to the tabernacle 
construction and description, which presumes this is for a specific purpose. The Israelites were released from 
Egypt in order to go into the wilderness to hold a feast to Yahweh. That implies their mission is not complete 
until the feast is held, which offers explanation to the overwhelming details in preparation of the feast. The 
preparation included the creation of God’s sacred space among his people. 
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The artisan had a unique role. To a technologically primitive society, a person who 

could create things seemingly out of nothing was believed to have semi-divine 

qualities. A person who could take metal and shape it over a forge, or take wood and 

carve it into the shape of an animal or person (or god) was seen as a person who was 

making invisible things suddenly visible. . . . The artisan[s who] could seemingly bring 

things out of heaven . . . began to be seen as mediators between the gods and men 

(2015, pp.81–82).  

Leland Ryken (1989, pp.54–57) describes three kinds of artistic style represented in 

the tabernacle: abstract (non-representational), representational, and symbolic. Symbolic art 

is “the use of physical images to stand for a corresponding spiritual reality” (p.54). Examples 

include the golden altar for atonement, the golden table for God’s provision, water for 

cleansing, lampstands for illumination of God’s revelation of himself. Christians would 

suggest that such symbols today might include the bread and wine at the Eucharist and water 

of baptism. Representational art “portrays the objects of the physical world in a recognizable 

form . . . [which] imitates the forms of life as they pass before our gaze” (p.55). These include 

adding inscriptions of physical items like flowers, pomegranates, almonds, lions, oxen, and 

palm trees. It shows that all of God’s creation is to be admired and is suitable for artistic 

embellishments. Abstract art is “art that represents nothing beyond itself. It is simply a pattern 

or design that is complete in itself” (p.56). The combination of real to figurative, plain to 

ornate, work together to give the feel of reverence in themselves. Importantly, God gave many 

details, but not enough for us to confidently know what the tabernacle physically looked like 

(Ryken, 2005, p.950).49 The description of what to do within the tabernacle is in the text, but 

the exact style is not specified.50 In fact, the modern image is skewed by early scholarly 

                                                

49 For example, Leland Ryken indicates that the tabernacle contained representations of blue pomegranates. 
However, blue pomegranates do not exist in reality. This suggests, therefore, that some amount of artistic license 
must have been allowed (1989, p.57). 
50 I propose a modern example: Tell a classroom of thirty elementary schoolkids to draw a picture of a red truck 
exactly twenty centimeters long. The final products would include thirty very different representations of a red 
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attempts to recreate a “possible” option, like those of James Strong (1888, 1893). 

Otto concludes: “God lavished on Bezalel an abundance of creativity. And although 

the Tabernacle would be dedicated to God, the Tabernacle was for the benefit of the people” 

(Otto, 2015, p.61). Thus, God allowed the worship of him to exhibit a level of creativity 

endowed to Bezalel and his artisans that extended beyond the spoken instructions offered to 

Moses. In modern art, this would be equivalent to artists taking poetic license with their works. 

I suggest, then, that contemporary church technical artists should be allowed creative license 

in their craft insofar as the principal structures and purposes (i.e., doctrinal stance, or the 

church mission statement) are not infringed upon. 

 

3.1.6 The Tabernacle Experience 

 

3.1.6.1 Mobile Reminder of Worship 

James Strong (1893, p.270) and Thomas Dozeman (2009, p.575) suggest tabernacle 

portability made it the most ingenious plan and workmanship of its day. It allowed a 

wandering people a closeness and connection to their God not previously seen in history. It 

served as a mobile reminder of the need to worship, keeping God at the center of both their 

camp and their travels. Israel Stein proposes that the command to build the tabernacle coming 

after the golden calf shows concession to Israel’s need for a central place of worship of YHWH 

and that it was not an agenda from humans, but from God himself (2006, p.244). The people’s 

disobedience created the need for a permanent space to demonstrate true obedience. The 

tabernacle served as the created space of sacred meaning in which “the Israelites can dwell 

                                                

truck, yet all of which would contain exactly the same predefined characteristics. The tabernacle can be viewed 
in the same way. The plans given are interpreted according to the loci of the artist called to recreate the plans. 
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[with YHWH] wherever they find themselves” (George, 2009, p.72). “God is both with them 

and for them” (Fretheim, 1996, p.230). It offers a tangible representation of God, his 

perfection, his dwelling, and space to receive worship. As a “moveable Sinai,” being dedicated 

on the first anniversary after the Exodus from Egypt, it serves as a restoration for the people 

and a new world for them to worship God (Meyers, 2005, p.282; Averbeck, 2003, p.829; 

Klein, 1996, p.266). Where they were previously a people on the run, they are now a people 

dwelling with God among them, even while displaced from their promised land. Being 

portable means that the people of Israel had to continuously “rebuild” their recognition of 

Yahweh and his presence within their midst at every step along the journey. For modern 

church technical artists, there is a direct parallel to the current “satellite church” phenomenon 

(known as the “roll-in-roll-out” or “set-up-tear-down” church). A large number of churches 

purposefully—though most likely for monetary reasons—do not meet in a permanent location. 

Instead, they rent school theatres, gymnasiums, community centers, or even local parks in 

order to temporarily “hold church.” They turn a building into a sanctuary for a controlled 

period of time. Each week the congregation establishes their own mobile reminder of Christ 

in their midst within the same locations where their daily lives revolve throughout the rest of 

the week. In this way, the technical arts teams utilize the same equipment that may be used 

for a musical theatre or drama class Monday through Friday for the purpose of bringing God 

into the congregation’s midst, dwelling and sharing his identity, if only for a few hours on 

Sunday morning. 

The tabernacle had to remain holy. The Levitical call to be encamped around the 

tabernacle offered protection of its holiness (Stein, 2006, p.245). God commanded Bezalel to 

use only the best materials and workmanship in its construction, just as God demands only the 

best to be brought as an offering (Exod 12:5, 25:2; Lev 22:21; Prov 3:9). When YHWH fills 

the tabernacle with his glory, he confirms that it was prepared with the quality and exactness 
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he requires. With that, future generations are reminded that where they worship is exactly as 

God expressed (Exod 39:32) and finds acceptable (Stuart, 2006, p.649; Meyers, 2005, p.283). 

 Making a tent was not unique to Israel, but the combination of items with a specific 

purpose and specific builders in Bezalel and Oholiab—which in total produce Israel’s social 

space—mark it as unique to the Israelite’s identity (George, 2009, pp.62–63). John Levinson 

calls it the symbol of steadfastness (2009, p.51). The Bezalel narrative—surrounding the story 

of impatience and rebellion—offers the Israelites an unsurpassed stability in the midst of 

transition and insecurity. The tabernacle construction account itself is interrupted by the 

Sabbath law, which emphasizes the importance for obedience and using God’s created earthly 

dwelling place as a place of rest and holy time (Stein, 2006, p246; Averbeck, 2003, p.816), 

thus serving as a reminder for undistracted worship.  

As slaves, the Israelites would have had no wealth. Because the items given for the 

tabernacle construction are those received from the Egyptians—and the commissioning and 

call to give would have come only months after leaving Egypt—the people would have no 

problem offering them for the construction of a sacred place to worship their deliverer 

(Hamilton, 2011, p.603). Seeing the offering as only months removed from the exodus and 

not forty years—as many commonly picture the exodus narratives—places the commands into 

realistic perspective for those involved. Likewise, with estimations of the exodus including 

between 400,000 and 1,000,000 Israelites, the total number of precious items for the 

tabernacle would have been a small percentage of the overall pillage from Egypt. The passage 

suggests that even though the offering was voluntary, and that the goods were received 

because God allowed the Israelites to plunder the Egyptians, YHWH still viewed the offering 

as an act of worship. God provided for himself the precious items—and not just that which 

was readily available (Fesko, 2012, p.14)—yet the people must offer the materials freely. 

Thus, I propose, every action of the tabernacle, from the collection of goods, to construction, 
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to worship within it, demonstrates that it is a mobile reminder for both worship and as a 

continual voluntary offering of themselves due to the presence of God among them. 

 

3.1.6.2 Creation Made Physical 

 Many scholars like Thomas Dozeman, John Levenson, and Joseph Blenkinsopp have 

identified the parallel between the creation narrative and the tabernacle narrative. Since P is 

thought to be the author of both, it can be said that Bezalel is the earthly example of the 

heavenly Father. P presents Bezalel and Oholiab as possessing the same power in creating as 

God possessed over creation. P utilizes the tabernacle as the natural bridge between the 

delivered-but-not-yet-arrived people awaiting their promised land (Dozeman, 2009, pp.761–

62). Thus, the tabernacle narrative can be viewed as a microcosm of cosmos (Averbeck, 2003, 

pp.816–18), as demonstrated through the literary parallels to both the creation narrative in 

Genesis and the presumed “heavenly pattern.” 

 

3.1.6.2.1 Genesis Rewritten: Creation Recreated 

Exodus ends where Genesis begins (Leder, 1999, p.30). For the first time since the 

fall, God is able to dwell with humanity. God’s plan was always to dwell with his people as 

the only one worthy of their worship. Unable to keep their faithfulness in the garden—humans 

living in God’s chosen home—God brings the garden to them, creating a place for himself 

among the people through the tabernacle. It is “Heaven on earth” (Fesko, 2012, p.116). In the 

tabernacle construction the builder is not God, but an earthly replacement who parallels God’s 

qualities as presented in creation. J. Richard Middleton explains:  

As overseer of tabernacle construction, Bezalel is filled with “wisdom,” 

“understanding,” and “knowledge,” precisely the same triad by which God is said to 

have created the world in Proverbs 3:19–20. To this is added that Bezalel is filled with 

“all crafts” or “all works,” the very phrase used in Genesis 2:2–3 for “all the works” 
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that God completed in creation. Therefore, not only does the tabernacle replicate in 

microcosm the macrocosmic sanctuary of the entire created order, but these verbal 

resonances [also] suggest that Bezalel’s discerning artistry in tabernacle-building 

images God’s own construction of the cosmos (2005, p.87). 

The construction narrative holds many parallels to the creation account: God saw; Moses saw. 

God had made; Bezalel had made. The same precious stones found in creation are the first and 

last listed in the tabernacle account (Johnstone, 2014, p.336). God: “Behold!” Moses: 

“Behold.” God finished all the work, while Bezalel finished all the work that God commanded. 

The Spirit of God placed into Bezalel is the same Spirit of God that hovered over the waters. 

Humanity was created for making, so the artisans made. God blessed creation; Moses blessed 

the creators in a way that parallels God’s declaration that the creation was “very good” 

(Alexander, 2012, p.234; Hess, 2011, p.170; Dozeman, 2009, p.573; Kearney, 1997, p.378; 

Sarna, 1991, p.235).51 In this way, declares Philip Ryken: “The calling of these artists reflects 

a deep truth about the character of God, namely, that he himself is the supreme Artist” (2006, 

loc.103), and they serve as his earthly representations. The tabernacle is an extension of God’s 

creative works. Therefore, the tabernacle is an “ordered, supportive, and obedient 

environment” (Fretheim, 1996, p.238) which parallels the perfect pre-fall world of creation. 

It is offered for the community of faith to commune with God, just as God was present in 

Eden. It offers the Israelites a continued presence of God in all his glory. 

Talk of being “filled with the Spirit of God” may reflect language used in Genesis 

1:2.52 Where there is creation, the Spirit resides. Tom Nelson goes so far as to suggest that 

this is an OT reference to the Third Person of the Trinity (2011, p.146), which Christians could 

easily attest to, even though most likely not understood as such by P. Bezalel mimics the 

                                                

51 Nahum Sarna suggests that the blessing Moses gave upon completion in 39:43 follows the rabbinic tradition 
of giving a blessing of resting hands upon them (1991, p.235). 
52 Hebrew word ruach (and Greek pneuma) can mean “spirit,” “breath,” or “wind.” In Hebrew it also means to 
breathe through the nose (Lindsley, 2013, p.1). 
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creative role of God, using natural materials in a god-like way, mediating the place of worship 

for the person of worship (Wright, 2006, pp.38–39). Therefore, rather than viewing the 

tabernacle as a creation narrative, it is better understood as a “re-creation” narrative (Leithart, 

2000, p.314).53 Richard Hess (2011, p.171) suggests that having two builders present in the 

construction parallels the “we” found in Genesis,54 with P in both narratives suggesting there 

are two man-like forms of God. The “image of God” is represented in the plural in Genesis, 

just as there are two builders.55 Outside of the “we” in Genesis, God is not given other distinct 

characteristics according to the modes and items of creations like Bezalel and Oholiab are. It 

is noteworthy nonetheless. It suggests that when God’s people perform their creative works 

for communing with God, the Lord is present in the work like he was present at creation. 

A form-critical examination of the text finds similar parallels: The passage is YHWH’s 

sixth of seven speeches—each beginning “The Lord said to Moses” (Kearney, 1997, p.375)—

with the ultimate purpose both in Genesis and Exodus centered around God’s perfect dwelling 

with humanity (Johnstone, 2014, p.335; Leithart, 2000, p.314; Klein, 1996, p.266).56  In 

Genesis man is created on the sixth day of seven days.57 In the sixth of seven speeches in 

Exodus, man once again dwells with God.58 Bezalel and Oholiab—the focus of the sixth 

                                                

53 When viewed in light of the NT, just as Christ came to point mankind to himself and the Father, restoring the 
broken relationship between God and humanity, Bezalel re-creates God’s place among his people to point them 
to God in worship.  
54 I believe this is a stretch, but notable nonetheless insofar as P is understood as the common author between 
this text and the creation narrative. In this way, common themes could be carried over from one narrative to the 
other. The depictions have similarities with the Spirit as a force working through God’s “we” identity in Genesis 
and the Spirit being the guiding force for both Bezalel and Oholiab. 
55 I believe this may be a dangerous leap because Richard Hess appears to be taking two similarities and forcing 
correlation where there is no direct proof of it other than connected authorship. 
56 Peter Leithart (2000, p.314) builds on the seven-day narrative but concedes that any attempt to draw exact 
parallels to each day of creation, like Peter Kearney attempts, will fall short. 
57 In both the creation and tabernacle narratives, the Sabbath likewise falls on the seventh day and seventh speech 
respectively (Klein, 1996, p.273). 
58 Likewise, on both the seventh day and the seventh speech, God rests. As well, the construction narrative 
concludes with Sabbath recognition: the people rest after completion. 
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speech—demonstrate humanity’s dominion over creation: God commanded man to tame the 

earth, using his knowledge and wisdom to rule over it (Kearney, 1997, p.378).59 Likewise, 

God commanded man to create God’s earthly universe within the confines of the tabernacle. 

Thus, God is the creator of creation and tabernacle: They are both divine activities (George, 

2009, p.183).60  

 

3.1.6.2.2 Made According to the Heavenly Pattern 

The tabernacle is the “terrestrial objectification of a celestial image” (Sarna, 1996, 

p.200). At Sinai YHWH directed Moses to prepare a building for his worship according to the 

“pattern” (Exod 25:9; 25:30; 26:30; Heb 8:5) (Leithart, 2000, p.317; Slemming, 1993, pp.16–

17; Strong, 1888, p.9) as “the disclosure of the heavenly world” (Strong, 1893, p.277). It is 

the pattern God desired for his people to follow in the garden and given in redemption to a 

fallen people. James Smith suggests the aim is to “demonstrate the spiritual significance of 

the Tabernacle . . . [where] all things [exist] according to pattern” (1992, Exod 35–40). Just 

as God was particular in creation, so too he commands exactness in his creation of the 

tabernacle (Wright, 2006, p.39), making it the counterpart to the heavenly shrine (Klein, 1996, 

p.269). Bezalel does not create what is his own imagined object, but that which is endowed 

by God and placed into him through God (Otto, 2015, pp.50–51). 

I propose a balancing act is taking place here. Even in human creations, God remains 

                                                

59 Peter Kearney (1997, p.384) suggests that the two tabernacle narratives separated by the golden calf account 
that extends from Exodus 25 to 40 follows a popular Egyptian and Babylonian creation motif of creation (Exod 
25–31), fall (Exod 32–33), and restoration (Exod 34–40). 
60 Mark George acknowledges one significant difference between the two narratives. In the creation narrative 
God performed the action through speech, while the tabernacle is built through the intermediary person of Bezalel 
who has to be filled with God’s Spirit (2009, p.187). It could be argued then that the tabernacle is not a work of 
God, but of man alone. See it as such would be problematic because, in both, God has his hand in the method 
used, whether it be through his speech or his Spirit empowering the artisan. Likewise, God speaks the instructions 
to Moses, making it his commissioned work. In the same way, in the NT, Christ performs action on behalf of the 
Father as intermediary, as I will discuss in later chapters. 
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active and in control. When creative works are performed for God’s dwelling, could it then be 

suggested that the Spirit of God is necessary in order for acts to be performed according to 

God’s “pattern”? That is a difficult leap to take because non-believers can likewise create 

great works usable for the worship and dwelling of God. However, I suggest that the text 

argues that God is at work, possibly even when the artisans are unaware. 

 

3.2 Principal Themes 

God not only gave the instructions for building the tabernacle, but also perfected the 

ability to do so through divine inspiration of the Holy Spirit (Fesko, 2012, p.115). The text 

illuminates six themes concerning the characteristics held by the artisans: (1) the Spirit of 

God; (2) ability, skill, and wisdom; (3) intelligence and understanding; (4) knowledge and 

artistic expertise; (5) craftsmanship and know how; and (6) teaching capacity. I suggest that—

according to the text—a technical artist must possess all six qualities, with ability, intelligence, 

knowledge, craftsmanship, and teaching, all falling under common grace. The filling of the 

Spirit makes the work distinctive.  

 

3.2.1 The Spirit of God 

The Spirit of God empowers Bezalel and company to work up to God’s standard, 

perfecting their pre-existing artistic attributes (Stuart, 2006, p.650). For Bezalel, it is not 

merely a gift of common grace but “special grace,” writes Gene Veith (1983, p.22).61 Ability, 

intelligence, knowledge, and craftsmanship were not simply “zapped” into them but rather 

                                                

61 In Gene Veith’s later work (2004, no pagination) he concludes that all the gifts were endowed by God at the 
time of their calling. This is problematic because it downplays the inherent artistic abilities that existed prior to 
being called. Christians would attest that God endows all gifts, even to the unbeliever. In this way, the text is 
best understood as a perfecting by the Spirit of already held gifts. It accounts for God’s provenance both prior to 
and after the calling. Likewise, it accounts for the ability of non-believers to create great works of art. 
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were developed over time and perfected by the Spirit. According to Tom Nelson (2011, 

pp.146–47), the Spirit supernaturally gifted them for this particular calling, making the work 

stand out as something special to behold, more than just a creation made by talented artists. 

“The example of Bezalel suggests that the biblical prophets . . . always possessed the technical 

skills we see in them; God/the writer is simply making us aware that the true source of those 

skills is God’s Spirit, not just physical abilities” (Willis, 2015, p.111). Likewise, the word 

used for “filled” is in the pi’el imperfect tense, which denotes something that happened in the 

past but also continues into the present and future. In this way, the completion of the tabernacle 

did not halt their ability to create once it was commissioned. Instead, their abilities would 

continue to be used to serve God’s purposes (Otto, 2015, p.48),62 for example, in the continual 

setting up, tearing down, and repairing of the tabernacle as the Israelites traveled throughout 

the wilderness. 

As the primary gift given to him, the Spirit becomes the most important of all six 

endowments. Jay Wright (2006) summarizes: 

When the Israelites spoke of the Spirit of Yahweh, it was often simply a way of saying 

that God himself was exercising his power on the earth, either directly or, more 

commonly, through human agents. The Spirit of God is God’s power at work—either 

in direct action or in empowering people to do what God wants to be done (p.36).  

When some people in the Old Testament were said to have the Spirit of God, 

it simply meant that they had a God-given ability or competence or strength to do 

certain things for God or for his people. God’s Spirit empowered and enabled them to 

do what had to be done (p.37). 

William Johnstone (2014, p.336) additionally suggests this parallels the use of “Spirit” 

presented in the wisdom literature, e.g., Job 32:8, Proverbs 1:23, and is the same creative force 

                                                

62 This idea is contested by scholars who have a tendency to downplay the importance of Bezalel. For example, 
Mark George (2009, p.64) states that there is no sign that these gifts are ongoing even though he concedes that 
the tense demands that it be a past action that continues into the present and future. 
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found in Genesis 1:2. I tend to agree with both Wright and Johnstone in drawing this 

connection. The “Law of First Mentions” signifies that when a biblical characteristic is first 

introduced, the qualities associated with it establish how further mentions should be viewed. 

Assuming that the Spirit is first used by God in creation and then first used by humanity in the 

creative, artistic, technical construction of the tabernacle, the Spirit later in Scripture would 

carry the same power of creation, knowledge, ability, and wisdom necessary for understanding 

the nature and worship of God. That this is the first time the filling of the Spirit is used in the 

Bible through humans demonstrates the importance of the tabernacle construction to God 

(Ryken, 2005, p.948) as well as the importance of personally selected artisans. 

Douglas Stuart points out that many people today equate “being filled” with some 

otherworldly or bohemian experience. In the Bible, however, it is simply “having from God 

the ability to do or say exactly what God wants done or said” (2006, p.651). Being filled with 

the Spirit always has an outcome that serves God’s purposes. John Calvin suggests that the 

skills manifest inside believers only reach their potential through the Spirit (2010, p.292). The 

otherworldly influence is that of God rather than self-examination or self-expression dictated 

by emotional outpouring. 

The work of the tabernacle included two actions: (1) God giving the instruction; and 

(2) God empowering humans with his Spirit to complete said action (Otto, 2015, p.47; 

Lindsley, 2013, p.3; Hess, 2011, p.165; Ryken, 2005, pp.947–48). The Spirit in the OT can 

take people who were already gifted and cultivate their talents to their utmost potential. Jeremy 

Kidwell calls it a “craft-pedagogy” (2016, p.36), and John Levison an “endowment” (2009, 

pp.38, 62–63). Through Bezalel, writes Timothy Willis, “the Spirit of God permeates the 

physical world and enables all physical human skills” (2015, p.110). In a majority of biblical 

texts, the Spirit speaks with a prophetic voice, but this text demonstrates that it works in 
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physical talents and skills as well.63 All gifts come from God; but there is a special calling for 

those filled with the Spirit to use God’s gifts for his earthly, physical, and artistic purposes.64 

Veith (1983, p.22) suggests it is a dangerous line to walk in talking about an artist as 

being “inspired.” It is common contemporary artistic speak, he writes. Bezalel was inspired, 

but it is a different inspiration and should not be confused with the way contemporary artists 

claim inspiration to create. The Spirit Bezalel possessed demonstrates he was a person of faith. 

It was not a certain “feeling” he possessed, but it was God as Spirit dwelling inside him, 

guiding his work. In this same way, the Spirit is not used for the usual priestly realms of prayer 

or prophecy, but for artistic means through physical materials (Janzen, 2000, p.368). Bezalel 

and his craftsmen were functionaries who in turn fulfill a special priestly purpose in the 

completion of the assigned task (Averbeck, 2003, p.811). In other words, God wants Bezalel 

and his assistants to do something with the filling of the Spirit. 

 

3.2.2 Skill: Ability and Wisdom 

Skill refers to an innate talent, a practical ability, the hands-on aptitude to perform a 

task, and the knowledge gained through experience (Stevens, 2012, p.43; Veith, 2004, no 

pagination; Durham, 1987, p.409; Spence-Jones, 1909, p.314). The Hebrew word hokma, 

                                                

63 Peter Enns (1989, p.261) adds that in the OT the Spirit does not seem to have anything to do with the spiritual 
condition of the person (e.g., Saul). In the NT one must be a believer in order to receive the Spirit. The endowing 
of the Spirit is the sovereign work of God for a specific task. In the OT God often gives the Spirit to someone 
regardless of the initial call to follow God. The Spirit in the OT is temporary, yet in the NT it is permanent. 
However, there is no reason to believe that the Spirit is temporary in the case of Bezalel and Oholiab. 
64 Gene Veith (2011, p.121) suggests that Bezalel and Oholiab, though significant to the narrative, are not fully 
unique because others beyond them—like the tabernacle artisan workers—are bestowed with the abilities to 
complete the task as well. I suggest, however, there is a special distinction in being specifically called to do a 
task and being called and filled with the Spirit. In the NT era the gift and work of the Spirit is common—since 
it is gifted upon all believers—yet in the OT, it is not. Therefore, I contend that special attention ought to be paid 
to the particular OT instances where the Spirit is directly invoked. If only looking at the particular skills, indeed, 
there is not much unique about Bezalel and Oholiab, however, adding the fact it is the Spirit of God that inspires 
and guides the work, the tabernacle narrative should be viewed as a noteworthy exception.  
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translated as skill or ability in English translations, can also be interpreted as “wisdom.” In 

this way, hokma moves beyond simply possessing ability to knowing how to rightly utilize 

that ability to fulfill its intended purpose with excellence (Hamilton, 2011, p.521; Longman 

III, 2011, p.106). The Bible presents wisdom as the greatest of all qualities (1 Kgs 3:9; 2 Chron 

1:10; Prov 1:7; 4:6–7; Jas 1:5) and is possibly why the author placed it as the first of the human 

characteristics. It is a “working wisdom” (Kidwell, 2016, p.63). Hokma is better literally 

translated as “wise of heart,” which is important, because in the Jewish culture, the heart was 

considered the “seat of intelligence” and possessed a practical sense of conduct and moral 

behavior (Ryken, 2006, loc.89–93; Ferretter, 2004, p.131; Sarna, 1991, p.178; Ryken, 2006, 

loc.89–93). Skill thus carries a moral value.65 It is not enough to exercise one’s abilities, but 

rather the artisan must use his or her skills in a way that conforms to the ways of God. Kidwell 

(2016, p.37) finds it remarkable that Bezalel is not given wisdom for “spiritual endeavors” but 

for the task of building; he is not given the Spirit in order to evangelize or preach as normally 

found in Scripture. This opens the possibility that wisdom and ability endowed by God are 

available for ordinary tasks, specifically those focused on serving God. 

John Durham further explains the term’s intrinsic meaning: it is the gift to understand 

what is needed to complete the instructions, the discerning talent to solve the complex issue 

of completing the task, and the experienced hand needed to perform the labor (1987, p.410). 

This explains why Moses could not perform the task. Being called or given instructions is not 

sufficient; a technical artist must also possess the physical ability and discernment to utilize 

the ability properly. Richard Hess calls this “divine skill” (2011, p.162), noting that the Spirit 

made Bezalel’s ability wise. Likewise, it is a skill that encompasses a wide range of artistic 

                                                

65 Nahum Sarna expands on this thought, suggesting that P would have also understood the parallel with Daniel. 
Sarna suggests the phase “granted skill to all who are skillful” comes from Dan 2:21: “He changes times and 
seasons; he removes kings and sets up kings; he gives wisdom to the wise and knowledge to those who have 
understanding” (1991, p.200). 
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disciplines. Jeremy Aranoff (2012) cites Rabbi Nosson Scherman’s observation:  

[That Bezalel] mastered the wide array of crafts needed to build the Tabernacle was 

remarkable, if not miraculous, for the back-breaking labor to which Israel had been 

subjected in Egypt was hardly conducive to the development of such skills. . . . God 

showed Israel that He had not merely redeemed them from slavery, He had endowed 

them with the capacity to serve Him beyond their ordinary human potential (p.32). 

God thus used the Egyptian enslavement to develop the tangible skills necessary and the Spirit 

to grant Bezalel the wisdom to accomplish the task.66 What was learned in Egypt could be 

used for the people of Israel and the dwelling place of their God (Hamilton, 2011, p.521). I 

propose, then, that even though the technical skills necessary for serving God may have been 

developed before the calling to use them for his purposes, the text suggests that God was 

always involved with the development of those skills prior to the artisan being aware of the 

need for them. 

 

3.2.3 Intelligence: Ability to Problem Solve 

Bezalel receives intelligence and understanding, tebuna in the Hebrew—the 

theoretical, practical, problem-solving capacities to bring the commissioned art project to life 

(Dozeman, 2009, p.676; Durham, 1987, p.410). Bezalel had to become an expert in each 

individual aspect of the whole project as YHWH presented it. Intelligence denotes that when 

an artisan works, it is not only with his hands but his mind: he or she must be able to 

accomplish the task with reason and rationale (Ryken, 2006, loc.89–93; Veith, 2004, no 

pagination). The text suggests that possessing intelligence indicates there is a special quality 

necessary to perform the craft well. It is not something irrational but rather it requires 

                                                

66 History thinks of Moses as building the tabernacle, and even though he takes the credit for it in Exod 40:16, 
Moses builds nothing. All tasks are executed by Bezalel, Oholiab, and their assistants. They alone possess the 
necessary skill, wisdom, and heart. Nowhere in the Pentateuch is Moses described as wise, even though it is a 
distinct quality stated of Bezalel and Oholiab (Hamilton, 2011, p.601). 
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knowledge of the world, materials, life, and science (Ryken, 1989, p.54). Intelligence, for 

example, is the ability to know how the materials will react with one another and which ones 

will work best for a given situation. The instructions are useless without the ability to translate 

those plans into the physical working of the materials and knowledge of how they come 

together to create the final product. Bezalel had to understand the science behind the art, what 

Jeremy Aranoff calls “divine science” (2012, p.48). Examples include knowing how metal 

cures, how acacia wood weathers, and how the connection points would handle continual 

setup and teardown. For contemporary technical artists, this equates selecting an audio console 

for the church. While there are many on the market that could do the job, intelligence informs 

the technical artist as to which tool is best suited for his or her individual situation, and why. 

It considers all critical checkpoints like channel count, processing, amplification, and budget. 

Intelligence advises of the best decision to accomplish the task. 

  Having the ability to create is not enough. There must also be understanding, reason, 

and common sense. Artists are to use both the right and left brain, engaging the whole mind. 

Where an artistic creation engages the imagination, it must also engage the intellect. The Spirit 

gave them practical, clear, and rational capacity to build (Veith, 1991, pp.109–10; Veith, 1983, 

pp.22–23). All great artists possess a level of genius: they are able to evaluate the artistic 

works of others, appreciating others’ work and be able to add a qualitative value to it. 

Intelligence allows artisans to problem solve, taking the abstract and making it 

understandable. 

 

3.2.4 Knowledge to Understand Purpose 

Beyond working with their hands, Bezalel and his assistants had to work with their 

minds. The had to recognize the purpose behind their creation. Their task was not an assembly 

line of pieces where the beginning of the chain is isolated from the end. Rather, the text 
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suggests that Bezalel and Oholiab had to distinguish the greater purpose of the project 

rationally, while fully comprehending the ideals their art would portray, the history and 

tradition of it, and how its meaning would shape the culture politically, spiritually, and 

sociologically. (Ryken, 2006, loc.89–93; Veith, 1991, p.110; Veith, 1983, p.23). They had to 

know how their creation would influence the Israelite worldview.67 Knowledge (daath) gave 

Bezalel the ability to discern how each layer affected the whole (Stevens, 2012, p.43) and how 

the whole would inform the Israelite worship practice. 

Bezalel had the ability to work in various mediums. Where artists often become 

specialists in one narrow field, Bezalel’s knowledge and skillset were wide ranging, 

encompassing multiple constructive crafts (Levison, 2009, p.63; Ryken, 2006, loc.148–51). It 

could not be limited to one expertise or one artistic medium. He had to know how each 

medium would be perceived and the meanings portrayed by their choices. Bezalel had to 

understand that it is not only a creative ability that makes their works great. He must become 

an expert in his craft. While some were obvious, like the gradations from bronze to silver to 

gold, others held emotional or implicit impetus, like the color schemes and woven patterns. 

Philo referred to Bezalel as the “symbol of pure knowledge” (Grintz, 2007, p.557) because of 

the wide-ranging knowledge he had to possess to accomplish such a feat. Knowledge allows 

one to know the steps, methods, and outcomes of the craft. John Calvin commented on the 

passage, noting there is a duality of physical gifting with regards to the purpose of the gifting: 

(1) one in being a human artist; and (2) one in being filled with knowledge of God’s desire for 

the use of it (2010, p.301). In other words, all humans can be artists, but only those with divine 

                                                

67 Gene Veith (1991, p.111) indicates that in modern society many artists believe that they gain knowledge 
through a Bohemian need to experience life. However, from a Christian worldview this belief is merely an excuse 
to sin. He suggests that knowledge of one’s craft is gained through experience gained over time due to practical 
participation in the artistic mediums, learning how they react alongside other mediums. 
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knowledge are able to use it for its intended telos: worship of God.68 For modern technical 

artists this could equate to how gain structure and microphone proximity affect effect the audio 

console and channel levels, or how varying intensity levels of red, green, and blue light 

generate scenic effect. 

Baruch Levine indicates that there is a distinction between the two tabernacle 

narratives in that the detailed directions are flipped: “In [Exodus] 25–27:19 the order is ark-

tabernacle, and in 35–39: tabernacle-ark” (1965, p.308). Likewise, the order given to Bezalel 

in Exodus 31 is the opposite order that Bezalel performed the constructive tasks. This is 

possibly for literary or chiastic style. However, I contend, it demonstrates that when Bezalel 

is commissioned, he alone would know the proper order of how to complete the project. 

Whereas Moses would explain the scope, Bezalel would work out the details. Moses shared 

God’s command; Bezalel possessed the knowledge to translate that into YHWH’s tent of 

dwelling. Whereas a slave would possibly follow the directions exactly as given, Bezalel the 

artisan took the instructions and discerned their proper integration. 

 

3.2.5 Craftsmanship 

Adding to the definition of craftsmanship from §1.7.2 earlier, craftsmanship (melakah) 

here refers to an artist’s technique. It is the difference between simply creating and creating 

well. It is qualitative in nature. Craftsmanship is the difference between executing poorly and 

fashioning a masterpiece (Ryken, 2006, loc.89–93; Veith, 2004, no pagination; Veith, 1991, 

p.111). Gene Veith notes that craftsmanship allows the medium to take aesthetic form, 

                                                

68 Calvin suggests—contrary to the discussion prior—that in Egypt the Israelites only performed menial labor 
and therefore a task like tabernacle construction would not be possible based on the knowledge gained through 
enslavement (2010, pp.290–91), and could only come from God. I propose the physical labor foundationally 
built the basis for how to accomplish this great creative feat. Bezalel simply needed the blueprints God later 
provided. 
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demonstrating man’s dominion over the physical materials—over creation itself (1991, p.111; 

1983, p.25). Christ John Otto suggests the previous three descriptions of Bezalel—skill, 

intelligence, and knowledge—are all typically translated correctly, but melakah is not; it also 

conveys the sense of keeping a business operating. In other words, Bezalel was given the gift 

of leadership and business sense (2015, p.58). He is able to lead his team of artisans, 

coordinating their tasks while ensuring excellence in quality. 

Craftsmanship is talent formed through mastering one’s trade. Experiential training 

develops the artisan’s ability to do something with the materials that someone without the 

ability could not accomplish, harnessing both creative imagination and professional 

workmanship (Veith, 1983, p.25; Spence-Jones, 1909, p.383). Bezalel can envision the final 

product prior to its actual creation. Just as God demanded that only the best materials be used 

in the development of the tabernacle, the fashioning together of those materials had to be done 

in a way only an authoritative expert in a trade could do, without error or “willful aberration” 

(Durham, 1987, p.411). The tabernacle is not created by happenstance.69 

For the technical artist, craftsmanship is the difference between controlling basic fader 

volumes of sound inputs, and understanding the audio dynamics of each instrument, 

processing through various effects, and compensating for room and loudspeaker dynamics in 

order to create the optimal congregational experience. The CTS Prep offers a tangible example 

in regards to loudspeakers placement:  

How the loudspeakers are set in a space depends on the need and purpose. . . . You’re 

going to want to think in terms of the experience, not the gear. Do you want to draw 

everyone’s attention to a central point, or do you want the listening experience to seem 

the same throughout the space? (InfoComm International, 2017, loc.137). 

                                                

69 For example, craftsmanship is the difference between a Ferrari and a Honda. Both cars perform the same task 
and can get a person from A-to-B, and the builders of those cars fulfilled all three characteristics of skill, 
intelligence, and knowledge. It is the personal hand-crafting, optimization in performance, brand development 
and management, and quality of materials, in every aspect, that makes the Ferrari superior. 
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In this example, craftsmanship dictates the difference between simply using speakers to 

project the sound and being aware of the experience that loudspeaker placement creates, i.e., 

using point-source or distributed audio, where one would draw the attention to a focal point 

like the stage, and the other would surround the listener in all directions.  

 

3.2.6 Teaching Capacity 

The one significant difference between the two construction-commissioning narratives 

of Exodus 31 and 35 is that only in the second are Bezalel and Oholiab additionally endowed 

with the gift of teaching. This quality allows them to serve as the “artistic director[s] and chief 

engineer[s]” of the project (Johnstone, 2014, p.438; Ryken, 2005, p.1092). I suggest this 

demonstrates their skills were not solely for themselves for a one-time project but were to be 

passed on to others and passed down from generation to generation in order to create a societal 

culture of skilled artisans. The gift of teaching must not be overlooked, notes Nahum Sarna 

(1991, p.224). The ability and command to teach denotes that the gifts they were given had 

special meaning. The skills were important enough for others to know and master. This allows 

the whole community to receive the skills necessary to fulfill God’s calling (Otto, 2015, p.60; 

Calvin, 2010, p.297). The Exodus 35 construction narrative specifically points out that Bezalel 

and Oholiab are able themselves to perform every task as well as teach others to do so; they 

become masters in a system of apprenticeship, putting together a body of workmen (Stuart, 

2006, pp.758–59; Durham, 1987, p.476; Spence-Jones, 1909, p.382). Artistic skill, 

knowledge, ability, understanding, and craftsmanship are to be shared and passed down. 

Likewise, I propose, so too should the knowledge of the Spirit, making the role of the 

technical artist evangelistic in nature. Being artisans “filled with the Spirit of God” endowed 

with the skill of imparting their knowledge meant that teaching the truths about God was an 

essential aspect of the mentorship of the tabernacle workers. The teaching would be both 
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visible and spiritual in nature. Their “being filled” is demonstrated through their “inspiration” 

to teach, notes Gene Veith (2004, no pagination; 1991, p.111). Even though Bezalel was the 

chief craftsman, by serving alongside the craftspeople under him, his actions are pastoral. He 

is able to equip the artisans in the knowledge and work of the Spirit (Otto, 2015, p.94).  

Veith connects teaching to the vocational aspect of their task. He suggests that even 

though artists today commonly think it is their art that is to support them, teaching is often the 

financial vehicle that allows them to perform their art and pass it on to future generations 

(1991, p.112). While many artists believe that they must “resort” to teaching when they cannot 

support themselves from their arts, the tabernacle narrative suggests that teaching is equally 

important (Veith, 1983, p.26). Teaching the craft becomes a countermeasure against pride and 

idolatry. It means the technical artist must humble himself or herself to share all his or her 

skills in order for them to be mimicked and improved upon. Being a teacher means being a 

leader and mentor to others who will be called to build the “tabernacles” of future generations. 

 

3.3 Bezalel: An Old Testament Parallel to Christ? 

 That Bezalel’s handiwork in constructing the dwelling place of God on earth was done 

through both creative works and a filling of the Spirit of God should not be overlooked. 

“Bezalel was called out, filled with the Holy Spirit, and then he translated that inner experience 

into multi-sensory space others could experience” (Otto, 2015, p.140). The experience was to 

worship God and seek redemption from him. Much of Bezalel’s work can be viewed as a 

parallel to Christ and the redemptive relationship between God and his people. The actions of 

Bezalel, as a Christ-figure in the Old Testament, live up to his namesake, being the shadow 

and image of God.  

Both J. V. Fesko and Otto suggest Bezalel’s tabernacle is not merely a construction 

project but instead is an image of the coming Christ: Bezalel is a Christophany. That is, they 
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claim that Christ appears to the people in the OT prior to his incarnation. This is indeed a risky 

pronouncement, and I believe that to make that claim treats the Bible the wrongly. Just because 

we can see commonalities in actions between two past biblical characters does not mean the 

two are related in person. Even though Christ—as God—would have had the ability to expose 

himself in the OT narrative, I suggest that NT Christians should view Bezalel as a model for 

becoming Christ-like. Christians would mostly agree that their role on earth is to become 

further conformed to the image of Christ (Rom 8:29). When a Bible character possesses 

similar qualities to a particular contemporary demographic—church technical artists in this 

case—that character can be used as a model for perfecting Christ-like characteristics in a 

tangible, real-world sense. 

Every aspect of the tabernacle narrative says something about the character of God. 

“God is in the details” (Otto, 2015, p.13): every detail declares something about God and his 

redemptive purpose. The tabernacle brings God into the midst of his people, offers them a 

place to worship, and an opportunity to seek reconciliation. Accordingly, there are six major 

concepts demonstrated within the person, works, and purpose of Bezalel that can be viewed 

as paralleling the characteristics of Christ: (1) the indwelling of the Holy Spirit; (2) the 

construction of God’s sanctuary and dwelling place; (3) a royal tent fit for a king; (4) 

deliverance and redemption; (5) the stirring and building of souls; and (6) holy proximity. 

 

3.3.1 The Indwelling of the Spirit 

The artistic qualities of the Spirit present in Bezalel, Oholiab, and the tabernacle 

artisans, are noted above, yet there is another significant fact in regards to the Spirit: the gifts 

Bezalel possessed came from the Third Person of the Trinity, the Holy Spirit (ruah Elohim), 

literally “the Spirit of God,” not just from God (Dozeman, 2009, p.676; Ryken, 2006, loc.97). 

Bezalel is a new creation—his abilities perfected—capable of serving God in a way that was 
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previously not possible. “The Spirit of God would show itself in the extraordinary skill” of 

Bezalel and Oholiab, suggests Duane Garrett (2013, Exod 31:1–11, emphasis mine). John 

Levison (2009, p.52) similarly highlights the fact that the only time in Scripture where the 

coffers are overflowing with human generosity is also the place where the Spirit fills the body 

of artisans who are serving God’s calling. In this way, God is in their actions by indwelling 

them.  

In the Babylonian Talmud: Tractate Berakoth, Bezalel is spoken of as the only one 

“suitable” for the task because he, Bezalel, is the only one who “knew how to combine the 

letters by which the heavens and earth were created” (Folio 55a). It is noteworthy that an 

activity that would customarily be reserved for YHWH is attributed to Bezalel. The Talmud 

description is nearly identical to the exodus narrative, with the exception of adding this phase 

acknowledging he is the only one who understands how the universe was created as well as 

confirming him as a leader over the community. The passage concludes by comparing Bezalel 

to the Lord as both possessing wisdom and understanding, with further confirmation of 

YHWH filling Bezalel with his Spirit. This should not be overlooked. It demonstrates that 

Bezalel was at minimum held in high esteem by the Jews and at maximum viewed with equal 

powers as YHWH. Bezalel is granted authority to utilize the wisdom and knowledge as leader 

and creator. Berakoth 55 appears to imply that Bezalel possesses the same powers associated 

with the Messiah due to the Spirit within him.  

Most contemporary scholars, however, hold a different view of the Spirit’s indwelling 

Bezalel. Douglas Stuart, for example, contends that Bezalel’s filling with the Spirit is not his 

being a new covenant convert 1400 years early. It was only to help him with the task at hand 

(2006, p.652). The Spirit becomes a sign of what is to come and for what will be accomplished 

through a Spirit-filled artisan who responds to the calling. Stuart questions whether it 

remained with him after completing task. Waldemar Janzen also suggests the filling is 
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different because being filled with the Spirit “of God” is not as personal as being filled with 

the Spirit “of Yahweh.” The impersonal elohim is used to describe God rather than the personal 

name “Yahweh” (2000, p.368). Though true in a general sense of the usage, Janzen’s 

conclusion is problematic because Yahweh simply denotes the personal name and says nothing 

about the relationship with the believer. Having the Spirit from elohim means that Bezalel 

possesses the same eternal Spirit that was present at creation. 

Lastly, Thomas Dozeman refers to the indwelling of the Spirit as a “charismatic divine 

power” that “infuses” the person directly (2009, p.676). He notes, the Spirit that moves 

Bezalel and the tabernacle artisans is not God the Father but God the Spirit. In the same way, 

Jesus’s ministry—like Bezalel’s—only began once the Spirit came upon him. Thus, the term 

“indwelling” can be viewed as the most appropriate understanding of being “filled with the 

Spirit,” because it is what dwells within that creates the outward actions. 

 

3.3.2 God’s Sanctuary and Dwelling Place: The Tent of Meeting 

Worship consists of two parts, the God who is invisible and the surrounding space that 

is visible (Peterson, 2010, p.95). YHWH redefines the distance between him and humanity 

through a sacred dwelling place among his people so they may worship him (Leder, 1999, 

p.25; Fretheim, 1996, p.230; Durham, 1987, p.474). Being portable allows the tent to be with 

his people always as a defined space with distinct ritual, no matter where the journey to the 

promised land would lead. Even while the Israelites possessed no land of their own, they could 

remain in the presence of their God. In Exodus 29:46 God declares: “They shall know that I 

am the Lord their God, who brought them out of the land of Egypt that I might dwell among 

them” (ESV, emphasis mine). Ralph Klein (1996, p.271) suggests this is the theological goal 

of both the construction narrative and the entire book. The tabernacle was not built and then 

God invited into it, but instead God commanded that it be built so that he could voluntarily 
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dwell among his people; God served as the architect, not man (Rothkoff, 2007, p.423; 

Slemming, 1993, p.16; Schaeffer, 1982, p.379). 

God chose to shakan (dwell/tabernacle) with the Israelites, leading his people to their 

“highest human goal” of dwelling in God’s presence. No situation they would face along the 

way to the promised land would keep God from being “among them” (Hillman, 2001, p.247; 

Klein, 1996, p.275; Sarna, 1996, p.204). In this way, writes Christ John Otto: “Bezalel had to 

become a Tabernacle. . . . He is the first person in the Bible to let the Word become flesh” 

(2015, pp.20–22). YHWH’s presence in the tabernacle suggests God’s active and continual 

actions through Bezalel. Ralph Hendrix (1992, p.3) contends the words used (mishkan and 

’ohel mo’ed), meaning “dwelling place,” “tent of assembly,” or “tent of encounter,” denote a 

place where the Divine and human meet and interact. Though the terms are specific and not 

interchangeable, they express the cult of YHWH and the practices that will be involved 

alongside his immanence and presence. When writing about the construction, the author uses 

mishkan, but in the passages involving purpose and service for the Lord, there is an abrupt 

change to ’ohel mo’ed (Averbeck, 2003, pp.809–10; Klein, 1996, p.270; Hendrix, 1992, p.9). 

Hendrix suggests this signifies that the Bezalel narrative is presenting a cultic function of the 

tabernacle (1992, pp.9–10). The tabernacle narrative thus takes on the idea of an “event” rather 

than a “structure.” The dwelling place and encountering of God come together when the form 

of the tabernacle couples with the function of the tabernacle. Even in the wilderness, while 

God is working on creating a permanent home for the Israelites, he produces a home for 

himself among them, through a construction project like none other (Smith, 1992, Exod 35:1–

36:7).  

Whereas God is omnipresent, Nahum Sarna indicates the main problem lies in 

humanity’s need to confine God to a particular place in order to devote themselves entirely to 

him (1996, pp.206–7). In this way, God concedes to be with his people in a way they can 
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respond, given their limitations. God’s dwelling place is for the benefit of the people, not the 

benefit of God. Regardless of whether the people can fathom YHWH outside of the sacred 

space among them, the tabernacle becomes the place where God can invite his people in so 

that he can reside among them.  

The phrase “tent of meeting”70 is employed where eternal salvation meets God’s 

people daily in worship. The tabernacle can be viewed as a multi-purpose tent where the word-

choice is dictated by description, usage, state of holiness, and presence of God. Yet, even with 

these various portrayals, there is only one purpose: God’s dwelling among his people, as 

demonstrated through the narrative’s climax in Exodus 40:34 with the glory of the Lord filling 

the tabernacle, with the pillar of the Divine Shekinah denoting the precise placement of the 

ark and mercy seat, and thus the exact location of God within their midst (Strong, 1888, p.9). 

The final mention of “tent of meeting” occurs when Bezalel’s filling by the Spirit is used to 

invoke his craftsmanship (Averbeck, 2003, pp.810–11). Thus, God’s purpose is fulfilled in 

Bezalel’s actions. Outside of the garden, God shows no desire to dwell among his people prior 

to the commandment to build. In this way, it can be said that Bezalel is not simply “God’s 

[human] architect” but the actual medium for which God is able to dwell with his people 

(Aranoff, 2012, p.31), similar to Christ.  

Bezalel, the OT technical artist, gives a physical presence to the God they could not 

see, offering the people of Israel a way to respond to YHWH’s saving grace (Peterson, 2010, 

p.96). At LeadLab Orlando 2017, Brent Allan, lighting and staging director at Northland 

Church in Longwood, FL, explained that his church was designed to create an experiential 

                                                

70 The Pentateuch mentions two tents: (1) the tabernacle; and (2) the tent of meeting outside the camp. These two 
tents—even though spoken of individually in the Bible—have scholars conflicted in regards to their identity. 
Some theologians treat them as presented in the narrative and wholly separate, while others view them as 
redactive revelations of the same tent. It is possible that P developed one from the other in order to bring 
prominence to a central sacred space of worship. Because of the various literary uses for the tabernacle, I tend to 
agree with the redactive conclusion. 
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involvement: “wherever you are sitting, it is all around you. It is an immersive experience no 

matter where or who you are” (no pagination). Every architectural detail from the ceiling 

beams to side walls is specifically lit to combine the traditional church details with a 

contemporary multi-projection video involvement. Visuals combine with the audio to bring 

the congregation “into” the worship experience (Allan, 2017, no pagination). In this way, 

Northland Church becomes a modern Bezalel paving the way for earthly ritual for the 

reconciliation and atonement of sins.  

 

3.3.3 A Royal Tent Fit for a King 

Where the temple in Jerusalem is presented as Solomon’s royal enterprise, the 

tabernacle is God’s commandment. Yet it is no ordinary tent; it is a tent formed from 

commonly associated royal materials, fit for YHWH, the narrative’s Divine King (Meyers, 

2005, p.222).71 Over one ton of gold, four tons of silver, and nearly three tons of gems cut in 

the form of signet rings (a common ANE practice) are used in the project (Alexander, 2012, 

p.226; Baker, 2003, p.52; Levine, 1965, p.309). Bezalel’s design incorporates items 

customarily used for trade and commerce and repurposes them for aesthetic objectives. God’s 

presence makes the materials valuable (Hartley, 2003, p.424). Yahweh fills the kingship 

position normally filled by earthly kings in other ANE writings. The author incorporates a 

                                                

71 James Strong (1888, pp.77–96) gives the most definitive breakdown of the meanings of colors, materials, 
worship elements, and furnishings used in the tabernacle construction and how they relate to common royal and 
divine themes. His findings from 1888 are still the standard interpretation used by most contemporary scholars. 
These can be summed up as such. Colors: black (shade), white (purity), blue (sky), purple (royalty), crimson 
(blood), yellow (sun). Materials: wood (support), copper (durability), silver (clearness), gold (value), linen 
(cleanliness), wool (warmth), goat’s hair (compactness), ram’s skin (protection), fur (softness), rope (strength), 
gems (hardness). Worship elements: water (regeneration), fire (zeal), flesh (substance), fat (choice), blood (life), 
flour (vigor), oil (richness), wine (cheerfulness), salt (wholesomeness), spice (acceptability). Sanctuary 
furnishings: court (special ministry), laver (piety), altar (consecration), holy place (functional priesthood), 
candelabrum (intelligence), showbread table (conscientiousness), incense altar (prayer), most holy place 
(representative high priesthood), mercy seat with cherubim (deity), Shekinah (general theophany), cloud 
(outward guidance), mercy seat (grace), Urim and Thummim (inward guidance), tables of the law (ethics).  
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common “royal ideology” to present “divine authority” (Dozeman, 2009, pp.571–72; George, 

2009, p.164).72 Richard Averbeck suggests that because the call to collect contributions came 

before the details about what to build, the passage is a “divine speech” (2003, p.816). It serves 

as a commissioning project. What God commissions through the tabernacle is himself. The 

people, in faith, trust the command of the Divine King. 

There is a royal historical connection from Bezalel through his father, grandfather, and 

the tribe of Judah that leads to David, Solomon, and eventually Jesus. Bezalel is, therefore, 

part of the blessings of Moses. The items that Bezalel, from the tribe of Judah, created would 

eventually be placed in the land of Judah (Otto, 2015, pp.34–35, 72). To both David and 

Solomon, Bezalel could have been viewed as a family hero and placed at a seat of importance. 

This perhaps explains why the Chronicler cites Bezalel alongside Solomon in 2 Chronicles 

1:5. His role in constructing the people’s temporary worship center served as a model for 

erecting Solomon’s permanent Divine dwelling (Otto, 2015, p.20). In addition to being 

royalty, David and Solomon are likewise artisans—poets and musicians—whose artistic 

works would themselves go on to be significant worship and instructive writings in both 

Jewish and Christian Scripture. Even though Bezalel is not an actual king, he possesses many 

of the same qualities as other biblical kings. This is important to the overall argument because 

it suggests that the work performed is also authoritative. Likewise, those who create 

artistically for use in God’s sanctuary ought to use materials and be presented it in a way that 

is not happenstance but fit for a king. For the Christian that King is the Divine one in the 

person of Jesus. 

 

                                                

72 Mark George (2009, p.165) suggests that the common examples of royal curtains and yarns parallel divine and 
royal iconography of the ancient Near East. In turn, these imply a royal status for Yahweh. The list of materials 
found throughout the narrative are the same materials that would have been used in ANE royal palaces and 
temples. The tent was being built for temporary purposes yet with items that signify a permanent kingship. 
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3.3.4 Deliverance and Redemption 

“First salvation, then worship” (Peterson, 2010, p.95). God demonstrated his love for 

his people by delivering them from Egypt, and then he gave them a permanent sacred space 

in which to worship him, even while their homes were temporary. Carol Meyers (2005, p.282) 

and Terence Fretheim (1996, p.230) both point out that the construction narrative is the first 

biblical instance of divine forgiveness, tying together the creation narrative with the 

reclamation of God’s chosen from Egypt. While the people are expected to obey the Lord, he 

demonstrates divine forgiveness by selecting Bezalel to build his dwelling space, even after 

the people’s disobedience in worshiping the golden calf. In this way, as Gene Veith suggests, 

art can be symbolic: “What is symbolized . . . is the very gospel itself” (1991, p.123). The 

tabernacle ritual and furnishings create a simultaneous physical representation of separation 

and inclusion. Bezalel performs the redemptive work by mediating God’s coming into the 

presence of humanity and allows a space for the Israelites to worship and offer sacrifice to 

their Lord. He serves as the model for the renewal of humanity (Otto, 2015, p.22). 

The tabernacle, designed by God, with supplies provided by God, through artisans 

selected by God, demonstrates God’s desire to redeem his people (Ryken, 2005, p.1089). The 

narrative at chapter 35 transitions from God’s actions and commandment to a lifetime of 

participation in redemption and revelation, serving as the physical expression of the 

restoration of the relationship between the Israelites and God (Peterson, 2010, p.94; Lange, 

2008, p.177). God recognizes that his people needed a permanent reminder of his mercy. Thus, 

the entire chiastic Bezalel narrative can be viewed as a creation, fall, and recreation-

redemption motif (Fretheim, 1996, p.231). The construction can only happen after Israel’s 

rebellion. Until then, the tabernacle is only blueprints (Leder, 1999, pp.32–33).  

In the tabernacle ritual, blood is poured out. Just as priests would use animal blood at 

the altar to atone for the sins of the Israelites, it can be suggested that Bezalel is an OT 
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messianic symbol who creates the sacrificial space for the blood to be shed for God so that 

God and humanity can have eternal fellowship with each other (Slemming, 1993, p.85). 

Dozeman (2009, p.676) suggests the “most striking parallel” is that the same words that 

describe Bezalel are later used to describe the ideal messianic King in Isaiah 11:2, who will 

be from the tribe of Judah, branch of Jesse. There is completeness in Bezalel’s construction. 

Expressions of atonement remind God’s people of their need to worship and serve him. Where 

God comes to redeem humanity, humanity’s response is worship and sacrifice. The tent of 

meeting, where eternal salvation meets God’s people daily, has similarities with Christ’s 

election as the sacrificial Lamb, redeeming God’s people with the result of turning to and 

worshiping him.  

The new beginning in salvific history takes place at the exact one-year mark from 

fleeing Egypt when the tabernacle is dedicated and God takes his sacred place among the 

people (Dozeman, 2009, p.764). Thomas Dozeman notes: “The revelation of covenant law 

and the eventual residence of God in the sanctuary transform the abstract space of the 

wilderness into a place of value filled with meaning” (2009, p.574). Up until chapter 34, the 

Exodus narrative is about salvation and revelation. At chapter 35 it turns to redemption, 

preparing for the continuing worship of God that weaves together salvation and revelation into 

the fabric of normal daily life (Peterson, 2010, p.93). T. Desmond Alexander suggests this 

reflects the people’s gratitude for God’s deliverance from Egypt (2012, p.233), but it is more 

than that; it is an act of repentance. The people demonstrate repentance through the voluntary 

building of God’s holy sanctuary, through both giving and responding to the Spirit-filled 

calling. Where worshiping the golden calf became the ultimate denial of the freedom God 

delivered, the technical artists lead the redemptive action by completing the divine 

construction project. Just one year into the wilderness experience, God redeemed his people 

as part of the forty-year wandering. For the next thirty-nine years, the people were not alone; 
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they had their redemptive God in their midst at every stop along the way. Eugene Peterson 

summarizes, “Moses led people to salvation freedom; Bezalel paid scrupulous attention to the 

details of that freedom embodied in a holy life. Moses brought down the Ten Words from 

Sinai; Bezalel assembled them coherently in acts of offering and sacrifice. Moses and Bezalel” 

(2010, p.96).  

For the contemporary technical artist, this suggests that they do and should work hand-

in-hand with pastoral leadership. Where pastors and teachers lead the congregation to know 

God, technical artists turn that knowledge into active reminders of the work of God. Church 

leaders present humanity’s redemption through Christ; technical artists create tangible ways 

to experience that truth. 

 

3.3.5 Stirring of Souls  

Bezalel accomplishes his massive construction project because God makes it internally 

possible. The result, Mark George suggests (2009, pp.64–72), is a response that encompasses 

the whole of one’s experiential sensory capabilities; for those who enter, it is a full-body 

experience of all tribes, genders, and family, through obedience to an inner stirring from the 

Lord. It is a response made in faith. Jeremy Kidwell finds that the tabernacle text is at odds 

with other ANE building accounts because focus is placed on the people doing the tasks rather 

than credit given to the manager or deity (2016, p.36).73 It is God’s people who receive the 

credit. Due to this, Kidwell warns that there is a danger in losing the social aspect of the 

creating by placing focus on the individual worker rather than the purpose and person for 

whom it is created, thus creating a “hero worker crafting art” (2016, pp.46–47). I propose that 

                                                

73 Even if Moses attempts to take the credit, as Exodus 40:18 suggests, he is never mentioned as the project 
manager. 
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is precisely the point of the narrative. Bezalel is the picture of the perfect obedient sacrificial 

servant. The text says something about the person who responds to an internal stirring by the 

Spirit within. When performed as a community, the individual gifts and abilities of the artisans 

contribute to the whole, and in turn, the creation joins everyone together in recognition of the 

source of their abilities. In the case of the tabernacle experience, it would bring recognition to 

the person from whom the Spirit was given.  

While sharing the strategic vision for the technology department at the University of 

Central Florida, Don Merritt, Bradley Jones, and Todd McMahon suggested that “Scale x 

Excellence = Impact” (2017, no pagination). Exceptional and challenging tasks like that of the 

tabernacle—when performed to a high standard of excellence—are able to change and direct 

lives with greater impact. Because the Spirit stirs the souls of Bezalel, Oholiab, and their 

fellow artisans, they are moved to serve God in a way not previously seen. Where constructing 

a worship center would have previously been an act of slave-work for Pharaoh, the people 

freely bring the best materials and craftsmanship to create the sacred space for their God 

because their hearts were stirred (George, 2009, pp.65–66; Ryken, 2005, p.1091).74 Where 

kings in other ANE cultures would demand forced labor, the Israelites demonstrate their 

reliance on the Lord through giving abundantly and serving voluntarily. In turn, the Israelites 

demonstrate their obedience by following the original command in full (Levine, 1965, 

p.310).75 

 

                                                

74 There is a duality at work. The construction of the Israelite worship center is made possible from materials 
gathered from Egypt. The same materials previously used to build altars for Pharaoh are given to the Israelites 
so that they may create the tabernacle of the Lord. 
75 Victor Hamilton (2011, p.600) notes that God does not select the materials donors personally, like he selected 
Bezalel and Oholiab. It is open to all. Likewise, there are no consequences for not giving. It is an open and free 
opportunity to give as the heart is stirred. The congregation nonetheless responds to the funding call in order that 
Bezalel can fulfill the commandment given to him. They donate to the extent that Moses calls for an end to the 
giving due to the abundance of donations (Exod 36:3–7). 
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3.3.6 Holy Proximity 

Regardless of the physical realities of the tabernacle, its theology is tied to the holiness 

of Israel (Rothkoff, 2007, p.423). There are progressions of holiness, with the power and 

immanence of God increasing as one moves closer to him. The laypeople reside in the outer 

court, priests in the holy place, and the high priest in the holy of holies. There is an inherent 

social structure built into the instructions, a hierarchy of authority, mimicking the value of the 

materials used: from bronze to silver to gold (George, 2009, p.134; Rothkoff, 2007, p.423; 

Averbeck, 2003, p.808; Sarna, 1996, pp.205–6). For the whole to become holy, so must each 

individual part that points to God. The tabernacle itself becomes a structure of separated sacred 

and profane space (Leithart, 2000, p.315). In this way, it can be suggested that God demands 

greater holiness in order to approach him. 

Likewise, the tabernacle itself maintains a high standard of quality. Just as there is a 

call to become holy, there is an expectation to follow all God commands, exactly as he 

commands.76 No articles created for use in the tabernacle could be profane, and the law 

required adherence to the Ten Commandments, avoiding idolatry or creating objects to be 

worshiped over YHWH himself. Bezalel was commissioned to create art that built on qualities 

of God, including goodness, truth, and beauty (Ryken, 2005, p.951). In a broader context, 

Duane Garrett indicates the passage signifies that God selects the people for his tasks and 

provides the means to achieve the goal, but the Spirit sanctifies them for it to be holy work 

(2013, Exod 31:1–11).  

It can be suggested that because modern-day church technical artists perform their 

tasks within the holy of holies of today, they are direct distributors of the Word serving in the 

                                                

76 I do suggest the artisans are able to use a certain amount of poetic license during the design process insofar as 
their creation was aligned with the holiness of God. 
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priestly role through sound, visuals, lighting, and atmosphere. They have a duty themselves 

to be holy just as the priests would have been holy. Where the high priestly standard of purity 

was pronounced prominently—even to the point of wearing an engraved turban seal stating 

“Holy to the Lord” (Exod 28:36)—many Christians today commonly equate their standard of 

serving in the church in accordance with 1 Timothy 3:1–13, being above reproach, not able to 

fall into disgrace, and holding the truths of the faith in a clear conscience. Technical artists 

who mimic the role of Bezalel as outlined meet that standard. In this way, I propose that as 

merchants of God’s characteristics through audio-visual-lighting, their lives become a 

reflection of how those truths are received and perceived by their respective congregations. 

 

3.3.7 Bezalel as a Christ-like Model, the Redemptive Artisan 

 Similar themes often used to describe the actions of Bezalel can also be attributed to 

Jesus Bible. A comprehensive list of these parallels includes: 

BEZALEL     JESUS 
Builder in all craftsmanship   Carpenter 
Created      The Creator 
Built the predecessor to the temple  Tore down the temple 
Possessed the Spirit of God   Possessed the Spirit of God 
Built a tent     Called the “true tent” 
Built the physical tabernacle   Was the tabernacle 
Place blood is to be shed for atonement  Atoning sacrifice shedding his blood 
Used royal materials    The Divine King of Israel 
Tribe of Judah     Tribe of Judah 
Line of David     Line of David 
Referred to in Isaiah    Referred to in Isaiah 
Tabernacle filled with glory of God  Brought the glory of God to earth 
Space for worship    Person to be worshiped 
Called by name from the Lord   Called Lord 
Name = “image of God”   Is the Image of God / Is God 
Materials came from first Passover  Redefined the Passover elements 
Received offering from Moses and the people Person accepting offering 
Created the first physical church   Built the church 
Built replica of heaven on earth   Established heaven on earth 
Mediator between God and humans  Mediator between God and humans 
Gave all of himself to redemption building Gives all of himself to redeem 
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Rejected from receiving the credit and honor Rejected and despised 
Received blessing    Gives blessing 
Served ANE role as builder for the king  Is the King 
Levels of holiness in tabernacle   Is wholly holy / Makes believers holy 
Physical reality of the Word   Is the Logos 
Used physical to demonstrate spiritual  Used physical to demonstrate spiritual 
Built from and for all tribes   Great Commission encompassing all 
Took on high priestly role   The High Priest 
Built sanctuary     Find sanctuary in him 
Possessed knowledge    Omniscient 
Teacher      Teacher 
Given wisdom from the Father   Given wisdom from the Father 
Had assistants from the people   Had disciples from the people 
Artisan who created “for beauty and glory” True Beauty and the Glory of God 
Stirred souls in service of the Lord  Stirred souls in service of God 
Built mercy seat    Offers mercy 
Built ark of the covenant   Established the new covenant 
Sewed the veil     Tore the veil 
Resting place of deliverance   The Deliverer 

Assuming these similarities are valid—and accepting the common belief that the role of NT 

Christians is to become further conformed into the image of Christ—I propose that a church 

technical artist who mirrors the practices of Bezalel is able to move further toward that end. 

At minimum, the similarities are noteworthy. At most, they demonstrate that a valid way to 

be conformed to the image of Christ is through technical artistry performed for and in God’s 

sacred space. I propose the latter. 

 

3.4 Warning: Idolizing the Created Calf 

Between the commissioning and construction narratives sits a polemic against the 

creation and worship of false idols: the golden calf. It is the “negative tabernacle” or anti-

tabernacle. It is done without God’s word of commandment (Leithart, 2000, p.316). The text 

demonstrates the pitfalls of misdirected worship of humanly produced items. At the same time 

the instructions were being given to Moses, the people were deciding their own worship 

methods by creating and worshiping the calf. Where the calf was intended to represent 

Yahweh, the narrative irony demonstrates that in the act of creating something in his image, 
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they simultaneously defamed the same God currently offering Moses the plans to dwell with 

them (Van Dam, 2003, p.370). Where God gave the tabernacle as a gift and personally 

provided the materials to create it, the text suggests there is a good and bad use for the items 

(Fesko, 2012, p.18). The same gold pillaged from the Egyptians is the same gold Aaron crafted 

into the golden calf and the same gold used in ornamenting the tabernacle. Kevin Bauder 

notes: “Some judgments [on created objects] are better and some are worse. Some are 

devastatingly bad, for worship that is not according to truth is simply idolatry” (2012, p.14). 

In this way, it is problematic when the means and methods supersede the intended purpose.  

In terms of worship, Deve Ganga-Persad (2007, pp.5–6) suggests: 

[The golden calf narrative] gives a picture of how fickle and wayward the heart of 

people can be. We have a tendency to need to worship something and when we lose 

our focus on who God is, we are quick to replace that position. . . . These actions taken 

by Aaron and the Israelites are what provide definition to idolatrous adoration. 

Worship and credit is attributed to an object that they had created with their hands and 

with material they provided. 

When adoration is fixed upon an object other than God, it becomes an idol. For the technical 

artist, this appears as a real concern. As discovered in the documentary analysis—with few 

resources dedicated to the theological understanding of the craft and over three-fourths of the 

literature aimed at gear and technique—focus appears to be easily misplaced, as if the tools 

themselves generate the worship rather than the internal work of God through the artist and 

congregation. While the text suggests that God has no issue over technology or the items 

created with it, he does warn against exalting technology above him. For example, in a case 

study (McDonough, 2017, no pagination) of the technical production experience at Bayside 

Church, in Sacramento, CA, home to popular Christian artist Lincoln Brewster and Thrive 

Worship, attendees are described as “lucky” to attend services in the 3,000-seat worship center 

where “audio is the DNA” based around a “touring-style” rig. While the case study notes the 

“good stewardship” behind saving money on the construction, at no point do any of the 
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participants mention the final purpose being the worship of God and bringing glory to him. 

This appears as if quality gear and budget became idols. “Where your heart is, there your 

technology will be also. . . . It shows whether your heart is oriented toward God and toward 

finding true joy and satisfaction in him, or whether you are attempting to find counterfeit joy 

in the things he forbids” (Challies, 2015, no pagination). The tabernacle narrative places God 

as the DNA—filling it with his glory—not any one particular element within the sacred space, 

as the case study of Bayside Church appears to present.77 

I propose, therefore, that the text presents more than a warning against idols, but also 

the act of worshiping the process. The tabernacle was a continual “work in progress.” Even 

upon completion, the tabernacle required ongoing upkeep and operation: processes and 

procedures defined the role of the high priest—and presumably Bezalel and his fellow 

artisans. Similarly, in the modern church, technical artists follow a producer’s script or “order 

of service” that dictates every detail from camera shot to audio highlight. Post-service 

practices involve repairing and maintenance of the equipment along with research of the 

newest manufacturer tools and products. When these procedures become the main focus, 

idolization of the creation supersedes worship of Christ, which is at odds the findings in this 

chapter. While emphasis on the art form can satisfy the requirements of beauty and function, 

it can fall short of conveying God’s transcendence to the congregation (Ganga-Persad, 2007, 

p.7). 

 Because the technical arts harness cultural norms, they are easily susceptible to falling 

into societal idolatry through the desire to people please, taking the place of God himself 

(Murphy, 2003, p.8). Schultze, Chuang, and Redman discuss: “To do technology and worship 

                                                

77 There is a certain irony in that the case study is titled, “Audio Hits the Heart” (McDonough, 2017), yet at no 
point in the entire study is there mention of the stirring of either the artisan’s or church’s hearts or greater purpose 
for which the audio system is designed. A better title might have been “Audio Is the Heart.” 
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well, you have to fit the technology to the worship, rather than the worship to the technology. 

Otherwise, the worship can become distorted” (2012, p.97). It must be used “within the 

context of worship, not use worship to celebrate technology” (Schultze, 2004, p.63). The 

presented technological language needs to match the theological exposition. Walter Benjamin 

discusses the concept of authenticity in art and mechanical reproduction, noting that “the 

presence of the original is the pre-requisite . . . [along with] the historical testimony” (1969, 

pp.3–4). In this way, the message of the creation—namely worship of God and God’s wishes 

in gifting the tabernacle to the people—must dictate the wisest technological methods for 

achieving that goal. “The wrong place to start is with the right equipment” (Huyser-Honig, 

2007, no pagination). Brad Herring (2009, p.xv), a proponent of high-level audiovisual 

production, asks an interesting question: 

Think about how Jesus taught. Can you imagine him on a stage while 30 moving lights 

swept around Him? Does His teaching method strike you as someone who would have 

produced dance video productions? While no one has the definitive answers 

obviously, I’d like to say that I think not. The Gospel is strong and it stands on its 

own.  

In the same way, Lee Bloch condemns the conversations had with tech leaders who flaunt the 

“coolness” factor in the way they programmed lighting instead noting how the lights allowed 

the congregation to either view the presentation better or served as a compliment to the 

message presented via lyrics or pastoral message (2008, loc.213–22). 

Technology for the sake of technology is contradictory to the attributes of wisdom and 

knowledge presented of Bezalel. Kevin Bergeson (2012, p.303) asks, “Using a clip of leaping 

whales may be a powerful way to illustrate a creation story, but what happens when people 

leave worship remembering only the whales and not the God who created the whales?” 

Likewise, Bernard Reymond (2001, p.88) warns of Contemporary Christian Music’s 

“veneering of rock melodies with Christian words as if it sufficed to say ‘Jesus’ in a song 
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instead of ‘drugs’ or ‘violence’ in order to transform it into a Christian song!” This is important 

in church tech practices because the skills used so closely parallel those of the secular world. 

The liturgical line between entertainment and worship is a real one. For example, oversized 

screens with Image Magnification (IMAG) prevalent in large sanctuaries are often used for 

more than displaying song lyrics; they create a show in themselves. Attendees often only feet 

away from the pastor will still instead view the service “virtually,” being diverted from the 

preaching directly in front of them, “watching,” rather than staying engaged in the live 

message (Wolff, 1999, pp.232–33).  

Technology, therefore, “can be good or bad, suitable or distracting; the word can be 

vitally proclaimed or recited in a meaningless, ritual fashion ” (Viladesau, 2000, p.57). This 

suggests the technical artist ought to be more than a technical expert, but also a liturgical 

planner, knowing how the technology can be harnessed for the creation of sacred space by 

utilizing proper means and methods without idolizing the product. Idolization of the process 

appears to be a common roadblock from keeping the gospel in view. “[It] comes down to 

being seduced by entertainment or utilizing entertainment to reach people for Christ” (Tippins, 

2014, no pagination). Stephen Beasley (2015, no pagination) concludes that the church—and 

its technical artists—“must decide what it cares about the most: The product or the people. 

Churches should remember that people are the product.” For the technical artist, the golden 

calf narrative serves as a warning against making the product the purpose rather than using 

the product as a means for God to connect to his people. 

 

3.5 Conclusion: The Technical Artist as a Modern Bezalel 

From a doctrinal standpoint, the Bezalel and Oholiab narrative suggests that artistic 

works can be consecrated for use in the service of religious practice. The works do not 

dominate over religion but offer a supplement to worship practice (Lange, 2008, p.178). The 
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biblical text indicates that technical artists require the five physical qualities: ability, 

intelligence, knowledge, craftsmanship, and teaching, with the sixth supernatural quality—the 

Spirit—making each useful for producing worship of God. In doing so, the works made create 

an object of greater power than that of the artisan himself or herself (Ferretter, 2004, p.132), 

and one that mirrors a life aimed at becoming further conformed into the image of Christ. 

Technical artists serve the same roles as Bezalel and Oholiab as ministers of the redemptive 

qualities of the gospel when their art is performed in response to the internal calling of the 

Spirit.  
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CHAPTER 4: 

JESUS AND THE TECHNICAL ARTISTS’ PARALLEL ROLES AS MEDIATORS: 

HEBREWS 2:12–13 

 

4.1 Hebrews in Original and Historical Context 

 

4.1.1 Introduction 

 Hebrews 2:12–13 is a central passage for developing a theological understanding of 

the technical arts, holding significant implications for modern church worship practices. The 

verses firmly establish the gospel message described in terms of revelation and response: God 

reveals himself through the deity and humanity of Christ, and believers respond in song 

alongside Christ the Mediator. Most of the scholarly literature on this verse focuses on the 

surrounding context, overlooking the significant fact that Christ, in his exalted state, is leading 

his people in worship of the Father from within the church congregation. Christ-exalted is still 

present. Hebrews emphasizes Christ’s completed work on the cross yet does so in terms of his 

continuing earthly ministry. Just because Christ-exalted is seated on the throne at the right 

hand of the Father does not mean he is inactive in his earthly work. Hebrews professes that 

Christ “always lives” (7:25) to make intercession for those who seek the Father through him. 

Just as Jesus facilitates the reconciliatory relationship between the Father and humanity 

through being the Mediating, Singing Savior, the verse serves as a metaphor for church 

technical artists who mediate the worship experience between the stage and congregation, and 

thus between God and the church. 

 I build upon the foundation laid by John Paul Heil and Ron Man in their respective 

works Worship in the Letter to the Hebrews (2011) and Proclamation and Praise (2007). 

Hebrews is more than a theological treatise, or even pastoral sermon, as is commonly 
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understood: it is itself a worship manual. It instructs church congregations—both ancient and 

modern—how endurance through living out their faith is a tangible act of worship. This is 

done through the act of a worshiping Christ among his brethren-children. In turn, I connect 

the author’s Christological example to the work performed by the modern church technical 

artist who serves as a mediator between the stage and congregation. The view taken here is 

that in Hebrews 2:12–13 the church, seen as God’s people, can mediate the gospel to the 

congregation through worship practices and technical productions. 

 

4.1.2 Examination of the Immediate Passage  

The immediate issue of concern for the author is apostasy. He encourages his audience 

to remain focused on God because of the living example of Christ rather than returning to their 

former customs and deliberately abandoning Christ as Messiah. The author’s appeal is not 

merely a push to endure but a caution against the perils of turning away from the faith, as 

demonstrated through the five warning passages, all of which speak to the misguided thoughts 

of the congregation (Sauer, 2014, p.1922). The author is not concerned with assurance of 

salvation but the product of an active faith lived out in the promises of God, urging his Jewish-

Christian congregation to leave the synagogue and fully identify publicly with the church. 

Harold Attridge proposes that the entirety of Hebrews revolves around God’s relationship with 

his children, even if the immediate context is not apparent in this goal (2009, pp.103–8).78 The 

book focuses on a relationship between believers, Christ, and the Father, enabled through what 

Christ has done as well as who he is in his continuing ministry, that by God’s grace he would 

                                                

78 The author’s immediate instruction is directed at the congregation and is offered as an a fortiori metaphor for 
God’s instruction to his church. The author is arguing that since God has reconciled himself with humanity 
through the personal, saving work of Christ, how much more then should a faithful, lived-out response be in 
return to God? 
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taste death for everyone, being “perfected” as the “pioneer” of the salvation of his children 

and brethren. Christ confirms the relationship established by calling those who believe his 

brothers and sisters, further serving as their helper and mediator. In this way, the audience is 

to think not only of what Christ has done; they are also to recognize the future he promises 

through obedience and keeping one’s eyes fixed on the Son. Without Christ’s active and 

present participation, the call for immediate obedience falls short. I suggest that the epistle is 

to be read in light of the urgent relational pronouncement between the Father, Christ, and his 

children. In doing so, Hebrews becomes a manual for ecclesial worship. 

The surrounding passage of Hebrews 2:5–18 completes the description of the eternal 

and exalted Son started in chapter 1 by displaying how Christ’s incarnation and suffering are 

the means to his becoming the sufficient Savior through establishing the soteriological 

significance of the Son’s death, which in turn enables solidarity between the Son and believers 

(Cockerill, 2012, pp.124–25). Christ is presented in his humanity, yet still higher than angels, 

wherein God became the perfect mediator through human suffering. Suffering and subjection 

is part of God’s perfect plan; it is a Christological claim that in his suffering, Christ shared in 

the humanity of those he came to save (Koester, 2001, p.231; McKnight and Church, 2004, 

pp.69–72; Sauer, 2014, p.1925). In this way, both believers and Christ have one common 

Father. Therefore, Jesus is not ashamed to dwell, suffer, and call them; Christ shares an 

intimate relationship with his brethren-children because of his humanity. Steven Guthrie 

expands: the word prepo in 2:10 translates to “it was fitting;” the only suitable way God could 

reconcile sin was through the incarnation and death of the perfect and superior Son (2007, 

p.947). To Christ, his sacrificial payment is not humiliation precisely because he finds 

solidarity among his brethren fitting. This is significant in validating Christ’s dual nature as 
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fully man and fully God and, therefore, Christ’s role in the church and worship.79  

Scholars commonly cite the OT references in Hebrews 2:12–13 as proof texts 

(Ellingworth, 1993, p.40; Man, 2007, p.8) to demonstrate the Son’s confession of his 

relationship with humanity (deSilva, 2000, p.115) as viewed through his deity, humanity, and 

redemptive work. The pastor-author moves across chronological and historical distinctions by 

taking the words of David and Isaiah and making them the present proclamation of Christ. 

Hebrews 2:12 is a near mirror image of the author’s LXX version of Psalm 22:22—LXX 

Psalm 21:23. The only difference is a replacement of the future indicative form of diēgeomai 

(I will tell/describe) with apangellō (I will tell/proclaim) (Guthrie, 2007, pp.950–

51). Likewise, 2:13a is only slightly altered from the LXX in word order of Isaiah 8:17, 

moving esomai forward and adding an emphatic ego to open the phrase, giving Christ a 

position of power and self-declaration of his chosen action. Hebrews 2:13b finds full 

agreement with the LXX in Isaiah 8:18. By placing the words of these earlier prophets on the 

lips of Christ, Jesus becomes the fulfillment of the prophetic voice (deSilva, 2000, p.115). 

Extracting only the changes between the two texts, I conclude that the author seeks to 

emphasize an authoritative promised action of Christ, saying, “I will proclaim!” The focus 

changes from man praising God to Jesus himself proclaiming solidarity with his position as 

brother among the brethren. 

Both David deSilva (2000, pp.115–17) and Steven Guthrie (2007, p.951) identify the 

chiastic structure of vv.12–13. The two declarations of “I will proclaim” (2:12a) and “behold” 

(2:13b) frame the two actions of Christ singing praise (2:12b) and placing trust (2:13a) in God 

the Father. This structure emphasizes Christ’s purpose among his brothers and children 

                                                

79 Ronald Sauer (2004, p.1925) identifies Christ’s four roles within the section as World Ruler (2:5–9), Savior 
(2:10); Brother (2:11–13), and High Priest (2:14–18). All of these roles have active human elements. Likewise, 
God reconciles his people to himself through a human state. Therefore, Christ’s earthly connection to the 
Heavenly Father is through the example of earthly worship and singing. 
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through his singing within the assembly and trust in the Father’s ultimate plan. Christ becomes 

the living example of what the author suggests is the proper response to the gospel action 

presented in 2:10–11, namely worship of and to the Father through Christ. Christ’s 

proclamation, therefore, establishes him as the Singing Savior, the promised 

messianic Worship Leader. He is the true worshiper, leading the congregation and offering an 

example of what ecclesial worship ought to mirror: praise and trust. 

Discussing this in artistic terms, Craig Koester describes the exordium starting in 2:9 

as an artist’s painting (2001, pp.233–35). The author of Hebrews takes on the creative quality 

of presenting the death and saving work of Christ from various dimensions, offering several 

perspectives of imagery and possibilities and creating interplay between them in order to 

complete the portrait of the work of Christ. The section of 2:10–18 is framed by Jesus suffering 

in v.10 and v.18 and then offers four “portraits” to support it: (1) what is fitting for God 

(vv.10–11a); (2) the bonds of brotherhood (vv.11b–13); (3) conflict and victory (vv.14–16); 

and (4) high priestly atonement (vv.17–18). In this way, Christ’s suffering defines his saving, 

responsive relationship with humanity. Likewise, John Paul Heil (2011, loc.174–87) speaks 

of the author’s work in “levels,” similar to how a painter layers elements of light and shade, a 

musician incorporates dissonance and resonance, or how a technical artist “layers” individual 

instruments in a sound mix to both “bury” and “spotlight” as the song progresses through 

verses, choruses, and bridges. At the highest level incorporating the epistle in its entirety, the 

exhorted are to be faithful to the grace of God granted through the Son. The middle level 

encompasses 2:10–18 encouraging the church that those being tested can be helped by Christ. 

At the lowest level, those tested will have sins atoned for. Though Koester and Heil may have 

been writing metaphorically in order to explain the author’s intentions, I believe they picked 

up on an important and much-overlooked aspect of the immediate context. In this passage 

Christ is an artist. He is worship leader and worshiper. He leads his people to him not simply 
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through his saving work, but he joins them in their midst through song and artistic connection 

with the Father through himself. The chiastic use of the three OT references become a “song” 

denoting trust in God because of Christ’s relational presence. Therefore, the text suggests that 

solidarity with the Son serves the purpose of focusing on God. When Christ speaks directly to 

his children, he invites them to participate in his same experience, joining together as members 

of the family of God (Mackie, 2011, p.106).  

Heil suggests that as a worshiping congregation—seen through the abandoning of their 

standard meeting practices (Heb 10:23–25)—the audience is instructed to engage in worship 

practice communally (2011, loc.84–88). The author writes from the position that his 

congregation is familiar with Christian liturgy in terms of both OT synagogue and NT house 

church practices, with the OT invoked in order to express a particular truth about the present 

situation (Lane, 1997, pp.444–45). The appeal for liturgically structured worship practice 

makes the text stand firmly in the mainstream of the intersection between Judaism and early 

Christianity, where new habits are being formed yet old habits are equally tempting in the face 

of persecution. The congregation had spiritually developed enough to be persecuted for it, 

which suggests their worship practices similarly developed.80  

In this way, as Heil suggests, worship is the primary concern of Hebrews from start to 

finish (2011, loc.79–82). The letter is intended to be publicly and orally performed as an act 

of worship to a worshiping congregation. Verbal clues and hook words suggest the letter is a 

midrash intended to have its points made more powerfully through oral delivery. In fact, the 

text is missing many of the common elements expected in a letter from this time, like an 

                                                

80 Susan Docherty suggests that scholars must be careful not to overly read the text as “good Protestants” but 
instead view the audience as worshipers of Christ with mixed OT to NT liturgical practices and traditions (2009, 
p.27). There is a common practice of reading current practices into the early church. The first-century transition 
from OT to NT worship practices would have also been a time of identity seeking. Therefore, the exact rituals 
are less important. What is significant is that believers are to meet and develop a unique liturgy aimed at the 
person of Christ. 
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opening prayer, call for grace and peace, and expression of thanksgiving and blessing. 

Literarily, it is poetic in nature. Being a poetic worship passage framed as a sermon allows for 

the epistle to be understood on a more personal level; the author directly leads his congregants 

in knowledge of who Christ is and what he has done. For this reason Edgar McKnight and 

Christopher Church (2004, pp.76–77) conclude that a reading of Hebrews that treats it solely 

as a theological and systematic treatment of the work of Christ would be flawed. The text was 

written to serve an instructive, pastoral purpose, offering direction for proper Christian living 

to the church body. The epistle is not solely a pastoral exhortation but also a worship manual 

in which Jesus in Hebrews 2:12–13 is presented as the Singing, Messianic Savior.  

 

4.1.3 Worship and Liturgical Practice in the Hebrews’s Church 

With the epistle delivered to an audience of converted Jews living soundly within the 

Greco-Roman world, I suggest that it should be explored from both of these distinct 

worldviews. 

 

4.1.3.1 The Jewish Context 

The pastor-author wants his congregation to make the connection to the broader OT 

context (Allen, 2010, p.217), tying their understanding to Jewish liturgical practices while 

applying it firmly to their new faith in Christ. James Dunn suggests that Christ was not the 

object of worship in the early church but was the subject of praise, hymn singing, and the 

content of early Christian worship (2010, pp.150–51). This would have developed from the 

way YHWH was viewed in religious practice: God was the only one worthy of direct worship, 

with Christ being the representative of God’s actions in the world. In the NT era of Hebrews, 

the author demonstrates that worship is now personal; there is solidarity between worshiper 

and worshiped. NT believers take on the OT Levitical roles. The congregation replaces the 
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professional Levite musicians and David’s official temple choir. Whereas the Levites formerly 

would act on behalf of the people, Christ’s role among his people invites them to join him in 

one concord. Thus, NT worship is an example of the reconciliation that could only happen 

because Christ-God became man-brother. 

Larry Hurtado contends that since the early Christians came from a Jewish background 

with warnings about worshiping anyone or anything other than YHWH, the addition of Jesus 

as an object worthy of worship was no small task (1999, p.191). Linking Christ to the Father 

had to maintain a monotheistic awareness. In this way, the pastor-author formulates his 

rhetorical argument by citing OT psalms and prophetic Scriptures in order to tie both the 

humanity and deity of Christ to OT worship practices. For example, the standard Jewish use 

of Psalm 22 found in Hebrews 2:12 would have normally been either cultic or utilized only in 

times of illness or oppression. Israelites did not view it as messianic in the way early Christians 

did. Use by Jesus gives it messianic meaning, and therefore the use in Hebrews is entirely 

appropriate, similar to Jesus’s synagogue reading of Isaiah 61 in Luke 4:16–21, where he 

likewise states that he came to proclaim the good news.   

Even though images of Jesus singing are virtually unknown in religious art and 

hymnody (O’Connor, 2011, p.434), it can be concluded that Christ would have regularly sung 

during his earthly ministry because singing was a standard part of Jewish liturgical practice. 

Indeed, for him not to would have been out of the norm. In the Jewish culture, music for 

music’s sake would be unknown: music had purpose, the purpose of festival, praise, and 

lament, among others. With about three-quarters of the musical references in the Bible 

referring to singing, Israel was indeed a singing culture, and therefore so too was the early 

church (Begbie, 2007, p.61). Being led in structured oral worship by the priestly class would 

be second nature and expected. The use of praise songs about the person and work of Christ 

served as an indirect method for worship of him. In the text, the Hebrews congregation was 
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considering returning to their previous ways. Consequently, it can be inferred that those 

former ways included their previous worship and singing practices as they understood them. 

I conclude, therefore, that the role Christ plays in Hebrews 2:12–13 is a direct parallel to the 

work he would have been known to perform during his earthly reign, namely leading his 

disciples in worship as their high priest. In modern times, it seems out of the norm because 

people rarely picture Jesus in this way, but Christ proclaiming and leading worship among the 

brethren would have been a natural role for him, and it would have been natural for his 

disciples to mirror him in it (i.e., Matt 26:30).  

 

4.1.3.2 The Greco-Roman Context  

God’s role in Hebrews is unique in Hellenistic philosophy; the idea of a deity suffering 

and being shamed would be unprecedented. Worshiping someone or something in this state 

would be even more suspicious (Witherington, 2007, pp.145–49). The author’s primary 

purpose for his Hellenistic audience is to establish that Christ is the worthy mediator-object 

of worship. The author calls it “fitting” how God has used Christ’s role in humanity, even 

though the Greco-Roman audience would struggle to view it as such (Mitchell, 2007, p.77; 

McKnight and Church, 2004, p.71). The shame Christ endured would have been viewed as 

similar to the shame of being enslaved to another. Christ needed a noble death. Ben 

Witherington (2007, pp.145–49) suggests that because dying by crucifixion was the most 

heinous, shameful, and disgraceful way to die, much rhetorical skill would be required to 

convince someone of Jewish theological and Greco-Roman societal background that his or 

her faith is founded in this truth. 

In Greco-Roman society, how someone died had something to do with his or her 

character, and thus self-sacrificial death—even if by crucifixion—could still bring honor if 

presented and understood in that way (Witherington, 2007, p.147). The greater the sacrifice, 
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the greater the honor and glory; the greater the righteous humiliation, the greater the honor 

and glory. Christ’s selfless act presented him his honor. Christ was able to accomplish 

reconciliation through shame; rather than avoiding it, he embraced it, saving humanity rather 

than himself. This brands Christ’s humanity as perfect and unique: contrary to conventional 

cultural thought, through human suffering Jesus became the spotless atoning sacrifice, 

bringing his children to glory. Even in his present exalted state, the divine, holy Christ is not 

ashamed to be reconciled to his unholy, sinful brethren-children.  

Both pagans and Jews would have seen it as madness and blasphemous to place a 

crucified man in second order to God. This objection is overcome through a noble death that 

leads to salvation for all. For a community rooted in a system of honor-nobility, 

2:13b reaffirms the congregation’s own honor and relationship with the Father. They too are 

of noble birth through their faith in Christ. Though persecuted by society, to the Son they are 

of high esteem. Even though the future promise is still to be fulfilled, it is an honor to which 

they can hold fast. The author confirms the victory of the Messiah, coming full circle as the 

OT fulfillment. Thus, the call is to look to the Son as the agent of all things past in Scripture, 

present with the community, and future in glory (deSilva, 2000, pp.120–22). I suggest, 

therefore, that because the congregation would have been fearful of persecution from both 

Jews and Romans, their status in Greco-Roman society was being challenged. Being under 

persecution, the people were not honored in society.81 However, the author proclaims God is 

not ashamed, showing that their honor is secure through Christ even if not present in their 

current circumstances. 

Jesus fills the role of the master in the master-slave relationship, granting honor that 

                                                

81 Reggie Kidd suggests that the looming—and possibly present—Jewish War (66–70 CE) would have added to 
their strife (2005, p.124). The congregation would be living between two cultures and disliked by both due to the 
influence of the other. I propose that this possible reality serves as a strong argument for the congregation’s 
desire to flee the faith in order to find stability in one side or the other. 
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only he as Suzerain-God can offer. Care, generosity, help, protection, and security were 

common first-century requirements of the master within the suzerain-vassal system. In this 

instance, Jesus-master moves further toward becoming brother-family with the slave.82 Harold 

Attridge (2009, pp.102–3) builds upon David deSilva’s claim that God serves as a Greco-

Roman benefactor throughout the story of Hebrews, with Christ being the “broker” of the 

deal. It is because of the care of Jesus as mediator that the deal gets done. In obedience to his 

own suzerain-master, he carries out his duties for his vassals. In this way, Christ is both 

suzerain and vassal: vassal of the Father while master to his children. Due to Christ’s bi-

directional position, the master and slave find reconciliation through the mediator: humanity 

is reconciled to God by and through Jesus the worship leader.  

I suggest this adds convincing validity for the relationship that Christ serves in being 

among the congregation and leading them in worship; he directs and leads from within. 

Because of the Son’s death and resurrection, he uniquely becomes an heir with the suzerain, 

delivering the promised inheritance. Christ brokered the reconciliation that believers now can 

become children of the benefactor and brethren of the vassals. Therefore, the author illustrates 

that it is just as important to unify through the worship of Christ as it is to hold firm to the 

faith rather than relying on either the sacrificial system of the Jews or the common sacrifices 

for the purpose of business and social acceptance within the Greco-Roman culture. A 

worshiping congregation finds confidence in believing that the actions of Christ secured their 

ultimate reward. Because of this, Jesus is both the object worthy of worship as well as the 

source of worship itself.83 For the modern church technical artist, they too are both suzerain 

                                                

82 The term “brother” in Greco-Roman nomenclature extended beyond the family nucleus to mean “a close 
connection” that could also apply to friends, Israel, and religious affiliation. This can be viewed in the same way 
as is still common today for believers to call each other “brothers” or “sisters” in Christ even without sharing 
any direct biological connection (Koester, 2001, p.230). 
83 There is an important distinction here, one which produces various possible objections. From a Jewish context, 
Jesus could not be viewed as one equal to God, however, a Greco-Roman worldview would require an equal 
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and vassal; subject to both Christ and the mission of their church leadership and principal over 

the way the congregation will understand the worship message. In this way, there is a dual 

responsibility to ensure that the presented message clearly proclaims the message of Christ at 

all times while also being obedient to and aware of what that message is. 

 

4.1.4 The Use and Importance of Psalm 22:22 

Psalm 22 is the second most quoted psalm in the NT, only surpassed by Psalm 110. 

All references84 focus on lament and suffering, except Hebrews, which emphasizes the glory 

and praise of deliverance continued from the Psalm 8 motif cited in 2:6–8 (Mitchell, 2007, 

p.74). Michael Wechsler subtitles Psalm 22, “A Prophetic Perspective on the Crucifixion of 

the Messiah,” which is an exact explanation of the circumstance when viewing the psalm from 

the standpoint of the exalted Christ rather than the words of David (2014, p.778). Psalm 22’s 

two distinct sections—an individual lament (vv.1–21) and a song of thanksgiving (vv.22–

31)—work in unity as a prayer song, following the common practice of the temple priests who 

begin with solemn prayer and shift to end with songs of thanksgiving (Reumann, 1974, pp.43–

44). The psalm opens with Jesus’s cry of “my God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” 

(cf. Matt 27:46). Yet, on the words “you have heard me,” it turns into an oracle of rescue. It 

becomes a confession of trust, moving from a cry for help to an outpouring of worship by both 

David, the original psalmist, and the author of Hebrews’s congregation. Mark Heinemann 

(1990, pp.286–89) calls the craftsmanship of Psalm 22 “extraordinary” due to its use of bold 

images and sweeping historical scope: David pleads for deliverance, acknowledging God had 

                                                

status with a deity in order for the death to be made honorable. Greco-Roman emperors commonly took on the 
identity of a deity. Therefore, status of “God” would not be a concern. The author’s goal is to merge the suffering 
honor of Christ with the God-Man identity in order to form an object-person worthy of worshiping, suffering, 
and enduring. 
84 Matt 27:35, 39, 43, 46; Mark 15:24, 29, 34; Luke 23:34, 35; John 19:24, 28; Rom 5:5. 
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heard him, leading into praise and a call for the both Israelites and Gentiles (v.29) to seek the 

Lord as well. Heinemann continues to suggest that Christ must have read this psalm many 

times, and it is, therefore, logical that at the cross he quoted this psalm in order to draw the 

messianic and prophetic connection. In turn, that allowed the church to adopt the entire psalm 

as its own. Likewise, Reggie Kidd calls Psalm 22 the “theological center” of the book of 

Psalms (2005, p.86). The narrative begins with the search for the promised land yet ends in 

salvation of all people through the suffering Messiah. “Why have you forsaken me” becomes 

“I will praise you.” For Christians, Psalm 22 is the message of the Messiah’s humiliation and 

exaltation. At v.22, David’s celebration is the embodiment of Christ’s ultimate work on the 

cross, with Jesus becoming the singer of both lament and victory chant (Kidd, 2005, p.26). 

Psalm 22—the expression of David’s dire circumstances—is, in fact, the most exact 

pre-Jesus description of the actual events that happened to Christ during his lifetime.85 Though 

a direct correlation to the passion is not stated here, the epistle’s audience would have likely 

made the connection (Attridge, 1989, p.90). When the NT cites the OT, the broader context 

of the original meaning is also being invoked. Hebrews 2:12’s citing of Psalm 22:22 would 

be the victory song of God’s deliverance. Up to that point, the psalm is only abandonment, 

loss, and hurt. It becomes a rescue through pain and suffering by the only one who can truly 

atone for sin: God himself. The author expresses that because cross-bearing Jesus called out 

his forsakenness yet persevered, Christians can call out in praise of being found. The exalted 

Messiah will praise God to the people of Israel and in the congregation, calling on others to 

praise him (v.23). Closing the psalm, in vv.25–26 the Messiah calls the afflicted to seek the 

                                                

85 Even though some scholars contend that this psalm is merely David writing about his own suffering, Michael 
Wechsler (2014, pp.778–80) suggests that because of Christ’s reference to it on the cross this is better thought 
of as a messianic psalm of the future savior fulfilled by Jesus rather than a description of David’s actions or 
metaphorical feelings of struggle. David never had his hands and feet pierced (v.16), never had his clothes 
divided and lots cast for them (v.18), and never did his victory bring universal righteousness (vv.27–31). 
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Lord and trust him for they shall “eat and be satisfied,” having their “hearts live forever,” 

offering salvation to the whole world. This viewpoint could not have been understood by 

David’s congregation, yet would presumably be fully recognized by persecuted Christian Jews 

living in a gentile land. 

By reading the psalm through a reflective worldview of modern Christianity, reading 

back the experiences of Christ, it may be possible to know more about Jesus—i.e., his 

emotions and prayers—than may be found elsewhere in the biblical text (McKinley, 2012, 

pp.209–10). The logic is that if it is possible to understand a majority of the text to be 

consistent with what is known to happen, then the conclusion can be drawn that it all did, even 

if there is not another direct parallel found within the NT. This includes not only the actions 

of Jesus but his emotional states of mind as well. This matches the messianic understanding 

of how God works through history: it is one thing for someone to write something about 

himself—David in this case—and have it coincidentally happen again to someone else, yet it 

is a whole other for nothing to happen to someone and it be a fully, uniquely, and completely 

fulfilled revelation in another. The details in Psalm 22 are so distinctive they could not truly 

have all happened to David in the way that they better match the exact details of Jesus’s 

circumstances. Therefore, it could be said that the entire psalm must be known to be actual 

events of Christ, including his leading in praise and worship. I do think it is important to note 

that this view is not commonly shared by conservative writers of today; however, it has held 

considerable support from early Christian writers like Justin Martyr, Leo the Great, Eusebius 

of Caesarea, and Martin Luther (Cockerill, 2012, pp.142–44; McKinley, 2012, pp.218–19). 

In this way, the author’s use of Psalm 22:22 in Hebrews 2:12 can be viewed to offer a 

parallel with worship in practice as Christ is now—in the present—revealing himself in the 

midst of the church proclaiming God as well as calling his people to respond in proclamation 

of God’s name to the Father. Christ’s role in worship is to lead people in worship of the Father 
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through himself. The text then suggests that the suffering done by Christ is actually a 

thanksgiving because it opens the door to the Father as saved brethren-children. What was 

once suffering, is now triumph (Cockerill, 2012, p.143) and solidarity between the Son and 

his children. Harold Attridge expresses it as the “surface argument” that exposes three main 

points: (1) part of Christ’s role is to proclaim the name of God; (2) it tells the loci for which 

his name is to be proclaimed, namely within the congregation (ekklesia); and (3) the way to 

proclaim God’s name is to “sing” praise (pp.104–5). In this way, it can be proposed that a 

proper response to God for the modern church—which includes the church of the Hebrews—

is singing praise to and of God for deliverance from sin and into eternal rest and reconciliation. 

Worship becomes both present and participatory. 

 

4.1.5 The Use and Importance of Isaiah 8:17–18 

 Hebrews 2:13—Isaiah 8:17–18—is a support text for the ideas established in 2:12. As 

opposed to Psalm 22, Isaiah was understood as messianic to the Jewish audience. Isaiah 8 is 

part of a more extensive section that focuses on whether the people will trust God or earthly 

powers, with these verses dealing specifically with the difference between a rebellious people 

turning from God and those who choose to walk in the way of the Lord. The exact date of 

original authorship is unknown, but the text was written from the viewpoint of an impending 

attack on Judah, presumably the 734 BCE Assyrian campaign into Israel. Which direction will 

they choose? Give into the world, or follow God (Guthrie, 2007, p.950)? Rather than trusting 

God, the people turn to pagan superstition for hope. The author ridicules their actions and calls 

for trust in the Lord. As the people are increasingly being captured, Isaiah chooses to trust the 

Lord, even in the dire situation, holding on to the hope that peace will come. In the Isaiah 

8:11–18 subsection, he is encouraged to remain separate from Judah and not follow after the 

ways of the world. There is a contrast between those who seek the Lord and do not fear him 
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and those who do. Likewise, for some in the Hebrews congregation following Christ is a 

stumbling block, while other will fear the Lord and find refuge in him as a sanctuary in times 

of struggle.  

In Hebrews 2:13 the author separates Isaiah 8:17–1886 into two distinct statements, 

suggesting that two separate points are being made. The first point is to trust in God and his 

saving work through Jesus and not to focus on the frailty of the human condition. The second 

ties together the image of Isaiah’s hope that Israel’s “children” are signs with the children 

becoming one with Christ. Verse 13b comes from Isaiah 8:18 in the LXX where Isaiah speaks 

of his own children. Like with Bezalel and Oholiab, the reference to his earthly children as 

the testimony of trust in the Lord include names as a play on words and meanings: Isaiah 

means “Yahweh is salvation,” and his son’s names mean “a remnant will return” and “quick 

to the plunder, swift to spoil” respectively (O’Brien, 2010, pp.112–13). This parallels the text 

in Hebrews because the people are not children of Christ due to their humanity but because of 

the work of God. The solidarity with Christ confirms the solidarity with the “children” of God, 

not because of being human but because they are the gift given to Christ by the Father. The 

conclusion is that Sonship is, therefore, not by birth—as would have most likely been thought 

through the seed of Abraham—but through the salvation provided by God through Christ. The 

Sonship through Christ is to be shared with his “brothers and sisters” who are proclaiming 

God’s name through song alongside him as a gift from God (Witherington, 2007, p.155; 

Attridge, 2009, p.105). The human response, therefore, is the singing of praises to the Father. 

Whereas Christ’s work is the reconciling gift from God to his children, being made brothers 

and sisters of Christ is a mutual gift shared between Jesus and his people.  

                                                

86 It is possible, as some scholars like Gareth Cockerill (2012, pp.142–44) believe, that Heb 2:13a is from 2 
Samuel 22:3, David’s Song of Deliverance rather than Isaiah 8:17, because the image of David would have 
already been in their minds from 2:12. However, I hold that the direct, continuous connection between the two 
citations in one complete verse makes Isaiah a better fit, not separating the two halves. 
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Isaiah is the author speaking, yet the words are placed in the mouth of Christ. Just as 

the Psalm 22 citation is at a textual turning point, so too is Isaiah 8:17–18, with each author 

finding sanctuary in the Lord. The waiting is fulfilled in Christ: a kinsman connection and not 

merely a discipleship model is established. It is not that followers of Christ are solely brothers, 

but they are also children of God. The use of Isaiah along with Psalm 22 demonstrates that by 

being in the midst of the congregation for the purpose of sanctifying them, Christ reveals 

himself as both the deliverer and one with the delivered. Craig Koester concludes that the use 

is not about the text’s contents per se but about the relationship to what God has done through 

Christ (2001, pp.237–38). The brethren-children and Jesus are now of the same family; they 

suffer together. As his children, they are to be confident in their final glorification alongside 

the exalted Christ (Lane, 1991, pp.59–60). The text then suggests that because of this salvation 

found through Christ, the proper response is praise and worship with the Savior. 

 

4.2 Principal Themes 

Five key themes are established in the text surrounding Hebrews 2:12–13, which all 

express Christ’s unique identity. Together they support the reason and purpose Christ adopts 

the position as the Mediator of New Testament worship practice. 

 

4.2.1 Christ as Fully Human and Fully Divine 

Moving Christ from man status to God status was an important step in establishing the 

Christology of the church. The two books that are the clearest on the deity of Christ—John 

and Hebrews—are also the ones that emphasize his humanity the most (Hagner, 2002, p.54). 

Scholars formerly believed that a high Christology came from a late gentile or pagan 

influence, but the consensus today has it within an early Jewish setting, mainly due to how 

passages like Hebrews portray Christ in very distinctive Jewish terminology and within a 
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Jewish context (Chester, 2011, pp.22–24). The pastor-author does not quote anything from 

Jesus’s earthly ministry, only from the Septuagint; yet, viewed in light of Psalm 22 and Isaiah 

8, many allusions to his earthly ministry are made by placing the OT texts as the words of 

Jesus.  

The immediate text is one of the most important passages in the NT for the incarnation 

of Jesus as fully divine, eternal, and exalted. It is relational: Christ’s position is lower than the 

angels, present with humanity, but with the world under his footstool, seated on the throne at 

the right hand of the Father. To the author, Jesus is brother, Son, child, God, sacrifice, and 

priest. God reconciled his brethren-children to himself as the sacrificial priest possessing the 

authority of God. The kingship of God creates the Lordship of Christ and kinship with 

humanity. Therefore, it can be suggested that the theocracy of the Jews becomes a 

Christocracy for the NT church (Chester, 2011, pp.29–30).  

Where chapter 1 establishes Christ in his unique role having worship of him purposed 

eternally, chapter 2 acknowledges Jesus’s humanity because he is willing to identify with 

God’s people from among them. Affirming the brothers and sisters corresponds to God’s 

proclamation of Jesus’s divine Sonship (1:5). By placing trust in God, Christ is accepting 

God’s sovereignty as well as his ability to bring reconciled humanity with him to God’s 

presence at his right hand (1:13) (Cockerill, 2012, p.142). The summation of the OT quotations 

demonstrates Jesus’s trust toward the Father (Guthrie, 2007, p.951). I propose that this 

demonstrates an even greater meaning beyond the work of Christ’s obedience to the Father; it 

is a promise to his brethren-children in the present. Because of Christ’s trust, he can now 

become their worship leader in kind. He is both worship leader and the object of worship.  

So then, to whom is worship sung? Worship is offered to the fully human and fully 

divine Jesus (Glodo, 1998, no pagination). God-Man is joined with his saved remnant as one 

family. His identity among them creates a song of encouragement because it demonstrates 
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God’s ability to relate to his people’s hardships, disappointments, fears, and struggles. God-

above becomes God-with. I propose that because the author transforms the OT verses ascribed 

to God and focuses them on God’s announcement of Christ’s deity to the Father, Jesus 

becomes equally worthy of worship. Using Psalm 22 and Isaiah 8 from the past in the present 

grants them eternality, moving from previous situational references to declarations of Christ 

as divinity-humanity (Mitchell, 2007, p.78). Being done so from within the church body 

suggests that the proper response to their relationship is worship of the Father through Christ 

alone. Christ’s worship actions become the example of what his brethren-children are to 

imitate.  

 

4.2.2 Brethren and Children of Whom Christ Is Not Ashamed 

The chiastic nature of Hebrews 2:12–13 emphasizes the central point that “not only do 

I [Christ] commit myself in trust to God, but I present also the children whom he has given 

me” (Ellingworth, 1993, p.169). The complementary use of “congregation” conveys Jesus as 

participatory in the worship experience among his brethren. Peter O’Brien points out that 

every statement is offered from the perspective of a personal affirmation: “I” (2010, 

p.110n146). Due to this, Jesus proclaims that he is performing the actions voluntarily: Christ 

is speaking to and for his brethren-children. David deSilva suggests v.13 states that believers 

see themselves as Jesus’s object of declared trust as opposed to Jesus confessing trust in God. 

Even though I disagree in general with deSilva’s premise because the verse is conversational 

between the Father and Son, it does add a level of connection between the Father and 

humanity, which further supports Christ’s role as mediator (2000, pp.115–17). Therefore, it is 

a possible understanding of the text. Read in this way, Jesus becomes the “sole-tether” 

connecting God and his people (Allen, 2010, p.218). Likewise, the term for “children” 

(paidia) is also commonly used in reference to younger people who are in close relation to the 
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one speaking; therefore, being brothers, sisters, and children all work together to demonstrate 

the intimacy and the close relationship between Christ and his saved people.87 Calling them 

children denotes their dependence on the Son. Just as Christ in his earthly ministry kept faith 

in the Father, so then should believers (Lea, 1999, p.28). 

Harold Attridge explains that 2:12 could have simply stated God’s proclamation of his 

brothers and sisters if the goal were to show solidarity between sanctified and sanctifier, 

brethren and Christ, within Christ’s human ministry. The homilist explicitly continues to state 

that Christ’s work is done from within the assembly of the congregation (1989, p.90), the same 

people that he demonstrates his love for by dying on the cross. Jesus reconciles from among 

his brothers and sisters. In 2:14, the use of flesh is likewise important because it links the 

church as physical brethren of the same Father showing Jesus shared a common humanity 

with believers. It was his physical death that was able to atone for sin; for through it, Christ 

was able to sanctify—set apart, dedicate, and make holy. Though the verses are about Jesus’s 

humanity, his connection is not anthropological but theological (Koester, 2001, p.229; 

Mitchell, 2007, p.74). Even though Christ descended from the promised lines of Abraham and 

David, the reference to “out of one” is ambiguous. I suggest that it best fits the idea of being 

joined through God rather than his human Jewish lineage. 

The NT church relates to Christ as his congregation-brethren. Because Christ is man-

exalted, his dual status allows him to erase the shame of crucifixion. Through Jesus the 

brethren-children are made holy, which was formerly a status only held only by God himself 

(Cockerill, 2012, pp.157–58). Accordingly, today, “the author would have the believer see 

himself or herself as the object of Jesus’ declared trust” (deSilva, 2000, p.116), supporting 

                                                

87 The use here is in the nominative, plural, neuter, denoting that these are male and female brothers-sisters-
children This is similar to the use of adelphos used for brethren and accounts for both brothers and sisters. 
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Christ’s claim that he is not ashamed to call them brothers. Jesus places trust in humanity to 

come to him and obey, voluntarily opening the way to the Father. For church technical artists, 

they should not be ashamed of their work and service because it is a work shared with the 

exalted Christ. Those who respond to the call will experience worship of and to the Father 

with and through Christ.  

 

4.2.3 Trusting in the Founder and Perfecter of the Faith  

Beginning in v.10, Christ is presented as the perfect pioneer-founder-author of 

salvation. As brethren-children, believers are made perfect through the cross. The word 

archēgos is made up of two Greek words, archē (first) and ago (lead), giving the idea of “a 

leader who stands at the head of a group and who opens the way for others to follow” (Allen, 

2010, p.214). The LXX uses the term to refer to those who lead the tribes of Israel in the 

wilderness and in battle (Num 10:4; 13:2–3; Judg 5:15; 9:44; 1 Chron 5:24; 8:28). In the 

immediate passage, 2:10 and 2:17 use archēgos in reference to Christ—just as it is used in 

Hebrews 12:2 and Acts 3:17. He leads to salvation in addition to leading the worship role 

alongside his brethren inside the church. The word “perfect” appears fourteen times in 

Hebrews. The author does not use it in the sense of morality or character but of completeness 

of God’s plan and purpose (Hagner, 2002, p.57). Christ, as the pioneer and perfecter in the 

midst of the congregation, provides congregational leadership to assist in enduring through 

trials toward the purpose of reconciliation.  

The fact that Christ needed to taste death in order to be the perfect sacrifice necessitates 

that there was a purpose in his coming. Verse 11 expresses this reason: sanctification, “being 

made perfect.” Sanctified believers are one with the sanctifier in brotherhood through the 

Father (McKnight and Church, 2004, p.72). On the cross, Christ’s purpose is brought to 

perfection, ushering out the old covenant for the new. Hebrews places Jesus as the one who 
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makes holiness a characteristic of those who are made holy, qualifying him to be the perfect 

mediator (Hagner, 2002, p.58; Glodo, 1998, no pagination). The phrase “for it was fitting” 

ties Christ’s action of becoming human with the ultimate purpose of final glorification for 

those who endure, which in turn serves as an encouragement to the author-pastor’s suffering 

congregation (Heil, 2011, loc.986–93). John Paul Heil suggests that in the Greek text there is 

a wordplay between “leading,” “initiator,” and “perfect.” All three work together to highlight 

the bringing to completion. Early Christians most likely would have understood the messianic 

meaning with the call to endure. In this way, they too are the ones who would experience the 

perfect victory, able to find comfort in their worshipful praise. 

Commenting on Hebrews 12:2—the parallel verse to the pioneer verse in 2:10—John 

Witvliet suggests that viewing the text in this light demands that it is impossible to have proper 

worship without Christ at the center (2011, no pagination): Jesus is the one through whom 

believers sing, commune, preach, and pray. They do so because of both the believer’s faith in 

God and Christ’s faith in his brethren-children. Faith (pistos) is an important theme in 

Hebrews; in 2:17 Christ is depicted as not only High Priest, but faithful High Priest. “Faithful” 

becomes his identity. It is who he is in delivering on the perfect promise. Jesus in his suffering 

still was faithful and trusted God. In his exaltation he proves his faith by remaining among his 

brethren-children, leading them to trust in worship of the Father in whom he places his faith. 

I propose this is an important aspect of the Christ-brethren relationship for modern 

church technical artists. In church tech circles, there is a common theme of daily suffering and 

enduring. For example, even the name of a popular website and conference, FILO, is a play 

on the identity of the technical artist; church techs are often the “first in” and “last out” of the 

sanctuary because of the time needed to set up, work out issues, hold rehearsal, run the service, 

shut down, and tear down. Technical artists claim to find themselves feeling underappreciated 

because their role includes jobs that the average congregation does not witness. In this way, 
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the technical artist who trusts in the founder of their worship method would be honored as 

faithful, exactly for responding to the call to serve a ministry in which there is little 

acknowledgment or praise. Their worship practices are made perfect through their suffering 

and service. Thus, Christ finds their service “fitting” with his call for them. 

 

4.2.4 Merciful High Priest  

A major theme in Hebrews is the priesthood of Christ. Hebrews is the only NT book 

to refer to Jesus as the High Priest; it does so in the context of both the old and new covenants. 

Christ is High Priest after the order of Melchizedek (7:11), a priest who, like Jesus, was not 

from the Levitical line. Jesus’s humanity among the people was only a temporary state; Christ 

as High Priest displays his eternal state (Attridge, 2009, pp.106–9). The argument for 

Christians is that because Jesus laid the foundation for salvation and sanctification through 

himself, it qualifies him to become the High Priest, representing his people before God. In all 

given duties, Christ embodies the high priest in every aspect except that, unlike other priests, 

in his humanity he was fully sinless, which provided for the perfect atonement that no prior 

earthly priest could offer (Hagner, 2002, pp.60–61) because it was done so through offering 

himself as the pure and perfect sacrifice.88 While the earthly high priest’s sacrifices were to 

be repeated annually, Christ’s obedient sacrifice of himself is permanent and eternal. As High 

Priest, he not only administers the sacrifice but is himself the sacrifice, showing himself as 

merciful (2:17; 4:15–16). Sharing in the people’s human experience, to believers, through 

Christ’s death they are consecrated and made pure. The necessary response is worship of him 

and with him (Rom 12:1). 

                                                

88 All sacrifices were to be clean and spotless which means that no human could be the sacrifice except if he or 
she is without sin in all aspects. It is this characteristic that qualifies Jesus for the position for Christians (Exod 
12:5; Deut 15:21; Heb 9:14; 1 Pet 1:19). 
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In Roman society, the emperor too offered sacrifices to the gods as the Pontifex 

Maximus (high priest), similar to the role of the Levitical high priest. In this same vein, the 

author presents Christ as the High Priest, viewed from both Greco-Roman and Jewish points 

of view. Archēgos (pioneer) was often used in classical Greek to refer to the hero of a city, by 

whom it is named and serves as its guardian, the one to whom and on behalf of whom worship 

and sacrifice was made (McKnight and Church, 2004, p.70). In the Hellenistic world, because 

the fear of death was common, Christ’s power over death—demonstrated through his 

exaltation—could have solidified Christ’s function as eternal priest and hero (Mitchell, 2007, 

p.78). Thus, believers were not of noble stature as defined by Roman societal structures but 

through an atoned-for relationship with Jesus. 

Besides administering the sacrifice, the Jewish priests would also lead the people in 

worship (Man, 2013, p.11). Christ’s identity as High Priest makes him the one supremely 

qualified to lead his people in worship (Begbie, 2007, p.66). As merciful High Priest, he offers 

worship along with and on behalf of the congregation. Hebrews 7:25—a parallel passage to 

Hebrews 2:12–13—presents Christ as the enabler of worship so that followers can be 

reconciled with the Father through Christ alone as the intercessor for them. Thus, building 

upon Ron Man, I contend that when the NT speaks of the union with Christ (1 Cor 1:30; Eph 

2:7, 10, 13; 2 Tim 1:7; 1 Pet 5:14), it includes following him to the Father through worship 

(2007, p.34). In this role, Christ is tangibly in the midst of the congregation as eternal High 

Priest leading worship. Thus, if his sacrifice is eternal, so is his ability to worship the Father 

from his priestly position in front of and on behalf of his congregation eternally and present 

in the present. In this way, I suggest that Christ is the earthly worship leader as well as the 

priest of praise in the eschatological hope still to come.  

When Christ sings, he is not singing a solo but leading the choir, suggests Man (2007, 

p.35). The worship of believers becomes his worship. Combining the two roles of 
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administering the sacrifice and being the sacrifice himself, I suggest that contemporary 

worship could be viewed as necessarily sacrificial. Worship becomes worthy because of 

Christ’s grace and mercy, not because of anything his believers have done but because he 

provided the way in his priestly role. The high priest of Israel in the Holy of Holies, 

represented the entire nation; Christ as High Priest represents all humanity who respond to 

God through him. Christ as sacrifice and worshiper in the present with believers, then, makes 

worship worthy because he calls his brethren to make their worship his worship. Hebrews 8:2 

further verifies this by referring to Jesus as leitourgos (“leader of our worship”) (Torrance, 

1979, pp.350–51). Whereas Israel had priests who offered worship on behalf of the 

congregation, Christ himself became the mediator and leader of contemporary worship of 

God: he represents God to humanity and humanity to God in and through himself. 

 

4.2.5 Christ the Apostle 

Jesus serves as both Apostle and High Priest (v.3:1). Apostles are charged to proclaim 

the good news, just as Christ proclaims of himself. What he asks for in an appropriate offering, 

he provides through himself. He draws believers near to him by being the proclaiming Apostle 

through priestly offering (Torrance, 1979, pp.351–52, 358). He fulfills his own holy 

ordinances of worship, proclaiming the good news as the good news. 

Jesus serves as God’s messenger. As the apostolic mediator, he is able to represent 

humans before God. I suggest it is noteworthy that throughout the entire book of Hebrews, the 

only apostle the author mentions is Jesus Christ, even though the pastor-author himself most 

likely walked, served, and preached alongside the other biblical apostles during their earthly 
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ministry. Possibly the author was even an apostle himself.89 

Hebrews 2:12–13 illustrates the twin roles of apostle and high priest in microcosm. In 

12a, the proclamation, Christ is revealing the Father, which was his actual earthly mission.90 

According to Man, Hebrews 2:12a suggests Christ’s ministry of proclaiming the good news 

of the Father is continued today through the worship of the church (2007, pp.26–28).  

 

4.3 The Singing Savior 

Hebrews 2:12–13 demonstrates Jesus’s unique identity as Christ the “Singing Savior.” 

The first Christians we know of who considered Jesus the Singing Savior was the church in 

Syrian Antioch (Acts 11:26). They produced their own psalm-like hymn book called the 

“Odes of Solomon,” in which Ode 31:3–4 depicts Jesus singing, chanting, and lifting his voice 

to the “Most High” with them in their midst (Charlesworth, 2009, p.92; Kidd, 2005, p.177). 

Clement was the first theologian to recognize Christ as a Singing Savior in Hebrews, writing 

that Jesus sings to those and for those he saved (Kidd, 2005, p.122): Christ ties kinship to a 

worshiping congregation. He entered their human condition, sings with them, and leads them 

in worship of the Father through his saving work. Christ made the first part of Psalm 22 his 

own on the cross and takes on the second half in his resurrection. He expresses it musically, 

revealing his fellowship while praising the Father. Christ is present in leading praise to and of 

God; he is the leader and initiator of worship and praise.91 

                                                

89 Issues of authorship are not the concern here, however, the evidence in the writing suggests that the author-
pastor was tightly involved with, or at least influenced by, the Pauline circle. If the author is not Paul himself, he 
was most likely a disciple of Paul. 
90 Heb 10:5–9—a citation of Ps 40 that is also placed onto Christ’s lips—additionally speaks to the ministry of 
Christ on earth. His earthly ministry is one in which Jesus never restrained his speaking or revealing of the Father 
to the people. 
91 Some theologians have tied this to an eschatology, noting there are two simultaneous worship activities: earthly 
worship that passes away and the heavenly, exalted worship that believers are guaranteed through the saving 
work of Christ. Christ’s earthly worship to the Father among his people can be viewed parallel to the heavenly 
worship found in the book of Revelation, where all of God’s people worship to the exalted Christ at the right 
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Christ’s unique role brings to light four fundamental concepts: (1) the praising of 

God’s name; (2) singing to the Father through Jesus; (3) his position in the midst of the 

congregation; and (4) revelation and response. I propose that all four positions work together 

to formulate how Christ’s position plays out in contemporary worship. 

 

4.3.1 Praising His Name 

During his earthly ministry, Christ proclaimed God’s name in the synagogues.92 In the 

book of Hebrews, he proclaims it to his own reclaimed and reconciled people (O’Brien, 2010, 

pp.111–22). The name of God is the Father with all his attributes, nature, character, conduct, 

and saving action, proclaimed as the chief liturgist (Heil, 2001, loc.1038–41; Kidd, 2005, 

pp.12–13, 85). Therefore, God’s name is more than just who he is but includes what he has 

done for his brethren-children. Both 2:12 and 2:13 cite an OT verse which transitions from 

lament to praise and thanksgiving. It is the vindication after suffering. In this sense, being 

made brethren is the joy that believers feel because of the suffering and saving work of Christ 

(Lane, 1991, p.59). Here Christ takes on the role of the singing priest, leading his people in 

praise. Thus, Hebrews demonstrates that Christ and his people praise God in union with one 

another; there is no other purpose than praising the name of God. 

Worship takes another step; worship is recognition of his name—his identity—in its 

entirety. Worship through Christ makes a praise offering perfect. To the early church, Christ 

was not the object of worship as contemporary believers treat him but instead was the subject 

of praise and the content from which worship was constructed (Dunn, 2010, pp.150–

51). Worship would not be done at Christ, but about Christ. This is significant because, while 

                                                

hand of the Father. 
92 Cf. Matt 4:23; 13:54; Mark 1:21, 39; 3:1; 6:1–2; Luke 4:15–16, 44; 6:6; 19:47; John 18:20 
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modern Christians generally have no problem worshiping Christ, if the early church did not 

view Christ in the same light in terms of worship practice, how they would have understood 

worship to work within their Greco-Roman and Jewish circles would inform how they would 

apply worship practice to their newly formed and continually reforming Christian liturgies. 

They would have musically shared their adoration and praise of him through borrowed song 

styles and worship structures. When the song is then performed about Christ-exalted, it 

becomes a victory chant over sin through the saving work of the Singing Savior (Glodo, 1998, 

no pagination). 

In 2:12–13 Christ speaks to the Father on behalf of and for the benefit of his brethren-

children, taking his place among the congregation. He does so through an active, present, and 

continual promise of worship. The God who is worthy of worship himself joins his people in 

worship. The word for “I will praise,” hymneso, offers the idea of praise in the form of a hymn 

rather than simply spoken words. In this light, John Paul Heil suggests this serves as a form 

of speech act—a lyrical speech act of sorts—in which communal worship accomplishes God’s 

promises for the benefit of the congregation (2011, loc.1036–38). The people are beneficiaries 

of Christ’s work because from within the body arises both the sacrifice and Savior. Thus, too, 

from within the congregation comes the true Worship Leader and Mediator of that worship. 

In v.12b the praise transitions to specifically note that Christ will sing the Father’s praise from 

within the assembled congregation. Ron Man deduces the reasons this should be understood 

as Christ himself singing in the church: (1) the use of ekklesia suggests that the author has the 

present church in view; (2) “brethren” and “assembly” are paired with one another in the same 

verse that has the point of Christ identifying with his people, consistent with the previous 

citation in v.11 of those who are sanctified; and (3) it is consistent with the original meaning 

of the thanksgiving section of Psalm 22 (2007, p.29). This classification of Christ leading from 

within the congregation is significant, I suggest, because it shows a distinct change from 
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former Jewish practices wherein YHWH was unreachable to the average Jew. For NT 

worship, Christ is not only reachable but present with the believer in worship. If viewed in 

this light, the conclusion could then be drawn that for the modern technical artist, their 

construction of worship from within the church too is led by and with Christ from among. 

 

4.3.2 Singing to the Father through Jesus 

In John 14:6 Jesus pronounces that he alone is the way to the Father and “no one comes 

to the Father except through me” (ESV). I propose that Hebrews 2:12–13 presents a tangible 

way for God’s brethren-children to reach the Father in worship: through Christ. Christ’s 

humanity reconciles the congregation to the Father, and because of that, they are brought 

together in worship of the Father. When believers sing to Jesus, praise is transferred through 

Christ to the Father. While wholly acceptable worship in a fallen state is not possible because 

no fully blemish-free sacrifice could be offered, the passage suggests that purification through 

Christ sanctifies worship practice (Heil, 2011, loc.996–98, 2006–8). Jesus’s mediatory role in 

performing the justification of humanity makes congregational singing the praise of victory 

that could only come through his sacrificial death (Glodo, 1998, no pagination). 

John Witvliet (2011, no pagination) summarizes this intercessory purpose. He 

contends that commonly when a person focuses on one thing, they take away from another. 

Worship through Christ necessitates focus on the Father, relies on the indwelling of the Holy 

Spirit, and is the gift of Christ from the Father. It is holistic. James Dunn (2010, p.147) adds 

that even though the way to the Father in worship is through Christ, believers must be careful 

not to fall into “Jesus-olatry.” They must not throw out the Father in place of Jesus, he 

contends. Worshipers must remember that Christ is the vehicle, but the Father is the 

destination; I add, the Spirit is the motivator. There is a common tendency today to assume 

worship of Jesus alone, yet the NT refers to Jesus as the icon (eikōn) of the invisible God. 
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Thus, believers are reconciled to the Father through Jesus, and the worship due him ought not 

to stop at Christ. Jesus is mediator. As mediator, Jesus is the bridge between Creator and 

creation, between a fallen status and being his redeemed children. 

  

4.3.3 In the Midst of the Congregation 

Hebrews 2:12b places Jesus “in the midst of the church congregation.” It signifies a 

dwelling place among the people of God, which in the NT world is the church, God’s people. 

There is a sense of familial relationship that is personal, with members of the body coming 

together for one another. There is a particular physical dimension present in the use of 

“congregation.” They are a people who choose to be present while at the same time are chosen 

ones, saved by God, who likewise demonstrate their praise of God’s saving work with and 

through Christ. Psalm 22:22b’s reference to the church means that it is a realized eschatology, 

not future or metaphorical.93 This validates Christ’s present role among his people because it 

suggests that what God promises in the future, he achieved in the past and continues in the 

present. That it happens “in the midst of the church congregation” reinforces that this is not 

only proclaimed in heaven (12:23) but on earth as well (Guthrie, 2007, p.949). 

Early church writers, like Ignatius of Antioch, suggested that singing as one body of 

Christ was important to early Christians because the act itself brought about unity and identity: 

“Jesus Christ is sung” when the church is in accord (Guthrie, 2011, p.384). Likewise, the 

modern church is in accord because Christ is among the assembly, leading and participating, 

as echoed in Christ’s call for unity in John 17:20–23. The activity of singing is the “sounding 

image of the unified church” (Guthrie, 2011, p.385) which assists the brethren-children to 

                                                

93 Paul Ellingworth (1993, pp.167–68) connects the reference to the ekklēsia from 12:23, citing that what is in 
view here is the heavenly Jerusalem as a worship that is participatory: what believers do in praise and response 
on earth is what they will do and be in their future eternal dwelling.  
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grow in their understanding of both Christ’s identity as well as the Father’s while at the same 

time becoming united with others in the congregation. Michael Glodo parallels this, adding 

that the “song” Jesus gave the people was a song of strength and encouragement to push 

forward (1998, no pagination), since one of the issues facing the author’s congregation was 

drifting away. Christ’s singing “in the midst” supplies the reason not to fall away: Christ is 

building up the body for his ultimate purpose alongside them. He is doing the work through 

the congregation.  

Worship is not perfected due to the voices or skilled playing of the congregation but 

because Christ in their midst perfects it. The word ekklēsia was a common term relating to 

Jewish gatherings and civic gatherings in the Greco-Roman society (Koester, 2001, p.230). 

Christians took it to identify the church. In the other Hebrews verse referring to the church, 

the author uses episynogogē (10:25), the word for the physical church. “Assembly” is also 

mentioned in 12:22–23 with ekklēsia, our common use for church. Thus, the church is not a 

place but a people. Craig Koester submits “in the midst of the assembly” is tied to the way 

Christ and early Christians would speak in the temple and synagogues (2001, pp.230–31, 238). 

Even as a persecuted people, they would have everyday practices found in the local 

synagogues, with some possibly still having business and familial connections to Jewish 

practices. Jesus in their midst, thus, usurps Jewish practices for his church. This idea, though 

rarely mentioned in modern scholarship, was the common understanding of the early church 

up through the contemporary “traditional” hymn-writers. Jeremy Begbie footnotes Calvin and 

Wesley, citing that Calvin referred to Christ as the chief conductor of hymns, and that Wesley 

saw Christ as the conductor of the present-day choir, just as he did with apostles at the Last 

Supper (2007, p.318n38). Calvin understood Christ’s presence among his people as a call to 

teach the gospel. Being among God’s people creates a responsibility to encourage God’s 

people and share the good news, openly sharing their gratitude, stimulating one another, and 
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fervently singing praises to God as he acts as the chief composer of the church’s hymns 

(Calvin and Owens, 2010, pp.66–67). In this way, as the people of God seek Christ and 

respond through song, they share Christ’s identity among the congregation for the good of the 

congregation. It is through God’s people where Jesus can be found (Attridge, 2004, pp.208–

9). 

Since the church is its people, not its building, for church technical artists Christ would, 

therefore, dwell as well in the midst of where God’s people gather to seek and share their 

praise of God—in this case the sound booth, post-production room, control room, camera 

stations, greenroom, backstage, and catwalk, among others. The text suggests that being in 

their midst demands that where God’s people gather to share the things of God, he is present 

“composing” their techniques and methodologies. I propose, then, presenting Christ through 

sound, light, visuals, ambiance, and atmosphere are all external expressions of the same 

internal motivation as outbursts of song and vocal praise. 

 

4.3.4 Revelation and Response 

Worship is about God revealing himself and his people’s response to it. It is revelation 

and response. It is bi-directional, active, and sacrificial. Christ sacrificed himself to be the 

saving revelation of God in order for believers to respond to the Father through him (Kramer, 

2006, p.4). In contrast to Psalm 22 which moves from the aloneness of the singer to the praise 

among the people, Christ’s earthly ministry was among the people, while the atoning sacrifice 

was solitary (Kidd, 2005, p.125). Yet, the victory is public. Yet, like the psalm, NT worship 

begins as a solo but ends as a chorale (Kidd, 2005, p.125); God alone reveals and his people 

in unity respond. It is a synthetic and opposite proclamation. In v.12a it is God to humanity—

announcing God’s praiseworthiness to the people—and v.12b is humanity to God—the 

appropriate praise lifted to God in response (Man, 2007, p.30). The practical application of 
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the response bears heavily on those who have the task of presenting the Bible to the 

congregation through the technical arts because they are Christ’s representatives mediating 

the response to God’s saving work. Mirroring the method found in Hebrews 2:12–13, for the 

church technical artist, it is done through both participating in worship through receiving and 

leading others through artistic translation. Thus, the text suggests that acceptable worship 

would, therefore, incorporate both revelation and response (Man, 2006, pp.1–2).  

Ben Kramer suggests (2006, pp.9–10) that the concept of revelation and response 

mirrors early church practices, which centered around singing, creating, teaching, and 

communion—all acts of reverent worship. Additionally, music in worship would serve as 

either presentational or participatory. Since ancient Hebrew worship included the use of 

singing hymns, worship practices that included singing would be a natural characteristic for 

the NT church to carry forward (Kramer, 2006, pp.9–10). As a tangible example, early 

Christian practices included call-and-response songs where one person would sing a line and 

the congregation either repeats or affirms in amen. 

In the revelation, Christ pronounces his dual role. Jesus sings a hymn to the God who 

answers his cry. Where the Gospels present Christ’s earthly ministry as the mediator of the 

Father to the people,94 in Hebrews Christ performs the task from his exalted state rather than 

his former earthly one.95 Ron Man (2013, p.10) explains that when contemporary Christians 

sing and teach they must be aware they represent Christ and his ministry of revealing the 

Father. When Christ leads and sings, it is not in isolation; it is in the midst as High Priest, 

offering an outpouring of God’s saving grace.  
In the response, Christ not only mediates; he also participates. He demonstrates the 

                                                

94 Cf. Matt 11:27b; John 1:18; 3:34a. 
95 I suggest that Christ hinted at this in John 17:26 where he states that he made God’s name known and will 
continue to do so. 
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proper response. Christ as God—incarnate and exalted—deserves and receives worship, but 

he is also a worshiper himself. Because sacrifice is offered through Christ, praises are likewise 

delivered through him. When Christ praises the Father, he leads the way for worship of the 

Father in return. The people’s worship in Christ’s worship. His perfect offering takes 

imperfect worship and makes it perfect. Jesus is the agent, not an observer (Man, 2013, p.11). 

Because God takes the initiative to reveal himself, believers are obligated to follow up with 

an acceptable response, demonstrated through both worship and obedience. In this way, God 

ensures his relationship and faithfulness to his chosen people. In worship, the response is 

bodily in action, performed through hearts and voices. Michael O’Connor (2011, p.453), 

expands on the physical element, that singing is a natural act in response to the gift of 

salvation. It is a heart pouring out thanksgiving. For the technical artist the response would 

show itself through the physical act of directing sound and light to enhance the corporate 

praise offering to God through Christ. 
 

4.4 Warning: The Insufficiency of Human Mediation 

This thesis asserts that church technical artists serve as God’s human mediators 

between the stage, congregation, and himself. However, it cannot be overlooked that the 

author of Hebrews directly argues against the adequacy of human mediation. Christ alone is 

presented as the sole suitable mediator, while the worship offerings of Aaron, Moses, and the 

high priest are cited as insufficient (Heb 8:3–6; 9:11–16; 10:1–4). The distinction is that the 

author is not arguing against their ability to serve as mediators but rather their ability to create 

permanent reconciliation between God and humanity. Christ’s eternality makes his mediation 

sufficient. Earthly mediators could only atone for sin either annually or upon sacrificial 

atonement, while Jesus could atone once and for all (Cockerill, 2012, p.46). Aaron having to 
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atone for his own sins demonstrates his insufficiency and the ineffectiveness of the old order 

(Cockerill, 2012, pp.343, 346). John Peter Lange explains the inadequacy in terms of worship: 

Under the authority of the Mosaic law and worship, there was indeed a calling to the 

eternal inheritance of the children of God; but the promised inheritance could not be 

received, because the law was able only to sharpen the consciousness of guilt, and 

with this the sense of deserved punishment and death, while the ritual could, in its 

turn, produce only, as a Levitical purification, a typical redemption, a merely 

symbolical approach to God. It was only through the truly expiatory death of the God-

man . . . that a change was wrought in the entire relation of humanity to God, and a 

real taking away of man’s guilty condition and relations became possible (2008, 

p.159). 

In this way, it could be argued that—contrary to my claim that any mediation not performed 

in and through Christ would fall short—any mediation at all not performed by Christ himself 

would be insufficient, or at minimum a misdirection away from the true mediator. Even while 

God voluntarily chose to be among his people, it took Christ to perfect the worship offering. 

It could be argued that the need for a “true tent” found only in the person of Christ as 

leitourgos suggests that no physical space is sufficient and any created location for worship is 

solely a representative “feeling” of connection, and not a genuine personal connection with 

God.96 The author describes the earthly dwelling as the “bad example” and “copy” of the 

heavenly dwelling that is corrupted by human interpretation and sin (Michaels, 2009, p.389). 

Attempts to bring God into the sanctuary rather than use the space to point to him would be 

to use the modern elements of worship in the same way as Old Testament priestly attempts. 

“The earthly sanctuary provided no access to God ‘but Christ’ . . . [transitioned] the theme of 

sanctuary to sacrifice . . . show[ing] that no access to God was possible through its 

ministrations, . . . [but only with] Christ’s sacrifice” of himself (Cockerill, 2012, p.387). Just 

as the high priest was presented as holy to the Lord, anointed, and adorned with a golden plate 

                                                

96 Likewise, Exodus’s mention of two tents could suggest the incapability of one tent to be sufficient. 
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and skilled needlework (Lev 8:7–9), his actions could not create a personal relationship with 

God and his people. The “show” fell short (Huff, 2015, no pagination). In this way, no 

technical production can be a substitute for the reconciliation with God that only God himself 

can create (Schultze, 2004, p.37). Technical artists who view the product as the end—rather 

than a means to the end—fail to mediate, becoming a representative high priest in the order 

of Aaron rather than as a means to connect God to his people. 

Technical artists speak of “tricks of the trade” that make the audience “feel” a 

connection to God and the Holy Spirit. Examples include progressively dimming the lights as 

the worship set progresses in order to create a more intimate and reverent mood, playing 

keyboard pads underneath the prayer to generate a spiritual connection and make the prayer 

“sound” more transcendent, or repetitively displaying only a few words of song lyrics at a 

time laid over live video of the worship pastor singing in response in order to make people 

have to say every word rather than follow along in Bibles or hymnals (Rainer, 2015, no 

pagination; Roberts, 2014, pp.145–146; Johnson, 2011, pp.106–111, 121). Ron Rienstra 

argues that such practices create “celebrity” out of the production because the effect of 

practices like these is more than simply techniques used to help the congregation worship; 

they convey their own meanings often contrary to the intended object of worship (2013, p.27). 

Indeed, the text appears to warn against such practices. “Making someone worship would be 

far more invasive than merely instilling a belief” (Smuts, 2015, p.231). Forcing someone to 

worship diminishes the power of the object worthy of worship, making the worship experience 

unfitting. “One might pretend to worship God by following certain religious rituals, but that 

does not mean that one actually worships God” (Brown and Nagasawa, 2005, p.142). These 

production tricks risk creating mechanical participants assuming a feeling of connection with 

God rather than learned worshipers. 
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According to the author, another reason human mediation is insufficient is that fallen 

people have the propensity to serve their own fleshly desires rather than seeking after God and 

trusting in him. This is the essence of the fifth warning passage found in Hebrews 12:14–29. 

The congregation was facing apostacy, desiring to return to their former rituals which would 

have been physical and emotive rather than spiritual and founded in truth. In this way, 

according to Richard Viladesau there becomes a “hermeneutical function” wherein the 

theological truths being presented are stripped from their illocutive context and exchanged for 

the perceived emotive value of the artist (2000, p.48). Thus, if modern technical artists are 

indeed the least theologically trained participants in the creation of the worship service—as 

the findings of the documentary analysis suggests—there exists the prospect for misguided 

interpretation of the theological principles being presented when the apostacy is mirroring 

practices of the secular world of entertainment. I contend, then, how can someone who is not 

learned in a theological principle “add” to the multisensory experience in a way that highlights 

the aspects important to the preacher or worship pastor that he or she may not altogether 

understand? For example, Todd Farley questions how the modern church that appears dry and 

uninspired compete with MTV antics and the Hollywood talent pool that their congregations 

are pulled toward (2008, pp.33–34, 38) without becoming like them? His answer is actio 

divina, God’s self-performance through the art and artist.  

Therefore, the production becomes acceptable when the artist is a changed person in 

Christ, allowing truths of the faith guide the artistic decisions made. Ron Man contends that 

we ought to “strive for excellence in our worship, but not see technical expertise or artistic 

merit as ends in themselves, or as a means to gain God’s favor or acceptance, . . . [because] 

ultimately our worship is pleasing to God only because we come through Christ” (2009, no 

pagination). In this way, the act of generating a worship experience can appear contrary to the 

Hebrews text when acknowledging that all human attempts are temporary, require repeating, 
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may reflect the desires of the human mediator over God’s, and may create impressions of 

worship experiences over true connections to Christ. For these reasons the author cites human 

mediation as insufficient. Thus, mediation through Christ can only be done by Christ, and 

therefore the role of the technical artist would be to point to Christ, allowing his work to spur 

the congregation, rather than attempting to become a replacement for him. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

 Contemporary churches—as Christ’s representatives in the world—mediate the gospel 

to their respective congregations through worship practices and the technical productions. 

This view holds that just as Christ is presented as the Perfecter of the faith who mediates 

worship between the Father and his people—Christ’s “brethren-children”—technical artists 

fulfill a real-life role as mediators within modern church services, facilitating the message 

being delivered from the stage and pulpit to the audience via a skilled sound, lighting, and 

visual practice. In this way, the technical artist fulfills Jesus’s model for worship, both as 

worshiper and worship leader. Jesus conducts from his exalted state, yet he is present from the 

midst of his church congregation; church technical artists conduct through interceding 

between the spoken and musical word delivered from the stage passed through their equipment 

from among and to the congregation. In this way, the congregation is lead in worship of the 

Father mediated through Christ’s earthly representatives, church technical artists.  
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CHAPTER 5: 

THE USE OF MULTI-MEDIUM “PSALMS, HYMNS, AND SPIRITUAL SONGS” 

TO TEACH AND ADMONISH ONE ANOTHER: COLOSSIANS 3:16 

 

5.1 Colossian Worship in Historical Context  

 

5.1.1 Introduction  

 Colossians 3:16—along with its parallel verse Ephesians 5:19—form the final pillar 

in this biblically informed view of technical artistry. Buried within the seemingly unrelated 

put-on put-off narrative is the first written example of early Christian worship practice and 

Christian hymnody. It demonstrates that the content and character of the early church was that 

of a singing church (Moo, 2008, p.290; Detwiler, 2001, p.347; Arnold, 1993, p.239). Like the 

previous two chapters, the musical and artistic aspects of the verse are often overlooked in 

theological journals and writings,97 with the scholarly discussion focusing on the surrounding 

imperative actions for Christian living, which on the contrary has a had a vast array of 

discussion (Hoehner, 2002, loc.14128). The epistle summarizes what a Christian life is to 

resemble. It is a putting-off past behaviors and putting-on a new humanity that is realized 

through a personal relationship with Christ due to his prior act of grace (Pao, 2012, p.237; 

Arnold, 2010, p.21). In this section, however, the commands are for the church body, a 

corporate act of worship and obedience. The respective commands to “be filled with the 

                                                

97 Samuel Sasser (1996, pp.117–19) comments that he found no direct commentary throughout history aimed 
specifically at the verses pertaining to psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs. While Pliny, the Ante-Nicene fathers, 
St. Augustine, and St. Paulinus wrote on the importance of singing in the church, this itself was not explicitly 
exegeted. In fact, the only resource I discovered throughout the dissertation process that was fully dedicated to a 
comprehensive exegesis and commentary of this phrase was James Janzen’s, Psalms, Hymns and Spiritual 
Songs: A Road to Unity and Spiritual Maturity (2015). 
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Spirit” and “let the message of Christ dwell richly” are followed by speaking, teaching, 

admonishing one another, singing to God/the Lord, giving thanks to God, and submitting to 

one another. All of which are done in the name of the Lord (Risbridger, 2015, p.242). 

The principal theme of the letter is to establish the supreme authority of Christ, writing 

urgently in the wake of an attractive yet false teaching that is penetrating the church’s 

congregation, known to modern scholars as “the Colossian heresy” (Peterman, 2014, p.1867; 

Pao, 2012, p.19; O’Brien, 1993, p.148). David Pao suggests that Paul focuses on one particular 

teaching and argument in this letter, and even though he does not spell out exactly what that 

is, it seems to be clear to the audience (2012, p.25). From that we can draw conclusions as to 

the nature of what Paul’s concerns are as well as how Christians are to behave regardless of 

the exact struggle they are facing. Paul desires to turn the congregation—whom he has never 

met—away from the false teaching and to encourage them to live a Christ-focused life. Paul 

offers the practical applications necessary to fend off this issue at hand (Moo, 2008, p.47).98 

One of the methods is worship. In Colossians 3:16 Paul uses music to describe a contrast 

between those living an old and new life. The people are to use psalms, hymns, and spiritual 

songs to admonish each other, put to death earthly passions, and instead be filled with Christ’s 

qualities (Viljoen, 2001, p.439). 

                                                

98 The authorship is often disputed, with valid arguments on both sides. Neither affects the outcome of this thesis. 
Therefore, Pauline authorship will be presumed, with a later writing from Roman imprisonment (McNaughton, 
2006, p.11). To question Pauline authorship is recent, and no early Christian (for which we have any evidence) 
doubted Pauline authorship. It was not doubted until the nineteenth century (Moo, 2008, pp.29–30). Non-Pauline 
authorship has not found wide acceptance because the alternatives fall short of demonstrating strong arguments 
to being anyone other than Paul as the author. Though there are distinct possibilities that an associate of Paul 
was the author, there is more evidence to show it as a growing work of a matured Paul, seeking to instruct the 
church (Bruce, 1984, pp.242–43). This is the position I hold. Paul, having completed a life of ministry, and now 
imprisoned in Rome, could easily have adapted his teaching to relational issues of the developing churches. 
Whereas his early ministry focused on building on Christ as the Jewish Messiah, his later ministry focuses on 
tangible applications to young churches throughout the Diaspora. 
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The verse demonstrates that when Christians gathered, they did not only pray and 

break bread but voiced praise to God through song (Bruce, 1984, p.159). Barry Joslin notes, 

“The command to sing is the most frequently repeated command in all of Scripture” (2016, 

p.50). I suggest, then, that even though citations of music in the NT are scarce, singing would 

have been part of the culture of the early church. Musical liturgy was active in both private 

and corporate worship (Rowan, 2000, P.40). Douglas Moo (2008, p.290) suggests the passage 

demonstrates three core aspects of early Christian worship: 

First, the message about Christ . . . was central to the experience of worship. Second, 

various forms of music were integral to the experience. And, third, teaching and 

admonishing, while undoubtedly often the responsibility of particular gifted 

individuals within the congregation . . . were also engaged in by every member of the 

congregation. 

Paul tells the congregation how they are to accomplish this: he connects the singing of psalms, 

hymns, and spiritual songs to the rich indwelling word of Christ, the indwelling of the Spirit, 

the teaching and admonishing of one another, being wise, and the giving of thanks to God in 

their hearts (Janzen, 2015, loc.552–57, 683–88). In this context, music has the distinct purpose 

of edifying, encouraging, and exhorting. Thus, the verse suggests that giving thanks to God, 

even musically, is not enough if the body of Christ is not built up and supported by one another 

(Nelson, 2002, p.151). 

Christian congregations are to sing. They are to sing a variety of songs that teach in a 

meaningful and clear manner, theologically accurate doctrine. Such singing is to be 

understandable so to be directed both to God through Christ . . . and to ‘one another.’ 

Such worship calls for each congregant’s involvement, not his or her participation as 

an observer (Crabtree, 2005, p.v). 

Paul appears to contend that a church that is living out its true intended purpose for Christ will 

be a singing and artistically devoted church. Furthermore, I propose that the implications 

presented here can have a direct correlation to the artistry performed by modern church 

technical artists and that they too fulfill the role of teaching and admonishing the church body 
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through administering the performance of their craft. 

 

5.1.2 Textual Confusion 

 There is very little agreement among scholars on how Colossians 3:16 is to be 

translated, with no two popular translations being the same. The problem with the verse is the 

question of syntax—how the two halves, starting with “let the word” and “singing,” 

respectively, relate to one another—which in turn affects how psalms, hymns, and spiritual 

songs is perceived. There are three main variants among translators: (1) each section serving 

as an imperative; (2) each being an attendant circumstance; or (3) as a means by which 

something is to happen99 (Joslin, 2016, pp.53–54; Detwiler, 2001, pp.347–48). The difference 

is important because a differing translation drastically changes the meaning and referent of 

“word of Christ”100 and thus how Paul’s intended purpose for the use of music and worship is 

understood. Yet, all translations—without exception—demonstrate that the Colossians were 

a worshiping community. Considering both a literal translation and the use in context, 

however, does affect how worship is understood in practice: whether it is how the 

congregation would increase in their knowledge of God or whether worship is merely a 

liturgical act. 

                                                

99 This can be either modal or instrumental. Modal adds a sense of emotional color to the action. While some 
like David Detwiler (2001, pp.347–48) suggests instrumental—simply the way in which something is to be 
done—is the usage here, the “actions” described are all emotional in nature: singing, teaching, admonishing. I 
suggest the best understanding is therefore modal. Barry Joslin would concur, stating it is best to view them as 
modal, or “more clearly, adverbial participles of means describing how the action of the imperatival finite verb 
is carried out” (2016, p.54). 
100 By “word of Christ” Paul meant either the spoken word (subjective genitive) or the teaching of Christ (an 
objective genitive), or possibly both. The overall idea of the letter does favor the objective genitive. David 
Detwiler (2001, p.351) suggests that if you cannot tell which one it is, maybe it is both. This fits both the character 
and action of the word of Christ. The early church would have likely been taught direct quotations of Christ as 
well as possessed memories of the message Christ delivered, even if delivered through the apostles or recent 
disciples. In the context of Paul’s writing, he exhorts the congregation to recognize the superiority of Christ. 
Therefore, the message of his identity plays a central role in the epistle. 
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Common bias often separates psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs from the actions of 

teaching and admonishing as if they are distinct disciplines. 101  Even though the phrase 

“psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs” seems as if it should connect to the word “singing” that 

follows, it better fits with the previous “teaching and admonishing” (Osborne, 2016, p.113; 

Pao, 2012, pp.248–49; Moo, 2008, pp.286–87; Detwiler, 2001, p.358). The text naturally 

suggests that psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs are means by which one can teach and 

admonish, and in turn have the “word of Christ dwell richly” among the people. Those who 

disagree with this understanding, and that prefer each section to be an imperatival command 

of the word dwelling,102 appear to forget that the verse here is communal and not individual. 

If it were individual, indeed, “dwell richly” could not be something a believer could make 

happen himself or herself;103 however, as an effect of an action, the message of Christ can 

further dwell among the congregation. Likewise, to place the latter “singing” with psalms, 

hymns, and spiritual songs takes doing some creative rearranging of the text, as Barry Joslin 

notes (2016, p.54). In fact, to make singing to God imperative is to add an “and” that is not in 

the text. Because the “and” is not there, the participles should not be equal but a further 

description of means by which it happens. Therefore, with the second half of the verse, 

“singing” should be subordinate to “teaching and admonishing.” Singing with grace and 

                                                

101 F. F. Bruce (1984, p.152) demonstrates this bias out of personal belief rather than accepting Paul may have 
intended an uncommon—to the 20th century—meaning: “It makes better sense if the phrase ‘in all wisdom’ is 
attached to ‘teach and instruct’ (not to ‘dwell richly’) and the words ‘in psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs’ 
modify the verb ‘singing’ (and not ‘teach and instruct’).” In this quote, Bruce is suggesting a translation based 
on “better sense” to him rather than accepting a possible alternative meaning that better fits the context when 
viewed in light of a worshiping congregation. 
102 The participles are introduced by a present tense prepositional phrase that denotes a contemporaneous action. 
David Detwiler (2001, p.355) cites D. A. Carson: “Computer studies of the Greek New Testament have shown 
that although a participle dependent on an imperative normally gains imperatival force when it precedes the 
imperative, its chief force is not normally imperatival when it follows the imperative.” Thus, it is likely not three 
imperatives.  
103 For this reason, both Markus Barth and Helmut Blanke conclude that the participles are imperatives because 
it would be impossible to think the dwelling of the word could be brought by human actions (Joslin, 2016, p.54). 
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thankfulness to God is the way psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs ought to be performed in 

order to teach and admonish (Joslin, 2016, pp.54–55). A means by which understanding 

provides a balance between the two clauses that is natural to the text without modifying, 

adding, or rearranging it. David Pao (2012, pp.248–49) and Douglas Moo (2008, p.287) 

contend that it then matches the exact structure found in the parallel verse of Ephesians 5:19. 

In both texts, “Paul wants the community to teach and admonish each other by means of 

various kinds of songs, and he wants them to do this singing to God with hearts full of 

gratitude” (Moo, 2008, p.288). I add that a closer examination of the verse finds that the text 

distinctly states that teaching and admonishing are through psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs 

and not through singing. Not that psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs cannot be sung—as 

indeed they most usually are. However, the text signifies that singing is not the only means; 

other mediums are likewise possible. All artistic endeavors are allowed here, including today’s 

modern art form, technical artistry. 

Scholars commonly break down Colossians 3:16 into participle sections, which leads 

to creating separate meaning for each individual selection rather than viewing the phrase in 

its entirety. This causes the focus on “let the word of Christ dwell in you richly” to have a 

meaning that the whole verse is not necessarily stating. The entire context proposes that there 

is both a musical and artistic aspect. Regardless of punctuation or sentence structure, the verse 

verifies that singing and liturgical worship are methods for mutual edification as well as 

vehicles for praise to God (Bruce, 1984, p.158).104  In this way, it can be suggested that 

believers are continually filled with the Spirit by coming together in song and worship.105 

                                                

104 For the sake of space and word count limitations, I default to citing “singing” throughout the dissertation 
chapter because it is in the text. However, it should be understood per my conclusion of the previous paragraph 
that I mean all artistic forms of worship, which includes technical artistry. 
105 There are obvious theological debates regarding how the Spirit works in one’s life, whether the filling of the 
Spirit is a one-time event or a continual action. I believe that with the context and literary usage in this case, Paul 
is not presenting a view from the point of baptism of the Spirit upon salvation but rather a continual filling 
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Likewise, the verse possesses a present tense participle with a present tense main verb (Arnold, 

2010, pp.351–52): the action is present and ongoing. Worship is to be a continual means for 

teaching, admonishing, and living the message of Christ among the congregation. 

 

5.1.3 Examination of the Immediate Context 

Colossians 3:16 is a letter to gentile Christians that belongs to a “two-ways” form of 

literary instruction, where both positive and negative actions are compared and contrasted in 

order to show the proper way of living. The verse is set within the minor “put-on put-off” 

section of 3:5–17. It presents warning and advice that focuses on lifestyle implications of the 

shared experience that believers are to be full of thanks and gratitude toward God for what he 

has done, causing them to live in peace and forgiveness of one another (Joslin, 2016, p.51; 

Pao, 2012, p.239; Talbert, 2007, p.225). The surrounding text contains fifteen commands, all 

seemingly with equal weight, with four being “stop” practices and eleven being “do” practices 

(Melick, 1991, p.285). Steven Guthrie suggests that while scholars often see the inclusion of 

psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs as simply a miscellaneous “stray mark” within the pericope 

with little meaning to the surrounding verses, a complete reading of the epistle shows that it 

is no stray mark (2011, p.386). The text suggests after one “puts off” the bad practices, he or 

she is to “put on” love of one another. One method of doing so is through the performance of 

psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs. Paul follows this section with tangible methods of 

submission in personal relationships: wife-husband, children-parents, and slaves-masters, 

suggesting that what is gained from the corporate worship is to be practiced in private affairs. 

The theme of the supremacy of Christ is woven throughout the letter, with the central 

                                                

necessary for leading the Christian life. Not that Paul would disagree with the filling of a believer upon 
conversion, but I do not believe this is the context being stated here. 
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point being the unity of all things. It is explicitly stated in 3:16 in regards to Christ’s message 

needing to dwell among the congregation, while being done so in the name of the Lord 

(v.18)—which would be at odds with the gnostic concepts being presented by the Colossian 

heresy (Moo, 2008, p.62; Utley, 1997, p.62). F. F. Bruce summarizes it as a theological 

treatise hidden in letter form (1984, pp.229–30). In Colossians and Ephesians Paul focusses 

on the church body with Christ as the head where the other Pauline letters emphasize the 

Spirit. Colossians 3:16 and Ephesians 5:19 together link an active living out of the faith with 

the Spirit and message of Christ in a way that joins the church to its members while revealing 

how a higher Christology works within the church body. Ian McNaughton suggests 3:14–17 

places the focus on a new goal: love (2006, pp.66–67). This follows well Paul’s citing of 

psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs within the context of living holy lives. In this way, worship 

inspired by the Spirit involves giving thanks, singing psalms, and congregational discernment 

(Talbert, 2007, p.131). 

As a literary textual examination, Colossians is a work of art that interweaves various 

literary forms and genres, with 3:16 directly relating itself to the style of the letter itself. It 

states that one should employ psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs in order to teach and 

admonish, and Paul does just that with the various literary styles and references found 

throughout the entirety of the letter. The epistle includes thanksgiving and prayer reports, 

hymn, vice and virtue lists, household codes, and general exhortation (Pao, 2012, p.19). For 

example, Douglas Moo contends that the Christ hymn of 1:15–20 is in fact the Christological 

high point in the epistle (2008, p.61). Thus, the singing of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs 

to teach and admonish is not a far-fetched idea, considering Paul himself uses a hymn to 

present his hortatory speech.  

 

5.1.4 The First-Century Church 
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Colossians 3:16 demonstrates that early Christians believed an essential element of 

liturgical practice was not only breaking bread, prayer, and the reading of Scripture, among 

other practices but worship and singing as well (Bruce, 1984, p.159). Church worship is to be 

demonstrated through voice and art. Worship practices, Samuel Sasser (1996, p.97) suggests, 

would have mimicked those of the synagogue. According to the Talmud, there were 394 

synagogues at the time of the destruction of the temple. Because the letter was written prior 

to the destruction of the temple, it can be reasonably argued that the worship practices Paul is 

referring to are those customs recently adopted by the early church. 106  Thus, actually 

performing psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs would have been a customary practice of the 

early church. Max Turner (2013, p.189) suggests, “Paul agonized over the well-being and 

spiritual growth of his congregations and felt personally responsible to ensure they were 

presented to Christ ‘blameless’ on the day of the Lord, lest his work be in vain” and therefore 

instructed the church to use worship practices to teach and admonish one another as a way to 

guide the church in growing in the knowledge of Christ.107 The development of theologically 

informed worship liturgy served to create the congregation’s daily worship habits. Thus, 

Paul’s exhortation to use psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs is an extension of his 

understanding of their usefulness within routine congregational practice.  

 

5.1.4.1 Colossae 

                                                

106 There is disagreement as to the style and mount of vocalization and instrumentation during this time of 
transition. Instrumentation was limited post-temple destruction as a sign of mourning. Whether by 70 CE the NT 
church followed Jewish practice or stayed with what was already developed is unknown. Later writings, like the 
book of Revelation, which cite musical worship suggest that early Christians maintained instrumental worship 
at least until outlawed later in church history. 
107 In 1 Cor 9:19–23 Paul states that he will be all things and do all things in order that he may save some for the 
Lord. In this way, all means become necessary and sanctioned insofar as they are in line with the gospel message 
of Christ. Thus, the performance and utilization of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs would seemingly be an 
acceptable method as well. 
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The church at Colossae was not founded by Paul but by Epaphras, his “fellow servant” 

(Col 1:7), 108  who was likely converted during Paul’s three-year Ephesian ministry in 

approximately 52–55 CE. The text suggests that the believers were converted gentiles and not 

converted Jews,109 as demonstrated by the fact that there is no mention of the OT in the entire 

epistle (Pao, 2012, pp.24–25; Moo, 2008, p.27; O’Brien, 1993, pp.147–48; Bruce, 1984, 

p.27). Written between 60 and 65 CE,110 Paul did not personally visit Colossae prior to writing 

the letter. Epaphras was so concerned with the state of the young church that he visited Paul 

in prison—most likely in Rome111—further suggesting a dire situation arising in the church 

(Pao, 2012, pp.24–25; Moo, 2008, p.47; McNaughton, 2006, p.10). Even though Epaphras 

visited Paul, Tychicus carried the letter to Colossae. Paul was concerned for them due to the 

syncretism that was being introduced to the church, leading to their reliance on practices other 

than faith in and supremacy of Christ. The letter is Paul’s response to admonish the false 

teachers and ensure that the members of the church place their faith in Christ alone (Detwiler, 

2001, p.349; Bruce, 1984, p.27). It is not known how big the church at Colossae was, but at 

minimum there was one house church of Philemon, Apphia, and Archippus, and possibly a 

second at Nympha’s home, suggesting a congregation of upwards of forty and possibly even 

up to one to two hundred (Detwiler, 2001, p.349). Nonetheless, Paul is thankful for them and 

                                                

108 This explains its lack of mention in the book of Acts. 
109 Douglas Moo suggests the letter is focused solely on the gentiles because a majority the things they are told 
to stop doing are typically gentile behaviors and not Jewish, with any Jewish behaviors easily being learned 
behaviors from early church practice (2008, pp.27–28). 
110 David Pao (2012, pp.24) suggests 60–62 CE, whereas Ian McNaughton (2006, p.10) suggests 63–65 CE. 
Nevertheless, it was written pre-temple destruction and approximately one decade after the founding of the 
church.  
111 The letter is considered one of the “prison letters,” most likely written during Paul’s house arrest in Rome, 
though possibly in Caesarea. Because the epistle mentions being with Aristarchus, Paul’s many workers, and his 
hopes to be released soon to come be with Philemon (which was written at the same time), house arrest in Rome 
fits best, even though Paul never distinctly states his location (Peterman, 2014, p.1867). When the author writes 
in a way that suggests the audience would make certain assumptions, the simplest explanation ought to be 
supported. In the case of location, as well as similarities to Ephesians and Philemon, Roman imprisonment makes 
the best case without added assumptions. 
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what they have accomplished thus far. 

Colossae is about one hundred miles from Ephesus and twelve miles from Laodicea 

and Hierapolis in Asia Minor in the Lycus River Valley. Under Roman control, Colossae 

belonged to the region of Phrygia. As was common in the Roman Empire, the city was multi-

ethnic and of high mobility. Yet, not much is known of Colossae. It was located on two major 

trade routes between Ephesus and the Euphrates, both north-south and east-west (Peterman, 

2014, p.1867; Moo, 2008, p.26). Colossae was once a thriving town of wool trade, but by the 

time of the letter it was in decline, with larger neighbors like Laodicea and Hierapolis gaining 

importance (O’Brien, 1993, p.147) due to the first major trade route moving twelve miles to 

pass through Laodicea. After an earthquake devastated the city in the early 60s, the city was 

rebuilt, however slowly, and never regained its prominence. To this day the remains at 

Colossae have not been excavated (Moo, 2008, p.26). It was mostly gentile by the mid-first 

century. According to Josephus, Colossae had a sizable migration of Jews who settled in the 

area in 213 BCE.112 Being located on trade routes meant that it was a place where various 

philosophical views and religious practices would interact with one another. This helps to 

explain the rise of the syncretistic religious movement that affected the church at Colossae. 

Yet, this also makes it difficult to decipher precisely to what issue Paul is writing (Pao, 

2012, p.25; Moo, 2008, pp.26–27). 

 

5.1.4.2 Ephesus  

In contrast to Colossae, Ephesus was a major commercial center, located on the 

                                                

112 According to F. F. Bruce: “The Phrygian inhabitants of the Lycus valley were only gradually Hellenized, 
except for those who lived in the cities. The new cities of Laodicea and Hierapolis were Greek cities from their 
foundation. When they came under Roman authority after 133 B.C., the cities were in some smaller degree 
Romanized, but none of them was reconstituted as a Roman colony, as several cities farther east were” 
(1984, p.8). 
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western coast of Asia Minor off the Aegean Sea, which made it the perfect central location 

for the establishment of the Pauline theology, from which neighboring churches would have 

been evangelized (Moo, 2008, p.27). Like Colossians, Ephesians is also a “prison letter.”113 

Due to its similarity to Colossians, the conclusions can be drawn that both Colossians and 

Ephesians were penned together in Rome (Peterman, 2014, p.1845). The central themes, like 

Colossians, are unity of the church, the exaltation of Christ over one’s self, and practical 

application of Christian living, both communally and within the family. F. F. Bruce calls 

Ephesians the summation of all Pauline writings and advances his teachings into a new stage 

(1984, p.229). 

In the lead-up, Ephesians 5:18, Paul exhorts the congregation not to get “drunk on 

wine.” Ephesus was in the middle of wine country, and over-indulgence was commonplace.114 

The Ephesians cultural practice included regular worship of the pagan wine-god Bacchus 

(Hughes, 1990, p.172), which may have still been a common Christian practice in the church 

due to its widespread cultural usage in community festivals and holidays.115 To worship their 

god, the pagans believed they had to be in a drunken state (Anders, 1999, p.172). Paul is thus 

setting the stage for the performance of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs in the context of 

what is believed to be a raucous and celebratory society. 

Even though considered to be written to the church at Ephesus, it is not as personal as 

other letters Paul wrote, especially considering he began his church planting ministry there. 

                                                

113  Ephesians is understood to be the earliest of the NT books to be considered as Scripture (Hoehner, 
2002, loc.578). 
114 In many modern evangelical churches, this verse is often used as a warning against drinking alcohol, and 
though there are merits to the thought itself—with many verses throughout the Bible that do compare 
drunkenness with foolery—in this instance, being “drunk on wine” is not a prohibition against alcohol 
consumption. Even if the conclusion could be made that it is saying one should not get drunk, that interpretation 
still falls short of the full intended meaning found here. 
115  In the same way, modern Christians may recognize Santa Claus as a festival figurehead, even though 
Christmas celebrations are about commemorating the birth of Jesus. 
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3:1–7 makes it seem that the people are not fully aware of his ministry. Therefore, Gerald 

Peterman suggests that the letter was written to the whole of Asia Minor and was brought to 

Ephesus first by Tychicus who also delivered Colossians (2014, p.1845). In fact, some ancient 

manuscripts do not contain the words “[in] Ephesus” (1:1) at all, further suggesting that this 

could have been intended for a broader regional audience (Fowl, 2012, p.28; Hoehner, 

2002, loc.2048–49). 

Colossians cites a letter to the Laodiceans, which Marcion considered to be Ephesians 

(Utley, 1997, p.65). However, Douglas Moo suggests that the letter to the Laodiceans is a now 

lost letter and not an alternate title for the Ephesians epistle (2008, p.26). I contend that 

Colossians and Ephesians are too alike not to be built upon one another. Which was written 

first is debatable, but Colossians in most cases is more concise while Ephesians develops 

Paul’s arguments more fully.116 This would suggest that Colossians came first, allowing Paul 

to build up his previous writing when penning Ephesians. Either way, the best understanding 

is that they were written at nearly the same time if not at the exact same time to be delivered 

simultaneously but for different reasons, with Paul demonstrating his genius and ability to 

write per the needs of the audience (Hoehner, 2002, loc.1732–33).117  

 

5.1.5 Colossian Worship  

                                                

116 Three Colossians passages share near exact phrasing and support for others found in Ephesians: 1:9b–25; 2:8–
23; 3:14–16. 
117 Even though I disagree, Angela Standhartinger (2004, p.578) summarizes the common thought for “Pauline 
School” authorship: “My thesis is that Paul’s preaching and the discussions of his co-workers and communities 
have left traces in the letters. That repeated phraseology and formulae appear in varied contexts and are 
sometimes applied to distinct topics is, in my view, linked to the oral language of Paul and his circle.” In other 
words, the ability for two letters to be nearly identical but have different focuses and/or recipients is best 
explained not by a Pauline authorship but by the “Pauline school.” Multiple authors could write similar thoughts, 
borrowing phraseology—that they may have even heard Paul speak of at one time or another—and use it for the 
immediate context necessary. I still hold to Pauline authorship, however Standhartinger’s point is noteworthy 
nonetheless. 
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The early church was a worshiping community, and therefore both the Colossians and 

Ephesians verses contain allusions to specific practices amid the backdrop of a Jewish-Greco-

Roman world, as laid out in the two previous subsections. In Letters 10.96, Pliny the Younger 

(c.61–113 CE), governor of Bithynia, writes to Emperor Trajan asking what to do about the 

Christians. He includes a comment noting that the Christians would come together before 

dawn to “sing responsively a hymn to Christ as to a god” (Arnold, 2010, p.354; Talbert, 2007, 

p.129). Tertullian (160–220 CE) noted the same practice, while adding that the Christians sang 

parts of the Holy Scripture (Hughes, 1990, p.175). Likewise, Philo of Alexandria (c.25 BCE–

50 CE) records the early Christians as a community in which the women and men lived 

together, sang in the context of mealtimes, and sang hymns both individual and communal 

(Hearon, 2013, p.185). Holly Hearon suggests these descriptions exactly parallel the practices 

that can be gleaned from throughout the NT (2013, p.185). In fact, writings throughout the 

Bible, Apocryphal New Testament books, extrabiblical sources, and writings from the church 

fathers contain hundreds of references to Christian singing and structured liturgical 

performance. The number of references rises as the date of authorship increases (Smith, 

1984, p.1). This suggests that as the church grew both in number and confidence, structured 

liturgical worship became more ingrained into the church, even from an early date. 

The Colossians lived in a pluralistic world of worship of multiple deities from 

Anatolian, Persian, Greek, Roman, Egyptians, and Jewish societies. The practices of each 

varied vastly, yet all believed that God/gods held a particular role in worship, whether as the 

object of worship or one from whom the worshiper would attempt to gain favor. With the rise 

of Hellenization, a robust multicultural exchange took place, including in musical influence 

(Detwiler, 2001, p.349; Viljoen, 2001, p.424; Martin, 1993, p.983), R. Kent Hughes reports 

the early church used songs in various ways: “one got up and sang perhaps from a psalm, and 

another answered antiphonally. Hymns broke forth in a heartfelt chorus. Others sang 
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spontaneously about what God had done for them. There was music in their hearts” 

(1989, p.112). In this way, Colossian worship would have been a collection of various 

religious practices and methods. “Music was intertwined with everyday life, and singing 

seems to have been integral to the emerging Christian community, with little sign of any 

negative attitude toward music” (Begbie, 2007, pp.67–68). Early Christian songs derived their 

content from the Scriptures and were used to promote the new church culture in regards to the 

progression of the Christian life (Lange, 2008, p.72). 

Due to the persecution of Christians, worship in daily practice would likely be 

confined to the home, where the early churches developed. This may have meant a stronger 

influence on singing rather than instrumental worship, simply for the sake of volume and noise 

not because of an affliction against other methods.118 Philip Ryken suggests music in the NT 

“is no longer priestly and professional. It is solidly social, congregational, and amateur” (1989, 

p.51). Singing would have become more like speaking or a glorified chant. Some scholars 

suggest that musical instruments were not used at all because of the connection to both heathen 

activities and Jewish practice (Ryden, 1931, p.16), but I disagree with this conclusion, and 

there is no evidence of such a conclusion. Because the church was formed from congregants 

knowledgeable in gentile practices, their usual celebration methods would most likely have 

been integrated. At this early stage of development formalized ritual practices that new 

believers would ascribe to or exchange their regular daily habits for did not exist as is expected 

today. The Christians were themselves developing the practices for their own house churches 

that would only later become the stylized method for liturgical praxis (Hearon, 2013, p.183). 

                                                

118 Church buildings were not present until the fourth century. Until that time, house churches were the worship 
centers for Christians (Martin, 1993, p.985). After Constantine in 313, Christianity could be openly practiced 
and probably overtook pagan rites; instruments were further allowed in the public arena. Frank Burch Brown 
notes that it was not until the political changes in the first few centuries CE that brought significant changes in 
the way worship would be done. Only then did the church fathers begin to have objections to the sounds of drums 
and symbols, instruments, and licentious singing (2005, pp.6307–8). 
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Paul’s warnings speak to practices found within gentile pagan ritual. Therefore, even in an 

early church learning a new liturgy that is founded within a Jewish or gentile realm would 

naturally also incorporate worship practices already familiar. Even though later church fathers 

of the fourth century pushed instrumentation out of practice, during the time of Paul’s letter 

to the church at Colossae, it would likely have been their predisposition, especially with a 

young church as isolated as the Colossians. 

Some, like John Risbridger, contend that there is little knowledge of what truly 

happened in the early church. However, I suggest the text indicates that at minimum singing 

was a common practice and a significant part of the church gathering (2015, p.250). Even if 

biblical scholars cannot find connections in religious texts, musicologists firmly believe music 

was most definitely a means of communication among the first-century communities. “Both 

vocal and instrumental music played an integral role in festivals and religious ceremonies, 

theatrical productions, and rites of passage such as weddings and funerals. It was also a 

primary mode of formal and informal entertainment at meals, in homes, and while working” 

(Hearon, 2013, p.180). In fact, documentation for musical notation—even if not seen in our 

current biblical text—dates to the tenth century CE in Jewish culture and to the fifth century 

BCE in Greek culture. Musical notations served as memory aids to transmit and pass on belief 

systems through sound and memorization (Hearon, 2013, pp.180–81). 119  Rudimentary 

examples can be found throughout the Psalter, with musical instruction and words of emphasis 

like selah, lamnassēah, and miktām. 120  Thus, just because the full meanings behind the 

                                                

119 Holly Hearon qualifies music as multi-modal dimensions of tone, rhythm, and melody (2013, p.181). 
120 The citations include: lamnassēah (“for the choirmaster”), selah (unknown musical direction), higgāyôn 
(unknown musical direction probably associated with whispers or meditation), bingînôt/bingînōt (“stringed 
instruments”), ʾel-hannĕhîlôt (“with the flutes”), ʿal-haggittît (“according to the Gittith”), ʿal-ʿălāmôt 
(“according to the tune of Alamoth”), ʿal-haššĕmînît (“on the eighth”), ʿal-tašḥēt (“Do Not Destroy”), ʿal-
māḥălat (“according to the tune of Makhalath”), ʿal-māḥălat lĕʿannôt (“according to the tune of Makhalath 
Leanoth”), ‘al-sōsannîm (“according to the Lilies”), ʿal-yônat ʾēlem rĕhōqîm (“to the Dove of Distant Oaks”), 
ʿal-ʾayyelet hassahar (“to the Doe of the Dawn”), ʿalmût labbēn (“to Death of the Son”), sîr (“song”), mizmôr 
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notations in biblical documents did not survive to be interpreted into style and sound today 

does not mean they did not follow these in daily practice as per musicologists’ findings from 

surrounding peoples and cultures.121  

In conclusion, Francois Viljoen (2001, p.424) places Paul’s writing of Colossians into 

perspective: Paul quotes from Jewish Scriptures, writes in Greek, and addresses a 

congregation living in a Roman world. All three of these cultures have longstanding musical 

traditions that would have been plainly understood to the recipients of the letter.  

 

5.1.5.1 Jewish Context  

Paul was familiar with his audience even though he had never personally visited them. 

Presenting elements of Jewish worship with a gospel focus was important to Paul and served 

as a central pillar of the NT church in developing their own structured worship practices 

(Carson, 2002, p.80). Even though the Colossians were a gentile community in the Diaspora, 

at least in part, their worship practice would have mimicked common Jewish practices, which 

included: (1) no complex or rigid formality, though disorderly worship was also not permitted; 

(2) no indication that musical instruments were used, except maybe at certain rituals like 

funerals after the destruction of the temple;122 and (3) no evident exclusion of women from 

                                                

(“a psalm”), miktām (a type of melody), maskîl (something discerning and successful), siggāyôn (something 
wandering, possibly improvisation), tĕhillâ (“a praise”), tĕpillâ (“a prayer”), hallĕlû yâ (“praise to the Lord”), 
lĕdāwīd (“by David”), lsšlōmô (“by Solomon”), lĕhêmān haʾezrāḥî (“by Heman the Ezrahite”), lĕʾêtān hāʾezrahî 
(“by Ethan the Ezrahite”), lĕmōšeh ʾîš-hāʾĕlōhîm (“by Moses the man of God”), lîdûtûn (“by Jeduthun”), libnê-
qōraḥ (“by/for the sons of Korah”), šîr-ḥănukkat habbayit (“song for the dedication of the house”), lĕhazkîr 
(“bring to remember” or “get God’s attention”), lĕlammēd (“for instruction”), lĕtôdâ, lĕyôm hassabbāt (“for the 
day of Sabbath”), hammaʿălôt (“of ascents”), and ā-sāp (“Asaph”). For a complete list with explanations see 
Dale Brueggemann (2008). 
121 Huldrych Zwingli referred to Ephesians and Colossians as considerations for how the church ought to 
incorporate music (Viladesau, 2000, p.213n14). At that time, even if antiphonal practice was the norm, just 
beginning to move into musical accompaniment, the Reformers believed that the early church was a musical, not 
solely vocal, people. 
122 It is important to remember that the penning of the letter came prior to the destruction of the temple. Even 
though Jewish practices changed after its destruction, the understanding by Paul at the time of writing most likely 
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singing (Janzen, 2015, loc.1022–28; Smith, 1984, p.15). Prayers and praise were central 

aspects of synagogue worship, from which derived the Jewish creed, the Shema, the 

confession of faith and benediction. Their practices included a reading of the Law and 

Prophets, a discourse, prayer, the priestly blessing, the amen, and singing of the Psalter 

(Viljoen, 2001, pp.425–26; Martin, 1993, p.985). The epistle varies drastically from Paul’s 

instinct to present Christ as the promised Jewish Messiah and fulfillment of OT prophecy. 

Nevertheless, many themes present in the epistle parallel those found in the Jewish Scriptures 

and served as fundamental means for the development of the early church (Lange, 

2008, p.194). In fact, Paul’s admonitions against lying, stealing, and drunkenness were 

prevalent themes in Second Temple Judaism and Jewish Christianity (Thielman, 2007, p.825). 

Instruction was a key part of both temple and synagogue practice, which included a 

reading of the Scriptures, the exposition of a homily of instructive living, and an application 

to their lives (Viljoen, 2001, pp.425–26; Martin, 1993, p.985; Smith, 1984, p.1). Jewish 

tradition changed drastically pre- and post-temple destruction in 70 CE.123 The Jewish culture 

used music vastly as part of their teaching during the Second Temple period, while post-

temple it is thought that the Pharisees did not sanction performance worship due to instituting 

a time of mourning (Martin, 1993, p.986). Worship practices, therefore, varied from 

synagogue to synagogue once the temple no longer served as the central model for Israelite 

worship (Joslin, 2016, p.56).124  One common practice was the chanting of old psalms, which 

                                                

would have included instrumentation because the temple musicians were known to play. This would have then 
also carried over to everyday practice. 
123 After the destruction of the temple in 70 CE by Titus’s army, primary worship shifted from the temple to the 
synagogue and home (Brown, 2005, p.6307). This transition meant that worship would become less centralized 
and for NT Christians developed without a model for common practice.  
124 For the Colossians, this allowed Greek religious practices to enter the worship liturgy, even though it may 
have still been based on temple practices. The lack of a central model meant that the worship could be molded 
to fit the local congregation as well as incorporate known practices of the geographic area and societal norms. 
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were understood Christologically (Begbie, 2007, p.69).125  “In Old Testament times [pre-

destruction], the form of praise was more organized and dramatized than what we find in the 

early days of the church. . . . [For NT Christians,] singing seems to have been characterized 

more by spontaneity, simplicity, and sincerity” (Olford, 1998, p.323)126  and would have 

included instrumental accompaniment to establish the tone of the worship, whether 

celebratory, lament, or otherwise.127  

As a former Jew, Paul would most likely have had customary Jewish liturgical 

practices in mind even while writing a converted gentile congregation, including the most 

common: alteration, responsorial psalmody, antiphonal psalmody, solo singing of Scripture 

with an “amen” response, musical instrumentation of various drumming devices, blown 

trumpets and similar instruments, symbols and tambourines, and stringed instruments like the 

lyre and harp. The addition of music added a spiritual element to the vocal aspect (Viljoen, 

2001, pp.426–27). J. A. Smith suggests that Levitical practices in the temple included 

instrumentation and formal singing and it is commonly thought that this influenced both the 

synagogue and early Christian church. However, there is no formal evidence of the such 

(1984, p.15). I contend—per the arguments of musicologists, they likely would have formed 

traditions according to practices with which they were accustomed. For example, the Jews 

cherished the messianic psalms; the singing of psalms gave rise to antiphonal singing between 

minister and congregation (Lange, 2008, p.194; Martin, 1993, p.420), and the psalms and 

                                                

125 As noted above and in the previous chapter in regards to Hebrews 2:12–13. 
126 It is important to look at how “singing” was meant in context. Throughout both the OT and NT, the words 
“speak” and “sing” have added connotations beyond merely speaking and singing. A modern example: If some 
says the phrase “worship band” in Western culture today, most people assume a combination of a standard drum 
set, electric guitar, acoustic guitar, bass guitar, keyboard, and vocalists. However, the ingredients of a “band” 
will vary over time depending upon musical tastes, style, and audience. Therefore, in regards to the text, to say 
“singing” can also mean playing instruments without much concern as to whether it was understood as the 
common practice. I expect this is the case in this instance. Richard Melick (1991, p.305) confirms this 
understanding. 
127 Note musical notations found throughout the Psalter and stated in the footnotes from §5.1.5. 
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hymnody became the first known worship practices of the early church, which compels an a 

priori understanding. 

It is also commonly thought that musical instruments were banned from the early 

church due to their worldly nature and to lament the destruction of the temple, just as they 

were banned after the destruction of the temple within Jewish circles. However, W. J. Porter 

(2000, p.713) cites J. W. McKinnon’s findings that there is absolutely no support for the idea 

that instruments were banned at all. There is no evidence either way of the supposed ban on 

musical instruments after the temple destruction. Most likely, he asserts, instrumentation in 

Jewish practice was used for certain occasions but probably not sanctioned religious practices. 

J. A. Smith (1984, p.3) agrees, suggesting that “the idea of a legalistic rabbinical ban on the 

use of musical instruments is a piece of latter-day etiology without historical basis.” With the 

temple destroyed, Jews would attend synagogues, which would eventually establish their own 

individual contextual understanding for worship. The synagogue did not have professional 

musicians, so instrumentation would likely have become more informal (Begbie, 2007, p.68).  

Last, there is a critical aspect overlooked in every commentary on Colossians that I 

explored: every one presumed an understanding from a post-temple destruction to describe 

the worship practices Paul was writing about,128 even though he would have written the letter 

pre-destruction. The Colossian society was far removed from much temple influence in the 

first place and probably only referred to it as a general model. For scholars to present worship 

practices from a viewpoint inconceivable to the Colossian people—or any Jew or Christian 

for that matter—is highly problematic. Every scholar is guilty of writing a history back into 

the letter that could not have even been imagined by the original audience. A Pharisee—like 

Paul previously was—post-destruction would have presumably been against music, yet Paul 

                                                

128 Possibly in an inadvertent attempt to minimize the importance of worship in order to keep preaching central? 
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puts it in high regard, as seen by placing it in the “put-on” section. It is what the church is to 

do. Therefore, I suggest that the text is best understood with psalms, hymns, and spiritual 

songs having an inherent production value within structured liturgical practices. 

 

5.1.5.2 Greco-Roman Context  

Paul was from Tarsus, one of the major religious and cultural centers of Greek 

civilization in the first century (Viljoen, 2001, pp.428–29), which would make him familiar 

with musical practices in Hellenistic society. The Greco-Roman musical culture had a large 

influence on early gentile Christians, with both musical and liturgical practices of the 

Hellenistic world taking root in early Christian practice, especially in churches founded within 

the Pauline sphere of Asia Minor (Porter, 2000, p.717). It is thought that the Greeks believed 

music was of divine origin and therefore attributed musical qualities to their various gods 

(Harris, 1922, pp.69–70). Likewise, they believed that music possessed higher powers that 

could be used for healing and purifying the mind and body, working miracles, and influencing 

human thought.129 Roman civilizations would transmit cultural memories through the rhythm 

and melody of song (Hearon, 2013, p.186). Hymns became praises to the gods by focusing on 

the acts they performed. Sounds were thought to hold ethical and moral effects in that they 

could affect the will. For this reason, in Greco-Roman society music and song were likewise 

believed to have the ability to teach (Viljoen, 2001, pp.430, 438). Shrines to the gods were 

commonplace throughout the ANE, where citizens would perform hymns, prayers, sacrifices, 

and festivals of song, dance, wine, and food associated with them. The gods held the central 

                                                

129 Philo in Therapeutae notes the use of hands and feet to create a choralistic dance of keeping time and engaging 
with the music. By adding movement to the rhythm, the ability to teach and remember the material increases 
because the actions and rhythmic themes become associated with the material. Even though later writers 
criticized the practice, Theodoret of Cyrus contends that the practice did exist and probably was not of concern 
at the time of the early Jesus communities (Hearon, 2013, p.186). 
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order of all things from blessing to the cycle of nature, to good harvest, to diseases, and to 

favor in warfare (Hearon, 2013, p.186; Martin, 1993, p.983). 

As the church incorporated Greco-Roman practices, practices performed to pagan gods 

would likely have been integrated yet incorporated as Christian hymnody. In Greek tradition, 

melody and poetry were closely related; music most always contained words, while poetry 

was set to music and was metered and rhythmic (Viljoen, 2001, p.429). Musical performances 

were mostly improvised by a skilled performer performing hymnos, lofty art songs in praise 

of the gods and heroic songs that were thought to possess divine inspiration (Viljoen, 

2001, p.431). In Christian communities of the Greco-Roman world, there was no 

differentiation based on age, sex, race, or class when it came to worship practice, and most 

liturgies were unchallenged by occupying forces (Martin, 1993, p.984). Holly Hearon notes 

that anyone in the community could participate in the whole: literally, one another could 

influence one another (2013, p.186).  

According to Francois Viljoen (2001, pp.428–29, 432), the Roman writings of Cicero 

and Quintilian show that there was a strong familiarity with music. Large choruses and 

orchestras, grand musical festivals and competitions, and songs essential to every social 

activity were all incorporated. Themes present in their music included work, recreation, god 

worship, festivals, holiday celebrations, satires, love songs, and drinking songs. Many 

emperors were considered musical patrons, with even Nero gaining personal fame for his 

musical ability (Viljoen, 2001, p.432). Roman music was mostly created for military purposes 

and relied heavily on the brass instruments of trumpets and horns. Conventional instruments 

included the lyre and aulos, one being calm and one exciting, signifying a tension between 

higher beauty and uninhibited behavior (Viljoen, 2001, pp.428–29). 

Paul’s writing, likewise, has roots in the local culture. Pagan cultures separated 

morality from religion and worshiped through intoxicating and heathen festivities. Yet, 
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Christian worship was to abandon carnal activities and be filled with the Spirit (Risbridger, 

2015, p.246; Olford, 1998, p.324). In this way, the early church most likely struggled to 

separate itself from everyday cultural activities found in everyday festivals, which explains 

the warnings within the “put-off” section. The Greek and Roman worship practices included 

a mass emotional ecstasy dedicated to Dionysus and Bacchus. Drunkenness was thought to 

bring them to a higher state of being, which in turn connected them the gods (Viljoen, 2001, 

p.437). In religious practice the people would fill themselves with wine and then spurt out 

utterances thought to be of divine inspiration (Viljoen, 2001, p.439). When Christians 

incorporated both pagan and Jewish practices, while removing the need for excessive 

consumption in order to commune with the Christ, charismatic singing could be viewed as a 

natural addition (Wu, 1997, p.520).130 

 

5.1.5.3 An Alternative Understanding  

The Greeks, Romans, and Jews all participated in worship practices as defined by their 

social loci. I contend that it is, therefore, important not to automatically presume Paul’s 

citation of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs can be understood from any one worldview. I 

propose, contrary to the common understanding, that the worship context of Colossians 

3:16—if not the book of Colossians in its entirety—ought to be viewed as much from a Greco-

Roman viewpoint as a Jewish one. Paul never alters the audience,131 demonstrating that he 

understands that his recipients come from one particular cultural landscape (Beale, 

2007, p.841; Thielman, 2007, p.825). However, in Ephesians Paul develops the Colossian 

                                                

130 In Acts 2:13–18 the apostles were thought to be drunk when the Spirit came upon them. Their actions included 
outbursts of speaking in tongues—or languages common to the location of future evangelism but not previously 
known to the disciple. Even though the activity is different, the societal assumption demonstrates that outward 
drunken religious expressions were common. 
131 The epistle, written to converted gentiles, contains no direct Old Testament citations, with only possible 
allusions to Jewish themes. 
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arguments with Jewish citations and connotations, showing that it built upon the Colossian 

letter for use with a larger audience. The Greeks would not have necessarily viewed psalms, 

hymns, and spiritual songs with a Jewish religious connotation (Smith, 1984, p.5). Thus, 

Paul’s context takes pagan understandings and weaves in themes supporting the supremacy of 

Christ. I propose that scholars should not, therefore, make the mistake of writing Jewish 

history back into Paul’s writing in this case. Nevertheless, even though it is written to Greco-

Roman Christians, Jewish undertones are still present and applicable to Jewish-Christians as 

seen through the Ephesians passage.  

So, which is it, Greek, Roman, Jewish, or pagan? Yes. The worship themes presented 

are a collaboration of all first-century belief systems that influenced early Christianity. I 

believe this is important and relevant to the greater understanding of church technical arts 

because of the modern desire to “nail down” a right and wrong way to present worship. Should 

a lyrics slide be limited to two lines? Maybe four? Should lights be on during worship? Or 

dimmed? Where certain practices will “speak” to a particular demographic better than others, 

first-century worship practice shows that all traditions work together to inform praxis. This 

will become more apparent in §5.2.1 when the meanings of each term, “psalm,” “hymn,” and 

“spiritual song,” is broken down to its presumed congregational understanding. 

 

5.1.6 The Colossian Heresy  

 It is believed that Paul’s entire purpose for writing the letter is to fight a false teaching 

known as the “Colossian Heresy.” The Colossians were faithful, yet there was an attractive 

but dangerous teaching being introduced to the congregation. Paul wrote in response to the 

urgent need (O’Brien, 1993, p.148). Even though it does not affect the meaning of Colossian 

worship, knowing the worldview Paul is writing against can help to place the performance 

methods of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs into perspective as a means of teaching and 
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admonishing. 

Paul does not explicitly name the false teachers nor the false teaching itself. The letter 

focuses on the aspects of the gospel that the heresy threatened. The Colossian Heresy 

promoted some type of asceticism. It should not be thought of as a new way of understanding 

the gospel, i.e., what we think of as a false Bible teacher, but rather the thoughts of the world 

and modern culture (Bruce, 1984, p.18). It included various practices that would have been 

known: philosophy and intellectualizing religion (2:8), human tradition (2:8, 22), elemental 

spiritual forces of the world (2:8), lack of focus on Christ (2:8), circumcision (2:10), baptism 

(2:11), Jewish food restrictions and holy days (2:16), ascetic practices (2:18, 23), angel 

worship (2:18), visions (2:18), pride from unspiritual minds (2:18), not recognizing Christ as 

the head of the church (2:19), and using worldly rules as a means to spiritual growth (2:20–

23) (McNaughton, 2006, pp.10–11). Douglas Moo (2008, p.47) suggests that this teaching 

arose either from within the church itself and not from an outside force, or from the 

congregation bringing in other ideas to their already established church beliefs. I believe Moo 

is correct in this assumption, as it helps to explain why Paul never discusses anything outside 

the church corpus. Keeping the passage Christocentric, it aids Paul’s argument against 

Gnosticism: the solution is a firm grip on the Christology of the gospel (Crabtree, 2005, p.26; 

Bruce, 1984, p.28). In structured liturgical terms, what is in view is a gentile church fighting 

with former pagan worship practices while being instructed on proper Jewish worship 

methods. Paul seeks to place these into proper perspective by making Christ the sole focus of 

their worship, both individually and corporately. 

 

5.2 Principal Themes  

 

5.2.1 Musical Methodology: Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual Songs? 
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 Paul had a propensity for inserting hymnal and creedal pieces throughout his epistles. 

The high point and opening to Colossians is the hymn found in 1:15–20 about the exalted 

position of Christ. 132  Even there Paul himself is teaching through literary-musicology 

(Peterman, 2014, p.1867; Martin, 1993, p.988).133 What then are we to make of the phrase 

“psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs?” It is not definite whether the three terms are a heaping-

together of synonyms, a stylistic feature, different aspects that inventory early Christian 

hymnody within church practice, the OT psalms, liturgical methodology, or spontaneous 

Christian song (Neufeld, 2001, p.241; O’Brien, 1994, p.1274). Nevertheless, Scott Aniol 

suggests the verse sets apart musicians and church music as something special, like that which 

is expressed in the temple instructions (2010, pp.7–8). There are two main schools of thought: 

psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs were either synonymous terms or were entirely individual 

words representing distinctly different worship techniques. 

To some modern scholars the terms cannot be entirely deciphered as fully distinct 

because they all are used interchangeably for each other throughout Scripture, with all three 

referring to the Psalms (Hearon, 2013, p.183; Detwiler, 2001, pp.359–60). Many suggest there 

can be no hard demarcation in the three terms, even if they do have varying allusions to a wide 

range of singing and praise practices (Crabtree, 2005, p.12; Fowl, 2012, p.177; Bruce, 1984, 

p.158). Douglas Moo goes so far as to say that where we can distinguish meaning from the 

three phrases, the differences are questionable (2008, p.289). Nevertheless, W. J. Porter (2000, 

p.712) acknowledges that even though the three words seem linguistically synonymous, they 

                                                

132 There is disagreement as to whether Col 1:15–20 is a preexisting hymn or one penned by Paul in the course 
of authoring the epistle. Either option does not impact my argument, and still demonstrates that hymnody was a 
literary device employed by him.  
133 I believe it is important to note that no music survives from late antiquity, so how the hymnic writings were 
to be presented is unknown outside of any natural alliteration or rhythmic countenance that may exist in the 
original languages (Brown, 2005, p.6307). However, the musical notations found within the text and in other 
archaeological finds confirms that music for teaching and auditory style did exist in worship practice.  
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still represent the beginnings of church liturgy. He suggests that we cannot definitively state 

what these say about musical practices and that they only offer suggestions (2000, p.713). 

Grant Osborne (2016, p.113) and Jeremy Begbie (2007, pp.69–70) move even further away, 

to say psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs were most definitely not intended to be viewed as 

separate aspects of worship music, and though people want to draw distinctions between the 

three phrases, we cannot. I contend, no observations we can make should be dismissed, 

however. 

Other scholars believe that even though psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs have 

notable overlap, significant distinctions can indeed be made. D. A. Carson (2002, p.118) 

suggests the terms are not synonymous because they fall within a section noting a very specific 

list of the workings that those who are filled with the Spirit perform, like teaching, 

admonishing, giving thanks, and praising. He suggests that since it would be improper to 

group together other workings of the Spirit, it would be improper to do so here as well. Listing 

them individually denotes that each one is a specific type of musical song for use in the 

edification of the congregation. In the gentile-Christian world the three terms were distinct, 

contends David Detwiler (2001, p.359), while also serving as “the three most important terms 

used in the Septuagint to describe a religious song, and all refer to believers’ songs of praise 

to God” (Hoehner, 2002, loc.14170–71). J. A. Smith cites mid-twentieth-century musicologist 

Egon Wellesz’s findings that psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs were thought to be three 

distinct items referring to synagogue psalmody, syllabic songs of praise of paraphrased 

biblical texts, and chants of ecstatic nature (1984, pp.1–3).134 His classifications have formed 

                                                

134 It is important to note that J. A. Smith (1984, pp.1–3) does conclude himself that there is no foundation to this 
and it cannot be supported. Egon Wellesz may indeed be correct and further research has shown this to be the 
case. Smith is only looking at the terms from only a Jewish perspective. He states that real development did not 
happen until about a decade after the temple destruction and went on for the next two hundred years until it could 
be substantially noticed. This is true if only if viewed from a Jewish-Christian perspective. The Diaspora included 
pagan-Greco-Roman cultic practices from early on which did have various meanings. 
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the basic understanding for those who believe that each one has a specific meaning and use in 

worship practice. 

Robert Utley (1997, p.45) concludes that the contemporary disagreement over musical 

preference can be answered in this verse: with three different types of worship liturgy 

mentioned, Paul appears to make an allowance for various forms of worship. In this way, all 

worship practices today—including the technical arts—would then be possible and sanctioned 

assuming they are not in conflict with other commandments of Scripture. 

 

5.2.1.1 Psalms  

“Evidence of psalmody in the Christian church is cited from writers in the first 

centuries outside of the Jewish tradition who describe [it] as an unusual form of music. . . . 

Writers from within the Jewish tradition find nothing exceptional about it, which suggests that 

it is familiar to them” (Porter, 2000, p.713). For this reason, most scholars consider Paul’s 

notation of “psalms” to refer to the OT psalms. They are thought to have served as the chief 

vehicle for Christian praise from early on, shaping the foundation of early Christian doxology 

(Osborne, 2016, p.113; Lange, 2008, p.192; Crabtree, 2005, p.12; Detwiler, 2001, p.359; 

Porter, 2000, p.712; Martin, 1993, p.986; Melick, 1991, p.305; Hughes, 1990, p.175; Bruce, 

1984, p.158). The psalms cover nine distinct genres, all emphasizing personal expression from 

a Jewish perspective: praise, lament, thanksgiving, confidence, remembrance, wisdom, 

kingship, petition, and prophecy (Janzen, 2015, loc.794–807; Sasser, 1996, p.122). The 

Israelites even referred to the book of Psalms as the “book of Praises;” psallb means to sing a 

song of praise, which was the singing of a spiritual or sacred song (Janzen, 2015, loc.796). 

Early Christians called it the “Psalter” or “poems set to music” (Sasser, 1996, p.97). In the 

Greco-Roman culture a psalm was understood to be a praise song, which could either be set 

to music or stand on its own (Begbie, 2007, p.70; Sasser, 1996, p.12). Of the seven NT uses 
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of psalmos135 all of them outside of Paul’s use here definitively refer to the Psalter (Hoehner, 

2002, loc.14137–40).  

Frank Burch Brown (2005, p.6307) suggests first-century Jews and Christians treated 

the psalms differently. For the Jews, there may have been an eight-hundred-year dead period 

where worship was primarily prayers and readings, with instrumentation only taking form 

after the exile and ceased again after temple-destruction. Christians, however, are thought to 

have sung from the beginning in their worship practices, which then continued to develop over 

time. If Paul is referring to taking psalms directly from Scripture, this could also include being 

set to the sounds of a skilled musician as directed by the psalms’ authors, mimicking the 

practice performed at the temple by the dedicated temple artisans. I suggest that it is important 

to note that even though this hypothesis appears to have substantial support, it is still 

conjecture configured from circumstantial evidence. As well, the NT Christians focused on 

very different psalms from the Jews, viewing the Psalter as messianic, pointing toward Christ 

as the promised Savior. 136  Thus, their performance of them most likely became more 

personalized as well. James Janzen summarizes the purpose of the psalms:  

(A) personal experiential viewpoint; (B) personal expression of life’s highs and lows 

combined with petitions to God; (C) focus on God is subjective, emphasizing personal 

relationship and experience; (D) song(s) that possess characteristics of one or more 

psalm type(s); (E) musical accompaniment, literally the act of playing an instrument; 

(F) part of Hebrew culture (2015, loc.918–32).  

Psalmos literally means “plucking” the string of an instrument or bowl. In its Greek 

connotation, it is a musical instrumental notation and not vocal or poetic as in the Jewish 

context (Janzen, 2015, loc.774–79; Calvin and Pringle, 2010, p.217; Moo, 2008, p.289; 

Hoehner, 2002, loc.14129–31; Spence-Jones, 1909, p.154). To a Hellenized recipient of 

                                                

135 Luke 20:42; 24:44; Acts 1:20; 13:33; 1 Cor 14:26; Eph 5:19; and Col 3:16. 
136 Like Ps 22, from Heb 2:12. 
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Paul’s letter, it can be reasonably proposed that instrumentation was indeed supplemental to 

vocal worship. I contend this understanding could conceivably have been the accepted view 

of the congregation and is paralleled by the written musical notations and conductor-like 

directions to the worship leaders found atop the Psalter. In other words, an instrumental culture 

would be naturally inclined to offer musical meaning to existing musical notations, even if not 

the same notations as intended by the original authors or if the exact musical understanding 

had been lost by the first century CE.137 Still, the fact remains that the notations are present 

and suggests they were therefore followed by a musically inclined culture. Thus, psalms in 

the Greco-Roman world would be songs of both vocal singing and instrumental 

accompaniment. 

The purpose of the Psalter was thought to create calmness and harmony (Viljoen, 2001, 

p.438). The psalms were: 

poetry, which had certain characteristics: (1) filled with stress and accent; (2) its metre 

was regular occurrence of longs and shorts in fixed ratios; (3) it had poetic parallelism 

which served as a form of repetition; (4) strophic structure is thought of as the verse, 

and when a parallel of the thought is presented, it comes next; (5) it has poetic 

assonance of repetition of the same vowel; (6) possessed alliteration; and (7) has 

poetic rhyme (Sasser, 1996, pp.101–2). 

Both Barry Joslin (2016, p.56) and David Detwiler (2001, p.358) contend that a core 

element of psalms is that they are didactic in nature and, therefore, to use them for the purpose 

of teaching and admonishing makes for the best understanding of the verse. Joslin notes this 

is precisely why the NT writers quote the psalms often, as seen in Romans, Hebrews, and 

                                                

137 P. F. Bradshaw comments that “liturgical and musical historians have tended to assert confidently that 
psalmody was a standard part of the early synagogue. . . . There is, however, an almost total lack of documentary 
evidence for the inclusion of psalms in synagogue worship. . . . While the Hallel seems to have been taken over 
into the domestic Passover meal at an early date, and apparently also into the festal synagogue liturgy, the first 
mention of the adoption of the daily psalms in the synagogue is not until the eighth century” (Porter, 2000, p.713). 
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Acts.138 The psalms possess doxological, hortatory, and edifying components: they instruct 

and teach as they are performed, preached, taught, and meditated upon regularly (Risbridger, 

2015, p.248; Nelson, 2002, p.152). David Pao adds that, historically, OT songs were often 

used for teaching and reminding the Jews of the identity of YHWH and his deeds (2012, 

p.249). Psalms, therefore, are well suited for instruction and admonition. This possibly 

explains why Paul would instruct a Greek Christian congregation to add psalms into their 

established musical practice. 

 

5.2.1.2 Hymns 

“The hymn . . . is an ode or poem addressed to, and in honor, praise, or adoration of, 

someone or something [usually a divine entity]. . . . The Christian hymn is a text addressed to, 

and in honor, praise, or adoration of God, as the Triune Godhead, or to any single member of 

the Trinity” (Sasser, 1996, p.10). Hymns are like psalms. However, where psalms carry 

various meanings, hymns must denote praise, regardless of any formalized style. A hymn can 

be a vocal or instrumental song of praise, frequently with stringed accompaniment (Calvin 

and Pringle, 2010, p.217; Crabtree, 2005, p.12; Hoehner, 2002, loc.14141–53; Detwiler, 2001, 

p.359). James Janzen summarizes the key ideas found in hymns: “(1) a song in praise of gods, 

heroes, and conquerors; (2) extolling the virtues and characteristics of God; (3) eloquent and 

artful weaving of text; [and] (4) a sacred song of praise to the God of the universe” (2015, 

loc.850–54). They were directed toward God in “devotion as well as petition” (Olford, 

1998, pp.324–25).  

In Greco-Roman society, hymns were festive songs in celebration to deities, used to 

                                                

138 I further suggest that another reason for the authors’ many citations is because Christ himself quoted them 
and not only because they are didactic. Rather, Jesus viewed them as didactic and good for teaching and 
admonishing. Therefore, so too would the NT authors. 
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show reverence and respect; the gods were thought to be active and able to bring about 

blessings, like good crops and health, when sung as a devotion to them (Osborne, 2016, p.113; 

Pao, 2012, p.249; Viljoen, 2001, p.438). In Christian practice, the hymn is poetry representing 

the Christian life focused on Christ, the aspects of God’s divine activity, and the application 

to daily activities. Hymns were the focus of the early church and were the first steps in creating 

original Christian worship material (Pao, 2012, p.249; Lange, 2008, p.192; Martin, 1993, 

p.421; Ryken, 1989, p.51).139 It is uncommon to find petition in hymns. Most focus on praise 

and present beliefs of the Christian faith as opposed to other liturgical practices like prayer, 

where petition is common. 

The word “hymn” is found six times in the NT. The only uses of “hymn” as a noun 

are found in Colossians 3:16 and Ephesians 5:19 (Joslin, 2016, p.56). Richard Melick (1991, 

p.305) suggests its use here may be as a “festive hymn of praise.” This is a distinct possibility 

when viewed within the context of the joyous and boisterous Greco-Roman worship of 

Bacchus. As a verb, hymn (“to sing a hymn”) occurs four times in the NT: Matthew 26:30; 

Mark 14:26; Acts 16:25; and Hebrews 2:12 (Sasser, 1996, p.105). In Matthew and Mark, the 

term is most certainly referring to an OT psalm; Jesus and his disciples are partaking in the 

Passover meal and the common liturgical practices associated with it, likely singing a 

traditional Hallel song. In Acts, Paul and Silas are corporately singing and praying in prison; 

the usage here is unknown, but most likely it was a Christian adaptation of praise (Wu, 

1997, p.521). In Hebrews 2:12 the use is a citation of Psalm 22:22, a messianic psalm about 

                                                

139 Ralph Martin (1993, p.420) refers to a hymn as a “specifically Christian genre” with devotion to the Lord. He 
suggests that it a Christ psalm. This is problematic in a strict sense, because hymns are indeed found in cultures 
outside of the Christian loci and are used in the Gospels to refer to the OT Psalter, but there is no doubt that early 
Christians began creating their own worship books based on the activities and teachings of Christ, which 
believers today consider “hymns.” Whereas the Jews relied on established Scripture, Christians borrowed, 
changed, developed, and refocused Scripture to fit their understanding of Christ. 
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Christ himself.140 

Other known hymns in Paul’s letters include Philippians 2:5–11; Colossians 1:15–20; 

and 1 Timothy 3:16 (Arnold, 2010, p.354), though there is no denotation of hymnos 

introducing them. I propose this should not be overlooked. The inclusion of hymns within his 

hortatory texts demonstrates that Paul was himself a worship artist.141  Even though not 

referred to as hymns, Revelation 4 and 5 are the type of hymns that might have been sung in 

the early church (Hughes, 1990, p.175). In Revelation, the playing of instruments is displayed 

alongside vocal singing. Hymnos appears seventy-one times in the LXX, referring to religious 

songs, especially songs of praise to God (Moo, 2008, p.289; Detwiler, 2001, p.361). 

Finally, hymns can be viewed as either the musical deliverance of a biblical text or 

canticles, Christian writings as opposed to psalms which would have Jewish history attached. 

They were new songs with expressions of Christology (Janzen, 2015, loc.1068–69; Sasser, 

1996, p.123). Musically, hymns are syllabic in nature, with simple melodies and syllables 

carried across one or two notes (Janzen, 2015, loc.1022–28; Porter, 2000, p.712). In 

Hellenistic society, hymns were performed and written with high levels of craftsmanship, a 

mark of the Greco-Roman world. Hymns served as the principal vehicle for passing down 

historical events from generation to generation. Hymns incorporated sharing cultural truth and 

represented a form of art for oral cultures and, therefore, had to integrate artistic literary and 

musical devices in order to be effective.142  Where hymns were semi-common in Jewish 

writings, they were presumably considered the norm in Greek religious circles (Arnold, 

2010, p.353) and likely would have been well known to the audience to whom Paul wrote. 

                                                

140 See §4.1.4 for further explanation. 
141 Applying this to the focus of this thesis, Paul’s use can likewise be viewed to demonstrate that musical artistry 
through the presentation of the biblical text is a valid method for teaching. 
142 Tertullian noted that at the agape meal, each person would stand and sing a hymn to God, either from Scripture 
or of his own composing (Talbert, 2007, p.232). I suggest this demonstrates that there was a certain level of 
poetic license allowed in the presentation and composition of hymns. 
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5.2.1.3 Spiritual Songs 

Colossians 3:16 and Ephesians 5:19 are the only two verses in which Paul uses the 

word ode (Joslin, 2016, p.56) and in doing so adds the modifier “spiritual.” Spiritual could 

modify all three words—as some scholars argue—however, it grammatically better refers to 

the last noun, song/ode, specifically adding a religious connotation to it. It suggests a 

spontaneous, charismatic, and ecstatic church hymnody in the context of congregational 

singing (Osborne, 2016, p.113; Lange, 2008, p.192; Hoehner, 2002, loc.14165; Detwiler, 

2001, p.362; Neufeld, 2001, p.241; Martin, 1993, p.420).143  “Spiritual” could refer to either 

the content of the song itself, being the work of one filled with the Spirit, or a reflection of the 

person of Christ (Moo, 2008, p.290; Crabtree, 2005, p.24; Sasser, 1996, p.124). Whichever it 

refers to, Paul expects odes to be spiritual in nature, not frivolous or trivial; they are to 

represent a person changed by the saving grace of Christ, one who has put-on the new self. 

“Spiritual songs” connects well to Paul’s main argument of the epistle. James Janzen 

summarizes its role:  

Under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, the spiritual song was a distinct genre not 

primarily concerned with the praise, petition, lament, and thanksgiving of the psalms 

or the poetic doctrinal focus of hymns. Instead, this genre was primarily an outburst 

of praise and joy, where text played a secondary role. The spiritual song provided a 

medium of response. . . . It provided an emotional release for the surge of feelings that 

rise from the powerful work of “the Word of Christ dwelling richly.” . . . The spiritual 

song facilitates the infilling and control of the Holy Spirit, allowing Him to do His 

work of teaching, guiding, overcoming, interceding, controlling, comforting, 

convicting, regenerating, and sanctifying (2015, loc.1332–44). 

                                                

143 David Detwiler suggests that the charismatic sense is most likely not the act of speaking in tongues because 
teaching and admonishing need to be easily understood (2001, p.362). Likewise, Jeremy Begbie (2007, p.71) 
contends spiritual songs is not a stirring in the sense of speaking in tongues because it is specifically expected to 
have a purpose, the purpose of building up one another. 
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Ode is the general Greek word for song or ode (English) and can refer to any song. In 

Greek tragedy, odes are songs of joy, praise, poems, or singing and can have music, dancing, 

or rejoicing accompanying it (Hoehner, 2002, loc.14154–63; Sasser, 1996, p.110). 

Traditionally, heroes were thought to have sung these personally in public forums and 

banquets. Odes were commonly improvised and thought to have divine inspiration. Paul 

probably anticipated a similar inspiration, but inspiration from the Holy Spirit (Viljoen, 

2001, p.438). There would be room for expression of on-the-spot gesturing that is lively, 

captivating, and impulsive.  

Even though ode can refer to a general song, in the Bible an ode is always sung as a 

praise to God without exception, even if the content is exhorting or pertaining to particular 

matters of interest (Detwiler, 2001, pp.359–61; Hughes, 1990, p.175). Paul appears to specify 

that religious emphasis must be present in the content; however, the style could be any type 

familiar to the congregation. In Greek culture, an ode typically was a poem that was 

sung (Smith, 1984, p.5). In this way, “spiritual songs” can be understood as musical 

compositions similar to modern gospel songs—those which utilize contemporary, 

spontaneous outbursts stylistically understood by that particular audience—with content that 

lifts praise to God. They are religiously themed and not secular (Moo, 2008, p.290; Crabtree, 

2005, p.12; Melick, 1991, p.305). In practice, “They are ‘spiritual’ in that the Holy Spirit is 

viewed as actively inspiring the composers as they write their songs of praise to the risen 

Christ and what he has accomplished by his work on the cross” (Arnold, 2010, p.354). 

The Greek phrase for “spiritual songs” is odaes pneumaticaes, which Janzen suggests 

may possibly be best understood as “odes upon the breath,” since the word pneuma has a dual 

meaning of both “breath” and “spirit” (2015, loc.1104–7). “Derivatives have the following 

meanings: pneo, to blow (of wind and air generally, also on a musical instrument); to breathe 

(also in the sense of to be alive); to emit a fragrance, etc.; to radiate heat, anger, courage, 
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benevolence, etc.” (Janzen, 2015, loc.873–75). I am hesitant to take quite the leap Janzen has; 

however, there are parallel uses throughout the Bible.144 Just as the Spirit and breath (Gen 

2:6–7) find parallels throughout the creation narrative, it is fitting that Paul would use a word 

with dual meaning for an act that is a literal pushing out of breath and sound by those filled 

with the Spirit of God. Pneuma is a word with special meaning for NT church. It is the Spirit 

of God who works in all believers, and thus the power that is to guide song and instruction.  

Outside of Colossians 3:16 and Ephesians 5:19, ode only appears in the NT five times, 

all in Revelation: it is used as a modifier in 5:9, in 14:3 twice as “new song,” and in 15:3 as 

“song of Moses” and “song of the Lamb” (Arnold, 2010, p.353; Detwiler, 2001, p.361). 

Throughout the Bible several types of songs/odes are encompassed for many different 

occasions, including weddings, working, love songs, funeral songs, laments, war songs, 

praises, drinking songs, prayers, alleluias, chants, and sacrificial songs (Viljoen, 2001, p.427; 

Porter, 2000, p.712). Leland Ryken (1989, p.51) and H. D. M. Spence-Jones (1909, p.155) 

propose that many NT passages may, in fact, be odes due to their apparent rhythmic and lyrical 

composition. Some are well known, including the Magnificat (Luke 1:46–55); song of 

Zechariah (Luke 1:67–79); song of the angels (Luke 2:14); 1 Timothy 3:16; Ephesians 5:14; 

Philippians 2:6–11; and Revelation 4:8, 11; 5:9–10; 11:17–18; 15:3–4; and 19:1–8. There may 

be others scholars are unaware of because they can only be viewed based on a contemporary 

understanding of song composition. It is entirely possible—and I believe probable—there are 

others that are embedded into the text that have passed away simply because the modern reader 

cannot interpret them being two thousand years removed.145 

                                                

144 Gen 6:7 LXX; Isa 11:4 LXX; 2 Thess 2:8; and Rev 11:11. 
145 This is obviously fully circumstantial and presumptive, yet highly probable nonetheless. Just as the Psalter 
contains obvious musical notations that today have lost their original meaning, it is highly likely that NT writings 
that are literary works of art in themselves would contain other instances of musical connotations that have been 
lost. Just as I am doing in this thesis, pulling out worship themes from texts not normally understood as such, 
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Songs are sermons in themselves when flowing out of a heart that has richly dwelled 

on the Word of God (Lange, 2008, p.72). Even though there is no historical proof, John Lange 

suggests that “spiritual songs” gave rise to “symphonal” communal singing (2008, p.194) 

because as a special musical type it would engage the audience in a way that would move 

them, not being tied to written Scripture of hortatory functionality. The corporate focus would 

provide a theological vehicle good for use by early Christian serving as lyrical outpourings of 

the developing church (Olford, 1998, p.325).146 The informality of “spiritual songs” does not 

diminish their impact. In fact, the Spirit’s work makes their meaning more powerful and offers 

freedom in delivery for the good of the congregation by and through teaching and 

admonishing.  

 

5.2.1.4 Conclusions on Phraseology 

Paul is not attempting to be redundant in penning the phrase “psalms, hymns, and 

spiritual songs”—even though a string of synonymous terms is a common literary style of 

his—but rather appears to be showing that there is a vast richness that comes through utilizing 

a variety of worship elements when performed corporately. The use of three different terms is 

significant. Though it is uncertain if clear distinctions should be made since the terms are used 

interchangeably throughout the Bible, I believe the evidence demonstrates that they most 

definitely should not be considered wholly synonymous, specifically because they held 

different meanings depending upon the cultural loci. “Shared traits do not negate distinctive 

                                                

there are likely others which have been lost over time. I will not here propose any of those, though it is highly 
possible. 
146 Some scholars, like John MacArthur, argue that gospel songs—modern spiritual songs—are not biblically 
founded, and the church should return to hymn singing. This is problematic because it rejects the artistic nature 
of song that the ode allows for. Even though many modern scholars argue the same view as MacArthur, I contend 
that this position loses focus of Paul’s call to utilize all methods for teaching and admonishing through song. It 
does not need to be tied to Scripture. The text here suggests that the Spirit can move in ways that are still deemed 
biblical. 
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categories,” notes James Janzen (2015, loc.914–15). David Detwiler contends that there could 

also be other meanings than these presented above that we do not know because the musical 

style did not survive (2001, p.359). Likewise, even though three terms are listed—accounting 

for the distinct Greco-Roman and Jewish contexts—there are a minimum of six different 

possible understandings of the terms.147 Therefore, I suggest that it is less important to strictly 

define each one than it is to recognize that Paul is recommending a broader variety of worship 

styles, mediums, and practices, insofar as each still teaches and admonishes the corporate 

body.  

There is no specific textual proof from the epistle alone that the Colossians utilized 

instrumentation, though the verse is open to it and the historical knowledge of the societal 

norms suggests that there is a high probability of it. In the same way, there is no clear appeal 

against instrumentation in worship. Frank Burch Brown writes: “It seems to have been a 

foregone conclusion among early Christian that instruments had no place in public worship” 

(2005, p.6307). However, my findings suggest this conclusion is an unfounded back-writing 

of church history into first-century-gentile practices. Before the destruction of the temple, 

there was no restriction on instrumentation, which is when early Christianity would likely 

have begun to form its worship and structured liturgical foundation. Even if restricted to house 

churches for fear of persecution, there was no policy against multi-medium practices. Psalms, 

hymns, and spiritual songs all have an ingrained holistic performance aspect. Psalmos, for 

example, suggests the use of musical instruments, laments, and songs of praise. 

In the scholarly literature, I find it interesting that even those scholars who claim that 

                                                

147 It is commonly thought that the Jesus communities took the practices of the Jewish synagogue even though 
no proof of any singing is noted in any sources. Yet, Paul in 1 Cor 14 specifically notes the early church sang. 
Holly Hearon (2013, p.185) suggests that because they did, maybe it was not the synagogue from where the 
practices developed. The Greco-Roman gentiles would have understood these terms to possess their own distinct 
meanings. I contend that it is better understood as a collection of worship/musical styles collected from all 
surrounding communities and cultural influences. 
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psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs should not be viewed with individual meanings often 

continue to define them separately within their commentaries. By doing so, they further 

remove the phrase from its greater context, defeating their objective of considering them as 

one unit. I believe the examination of various meanings among the three shows that Paul was 

deliberate in his selection of terms, allowing him to properly speak to a Gentile church faced 

with differing philosophies of how to follow their new-found religion. He incorporated a 

Greco-Roman cultural understanding into a Jewish-based religion. I further propose that it is 

fully possible the Colossian Heresy was confusing the understanding of how pagan ritual 

could and should shape itself into Jewish-Christianity. James Janzen (2015, loc.1312–15) 

summarizes the use: 

It is my firm belief that our study of the meaning of the original words and early church 

history has revealed the information that would have been common knowledge to Paul 

and many of his readers. I believe that Paul’s use of three identical genres in two 

parallel passages and books of similar themes was intentional. I also believe that the 

words were carefully chosen to portray a dramatic depiction of holistic worship. 

Therefore, it is too simplistic to say “psalms” are the OT Psalter, “hymns” are songs about 

Christ, and “spiritual songs” are spontaneous compositions of the Holy Spirit. They certainly 

are those things, but they are much more, incorporating both traditional Jewish and pagan 

Greco-Roman meanings. In this way, Paul could develop the text from the Colossian usage 

for the Ephesians, recalling the same terms but with a meaning specific to their church. 

Biblical musicologists, as opposed to strict textual scholars, presume the terms signify multi-

medium music being made. 

I contend that the best way to understand early Christian worship is not as an either/or 

but a both/and proposition. Paul redefined liturgical worship for the Christian church by 

blending together regional Greco-Roman ritual with Jewish historical methods. Each offers 

something to the other. Greeks offer music and celebration; the Jews offer tradition and 
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messianic meaning. In this way, Paul demonstrates that there is more to Christian worship 

than the Psalter, as commonly thought (Ryden, 1931, p.14). New Testament worship involves 

a mixture of meaning, methodology, and practice. For the modern church technical artist, the 

conclusion could be drawn that structured worship practice ought to be a holistic combination 

of scriptural reliance within a modern cultural context.  

 

5.2.2 Filled with the Indwelling of the Spirit of Christ  

Each verse begins by calling on one person of the trinitarian Godhead:148 Colossians 

offers an imperative action to “let the word of Christ dwell richly in you,” and Ephesians the 

passive “be filled with the Spirit.” Each suggests it is something that believers cannot 

accomplish themselves (Risbridger, 2015, p.246). The phrases are in the present tense, 

denoting an ongoing, contemporaneous action, not a one-time prior action. They are plural in 

nature,149  offered to the corporate church as a worshiping community and not the individual 

believer (Joslin, 2016, p.51; Risbridger, 2015, pp.244, 246; Detwiler, 2001, p.352; Melick, 

1991, p.303). Each phrase presents a dual role assigned to a risen and active Christ, still 

working in and through the church body (Bruce, 1984, p.28). In this way, Jeff Crabtree 

suggests that these two phrases are related thoughts with regard to the effect upon the 

corporate body (2005, p.16): the “word” is the “message” of Christ as taught and admonished 

to one another, while the “Spirit” is God overtaking a believer upon baptism upon conversion. 

The effect of teaching and admonishing through psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs is the 

message of Christ—who he is and what he has done—indwelling and filling with the Spirit in 

                                                

148 Through there is a triune sense with God, Christ, and Spirit present, Paul is concerned with Jesus. Believers 
are to focus on the “word of Christ” and have their actions performed “to the Lord” (Crabtree, 2005, p.26). 
149 Even though they may still apply to the individual, in the text these are given to the corporate body of the 
church, not to the individual Christian. It is a common error in the scholarship today to read “in you” and 
presuppose it to be a command to the individual, when it is a plural “you.” 
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the hearts of the congregation (Anders, 1999, pp.331–32). 

 

5.2.2.1 Let the Word of Christ Dwell Richly  

Throughout the Bible, the phrase, “word of Christ” is only found here and in Hebrews 

6:1; the more common phrasing is “Word of God.”150 There are a few competing schools of 

thought regarding the meaning of “word of Christ”: (1) the Holy Scripture;151 (2) the actual 

spoken words of Christ; (3) the teachings or message of Jesus; or (4) a combination of these. 

Generally, scholars believe the overall idea of the letter favors the objective genitive use over 

the subjective genitive, and therefore the “word of Christ” might better fit the idea of “message 

of/about Christ.” Because the text is open to all possible options, 152  I propose that by 

concluding the verse with “to God,” it is both subjective and objective. In this way, Paul is 

specifically emphasizing that which comes from Christ himself is also to be used for God and 

building up his people (Moo, 2008, p.285; Pao, 2012, p.247; Utley, 1997, p.45, O’Brien, 1994, 

p.1274). This fits with the church’s need to understand the effect that the gospel is to have on 

the regular daily actions in their lives (Melick, 1991, p.303), which adds to Paul’s call for the 

congregation to hold a high Christology. Grant Osborne (2016, p.112) finds that there is not 

                                                

150 Robert Utley notes: “There is another Greek manuscript variation here which is like that in vv.13 and 15. 
Scribes tended to unify Paul’s expressions. The phrase ‘word of Christ,’ is a unique expression found only here 
in the NT. Therefore, it was changed to ‘word of God’ (MSS A, C*) or ‘word of the Lord’ (MS א*). By far the 
best Greek manuscripts, P46, 2א, B, C2, D, F, G, and most ancient translations have ‘word of Christ’” (1997, p.45). 
151 This belief is rare but held by scholars like John Risbridger and Eugene Peterson (Risbridger, 2015, p.224). 
If the understanding of “word” is meant to be logos in its strictest sense, it could be confined to Scripture alone. 
This is problematic when seeing the text from the point of view of Col 3:16, as it would limit the singing to only 
the Psalter and leaves no room for hymns or spiritual songs, even if it could fit the totality of twenty-first century 
canon. 
152 Douglas Moo (2008, pp.285–86) suggests Christ is the object of the word: “Probably Paul means not ‘the 
word, or message, that Christ proclaimed’ but ‘the message that proclaims Christ.’” Paul is referring to the 
significance of an authentic teaching about Christ. Likewise, Moo notes that Christos in the HCSB is translated 
as “Messiah,” which is an important distinction when seeing Paul’s eschatological point of who Christ is, the 
anointed and expected Jewish King and Savior. Viewing it in this way further works to tie the gentile church to 
its Jewish roots. 
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much support for the meaning being Christ’s exact words and better fits the context if it refers 

to the truths about Jesus. Realities regarding Christ’s being and actions are easier to share 

within “spiritual songs” as charismatic outpourings of the Holy Spirit. H. D. M. Spence-Jones 

goes even further to suggest it refers to the gospel in its broadest sense, encompassing all 

doctrine produced from the person of Christ (1909, p.154). Max Anders concurs, suggesting 

that Colossians mentions Christ rather than Spirit because the focus of the epistle is his 

centrality and supremacy (1999, p.332). 

“Dwelling” is a predominant theme throughout Scripture. In the OT, the Israelites 

sought to dwell in the promised land as well as have YHWH dwell with them in the tabernacle. 

In the NT, the believer permanently receives the indwelling of the Holy Spirit of God upon 

becoming a believer. David Detwiler suggests it is best to understand “dwell” as “in their 

midst”—similar to Hebrews—which fits the corporate idea of the message overtaking the 

whole of the congregation (2001, p.351). Robert Utley notes, “Notice that this dwelling is not 

automatic. Believers must co-operate in the Christian life as they do in salvation” (1997, p.45). 

There is a bi-directional role in this dwelling. Where the indwelling of the Holy Spirit is an 

act of God upon faith in Christ, the dwelling of the word of Christ comes when the 

congregation is teaching and admonishing through performance ritual. I believe Paul intended 

a permanency, even though there is still action to be performed by the congregation. The 

Christian who truly follows Christ’s will consequently teach, admonish, sing, and worship, 

thus ensuring the congregation is continually filled with Christ’s message. Beyond simply 

dwelling, it is to be dwelling “richly.” This suggests a deep and penetrating indwelling that 

brings a joy from making the word the focus of their lives (Moo, 2008, p.286; Detwiler, 

2001, pp.351–52).  

John Lange concludes that Paul’s citation of “word of God” is the important defining 

factor on how to understand the phrase “psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs,” because if 
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believers understand it to be the message of Christ, then the songs cannot be limited to simply 

the Psalter or just traditional hymns (2008, p.72). All worship that preaches Christ would be 

acceptable for allowing the word to dwell, with the present imperative denoting an “ongoing 

nature of obedience” (Detwiler, 2001, p.351). Letting the word “dwell richly” means to let it 

grow within believers daily, perverting neither their worship practice nor Scripture itself for 

one’s own purposes or the purposes of the church. Paul appears to demand that the 

congregation put the message of Christ at the center of their corporate worship (Joslin, 2016, 

p.51), including contemporary technical arts. 

 

5.2.2.2 Be Filled with the Spirit of God  

The phrase “be filled” (plērao) in the book of Ephesians is not the same “be filled” 

(pimplēmi) as in the book of Acts. The result is different. In Ephesians it is a person-oriented 

governing of one’s life, while in Acts it is a task-oriented outward evangelism through 

tongues, prophecies, miracles, healings, and signs and wonders. Though it could be said that 

the response of being filled is speaking, singing, making melody, giving thanks, and 

submitting because those all modify the verb “be filled,” I suggest that misconstrues the full 

understanding. The verb is a passive imperative, meaning the congregation must continually 

do something for something else to happen to them. Being filled with the spirit of God happens 

after one performs the actions; it does not create them (Guthrie, 2011, p.387; Hoehner, 2002, 

loc.14105–8; Anders, 1999, pp.172, 180; Utley, 1997, p.128; Turner, 1994, p.1242). 

Likewise, it is a command, not a suggestion (Aniol, 2010, pp.9, 52; Hoehner, 2002, loc.14099–

103; Hughes, 1990, p.177). There is an interesting theological paradox here. The filling of the 

Spirit throughout the NT is a one-time filling. Those following the command would already 

be filled with the Spirit in being believers. In this way, Paul must be presenting a different 

action of the Spirit in a congregational sense. I propose he is offering a metaphor for what it 
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looks like when the congregation is in unity, performing outward acts of the Spirit already 

held internally. 

The surrounding verses in Ephesians 5:15–20 contrasts wise living with foolish living. 

The fool is moved by drunkenness and the wise by the Holy Spirit. While filthy drinking songs 

were common in the Hellenistic world—to which drunkenness would lead—the Spirit leads 

believers to perform psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs (Hoehner, 2002, loc.14112–14; 

Viljoen, 2001, pp.436–37). “If the Spirit is the source of their fullness, then, instead of songs 

which celebrate the joys of Bacchus, their mouths will be filled with words which build up 

the lives of others and bring glory to the living and true God” (Bruce, 1984, p.380). Whereas 

being drunk is neither good for the person or those around them, the Spirit is good to both 

(Bruce, 1984, p.379; Turner, 1994, p.1242). R. Kent Hughes and Max Anders both suggest 

that the distinction is not so much a contrast as it is a similarity: both wine and the Spirit are 

controlling factors in a believer’s life. A person is “under the influence” of one or the other. It 

is the result that changes. The Spirit builds up; drunkenness tears down (Anders, 1999, p.332; 

Hughes, 1990, p.173). Richard Averbeck (2002, p.94) draws another distinction between the 

two types of filling: at Pentecost the crowd thought the disciples were drunk on wine rather 

than understanding they were being moved by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit. In this way, 

the control of the Holy Spirit on the believer commands proper worship actions so to not 

misconstrue intent, which in turn fills the corporate body with the Spirit. The filling here is 

not in a charismatic sense—though it could include that—but rather an ongoing presence of 

the Holy Spirit mediating a Christ-changed life. 

One note here about a popular practice in creating an environment for worship in 

regards to the Holy Spirit. At Gurus of Tech 2012, there was a casual conversation regarding 

a semi-popular practice of lowering the air conditioning to create the “feeling” of the Holy 

Spirit working. The technique is to “blast” the chills as the band would reach a popular bridge 
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section. The effect is a congregation who feels “moved” by the Holy Spirit. Even though 

environmental manipulation is an important aspect of the technical arts, the texts suggests the 

use of such methods should not be a substitute for the actual working of the Spirit within the 

congregation. “Being filled” is a continual gearing of one’s life toward the person of Christ 

and not a moment of experiential “chills,” though it could include that. 

 

5.2.2.3 Spirit and Christ Conclusion  

Throughout the Pauline literature, dwelling always relates to the work of the Spirit. 

When the Spirit is active within the church, Christ’s message resides in their midst (Pao, 

2012, p.248). Even though the terminology is different in “dwell” and “filled” between the 

two verses, they are two sides to the same coin. Focus on the gospel message results in being 

filled with a dwelling of the Spirit and a heart that praises the Lord through building up the 

people (Anders, 1991, pp.180–81, 332; Melick, 1991, p.303). Colossians and Ephesians both 

connect the ministry of the Holy Spirit and the function of the “word of Christ”153 with Christ’s 

message dwelling within the midst of the congregation wherein a lifestyle change takes place 

once the believer is filled with the Spirit and lets the word dwell richly. The result is teaching 

and admonishing through the performance of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs.  

In practice, the passage suggests that it is not only pastoral leadership who have an 

active role in allowing the word of God to dwell and who assist in the Spirit to reside within 

the corporate body. Technical artists, likewise, perform a key role during the congregational 

worship experience. At LeadLab Orlando 2017, Justin Firesheets claimed that it is primarily 

                                                

153 John Risbridger (2015, p.242) suggests that it is important not to presume the word is Spirit and the Spirit is 
the word, even though Scripture has similar parallels. They do work in close relationship with each other and 
lead to a dynamic working of God within the person and congregation, but in this instance “word” does not 
represent the “Word” in the same way John referred to it in his Gospel. Here word is not God himself, but his 
teaching.  
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the pastor who is the audio engineer and production manager because he is the one who carries 

the vision of the church. Firesheets suggests that church technical artists must choose to submit 

themselves to pastoral leadership (2017, no pagination). Although this sounds like a legitimate 

claim, because indeed technical artists are to be “team players” when it comes to a working 

environment and Hebrews 13:17 does state that members of the church are to submit to church 

leadership, it is not a complete interpretation of the text when it comes to the performance of 

their craft in regards to the effect their craft has on the congregation. In practice, technical 

artists directly influence how the congregation will grasp the message presented. Where the 

pastoral leadership may offer their vision of the church and be ones who physically speak 

from the stage, I contend that technical artists interpret it in terms of a sensory presentation so 

that the meaning that is finally received by the congregation is a combination of both the pastor 

and the technical artist. In this way, teaching and admonishing through psalms, hymns, and 

spiritual songs demand a response by the church technical artist to understand how their 

actions affect the intended message and what is being delivered to and experienced by the 

congregation. Just as they can assist in allowing the word to dwell and Spirit fill, they too can 

be obstacles against it. 

 

5.2.3 Worshiping Community  

The purpose of the letter itself is to meet an ecclesial need. The use of psalms, hymns, 

and spiritual songs is to communicate the beliefs of the Christian religion. Understanding the 

passage as communal means that those in charge of worship are responsible for teaching and 

admonishing along with the pastoral leadership (Crabtree, 2005, p.12). In the same way, Brad 

Grimes notes that the purpose of an AV system is to allow “people to communicate and share 

information. It can create or reproduce a complete experience using sound, images, and 

environmental control. It should fit in with its environment and not be the focus” (2014, p.27). 
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Paul seeks to offer direction corporately for the church and to steer them toward Christ-like 

living, not just a turning away from their false beliefs. Thus, Paul uses worship as the means 

to establish the community’s identity. Having a collective, structured worship practice builds 

up the body of the church (Wilson, 1998, pp.64–73).  

 

5.2.3.1 Edification through Teaching and Admonishing 

Though a pastor and not a scholar, Charles Spurgeon wrote that he used to believe that 

no song should be sung unless it pointed toward God. However, Colossians 3:16 changed his 

thinking because of the verse’s suggestion that songs can also be used to teach and admonish 

for the good of the members of the church (2016, loc.14662–89).154 Jeff Crabtree concurs: 

“The instructions demonstrate biblical support for the belief that the Church should sing 

congregationally and that singing should be done with at least two purposes: edification and 

worship” (2005, p.18). Instruction and building up the church is not only a role for the apostles 

and church leaders but the entire congregation as well (Pao, 2012, p.255; Detwiler, 2001, 

p.358). Teaching and admonishing comes not from church leadership down, but horizontal 

among them for corporate “mutual edification” (Wu, 1997, p.521; Martin, 1993, p.990). The 

performance of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs is not intended to merely stir the Spirit but 

rather to form a biblical imperative that involves edification (Heil, 2011, pp.113–14; 

MacArthur, 2001, p.4). 

Both “teach” (didaskō) and “admonish” (noutheteō) are found earlier in Colossians 

1:28 to describe Paul’s ministry (Moo, 2008, p.289). The parity suggests that that which is 

                                                

154 Charles Spurgeon notes while preaching it is helpful to use verses from hymns. Rhyme and rhythm make it 
easy for people to remember. The congregation is able to understand the message better when they leave with a 
quick melodic line of truth. He suggests that sometimes the best way to admonish someone without their noticing 
is to sing a hymn with the correct truth attached. A preacher can teach “accidentally on purpose” 
(2016, loc.14662–89). 
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good for Paul’s ministry is also good for achieving the church’s and congregation’s greater 

purpose among one another. Richard Melick writes, “Teaching is the orderly arrangement of 

truth and effective communication of it. . . . Admonishing has the element of strong 

encouragement. It is generally practical and moral, rather than abstract or theological” 

(1991, p.304). Teaching is the positive presentation of truth, while admonishing is the negative 

warning of straying away from the message of Christ; both are to be done in wisdom (Janzen, 

2015, loc.567–68; Moo, 2008, p.289; Anders, 1999, p.332; Olford, 1998, p.325). Musically, 

teaching and admonishing cannot be separate from the act of worship; they must be inclusive 

means of the congregation’s response to God and one another. 

Holly Hearon (2013, pp.185–86) cites Thomas Habinek’s work, stating that songs in 

the ANE were transferred via personal interaction and not necessarily in written form.155 Each 

person learned from one another as the medium for transferring truth through both words and 

cadence. Likewise, prior to the printing press, music and hymnody were common methods for 

passing along instruction (Joslin, 2016, p.55), and per Habinek, it was the customary method 

in Greco-Roman society (Hearon, 2013, pp.185–86). Thus, the church does not learn only 

through preaching but also through the action and content of song (Costa, 2013, p.217; Toledo, 

2013, p.19). It is a participatory activity, internally instructing the song’s message from the 

heart and externally sharing through voice. “Singing is never intended to be an exercise in 

emotional release, or even intellectual entertainment, but rather a ministry of biblical 

instruction” (Olford and Olford, 1998, p.325).156  

Recent studies in NT hymnody show that both didactic and hortatory elements were 

                                                

155 Which I conclude also explains the lack of written evidence regarding song structure and notation beyond 
stanza markers and general stylistic direction. 
156 Scott Aniol (2010, p.10) suggests the reference to the word of God dwelling is not talking simply about 
teaching truth of God but says something about the power of music, namely that it itself has the power to teach. 
He points to the Jewish hymnal as an example of songs that can themselves fill the volumes of a systematic 
theology.  
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featured, and thus teaching and admonishing were known attributes of hymnal singing 

(Detwiler, 2001, p.358) Richard Melick (1991, p.305) writes:  

Paul did not identify music as a spiritual gift, but he omitted other talents as well. This 

passage teaches that the spiritual gift is not music, but music may become an effective 

vehicle for the exercise of a gift. The gifts are teaching and admonishing. The medium 

of music, therefore, must remain secondary to the message it conveys. 

I find one problem with Melick’s distinction: even though Paul does not identify it as a 

spiritual gift, it can still be one because the context is a listing of spiritual gifts. Teaching 

through song was a common practice, and Colossians 3:16 and Ephesians 5:19 offer the 

biblical foundation for it. Melick concludes that nothing is a more effective vehicle for 

teaching and admonishing than the living example of those singing demonstrating the grace 

in their lives that they feel from a changed life in Christ, moving beyond itself, exhorting and 

encouraging believers and non-believers to focus on Christ (1991, pp.305–6). I contend that 

Melick’s conclusion exactly demonstrates that performance arts are themselves the spiritual 

gifts because they serve as the vehicle that makes the ability to teach and admonish effective. 

In this way, church technical artists can teach and admonish when they use their art to 

demonstrate the grace in their lives as they lead the congregation to focus on Christ through 

worship. 

 

5.2.3.2 Bi-Directionality of Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual Songs 

Psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs are a mutually edifying vehicle for instructing one 

another and in praising God (Bruce, 1984, p.158). While Pliny understood early Christian 

worship as bi-directional—both antiphonal to one another and to the Lord—even today our 

hymnbooks are dual focused, with vocal and musical representation collectively vertical to 

God and horizontal among the congregation (Arnold, 2010, p.362; Frame, 2008, pp.7–8; 

Begbie, 2007, pp.70–71; Hughes, 1990, p.175; Bruce, 1984, p.381). Thus, there are two 
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audiences, God and “one another.” The purpose is to build up the community. “The reflexive 

pronoun in v.19 (‘to each other’) makes it . . . that a Christian’s praise has a dual object. In the 

course of praising God in song, Christians are also speaking to each other” (Fowl, 

2012, p.177). I propose then that when a member of the congregation is able to see and hear 

the congregation worship, he or she is also drawn into the experience alongside them. 

In regards to early church worship, it is thought that “to one another” hints at 

antiphonal singing, with one person singing one hymn, then another person either repeating it 

or performing the next line. Then, back to the original singer, and so on (Crabtree, 2005, p.23; 

Neufeld, 2001, p.242; Spence-Jones, 1909, pp.210–11).157 It is a joining of shared theology 

through voice and music.158 Singing to one another suggests the need for congregational 

gathering and support of the church. 

Christians filled with the Spirit may play an educative role in training each other in 

the proper praise of God. Thus, in praising God in a public communal way, Christians 

are also indirectly addressing each other, encouraging and instructing each other in 

what will be their eternal practice, and thus building up the church (Fowl, 

2012, p.178). 

The singing of praise in the Bible is always done to God, but this passage adds a horizontal 

dimension in that when the congregation gathers, their individual praising God encourages 

one another through a corporate focus on God (Arnold, 2010, p.352). The vertically focused 

action generates a horizontal affect. 

The fact that there was singing in the early church is not astounding, but what is 

                                                

157 H. D. M. Spence-Jones suggests, “The meetings would seem to have been for social Christian enjoyment 
rather than for the public worship of God” (1909, pp.210–11). I believe that downplays the importance of 
teaching and admonishing. There is most definitely a social aspect, but the ultimate desire is a congregation that 
is learned in the word of Christ and living accordingly, not simply a social activity. Antiphonal singing engages 
everyone to focus on the lyric at hand. 
158 Stephen Olford and David Olford (1998, p.325) suggest an interesting parallel to that of national anthems we 
sing today. It is natural for people to join together in a communal song in order to “feel” the unity of patriotism. 
In this same way, psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs connect the body of Christ in a common purpose of praise. 
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surprising is that in doing so, social boundaries were broken. In worship, unified action is 

created among Jew, gentile, aristocrats, slaves, free people, male, female, young, and old. 

They all come together in one voice for Christ. It is a harmony of brothers and sisters, formerly 

enemies, now brought together in and through Christ (Guthrie, 2011, p.398). When among 

one another there becomes a responsibility for one another. The message in song cannot be 

frivolous or light in the message of Christ because everyone is responsible for everyone else’s 

growth toward Christ (Aniol, 2010, p.9; Crabtree, 2005, p.24; Averbeck, 2002, p.95; Utley, 

1997, p.45).159  

With Colossians 3:16 focused on the church—with en used as “in” also translated as 

“among”—Paul emphasizes its congregational importance. Paul’s “agent of unity” is the Holy 

Spirit (Olford, 1998, p.325). It is the source of praise directed vertically “to God.” Worship, 

therefore, is two-dimensional due to the work of the Spirit within the changed heart of the 

congregation. “Through communal acts of worship . . . members can remind one another of 

the prior acts of God as they direct their worship toward God. In merging the vertical with the 

horizontal, the content of worship thereby acquires added significance” (Pao, 2012, p.255). In 

Paul’s writing the Holy Spirit speaks out words and inspiration that point to Christ and 

submitting to his authority. It homogenizes and opens up the body of Christ for love of one 

another. In this way, Michelle Stearns suggests that just as God is unity as three-in-one, 

believers too become unified with one another and God through Christ (2013, loc.3660–65). 

Jeremy Begbie adds, “The pattern is to God (the Father), in the name of as well as through the 

Lord Jesus,” while in Ephesians, it is “a similar pattern (‘to God the Father . . . in the name of 

our Lord Jesus Christ’) . . . with the addition of singing to the [exalted] Lord” (2007, p.71). In 

                                                

159  Steven Guthrie (2011, pp.400–1) suggests that submitting to one another is the focus of the following 
pericope, though it is connected to the former imperative. Therefore, singing and submitting are not exclusive of 
one another. They are joined. It is a submission that creates synchronicity, suggests Guthrie. They submit 
themselves to a common structure, both musically and stylistically. 
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this way, it can be suggested that the early church could have likely believed that offering 

praise to God through Christ held a higher purpose in servicing the spiritual needs of the 

church itself. 

In a practical sense, InfoComm International’s AV Solutions Provider Standards of 

Excellence notes that all aspects of creating an AV experience—from scope-planning, 

training, integration, and business practices—are to holistically meet the communication 

needs of the client (2017, no pagination). For church technical artists, the communication need 

is not solely technological but bi-directional, connecting congregant-to-God and congregant-

to-congregant. All practices are to be aimed at that end. The text thus suggests that technical 

artistry that is aimed at God through presenting the word and truths about Christ meet that 

standard by building up the church. The ‘one another’ who is the technical artist builds up the 

‘one another’ who is the congregant. 

 

5.2.3.3 A Heart of Worship 

The phrase “in your hearts” denotes a sincerity and devotion to worship, expressing 

how the performance of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs is to be expressed (Hoehner, 2002, 

loc.14219; Detwiler, 2001, p.369). The vertical aspect of worship begins with the self in 

response to “putting on” a heart for Christ (Costa, 2013, p.214). An internal attitude creates 

an outward expression demonstrated through structured liturgical performance. The internal 

desire to sing out is the true-tell sign that one has Christ’s love within his or her heart: it is not 

a silent, internal singing but rather singing that comes from the depths of where Christ resides 

(Neufeld, 2001, p.242; Hughes, 1989, p.112). The heart is the focal point of music; it reflects 

the believer’s affections toward God (Heil, 2011, p.114; Aniol, 2010, p.50). Corporate 

worship brings together both inner and outer lives, being able to connect one another in a way 

that is not possible alone. “Singing enables the expression of the individual heart, the 
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encouragement of fellow believers, and, overall, the praise of God” (Stearns, 2013, loc.3653–

54).  

Francois Viljoen (2001, pp.439–40) suggests that the edifying role Paul is speaking of 

correlates well with the Greek understanding of the power of music. Music could change 

behavior, influence morality, and was concerned with truth and beauty. Music was much more 

than just inspirational praise; it served as a means of instruction for one another as well as 

mass edification. I suggest, then, that the heart itself is the actual “instrument” or “region” 

from which song derives. Being based in the heart does not mean that it is only an emotional 

response, though it is that. The heart is where the inner self of a person lies which in turn 

impacts the intellect and ability to reason. The experience is not a charismatic, emotional 

one—though it can include that—but heart-led act of reverence in wisdom (Arnold, 

2010, pp.354, 361). It allows for a giving of the whole self and not simply a vocal outpour. 

Even if spontaneous, it is a reaction to a changed heart of thanksgiving. It is the internal 

motivation that provokes the external response (Risbridger, 2015, pp.249–50). “The heart goes 

before the tongue,” suggested John Calvin (2012, loc.3751–53). As a contemporary example, 

Reggie Kidd draws the picture of “Bubba,” an average guy in the congregation who does not 

bring anything more to the service of his church than a clean heart desiring to praise and 

proclaim Christ (2005, pp.147–60). Still Bubba is able to lead and teach others effectively 

through his craft. Christ’s work perfects the worship acts of the average, the rich, the poor, the 

downtrodden, and the Bubbas because when Christ built his church from the ordinary, from 

the masses, hearts changed. 

 

5.3 Characteristics of Worship through Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual Songs 

Wisdom and thankfulness are not commonly thought of as natural components to 

singing in everyday life, yet Paul claims they are essential elements to teaching and 
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admonishing through psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs. Wisdom and understanding are 

evident through sharing a deeper awareness of the community’s practices. Steven Guthrie calls 

it “participatory knowledge” (2011, pp.395–96): the believer learns what it feels like to 

experience God. 

 

5.3.1 Wisdom  

Wisdom is a common theme throughout the Pauline literature. In both Colossians and 

Ephesians Paul presents psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs as methods for gaining the 

wisdom of God while practically demonstrating that gained wisdom through the acts of 

teaching and admonishing the congregation (Pao, 2012, p.248; Guthrie, 2011, p.389). 

“Wisdom always has a spiritual dimension and is related ultimately to the mind of God” 

(Melick, 1991, p.304). Its use is a literary play against the false wisdom presumed by the 

Colossian Heresy. For Paul, true wisdom comes from Christ, not man. That wisdom is 

“intellectual” because teaching and admonishing both come from the internal knowledge of 

the message of Christ that a believer possesses (Osborne, 2016, p.113; Cheung, 2008, 

loc.2418–22; Utley, 1997, p.45). “The fact that Paul ascribes a strong teaching function to the 

lyrics of early Christian hymnody . . . stresses that there was also a strong cognitive dimension 

to the singing in worship” (Arnold, 2010, p.361). Paul appears to contend that worship is an 

intellectual, not emotional, endeavor as the means to deliver the message of Christ to the 

congregation. Though the effect on the person can be emotional, the wisdom shared is centered 

around scriptural truth that fosters from a converted heart indwelled by the Spirit (Cheung, 

2008, loc.2418–22; Detwiler, 2001, pp.366–67; Melick, 1991, p.304). 

Practically, for the artisan creating a technological environment, wisdom becomes the 

defining factor: tech managers must consider the ultimate effect before any action takes place. 

They must consider the “usefulness, usability, and adaptability” (Merritt, 2017, no 
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pagination). Technology should be purposeful and well thought out. It is to be intentional even 

while being artistic. A popular tactic is the creation of the “bumper video,” a mini-movie of 

two to five minutes that plays between the worship set and the pastoral message. It serves to 

set the mood for the upcoming sermon while calming down the emotional outpouring from 

the worship experience. Wisdom would appear to dictate that the videos not be haphazard nor 

purely entertainment nor emotional, but rather bridge the spiritual truths just sung with the 

theological foundation of the pastoral teaching to follow. Wisdom dictates that the mood 

created by the background music, lighting, and production style move the congregation to 

think theologically. 

 

5.3.2 Singing with Thankfulness  

James Janzen suggests, “thankfulness is an ongoing subtheme in Colossians, and the 

singing of ‘psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs’ is to be accompanied with gratitude to God” 

(2015, loc.579–80).160 The passage concludes with the imperative that the congregation must 

do everything with thanksgiving that is pleasing, profitable, and in the name of the Lord Christ. 

In the NT, there are no lists of dos and don’ts, but actions performed due to a heart of 

thanksgiving; one puts-off old behaviors and puts-on new ones found in the identity of Christ 

(Calvin and Pringle, 2010, p.218; Bruce, 1984, p.160). While throughout the Psalter giving 

thanks is a common theme (Neufeld, 2001, p.242), here thanksgiving is not likely a reference 

to any one particular practice within their worship service, but a stance of gratitude. 

                                                

160  Not all scholars are convinced of this translation, though I agree it is the best fit. David Detwiler 
(2001, pp.363–64) argues the word is often translated as “with gratitude,” which is lexically possible and 
theologically consistent. Yet, this is never done elsewhere in the NT. A better understanding, he says, is “God’s 
grace.” It is not so much about believer’s graciousness toward God, but the grace he showed them. It is about 
God’s actions, not believer’s. Though Detwiler’s suggestion is theologically valid, I believe it loses the context 
of the passage. Here, it is about the congregation’s actions and how they are to respond to God in worship, 
namely with thankfulness in their hearts. 
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Similarly, social giving was commonplace in the Mediterranean antiquity (Talbert, 

2007, pp.230–31). The material act of giving was the method for demonstrating thankfulness 

to someone or for something. When given a gift, the proper response was a reciprocal gift. In 

the case of a believing community, the gift of salvation and redemption leads to a giving back 

in thankful praise through psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs. Outward thankfulness is to be 

demonstrated visually and verbally through a worshiping congregation (Joslin, 2016, p.51).  

The text suggests that to Paul, though vocalized and visualized in praxis, the root 

location of thankful song is the heart (Melick, 1991, p.306).161  Spirit-filled thanksgiving 

generates an expressive, spontaneous response in song and worship. When working through 

the believer, the Spirit creates a thankful heart, shown through praising God (Fowl, 

2012, p.178; Bruce, 1984, p.381). The word “singing” that opens the second half the verse 

carries instrumental force, showing it as a means by which something is to occur. It shows 

that thanksgiving in the heart is expressed both internally and externally. Outwardly 

vocalizing thanks to Christ demonstrates that the congregation is not ashamed and serves as a 

declaration of Christ as central in their lives (McNaughton, 2006, p.68). In this way, 

thanksgiving cannot be offered, Paul exhorts, without also edifying the congregation (Nelson, 

2002, p.153; Olford, 1998, p.325).  

 

5.4 Warning: Heeding to the Heresy: Serving God or Entertaining Culture? 

Even though the exact heresy, or heresies, are unknown, based on the context it no 

doubt included influences encouraging conforming to the pagan culture.162 When one puts on 

worship practices that teach and admonish, he or she puts off the desires of their societal ethos. 

                                                

161 There are multiple biblical parallels about that which comes from the mouth is an expression of the heart: 
Luke 6:45; Matt 12:34; 15:18; Prov 4:23; 13:3; 18:21; Jas 3:5b–8; and Eph 4:29. 
162 See §5.1.6 for a further explanation of the Colossian Heresy. 
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Yet, the old and new self are in constant battle. For the technical artist who works in the realm 

of embracing cultural mediums and transforming them into edification of the church body, 

there is a continuous struggle between being socially relevant, trendy entertainment, or true to 

a changed person in Christ. Kevin Vanhoozer suggests, what church artists do “is always 

educating; the only question is, ‘What is it teaching?’ . . . What norms, values, and belief is it 

conveying through its hidden curriculum, its everyday ways of doing things?” (2014, loc.147–

49). Therefore, technical artists need not only be aware of the way they perform their practice 

but how their product will in turn influence and instruct the congregation. Church tech does 

not simply manufacture a product, it transforms subjects (Heaney, 2012, p.130).  

Viewed in this way, technological productions can become a substitutionary “Bible 

for the post-literate” (Schultze, 2004, p.19). Due to the millennial generation’s trend of 

exchanging paper Bibles for iPad apps, laptops, Bible software, social media, on-demand 

instruction, and online video campuses, what they hear through speakers and view on screens 

is often the only way they will learn the Bible’s teachings (Ferebee, et al., 2015, pp.95–96). 

As the culture becomes more accustomed to computer-mediated communication, technical 

artists themselves become the administrators of the effectiveness of the communication device 

as well as the message perceived. For this reason, David de Bruyn (2012, no pagination) 

argues against the practice of transitioning away from printed works and toward projection 

screens, suggesting that the written word is a more effective method for contemplating truths 

of the Christian faith due to the additional accountability in content selection by having to go 

through a professional editing process. Likewise, on-demand media can be provided in 

response haphazardly in order to provoke feelings of cultural acceptance rather than cautiously 

presenting biblical truth. De Bruyn contends that projected lyrics do not offer reflexive 

theological context and come dangerously close to falling victim to a “whimsical” on-the-fly 

interpretation of the laptop holder (2012, no pagination). 
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Though Paul is focused on putting off sinful habits (3:5–8)163 and finding knowledge 

from God above (3:10), Richard Melick suggests the use of old and new self are less about 

exact virtues and vices and instead express a complete change in identity from being made in 

the old Adam to new in Christ (1991, p.295).164 This is important because it expresses status: 

the believer is the new self and therefore his or her actions should be representative of that 

distinction. Schultze, Chuang, and Redman note how those in the church view technology; 

they “tend to use language that describes technology as neutral. The common metaphor used 

to talk about it is a tool: it has no moral value in and of itself but is entirely about how it is 

used” (2012, p.103). Yet, they continue, it is much more than a tool. With the power to express 

both sides of their nature—before and after Christ—the technology will take on the character 

of the one who utilizes it and can still present the message from the background of which it 

was derived, even if used in a different context. Bob Kauflin (2007, no pagination) suggests 

that bringing the secular into the religious risks failing to present the gospel message the 

congregation comes to hear. Even though the reasoning for relating to “seeker” attendees is to 

make them feel comfortable, the purpose should not be comfort but changing hearts; 

incorporating everyday music and technology risks making people who are seeking to find 

help leave due to the church appearing like the same places they feel hurt during their regular 

life (Kauflin, 2007, no pagination). 165  William Willimon warns that rather than calling 

                                                

163 Of sexual immorality, impurity, passion, evil desire, covetousness, idolatry, anger, wrath, malice, slander, 
obscene talk, and lying. 
164 I believe Richard Melick is making a bit of a stretch here. These vices are still fleshly influences that are in 
continuous battle within the believer even as a changed person in Christ. It can be suggested, however, that the 
changed person would no longer be defined by their fleshly impulses, and instead by their relationship with 
Christ. 
165 Kesha Williams’s and Omotayo Banjo’s study of Contemporary Christian Music listeners discovered this 
same conclusion. They found the primary motivation for listening to CCM was “to connect with God . . . as a 
substitute to unproductive messages associated with secular music and it reinforces listeners’ beliefs. In so doing, 
listeners are able to maintain their faith and . . . relationship with God.” They discovered congregations listen 
and participate in Christian music ritual in order to remain focused on Godly living throughout the week, and 
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conforming to modern worship practices “apostasy, all too many of us label it ‘contemporary’ 

and ‘relevant,’ . . . [and] no one calls it faithful” (1981, p.15). 

Likewise, technical artists themselves risk being influenced by the technology and 

society from which it derives. One finding in the documentary analysis was that attendance in 

secular music industry trade shows outweighed attendance at church tech conferences, often 

with the rationale being that that is where the new tools of the trade are brought and therefore 

where attendance is required (Adams, 2014, no pagination). In fact, not one church tech article 

presented an argument not to attend or incorporate secular events or technological concepts; 

every article that referenced secular trade shows gave justification for using them. Some 

would claim they are being harnessed for God’s purposes or as an exploration of the world 

God created (Ryken, 2006, loc.186), but none provided warnings against the possibility of 

negative influence of the secular on the artist or congregation. However, the research found 

that the same vendors and manufacturers attend both secular and Christian events, which I 

suggest makes the reasoning for attendance incompatible with the reality. In this way, Gayle 

Ermer suggests that “[as Christians] making good decisions about our participation in modern 

life requires having a clear understanding of our relationship to technology in the context of 

our relationship to God” (2012, p.132). Ron Man refers to this as “whole-life worship” (2009, 

no pagination), in that being consistent with the use of shared artistic mediums requires a 

disciplined and intentional separation not found in the documentary analysis of technical 

artists.  

 Church tech director Stephen Beasley admits: “As a younger media director in a big 

church I have known the adrenaline of a great show. I’ve pushed a talented team to limits only 

                                                

most notably when secular aspects of life like work and pop culture steer them away from the desire to live holy 
(2013, pp.206, 209). 
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NASA could rival. I have witnessed pure audio, video and lighting ecstasy spring forth from 

buttons and faders” (2015, no pagination). Beasley concludes that it made him feel empty and 

that the practice strayed from pursuing Jesus. However, he fails to connect that emptiness 

being to anything other than a desire to strive for excellence. The Colossians text suggests the 

reason is that it incorporated activities aligned with conforming to the heresy and practices 

noted in the put off section, namely idolatry of cultural acceptance. In the same way, Paul 

exhorts the congregation to put off anger, wrath, malice, and obscene talk. Yet, church techs 

are often known for being the most negative people in the church: they are the department of 

“no,” often destroying relationships rather than embracing them (Metschke, 2015, no 

pagination). Technical artists often believe they are able to hide in the back, lay low, and not 

have direct contact with the congregation (Stone, 2014, no pagination; Zschomler, 2014, 

loc.87). If this is the attitude embraced while serving in their capacity, and they are the ones 

using their medium in order to teach and admonish, then it could be argued that the negative 

habits and cultural stigma attached to the secular practices brought into the worship service 

are the same traits being taught to the congregation (Olford, 1998, p.325). 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

Teaching and admonishing are the actions. The method is singing and performing 

psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs. This is done to God with a heart of gratitude and 

thanksgiving. Together, between my findings and the summations of James Janzen (2015, 

loc.1351–58), Steven Guthrie (2011, p.390), and Jeff Crabtree (2005, pp.18–26), I propose 

sixteen guidelines that can be exposited from the parallel Colossians and Ephesians passages 

which all work together to create a holistic worship experience for the NT church:  
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(1) There is to be singing;166 

(2) Singing is to be done liturgically, including but not limited to psalms, hymns, and 

spiritual songs;  

(3) Worship songs should teach something of Christ and right Christian living;  

(4) Music is to be artistic, not about style, but substance;  

(5) Worship should possess an element of admonition and specific warning against 

false teaching and practices;  

(6) Singing must be understandable, intelligible, and thoughtful;  

(7) Worship is to be edifying to one another, for one another;  

(8) Songs are to be spiritual;  

(9) Worship comes from the heart first with thankfulness and gratitude;  

(10) Everything is directed toward God;  

(11) It is to be mostly Christocentric;  

(12) The result must be a corporate filling of the message and word of Christ filling 

the minds and hearts of the congregation;  

(13) Actions result from motivation from the Holy Spirit;  

(14) When done properly the message of Christ and Spirit of God will be present 

among the people;  

(15) The plurality of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs suggests that the medium is 

not just singing, but all artistic forms of worship aimed at praising God and 

building up one another; and 

(16) There is a warning against idolizing popular culture and the possible negative 

influences of integrating secular practices. 

In this way, the technical arts ministry becomes a bi-directional facilitation between 

God and the congregation through the word dwelling and Spirit filling and serves these 

purposes when presenting the message of Christ through production arts. Technically artistic 

worship would then be a possible method for the church to let Christ be known both internally 

to one another and externally evangelistically. I suggest that it not only kindles the hearts of 

the congregation but helps the church grow in wisdom and understanding of God. It promotes 

                                                

166 It is not limited to singing, but all performance based artistic endeavors. See number 15 to follow. 
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corporate worship that is both of the heart and of the mind. “Psalms, hymns, and spiritual 

songs” demands that the method for accomplishing this is through a multi-modal and multi-

medium worship. These findings, therefore, suggest that Christian worship would be well 

served when it encompasses Scripture, historical church hymns, the heart of the church artisan, 

and performed bi-directionally—to God and to one another—through the creations of the 

contemporary church technical artist. Technically based psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs 

are the vehicle for teaching and admonishing the modern church; the effect is the word of 

Christ dwelling among the body of Christ. It is a ritual practice aimed at turning attention off 

oneself and worldly ways and onto Christ for the edification of the congregation.  
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CHAPTER 6: 

CONCLUSION: “PRODUCING WORSHIP” 

HOW MIGHT A BIBLICALLY INFORMED THEOLOGICAL 
UNDERSTANDING HELP BETTER SHAPE PRAXIS FOR 

CONTEMPORARY CHURCH TECHNICAL ARTISTS? 
 

6.1 A Technical Arts Metanarrative: “Producing Worship” 

 The passages from Exodus, Hebrews, and Colossians explored in chapters 3–5, I 

suggest, can be read together to paint a vivid picture of the people charged with the production 

of church worship services and the qualities they are to possess. This assertion is significant 

specifically because the passages themselves are not traditionally understood as worship 

focused. The theology constructed from these three passages offers a holistic approach to 

modern church technical arts wherein Spirit-led artisans, skilled in knowledge and craft (Exod 

35:30–36:1), facilitate the worship between God and humanity through the band and stage as 

Christ’s mediators (Heb 2:12–13), for the purpose of building up the corporate body through 

teaching and admonishing one another, via multi-sensory, artistic mediums (Col 3:16). In this 

way, church technical artists produce worship for the church that mirrors their own worship 

as an exemplification of themselves as image bearers of Creator God. An inward stirring of 

the heart creates an external outpouring of sound, light, video, and atmosphere that shapes 

how the congregation experiences their sacred space. 

 In chapter 3 I suggested that the tabernacle construction narrative can be read as more 

than architectural plans. Rather, it is a blueprint for the character traits that those charged with 

creating worship within the church’s worship space are to possess and utilize in praxis. Those 

who are called by God fill a role of Bezalels and Oholiabs, producing the congregation’s 

sacred space for corporate worship as commanded by God. Church technical artists whom 

God fills with the Spirit are to utilize wisdom, intelligence, skill, understanding, and 
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craftsmanship while passing along that knowledge of both God and craft to the people of God. 

Vivid colors, sounds, and ritual filled the tabernacle in the same way modern technical artists 

fill the church sanctuary with a blending of notes and visuals. The text suggests that merely 

possessing the skill to operate the machinery is not sufficient. Excelling at one’s craft requires 

gaining knowledge and understanding of all aspects, from the scientific principles of the 

mediums to the artistic interworking of the materials to understanding how each aspect affects 

the participant emotionally and physically, as well as how it relates historically to the faith. In 

the church—God’s contemporary tabernacle—technical artists form the sacred space that 

allows God to finally dwell among his people, filling the place of worship with his glory, and 

drawing his people to himself. 

 In Hebrews, Old Testament faithfulness becomes the glory of New Testament worship 

as Christ himself leads the congregation from within their midst. God—as the Author and 

Perfecter of the faith—is the Singing Savior in whom David and Isaiah sought refuge. God’s 

purpose was fulfilled when Christ humbled himself on the cross, placed lower than the angels 

but with the world as his footstool. Christ sings of his faithfulness to the Father alongside his 

brethren-children, leading them in praise as their High Priest. Just as Christ mediates the 

worship of the Father, so too do church technical artists via their physical participatory 

position mediate the revelation and response between God and congregation through the 

creative arts. In the same way that earthly pastors and worship leaders proclaim the name of 

God in the performance of their practice, modern technical artists lead the congregation’s 

praise of God by facilitating the worship of the Father from stage to congregation and 

congregation to God as the message of God physically and digitally passes through the 

electronics of the tech booth from stage mic to loudspeaker. In doing so, technical artists serve 

a dual role on behalf of Christ, yet still, as one of the brethren-children he came to save. 

 In the book of Colossians, the message of Christ and filling of the Spirit become the 
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defining characteristics of the NT church when the congregation teach and admonish one 

another through multi-medium worship. The singing and performing of psalms, hymns, and 

spiritual songs form a holistic approach to worship content and context that is found in the re-

creation and representation of the biblical narrative through artistic mediums, by blending 

church and cultural history (psalms), new worship liturgy in praise and thankfulness (hymns), 

and spontaneous heart-filled outpourings controlled and directed by the Spirit (spiritual 

songs). In performing their craft, it can be said that technical artists present Christ-like, 

biblically focused qualities to the congregation, while at the same time, they put-off pre-

salvific habits and put-on the characteristics of Christ. Their worship becomes bi-directional: 

technical artists serve their purpose when the congregation both increases in their knowledge 

of Christ and builds up one another in their daily lives. The Spirit continues his work when 

the word of Christ dwells richly among a worshiping congregation; the effect is a corporate 

body that grows in their faith and likeness of Christ. 

 Therefore, this thesis proclaims that, in practice, modern church technical artists serve 

as Spirit-moved mediators of bi-directional praise of God, through the person of Christ, as 

they produce aesthetically inspired liturgical applications of sound, light, message, and sacred 

space with wisdom, excellence, and craftsmanship. As my constructive theology suggests, the 

Bible, then, can be understood as saying something about “producing worship” and informing 

praxis for contemporary church technical artists.  

 

6.2 Common Themes 

Applying the exegetical portrait formed from each of the passages, certain conclusions 

regarding modern church practice can be drawn. I suggest five distinct themes are woven 

among the three passages: (1) the work of the Spirit; (2) mediation between God and 

humanity; (3) the creation of sacred space; (4) beauty and excellence; and (5) intentional 
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workmanship.  

 

6.2.1 The Work of the Spirit: Leading One’s Craft Internally to Produce the External 

 The text suggests that the work of the Spirit is central to each of the narratives and can 

be viewed as essential to the performance of technological craft. In all three, the internal 

working of the Spirit generates the external actions of the creative arts. In Exodus, Bezalel 

and Oholiab are the first to be “filled with the Spirit” of God. The text not only states that 

detail but also specifically places the Spirit as the first of the creative artist’s six required 

qualities. It can, therefore, be suggested that all the other qualities are to be viewed in 

relationship to the Spirit. Hebrews places Christ in the midst of the congregation, being the 

mediator between God and his people, which today is performed by a working of the Holy 

Spirit within the believer. Colossians suggests that “spiritual songs” are a specific way the 

body of Christ can be built up. These songs are to be both about God as well as focused toward 

God and stirred by the Spirit. As suggested by the parallel verse Ephesians 5:18–19, the effect 

is that the congregation is simultaneously filled with Spirit. When the believer’s internal 

motivation is the responding to and focusing on the Spirit through worship, the church body 

is further united with God. 

Biblical craftsmanship suggests cooperation with God and the Spirit. God filled 

Bezalel and Oholiab with the Spirit, stirred them up for the work, perfected their ability, 

intelligence, knowledge, and wisdom necessary to create, and placed them in a position to 

teach their assisting artisans both the craft as well as the truths of God. God endows both the 

Spirit and the artist’s creative, technical skills in order to make a physical relationship with 

him possible. In this way, the gifts from God cannot be separated from the Spirit of God. The 

Spirit guides believers who are called to the particular work necessary to accomplish the task 

at hand. Tanya Weber concludes that this presents “a vision of artistry as a necessary and a 
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Spirit-filled activity” (2004, p.118) because God’s active role in selecting the artisans as well 

as perfecting their abilities suggests that the arts are a God-sanctioned activity when performed 

in accordance with the Spirit as provided by him. Dale Harris claims that “though he [Bezalel] 

is commonly read as a prototype of the modern Christian artist, an accurate reading must 

understand his work not as an expression of creativity, but as a calling by the Holy Spirit to 

serve the believing community in their worship of God” (2006, p.14). Even though the text 

does say something about creativity—for the tabernacle is itself an extraordinary artistic 

feat—it further demonstrates that the tabernacle serves a more significant purpose of pointing 

the people to a redemptive future made possible through the Spirit’s stirring. 

Hebrews displays artistic creations as present inspiration of Christ. Tangible and 

effective worship should not be viewed as performed as Christ-remembered, but in and 

through Christ-revealed (Dunn, 2010, pp.150–51). God is revealed because Christ’s work is 

present and ongoing, which today is through the work of the Holy Spirit within believers.167 

Worship becomes the proper response for those under grace before him with the role of the 

technical artist serving as a practical way to demonstrate that response. The Holy Spirit within 

points church technical artists to the Father, transforming them into genuine worshipers of 

Christ. In this way, worship becomes “faithful” and “appropriate” (Begbie, 2011, pp.336, 

340–49). It can then be suggested that technical artists who are entrusted to the production of 

the worship service offer a vehicle for the Spirit to work among the congregation so that 

through Christ the Father is praised and proclaimed. When technical artists see themselves as 

Christ’s representatives—due to the indwelling of the Spirit—they demonstrate their trust in 

the relationship with Christ and the Father through obedience to his call. That confidence 

becomes the internal motivator, not shying away from trials but heeding the author of 

                                                

167 Cf. John 14:16. 
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Hebrews’s call to endure, having confidence that the Son through the indwelling of the Spirit 

is among them in the midst of the performance of their craft. Because Jesus shared in the 

human condition, he is able to assist them in enduring the trials of their craft, guiding imperfect 

human hands to create perfected worship that is acceptable to the Father (Heil, 2011, 

loc.1159–61, 2384–86, 6945–52).  

Colossians 3:16 suggests that church technical artists, who are filled with the Spirit, 

are to teach the truths of the faith through their craft, musically and artistically performing 

psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs with thankfulness in their hearts. The work of the Spirit 

within the artist is the qualifying factor in producing the worship experience. The kind of 

music that Paul is referring to would be both vocal and communal, instrumental and multi-

medium, and always aligned with the message of Christ and guided by the Holy Spirit. While 

the form is secondary to the theology, one specific type of worship is that of “spiritual songs,” 

which are spontaneous outcries generated by the Spirit within the believer. Worship becomes 

a matter of the heart, which has its end in “mutual edification, not entertainment” (Lange, 

2008, p.72). As the put=on put-off section, Paul contrasts the positive actions of worship with 

the “not-to-dos” of fleshly and secular living. The focus in this verse is a contrast between 

cultural norms and the ways of Christian life and religious practice. Adhering to societal norms 

is not the way to be filled with the Spirit but refocusing them for corporate worship is. Paul is 

suggesting a liturgical worship practice wherein “do,” and the Spirit fills; “do,” and Christ 

dwells. The working of the Spirit is not passive but is instead a deliberate and embodied effort 

of the whole self, leading to building up the church. 

The view presented here is that the Spirit ties together all essential activities necessary 

for worship. Knowledge of God and edifying the church becomes the product of worship 

perfected through Christ. When skill, intelligence, knowledge, and craftsmanship join together 

under the filling of the Spirit, the congregation responds by building up one another from the 
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midst of one another through the acts of teaching and admonishing. The internal creates the 

external. When the technical artist responds to his or her call to serve, the role is to teach the 

characteristics of God to the church; the Spirit uses the skills of the technical artist from within 

the church and perfects the created technical production. The Spirit drives the technical artist 

to tangibly perfect his or her craft in order to present a worship service that is both a learned 

and spontaneous outpouring of the Spirit within. 

 

6.2.2 Mediation: Ministering Technically, Teaching God to His People 

 Where the Spirit is the power of God working through the creative characteristics of 

both the technical artists as well as the hearts of the congregation, technical artists themselves 

have a specific role in administering the church’s worship practice. They are the modern 

church’s mediators between God and his people. Through the performance of their craft, 

technical artists present God to the people and his people to God. The sounds and visuals 

connect the stage to the congregation to prepare the people’s response back to God: technical 

artistry is a bi-directional activity. Bezalel and Oholiab present the characteristics of God 

through their creation: through the building and re-building of the tabernacle, the Israelites are 

offered a mobile reminder of YHWH among them in recognition of the atonement made 

possible only through God’s presence. In Hebrews, the author presents Christ as the Mediator 

of the people’s worship of the Father from within their midst. Christ is among those who are 

given to him while also being one with his brethren. Christ serves a dual role of revealing God 

to his people and delivering the congregation’s response to God as Apostle and High Priest. 

Technical artists mediate the sound, light, and visuals from stage to congregation within the 

midst of the people as one of those Christ came to save. The people of Colossae are to 

administer the knowledge of Christ among one another: one method of doing so is through 

teaching and admonishing via a multi-medium worship experience. The view here is when 
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psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs are performed corporately, the worship edifies the 

congregation and grows them in their knowledge of God. Church technical artists harness the 

music and message from the stage as the primary ingredients to teach and admonish, 

translating the presented words, sounds, and environment into artistic expressions that stir the 

people’s hearts to outwardly live their internal transformation. Technical artists shape the way 

the congregation understands who God is and how they are to worship him. 

In the OT tabernacle construction narrative, Bezalel and Oholiab are said to possess 

the ability to teach (Exod 35:34). The qualities of skill, intelligence, knowledge, and 

craftsmanship are the aspects by which productions ought to be judged, with the ability to 

teach as the judge of the technical artisan him or herself (Veith, 2004, no pagination; Veith, 

1991, p.112). That this detail is left out of the commissioning narrative in chapter 31—only 

added once the project is turned over to Bezalel and Oholiab—is significant. I propose this 

demonstrates that when those overseeing the construction of the worship space are allowed to 

rely on God’s gifting without interference, the impetus is to empower those who serve with 

them. When the project is in the hands of the leadership (Moses/church), the focus is often 

solely task and completion oriented, without understanding the greater narrative impact the 

artistic qualities add. Through teaching their craft, technical artists fulfill their ministerial 

objective by passing on their worship practices to future generations to experience God, who 

then, out of those skills, can develop the necessary methods for engaging the changing cultural 

loci. Understanding that the tabernacle would be continually torn down, moved, and re-

constructed, and that neither Bezalel nor Oholiab would eventually make it into the promised 

land, the ability to pass down the craft would have presumably been an essential part of 

carrying on the worship and liturgical traditions of the Israelites. In the OT, God chose 

mediators to speak for him, and even though the Levites would administer the word of God, 

it was the tabernacle artisans who would be responsible for providing all the necessary 
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elements—from physical layout to the utensils, to the fabrics, to the ark, and all other physical 

characteristics—that collectively would represent God’s earthly cosmos. Therefore, those 

who provide the worship elements to the church today are also assisting in mediating the 

message of Christ to the people.  

Throughout the NT, Christ is presented as the sole mediator between God and 

humanity in terms of salvation and reconciliation.168 The book of Hebrews directly cites this 

as Jesus’s role more than any other NT book.169 The author connects former human mediators, 

like Abraham, Moses, and the high priest to the one eternal Mediator who sits at the right hand 

of God: Christ. Abraham and Moses were mediators from God’s revelation to humanity; 

Aaron was the mediator of the people’s worship to God. In Hebrews, Jesus becomes the once-

and-for-all reconciliation between the Father and his people; both roles are filled by Christ 

(Man, 2007, p.44). Whereas most NT citations relate Christ’s intercession to the saving work 

done on the cross—which should not be overlooked—Hebrews 2:12–13 offers a unique 

example of Jesus’s mediation in religious practice. Jesus takes the high priestly role from 

among the congregation rather than being separated from them. As High Priest, he pulls back 

the veil and brings his brethren-children with him into the true tent that is reconciliation with 

the Father. As the veil is torn, so too are the worship barriers: Christ’s role amid the 

congregation forms the corporate worship bond, leading worship to the Father through song. 

With Christ’s intercession, sinful man can boldly enter into God’s presence, with Christ as the 

mediator of man’s response to God. He does not only receive worship as God’s co-equal, but 

he is himself the ultimate worshiper. Christ leads the people, making their heartfelt worship 

perfect. The text suggests that Jesus is not content being the object of worship; he worships 

                                                

168 Cf. Gal 3:19–20; 1 Tim 2:5; Rom 8:34; 2 Cor 5:18–19; Col 1:20; 1 John 2:1–2. 
169 Heb 2:12–13; 4:15–6:1; 7:22–25; 8:6; 9:15; 10:19–22; and 12:24. 
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alongside his people, leading their response. The Singing Savior demonstrates the 

appropriateness of musical and technical worship through multiple mediums including 

singing, prayer, and technology. The view here suggests that since Christ is neither ashamed 

nor fearful, neither then should his brethren-children be.170 Believers are at a place of honor 

because of the humanity of Christ, and thus technical artists craft praise of the Father through 

presenting Christ. Subsequently, Hebrews 2:12–13 can then be read to suggest that technology 

is more than just a tool; technical artists are themselves communication devices who connect 

God and his people as physical mediators of worship performed alongside the exalted Christ 

in their midst to bring the brethren-children together in praise of the Father. Technical artists 

take on the priestly role of pointing the people to their eternal High Priest in Christ, from 

whom reconciliation is found. 

When technical artists use their art to produce a physical manifestation of psalms, 

hymns, and spiritual songs they become the dual vehicle for both the word of Christ dwelling 

with the congregation as well as the Spirit of God indwelling the people of the church. 

Gerrit Gustafson contends: 

The hymn will satisfy our hunger for truth and depth of understanding and can help to 

express our reverential awe for God; the psalm will speak to our need for encounter 

and experience; and the spiritual song will stimulate the visionary in us and allow us 

to express personal feelings to God as our friend and companion (Janzen, 2015, 

loc.1435–38). 

In this way, through their craft, technical artists minister to the people of God—elevating their 

spiritual maturity—because the process of performing teaches and admonishes by way of 

sound, light, and visuals. The imperative in Colossians is understood as present and 

                                                

170 There appears to be a two-fold insecurity held by church technical artists: (1) a sense of personal perfectionism 
causes a fear of failing to create a perfect worship service; and (2) many churches demand one hundred percent 
accuracy in moderating the weekly worship services—sometimes without the proper recourses to accomplish the 
job—which creates tension between the technical staff and church leadership. 
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continuing: “Because participants are part of an ongoing creative process, either through 

improvisation or as a part of the community responding to the old as it is being created a new, 

they are actively engaged in the shaping of what may become a part of the communities’ canon 

of tradition” (Hearon, 2013, p.186). Worship production is multi-faceted, but with one 

directive: the gospel of Christ. Technical artists utilize the emotional outpouring of the heart 

found within the Psalter and cultural history, the musicality and artistry of Scripture found 

within hymnody, and the instincts for leading the atmospheric conditions through Spirit-led 

song. While psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs have a ministerial performance value within 

the sound, lighting, and video control, it is scripturally focused beliefs which should direct the 

worship. “Spiritual songs” suggest that the Holy Spirit can move the artist in a way that is not 

simply scriptural but also Christ-like, imprinting the message of who Christ is on the corporate 

body. Colossians 3:16 demonstrates that when a congregation gathers, it is not an individual 

experience of worship but an encouragement of one another corporately through the arts. Both 

the horizontal and vertical must be in mind when the church gathers. Worship music and 

production value are thus legitimate means when as a medium they point beyond themselves 

to focusing on the congregation for the purpose of exhorting and encouraging.171 In this way, 

excellent biblically focused productions can help believers endure trials (Joslin, 2016, p.57) 

by leading their worship in a way that allows them to experience the Spirit at work. Just as 

language about the power of the gospel is weaved throughout the letter to the Colossians 

through various literary styles (Moo, 2008, p.67), technically performed psalms, hymns, and 

spiritual songs “provide a corrective against wrong living as well as instruction for right 

doctrinal understanding” (Crabtree, 2005, p.13). Thus, technical artistry is not about singing; 

                                                

171 I am not focusing on it here, however, there is also an evangelical aspect involved. The final product also 
serves to educate and comfort the unchurched to become part of the church body. 
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it is about becoming stronger Christians through the worship experience. The view presented 

here is that technical artists ought to be as equally aimed in Christ-like living as in the 

perfection of their craft in order to ensure the result is able to teach and admonish proper 

doctrine. They themselves serve a pastoral role in administering the Word of God.  

Today, those who work as tech leaders in all aspects of creative worship, such as audio 

mixing, advancing lyrical slides, shooting video, and controlling lighting, serve with Jesus as 

his mediators to the church, leading them in praising God. Fallen expressions become perfect 

acts of worship because Christ assists in the process as Perfecter of the faith. Thus, both Jesus 

and church technical artists serve a bi-directional role in mediating worship of the Father. 

Church technical artists specifically fulfill their role as they harness the power of their 

equipment, connecting stage to congregation to God in a way that brings them all into the 

presence of the Father through Christ. Just as Christ is the mediator between God and 

humanity, the church’s technical artists are mediators between the stage and congregation 

because all created worship produced by the worship band and pulpit passes through the hands 

of the technical artists shaping the service. They translate how the action on stage will be 

received by the congregation. The sounds, lights, visuals, ambiance, and atmosphere resemble 

the role Christ plays in the text; they proclaim God to the people, creating a sanctuary for 

praise among the congregation back to the Father. All things are brought into unison: the 

audio, lyrics, lighting, and atmosphere are all to align through the actions of the technical artist 

in order to generate a distraction-free focus on the biblical truths presented. Worship 

moderated via sound and lights is also worship mediated by the living and exalted Christ. 

Even though it should be apparent, note that I am not stating that technical artists 

become “Christ” in any sense or that Jesus is the performer of the action. Rather, church 

technical artists serve in a similar role as that played by Christ in his leading of the worship 

between man and God. Jeremy Begbie writes that performed music is “music in action” (2007, 
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p.60). It is doing something. Just as Christ is actively praising God and leading his people in 

praise, so too are the mediators within the church, the technical artists. Christ moved from 

atoning priest to interceding priest, leaving behind the earthly so that believers can connect to 

the Father through Christ as Mediator. Church artists moderate the way the word and worship 

are sent and received. They place the word into receptive action. In this way, artists’ use of 

technology helps produce the convergence of heaven and earth through corporate worship.  

As an example, Reggie Kidd (2005, pp.12–13) notes that when a barbershop quartet 

sings in unity a “fifth voice” becomes present. It is a voice that encompasses each individual 

but is greater still than the sum of them all. When singing is performed in unison with Christ, 

the fifth voice who is Christ is manifested within the midst of the congregation.172 When 

technical artists create the musical worship mix, Jesus’s voice is unified with the church’s. 

Worship becomes Christ’s encouragement and is heard as perfect by the Father. This is further 

supported by the book of Hebrews, in which the author calls Christ, the Worship “Liturgist” 

(leitourgos) in 8:2 (Man, 2013, p.11; Torrance, 1979, p.349). What God desires from worship, 

he provides through Christ. The effect is that corporate worship practice connects worshipers 

with the worshiped.173 Accordingly, favor and acceptance before God are not through perfect 

worship but through perfected worship because of a unified response that is mediated to the 

Father through Christ’s saving work. With certain aspects of a church service being horizontal 

in that they serve the people, worship of God himself is vertical; acts of worshiping bi-

directionally connect God to man through Christ the Mediator, and the people to one another 

through Christ the Brethren-Son. Christ’s dual identity becomes the model for the church 

                                                

172 Christians often cite Matt 18:20 as a proof-text of Christ’s presence when two or more believers gather in his 
name. This is not a direct cross-reference; however, it does demonstrate that Christ’s presence joining among his 
people is a common belief. 
173 Though not expressed in this same way, even the Second Vatican Council suggested that Christ’s connection 
brings the heavenly to earth, and the songs that are sung are those which are heavenly, yet connected through the 
earthly church, which in turn is performing Christ’s work in the world (O’Connor, 2011, pp.452–53).  
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technical artists’ purpose in performing their craft. Thus, the message of Christ should be at 

the center of all church tech activities. The production itself is secondary; it is the medium for 

the biblical message being delivered. What they produce, they minister. 

 

6.2.3 The Creation of Sacred Space: “Tent” Building 

 One of the more recognizable roles modern church technical artists fill is that they aid 

in creating and defining the sacred space from which the congregation worships. Today, 

communication is faster and more effective than ever before, allowing instant access to the 

world and one another at the touch of a button. Technology brings people together, building 

koinonia (Schultze, 2004, p.37). As such, worship can be judged by how the church 

community is brought together in unifying its technological voice. The engagement—or lack 

thereof—creates its identity. In the United States, it is common for churches to meet in 

business parks, high schools, performance theaters, and other secular locations which are 

transformed into the worship space for the weekend service. Technical artists hold a central 

role in converting the place into the usable sacred space. Eugene Peterson sums up a ministry 

meeting with an architect for the construction of his new church by stating, “there was more 

to church than a building. We needed a building. But we were not about to be reduced to a 

building” (2010, p.90). Peterson noticed that the designer was so focused on what the 

aesthetics and functions would be that he failed to ask about the identity of the church itself. 

In this same way, the Bezalel passage is more than a construction narrative. The tabernacle is 

a “tent of meeting.” It is the physical location where the Israelites can commune with God in 

their midst. Hebrews refers to Christ as the “true tent” (8:2), which complements the OT 

quotations from David and Isaiah in 2:12–13—placed as the words of Christ by the author—

noting that it is through trusting in the Lord alone where refuge is found. In Colossians, Paul’s 

concern is creating a sacred space through of holistic multi-medium worship practices that 
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build up the corporate body. Thus, the performance of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs 

creates the social and religious space for the modern church and one method for how believers 

can connect to and communicate with Jesus today: through worship. 

For the Israelites, aesthetics played a significant role in skilled work when produced 

for the public sphere because it served as an outward demonstration of their faith in God 

alongside their acknowledgment of the centrality of God (Baker, 2003, p.51). In this vein, 

Jeremy Kidwell (2016, p.40) suggests that the labor for the tabernacle is inherently a social 

practice. The materials are offered up voluntarily by the people, and the work is executed 

voluntarily by those whose hearts are stirred by God. It is communal in nature: by and for the 

people of God. This sits in sharp contrast to the forced labor that opens the book of Exodus. 

The tabernacle text, therefore, results in a corporate understanding of the worship of God. Just 

as God could have built the tabernacle himself—like inscribing the stone tablets—he chose 

instead to use worker-artisans, personally called by name, so that the artists could take 

ownership of their creation, honoring the final product as the sacred dwelling space of God 

that they took part in producing. In this way, Exodus is a metaphor “for constructing the 

church” (Fesko, 2012, p.120) through skills gifted from God and harnessed through the Spirit, 

in order to build the sacred space for the worship of God. Bezalel and Oholiab, who are leaders 

and members of the congregation, are moved by and for God and his purposes for the benefit 

of the people.  

The book of Hebrews illustrates that Christ is the Singing Savior, and what he sings is 

not a call to forge a new physical building for him to dwell in but to turn those who believe in 

him into living buildings. While the church is God’s people, the true tent is not a place but a 

person. Christ is the Architect of the house of praise, believers are his house, and Jesus 

confidently boasts of them (Kidd, 2005, pp.122–23). Auditory and visual worship done 

through Christ brings the people of God together in one accord because the horizontal 
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expression is experienced through the vertical Liturgist. Endurance for and dependence on 

God instructs earthly production techniques, mediating between stage and congregation. 

The purpose of the early church’s performance of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs 

is to express the church’s corporate faith, which in turn forms the foundation for liturgical 

practices. Worship promotes growth in the knowledge of who Christ is and what he has done 

for his people in redemption. It is both an emotional and intellectual endeavor. Trevor Harris 

(2006, p.14) calls this “an ecclesio-centric aesthetic.” Holistic worship practices create a 

unified body of all ages, sexes, and societal statuses that instruct the church to put-on qualities 

of Christ and put-off former habits. In this way, “tent building” is viewed as successful when 

the church unifies through the technical arts.174  

Even though it is common to compare the tabernacle to the church, where the 

tabernacle is simply a tent-building, the NT church is neither a tent nor a building, but a people. 

Thus, technical artists today perform their tasks through God, for the benefit of their 

congregation, in order to connect the people to God and one another. For example, popular 

worship leader Kari Jobe noted an experience where the technical artists created an immersive 

experience called “environmental projection” where various names of God flooded the walls, 

scrolling from floor-to-ceiling, left-to-right as the bridge to “How Great Is Our God” began 

and the lyrics “Name above all names” were sung. Jobe explains: “you should have seen 

everyone gasp for air. . . . It was one of the coolest worship moments I remember ever having. 

It took all focus off the music, off even just what we were trying to do to connect with people, 

and it just was all about God” (Ware, 2012, no pagination). Brian Certain, creative director at 

FUMC Mansfield, explains the reaction from his audience, “[They] say for the very first time, 

                                                

174 Even though unrelated, it is noteworthy that by trade Paul was a tent builder. He himself moves from builder 
of dwelling places to the physical planting of churches to the building of God’s people. 
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they ‘get’ technology in worship. It is about taking the technology that God has gifted someone 

to create and taking that into a very reverent and traditional way” (Ware, 2012, no pagination). 

In that technologically articulated corporate experience, “when words and music are combined 

as song, the result is a distinctive communicative medium that is neither wholly words nor 

wholly music” (Hearon, 2013, p.181), nor wholly technological. Sacred space in the form of 

art becomes a tangible, experiential vehicle for God’s revelation of himself to the believer. 

 

6.2.4 Beauty: Aesthetically Pleasing Technical Artistry Fosters Cultural Holiness 

Artistry is customarily defined and judged by its aesthetic qualities. Technical artistry 

is no different: sounds, visuals, and environmental experience form the congregational 

opinions of the worship service’s beauty. “All too often Christians settle for something that is 

functional but not beautiful,” suggests Philip Ryken (2005, p.946).175 As discovered in the 

documentary analysis, there is more discussion placed on the gear and equipment itself than 

on the methods for creating artistry with it.176 Throughout the three passages, beauty and 

excellence are continually weaved together alongside the materials as complementary and 

necessary elements to produced and performed worship. In the tabernacle construction 

account, God commands that his dwelling be built from the best materials, including gold, 

silver, bronze, fine linens, and precious gems. The narrative presents artistic and creative 

abilities as a gift of grace from God (Ryken, 1989, p.53) crafted together with wisdom, 

intellect, and learned skills. Hebrews declares that Christ is present in the worship experience. 

                                                

175 High art is something special and to be desired, not despised. God bestows the abilities on a few, and even 
though it is possible for it to be abused, when performed in accordance with the Spirit, it brings honor and glory 
to God. Art is within God’s will. Technical art, the text suggests, ought to elevate sacred space for the 
advancement of God’s kingdom, reminding the people of the magnificence of God, and offers a glimpse into the 
heavenly realm (Veith, 1991, p.107; Veith, 1983, p.19; Spence-Jones, 1909, p.314).  
176 This is not to say that those who perform each station, like lighting or sound, do not desire to make their craft 
pleasing to the senses, but the discussion focuses on the equipment rather than what it can create or the artistry 
behind how to make the gear output beauty.  
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Cusa went so far to suggest that Jesus is the “Art” of God (Leithart, 2000, p.308), present in 

our worship. Even though this description could be viewed as problematic if it were to speak 

of Christ as being “created,” the suggestion here is that it demonstrates God using a “person” 

for his purposes, which is in God’s nature to create what is perfect and true for humanity to 

mirror. Colossians presents three distinct mediums for worship, all of which carry their own 

characteristics of beauty. The psalms are OT or historical songs ingrained with musical, 

liturgical, and literary performance directives; hymns are thankful praises to God and his 

characteristics; spiritual songs are outbursts of the Spirit that demonstrate the heart-

transformed position of the worshiper. All three possess a sense of being naturally beautiful 

because they are artistic interpretations of the church’s beliefs about Christ, God’s “Art.” 

Today, people have a hard time thinking of God as beauty because they view beauty in solely 

aesthetic terms, like color, shape, and sound. Yet, biblical beauty is holistic, incorporating the 

good of the creation and the work of God in salvation (Sherry, 2014, pp.51–52), including 

making all things holy. God finds beautiful that which he makes holy. 

Leading up to the tabernacle construction narrative, the author cites the high priest’s 

garments as embroidered with “dedicated to the LORD” (Exod 28:36). Likewise, the purpose 

is noted as “for glory and for beauty” (Exod 28:39).177 In this way, the text suggests that 

created works used for worshiping God are not only to be beautiful but also must bring glory 

to him: God is to be glorified in the creation. “God, the designer and maker of the universe, 

clearly places great value on details of design, construction, and artifice” (Veith, 1991, p.106; 

Veith, 1983, p.19). This gives a clue as to the purpose of the tabernacle artistry: its beauty 

points to its holiness. Its beauty is visible through forming only the finest materials because 

                                                

177 Bill Erlenbach (2007, p.4) explains that the word for beauty, tip ‘äret, is beauty or ornament but also translated 
elsewhere as splendor, glory, or radiance. In the LXX it is the word timén, which has the sense of honor and 
value. 
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the materials serve as metaphors for the “quality” of God: what is valuable must also be valued 

and possess greater holiness. In this way, Bezalel and Oholiab are akin to Michelangelo and 

da Vinci, who worked in various mediums, able to shape the finest forms out of the finest 

materials (Kidwell, 2016, p.39; Ryken, 2005, p.949). David Baker (2003, p.49) adds that in a 

society such as developmental Israel, as opposed to neighboring Egypt or Mesopotamia, art 

had to set a practical purpose. Art was never created simply for art’s sake. In fact, the 

tabernacle includes great works of art that would only be seen once a year and by only one 

person, like the ark within the holy of holies.178 Luke Ferretter suggests that “the Hebrew 

Bible does not make an aesthetic distinction between beautiful and useful objects” (2004, 

p.130). Thus, what is useful ought to also be made beautiful. In this way, I contend that the 

imagery Bezalel presents implies that a sound biblical truth can be wrapped in the beauty of 

gold, silver, and acacia wood, as well as camera angles, aesthetically pleasing lighting, and 

feedback-free audio.  

Hebrews 2:12–13 offers a bi-directional Christology of creative worship wherein 

Christ is present with creatives in their productive acts. There is no need to invite Christ into 

worship because he never left. He is present in and through the sound booth and lighting 

console. In an artistic sense, a high Christology demands that only well-trained creative 

capacities be used in praising the Creator (Begbie, 1991, p.178), which involves personal 

attitudes, acts of praise, and corporate adoration in response to God and his saving suffering. 

Produced worship is not excellent because of anything the individual has done but because of 

the high priestly, apostolic work of Christ. In this way, scripturally rich and biblically founded 

acts of creativity that mirror the identity of Christ are to be expected. Effective worship mirrors 

                                                

178 I pose that this common thought is a misnomer. The “people” would also see the ark as well as the inside of 
the holy of holies on a regular basis during the construction and deconstruction as the Israelites moved throughout 
the desert. A better understanding, I suggest, would be that the high priest is the only one who would see or use 
these in religious practice.  
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what is witnessed in Christ: the singing, praise, and proclamation of worship to God. Christ is 

active because it is his ministry; his children are his ministry, and they have a role to play. 

Praising his name requires presenting worship that is of him and to him, beautifully and 

pleasingly expressing the qualities of who he is and what he has done for the worshiper. Even 

art embracing difficult themes, like the Passion, can be presented beautifully when the 

technological message highlights the work and purpose of Christ as the key participant for his 

brethren-children. 

Even though John Calvin proclaimed that Jesus is the Chief Composer of our hymns 

(2010, pp.66–67), the Reformed tradition often usurps the importance of worship for solely 

Word-centered preaching. Often in contemporary practice, hymns are considered important 

sources of expressions about God, while the act of worship is often positioned as secondary 

to preaching. Colossians suggests that a multitude of worship is encouraged, accepted, and 

serves as an equal and valid method for teaching God’s people. I propose that the text suggests 

that modern church production ought to have a rich variety of mediums, visuals, moods, and 

styles. Technical artists are to create an immersive experience: some joyful expressions, some 

praise, some thanksgiving, some of profound biblical doctrine, some dark, some bright, some 

loud, some soft, some acoustic, some colorful, and some plain: it does not have to be the same 

thing over and over.179 Beauty is created by expressing the realities of the faith and of Christ. 

In a practical sense, church technical artists have the freedom to step out of their comfort zone 

of routine to produce a balanced approach of a blending traditional with modern, being 

directed through wise, trained knowledge of contemporary cultural practices. Technical artists 

                                                

179 This brings up and interesting debate regarding structured liturgical practices. To what extent is variety 
encouraged and demanded? Is it solely in style? Does it extend to the order of service? There is a much 
scholarship in biblical worship circles in regards to proper service structure and maintaining tradition. The text 
appears to suggest that service order and style is less important to the overall worship service as creating a holistic 
experience that is both aesthetically pleasing and Scripturally rich. 
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are able to re-write the methods for engaging with God by mirroring the same methods the 

congregation interacts with in their secular lives. For example, concert style lighting can 

connect the congregation to God when used to create moods complimentary to the vocals and 

projected lyrics. In this way, God is presented as beauty, usurping the medium for the message. 

As David Pao suggests: “more theology is engrained into our hearts through singing than 

through the printed page or even through preaching” (2012, p.248). The more technical artists 

effectively embody psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs through technological practice, the 

more the body of Christ grows in their knowledge of Christ (Lange, 2008, p.71). 

In a practical sense, I conclude the text suggests that technical artists have a direct 

impact on mood, engagement, cultural understanding, and holiness of the worshiping 

congregation through the beauty they create—both positively and negatively. Jim Kumorek 

and Duke DeJong offer two tangible examples of this. First, Kumorek’s case study on church 

lighting finds: 

Whether you’re in an old cathedral, a traditional sanctuary, or a modern auditorium, 

how you light your church service impacts the mood and how well people will 

comprehend and retain what takes place in your service. . . . Lighting serves several 

functions. First . . . is to simply make the platform and the people on it visible. . . . 

When lighting is too dim . . . this cuts down the amount of brain-power that they will 

put towards paying attention to the actual service, as they are spending time locating 

those who are speaking. It also is very tiring, and will cause people to start tuning out 

or disconnecting. . . . Conversely, lighting that is too bright can be painful to look at, 

and also causes people to disconnect or stop watching. Another purpose of lighting is 

to support and enhance the mood of what’s taking place in the room. . . . Colors impact 

one’s mood, and while your goal isn’t to be manipulative in a negative way, colors 

can help create an environment where the natural emotions that worship can bring 

out are supported and reinforced. Brighter colors such as reds and yellows help reflect 

energy and excitement; colors such as deep blues and dark greens reinforce 

introspection and peacefulness (2014, no pagination, emphasis mine). 

Next, industry consultant and former technical director Duke DeJong writes about the use of 
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EQs in audio mixing: 

Just as each person’s voice has a unique makeup and signature, every instrument or 

vocals has a makeup of frequencies that is unique to it. . . . Our most critical source in 

the church, the human voice also has clear-cut frequency ranges, regardless of whether 

your voices are singing or speaking. . . . The most important frequency range in the 

voice in my opinion, and the one I see most commonly mis-adjusted, is the 

intelligibility range in the high-mids (2 kHz to 4 kHz). . . . When listening to vocals 

that are “honky” or “tinny,” I often see sound guys reach for the high-mids and adjust 

those down to try and improve the sound. . . . [Doing this,] we’re actually attacking 

the intelligibility when lowering the high-mids, and missing the “honky/tinny” sound 

that’s in the 400–2 kHz range. It seems like such a small miss on paper, but this 

mistake will often cost the vocals their clarity in the mix. . . . Our vocals and 

instruments are living, breathing, unique things and they all have their own flavor 

(2013, no pagination, emphasis mine). 

Thus, lighting and EQs are able to cut and add, controlling the clarity and effectiveness of the 

overall beauty of the mix because, as DeJong noted, vocals and instrumentation are not static 

but organic and dynamic. The words alone in preaching and song are not enough. Through 

mastering their visual and auditory tools, I suggest that technical artists can take their mediums 

and make them holy through manipulating the perceived level of beauty. How well they do it 

can have a tangible effect on the congregation’s understanding by impacting the intelligibility. 

When done poorly, the product becomes a distraction with the worshiper tuning out the 

theology presented. Thus, the beauty is tied to the congregation’s ability to become holy. 

 

6.2.5 Intentional Workmanship: Planned and Purposeful Creations 

Tom Nelson (2002, p.153) suggests that the process of creating music influences the 

person. The amount is debatable, but recent research suggests that a psychological and 

physiological change does indeed occur (Alluri, et al., 2012, pp.3677–89). Music possesses a 

force within itself. Along the same lines, Scott Aniol (2010, pp.51–56) notes that believers 

hold certain truths about God, and when those truths are put to music—I add any artistic 
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endeavor—worshipers are able to express their feelings about those truths better. Artists add 

an emotional layer, which allows the state of the heart to be presented. In this way, musical 

composition, production value, and environmental presentation can influence both the 

individual’s and corporate church’s emotions and psyche: “there is the character of music 

itself to awaken, arouse, or create specific feelings and experiences in people” (Cheetham, 

1998, p.60). Thus, “artists are the makers of culture,” suggests Eugene Veith (2004, no 

pagination). Their worldview, emotions, visions, and values about the world around them 

become the expression of the society for which their art is created. Philip Ryken contends that 

“what is happening in the arts today is prophetic of what will happen in our culture tomorrow” 

(2005, p.946). The way church techs use technology can either shape or will be shaped by 

society, and the techniques they use will have a tangible effect on the way the congregation 

experiences the worship service, and therefore God. Exodus, Hebrews, and Colossians 

together can be read to support the idea that because technical artists can influence the beliefs 

of the congregation, how they perform their craft is to be intentional and purposeful. In 

Exodus, God commands that craftsmanship, skill, intelligence, and wisdom are all necessary 

elements for creating the people’s place of worship. They are to master their craft in a way 

that is vocational and not haphazard or amateur. In Hebrews 2:12–13 the author presents the 

congregation joining together with Christ in worship through the revelation of God to the 

people and the people’s response to God. It is a decisive recognition of bi-directional worship 

among the people and toward God. What the people sing in unison is how they present 

themselves to the Father. For the Colossian people, artistry is a multi-medium worship 

experience of traditional psalms and cultural history, hymns of praise to Jesus, and 

spontaneous spiritual songs sung out to God. The corporate act of worship edifies one another. 

Worship is not simply musical but theological: substance trumps style. When Christians teach 

and admonish one another through worship, life change happens because worship promotes 
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the indwelling of the word of God among the people. 

Exodus’s listing of the five necessary non-spiritual qualities—skill, intelligence, 

knowledge, craftsmanship, and teaching ability—can be read to suggest that artistry, as 

presented in the Bible differs greatly from how artists are commonly thought of in modern 

culture today, where they are often considered to possess a humanistic talent of rare genius 

(Ryken, 1989, p.53). Leland Ryken calls it a gift of grace from God—which the text does 

contend—however, it is more than that: Exodus suggests that all artistry for the worship of 

God is to be intentionally purposeful and planned. It starts from contextualized blueprints and 

is skillfully molded into a work of intricate art. Douglas Stuart agrees, noting that “just as 

prevails today in God’s work, some skills are the result of a lifetime of study, training, and 

experience, some are the result of special divine intervention and guidance, and some are 

learned from others in the process of carrying out a given assignment for the Lord” (2006, 

p.759). For the technical artist, it is a combination of them all. Yet, in modern society, objects 

of aesthetic senses and artistic creations that take hard work are often overlooked. For 

example, the architect who has the ideas is viewed greater than the skilled laborer who can 

turn the plans into reality (Kidwell, 2016, p.30). Likewise, the church technical artist who 

advances the lyrics slides is seemingly viewed as less than the vocalists on stage singing the 

words.180  Exodus suggests that technical work is a “normal and intended part of human 

experience” (Kidwell, 2016, p.30), and is to be prepared to the artist’s full potential talent 

level. The call to create is not solely for the sake of making something that looks nice but to 

bring honor, glory, and majesty to the recipient—which in the case of the tabernacle—is God 

                                                

180 I do concede that this could be a valid characterization. Commonly, those who work in the tech side of the 
worship service, often work less on perfecting their craft than those in the band. My study of conference 
discussions found that where musicians have a tendency to practice the songs to be played for approximately ten 
to fifteen hours during the week, technical artists commonly show up just minutes prior to rehearsal in order to 
perform their tasks. Time spent perfecting skills is often neglected in comparison to the worship band. 
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and his people. 

Theologically, the Decalogue is not against creating art; it is only against art created 

and worshiped as God himself. Bill Erlenbach cites Philip Ryken’s lament that faulty exegesis 

of Exodus has lead the evangelical church to abandon the arts vocationally (Erlenbach, 2007, 

pp.3–4; Ryken, 2006, loc.34–36). Yet, God is not against beautiful creations, only objects that 

are worshiped in his place like the golden calf. There were distinct times in the history of 

church art that it was to be destroyed, like during the era of the Iconoclasts. However, they 

were not always opposed to the use of art, just the abuse of it (Ganga-Persad, 2007, pp.16–

23), as witnessed through commissioning great works of art during the same time period like 

that of the Sistine Chapel. Jeremy Kidwell notes, “These instructions seem to commend a 

broader anthropological affirmation of the human person (and bearer of the imago Dei) as a 

technical creature: in some sense, both the divine pattern and the expectation of human 

conformity to it suggests that humans are made for work” (2016, pp.26–27). In fact, Exodus 

35:30–36:1 not only shows that humans were made for work, but good work. “In the 

Tabernacle account, the activity of constructing a worship space serves to create a new, 

morally ordered world that can offer insight to our present moral approach to work” (Kidwell, 

2016, p.24). This work is a purposeful and holistic encompassing of the five gifted qualities 

aligned with the Spirit of God. 

Creative ability is affirmed and fulfilled through Christ as a form of worship (Begbie, 

1991, pp.178–79). Hebrews 2:12–13 suggests that arguments about style are problematic 

because Christ accepts all his brethren-children’s actions performed to and through him. The 

substance of worship supersedes the style of worship because technical artists who perform 

their craft according to the identity of Christ have their productions perfected by Christ, 

whether acoustic, rock and roll, hip-hop, candlelit, concert lighting, written word, or video. 

Worship has an active dynamic at work; it is not that worship is performed, but that it is 
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perfected in connecting the people to God and God to the people. A church technical artist’s 

creative worship is not accepted because of his or her work, but Jesus’s. The artistic medium 

becomes the message of Christ. As technical artists endure to skillfully perfect their abilities, 

performing their craft in praise of God’s name, the congregation is unified in Christ (Man, 

2009, no pagination). 

Colossians 3:16 falls within the ethical conduct section of the epistle—often referred 

to as the “put-off put-on” passage. It focusses on what to do. In this way, the technical 

performance of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs cannot be haphazard but rather must be 

presented clean and straightforward so that there is no ambiguity. The affect is instructing the 

congregation of the tenets of the faith and person of Christ. It must be intentional and 

complementary to the lyrics and style of worship. Unintelligible worship would thus have no 

purpose outside of oneself.181 The technical arts would then be complementary to the worship 

experience and not the attraction itself. As a practical example, technical arts director Jose 

David Irizarry writes regarding the layering of the band and vocal mix: 

Vocals are the crown jewel of the song. You can only do so much by riding the fader. 

For excellence and professionalism, your mix requires more preparation, knowledge 

and skill. . . . In general, bass and drums are the cornerstone of a musical theme in a 

band. Then guitars, keyboards and other instruments complement the harmonic 

setting of the musical arrangement. Finally, on top of all this, vocals. . . . Pay special 

attention to the lead vocal mic. The lead vocal or worship leader has to be clearly 

distinguished without overpowering the others. The lyrics, as well as any spoken 

words during the performance, need to be heard clearly by the audience. The BGV 

and/or choir level must fit in the whole mix (2013, no pagination, emphasis mine). 

Thus, for worship to be useful for teaching and admonishing, the production experience must 

be understandable; it must be “fitting.” How the elements are fashioned together matters. 

                                                

181 In 1 Cor 14, Paul unpacks the necessity for intelligibility in worship. He writes that those who speak in tongues 
are not speaking to man, but to God (v.3). When the word is preached, it must be easily understood by the 
audience (v.9), so that the end result is a building up of one another (v.12). 
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“Spiritual songs” refers to those artistic practices aligned with the spirit of God, not “lewd and 

profane songs in their idolatrous worship” (Henry, 2016, loc.6048–54). Technical creations 

cannot be frivolous; they must exhibit truths about who God is. They must be uplifting and 

adapted to instruct the whole corporate body. 

Because the creation of art is itself a biblically sound vocation, being intentional in 

workmanship implies that those involved in the production are not amateur in ability, but 

professional.182 The modern term “vocation” can be equated with the biblical word used for 

“calling” (Veith, 2011, p.120). While a career is something chosen and compensated for, a 

calling is responding to a personal selection by God for a particular role (Stevens, 2012, p.43). 

Thus, the view presented here is that church technical arts can be regarded as a Christ-

sanctioned vocation because artistic knowledge is a learned and performed skilled aligned 

with one’s personal calling (Weber, 2004, p.118; Veith, 1983, p.21).  

The elements of the craft, like light, sound, video, and environmental control generate 

the mood with which the congregation will engage. That mood defines the way the 

congregant-customer views the object of the craft, which in the case of church technical arts 

is God. When the lighting complements the stage activity, greater audience engagement 

happens; the result is greater dwelling of the message of God. In the same way, the audio mix 

is able to elevate, highlight, and hide specific frequencies and sounds, just as the preached 

message can highlight specific beliefs of the religion. For example, the use of vocal layering 

in the audio mix can fortify the delivery of those beliefs. Placing the vocals (i.e., the 

presentation of gospel) “on top of” the production mix demands that what is being highlighted 

be theologically and doctrinally accurate and that the mix be clear and dominant. The skills to 

                                                

182 I do believe that volunteers in the church are important, and it is how most churches run their tech ministries, 
but this is different than whether or not the church tech is compensated for the work performed. Being 
professional is a standard of quality delivered, not the employment status of the technician. It denotes a continual 
development of one’s craft due to a particular calling to serve. 
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effectively produce biblically informed worship are the result of continually perfecting the 

craft and increasing in the knowledge of Christ.  
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CHAPTER 7: 

EPILOGUE: CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD 

 

7.1 Impact of the Study 

In addition to the common themes applied to praxis in chapter 6, this thesis adds 

thirteen significant contributions to the field, grouped into three distinct categories: (1) 

preliminary contributions to the discipline; (2) theological contributions; and (3) how the 

biblical narrative informs technical arts vocationally. 

 

7.1.1 Preliminary Contributions to the Discipline 

(1) This thesis serves as the first theological doctoral dissertation on the church 

technical arts, which until now was a void in biblical studies.183 Frank Burch Brown referred 

to digital mediums as the “blind spot” in the literature (2014, p.5). This dissertation opens the 

door for scholars to consider how the use of technical liturgy fits into worship and ecclesial 

studies. It specifically focuses on a biblically informed understanding of technical arts in 

praxis and connects traditional production arts to a twenty-first-century context. This thesis 

establishes that the technical arts impact the delivery of the message and influence the 

congregation in the same way that vocal music, instrumentation, paintings, sculptures, and 

stained glass were utilized historically. Examples of technical artists in practice spread 

throughout the dissertation are offered here to demonstrate how biblical principles can shape 

practice. This thesis serves as a springboard for further exploration in the relationship between 

church technical arts and the scholarly disciplines of biblical studies, practical theology, and 

                                                

183 To my knowledge, this is the first doctoral dissertation to inform the technical arts in practice. Satisfactory 
research has been attempted to find any other doctoral research on the topic. No other dissertation could be found. 
The only relevant sources are those listed in the chapter 2 literature review. 
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worship studies. 

(2) This dissertation exegetes three biblical texts—Exodus 35:30–36:1, Hebrews 2:12–

13, and Colossians 3:16—not customarily viewed as worship passages and reveals 

foundational worship undertones as fundamental to an appropriate understanding. Each 

present worship as a customary practice for their respective audiences. The three passages are 

weaved together to form a biblically informed view of the technical arts as a sanctioned, 

production-based church practice. I allow the passages to speak to one another, exposing five 

themes common among them as presented in §6.2: (1) the work of the Spirit; (2) mediation 

between God and believers; (3) the producing of sacred space; (4) beauty and aesthetics; and 

(5) intentional workmanship. 

(3) This thesis suggests that technical artists are to be scholars of theology in their own 

right in order to be fully effective technicians for use in the church context. The ability to 

execute their craft extends beyond the capacity to complete their tasks; it requires an 

understanding of how their actions align with the biblical narrative and their place in God’s 

theodrama. Adjoining theology to practice is to allow the biblical text to inform praxis 

alongside mastering one’s technical ability. The substance of the message trumps the style of 

the created performance. 

(4) This dissertation performs the first documentary analysis of the church technical 

arts through surveying the popular literature, media resources, and conference proceedings in 

regards to how technical artists allow various mediums serve as means for spiritual growth. 

These include help groups, online forums, blogs, podcasts, social media, church involvement, 

trade shows, and pastoral instruction. I conclude that there is currently no specific resource 
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for developing a biblically informed understanding of the craft.184 Fostering craftsmanship 

and spiritual growth were found to be mutually exclusive activities in everyday practice.  

 

7.1.2 Theological Contributions 

(5) The view presented here places the technical arts into the theological school of 

ecclesiology. In practice, the technical arts are commonly aligned with “worship” or “musical 

aesthetics.” However, this thesis suggests that the technical arts are more than merely the 

creation of visual and auditory pleasing aesthetics but are ecclesiological in a complete sense: 

what technical artists do and how they do it influences the church body. Church techs engage 

the worship service holistically. Technical artists are “members of the band” while also being 

essential in the presentation of the preached word; their job does not end when the musicians 

exit the stage. They create a sacred space from the moment the congregation enters the worship 

center until they exit. How they perform their craft has the ability to impact the spiritual 

development of the congregation beyond the momentary worship experience.185 They have 

the ability to emphasize the theological points buried within song lyrics and sermon points 

through audio dynamics and visual light and shade. 

(6) This dissertation offers the view that technical artists are themselves mediators of 

church worship. Where the pastors and worship band are the presenters of the preached and 

musical word, church technical artists translate that information to the congregation. How 

church techs perform their craft can shape the congregation’s beliefs about the religion and 

                                                

184 There are a couple promising start-ups like Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa’s School of Worship Media Arts track 
and Jeff Sandstrom’s Sonnet House. The results of these newly launched programs are still to be seen, but worth 
following up with in future research. 
185 Technical artists can continue to instruct the congregation throughout the following week by creating artistic 
mediums that implant in the hearts and minds of the worshiper. One example is producing emotionally charged 
and theologically rich sermon bumper videos that psychologically and spiritually shape the congregation both 
during the service and after through being shared throughout social media platforms. 
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provoke both an emotional and physiological effect, which ultimately impacts how 

participants engage with God, one another, and the church service itself. Where Christ serves 

as the mediator between God and humanity, technical artists mimic Christ’s role as mediators 

of the electronic signal from the source (pastor’s pulpit microphone, worship leader’s 

microphone, guitar amp, piano, etc.) to the tech booth where technical artists manipulate the 

signal, interpreting it for the appropriate output to the loudspeakers and projection screens. 

What the congregation receives is not the initial source, but the source mediated through the 

technical artist’s interpretation for best results. In this way, church technical artists are 

architects of how the church relates to its sacred space through influencing environmental 

stimuli. 

(7) This thesis aligns the technical arts with the long-standing tradition that the musical 

arts are a worship-centered activity and that those who create technical productions are 

worshipers in their own right. The defining characteristic between a secular artist and a church 

technical artist is the indwelling of the Spirit. This thesis presents the view that possessing 

skill, ability, wisdom, and knowledge of craft is not sufficient; a church technical artist must 

also be filled with the Spirit of God. Spirit-led artistry means the technician’s identity is as a 

worshiper of God. It is not confined to the momentary occurrence of producing the worship 

experience but is the defining factor in a life aimed at becoming Christ-like. 

(8) The view presented in this dissertation is an alternative reading of the phrase 

“psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs” found in Colossians 3:16 and Ephesians 5:19 in the 

context of Paul’s exhortation to teach and admonish one another through the act of worship. 

Where it is common in most of the Pauline studies to assume a Jewish reading of the text, the 

Colossian context is clearly Greek. A traditional view of Pauline writings being foundationally 

Jewish would not fully apply in this case. Therefore, I contend that a Greek understanding 

ought to additionally be considered, which includes a Hellenistic interpretation of the terms 
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individually. In Ephesians Paul builds upon the phrase, by adding a Jewish flavor. A 

contemporary reading, then, possesses both Greco-Roman and Jewish connotations, which 

offers a wider meaning to the terms.186 

(9) This thesis rights what I believe is a popular misconception in Pauline studies about 

the understanding of worship practice in Colossians and Ephesians. I contend that most 

theologians and scholars use a post-temple destruction understanding—more aligned with 

what would come about in the second and third centuries—rather than a pre-destruction 

reading. The epistles were both penned in the mid-to-late 60s, prior to temple destruction and, 

therefore, Paul and his audience could have only read the text according to religious and 

societal practice at that time. Even though the temple was destroyed shortly thereafter, the 

meaning when written and delivered would have been more holistic than expressed in modern 

commentaries that suggest post-temple destruction practices. Scholars commonly state that 

worship would have been solely lyrical and not musical. Yet, temple practices which would 

have practiced in local synagogues pre-70 CE were instrumental in nature, containing a broad 

range of musical and poetic styles, from lament to praise. Practices would include hymnal or 

simplistic vocal chanting as well as celebratory worship. In modern application, this view 

suggests that worship is to be a holistic practice from traditional to spontaneous, from text 

based to heart based, and from vocal to instrumental to technological. 

 

7.1.3 How the Biblical Narrative Informs Technical Arts Vocationally 

(10) The view presented in this dissertation is that the Bible affirms church technical 

                                                

186 For example, psalms are not solely the OT Psalter but also include the meaning of “plucked instruments;” 
therefore, not only scriptural but musical methodologies are effective mediums to teach and admonish. Hymns 
are not solely praises to God but are also festive songs of high poetic and stylistic craftsmanship. Spiritual songs 
are not solely songs about God but are also artistic works inspired by God and performed due to the Spirit of 
God working in and through the artist. 
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arts as a biblically sanctioned vocation. Those who work in the church context are responding 

to a personal call that is from God and a response of the Spirit within them. Their artistic 

calling is a Spirit-led vocation that requires a response of professionalism and high 

craftsmanship. Skill, knowledge, and wisdom are the result of lifelong dedication to one’s 

craft. Being ecclesiological, the technical arts are a biblically sanctioned church department 

in which investment in human and capital resources would be encouraged. 

(11) This thesis uses the OT tabernacle narrative as a model for the contemporary 

church technical artist. Bezalel and Oholiab embody six characteristics for the creation of 

God’s worship space: (1) being filled with the Spirit of God; (2) possessing skill and wisdom 

of how to perform the job; (3) intelligence and understanding of the mediums with which they 

are working; (4) knowledge and expertise in mastering their abilities; (5) craftsmanship to 

present high quality in every aspect; and (6) the capacity to teach the craft to others. The text 

suggests modern church technical artists are to embody all six qualities in order to create a 

sacred space acceptable to God. Even though great art can be created without possessing all 

six, a holistic approach to the creation of the church’s sacred space requires all be balanced to 

be effective. 

(12) Building on number 11 above, and incorporating all three passages exegeted, this 

study argues that technical artistry is a holistic enterprise that encompasses ability, 

craftsmanship, worship, community, wisdom and instruction, heart, artistry, multi-medium 

mastery, teaching ability, edification, communication skills, and the Holy Spirit. While each 

quality can individually create pleasing art, the biblical narrative suggests that pure aesthetics 

in terms of church production is not its telos. Production-based technical artistry is not solely 

a work of the head, hand, or heart; it is a holistic embodiment of them all working together in 

unison, serving as a communication device of revelation and response that connects God to 

his people, the people to God, and the people to one another. 
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(13) Beyond academically, research of this thesis has already had a concrete impact 

on church technical artists. Since completing the documentary analysis, I have begun to 

witness a shift, showing technical artists as willing to discuss their craft devotionally and 

theologically,187 yet without many avenues from which to do so. There is little doubt that 

publishing this study will further impact the technical arts community as well as open the door 

to additional scholarly research into the discipline. 

 

7.2 Possible Objections 

As the first thesis to explore the theological relationship between church technical 

artists and a biblically informed praxis, it is not feasible to cover all possible arguments or 

answer all objections within the word limitations. Certainly, some findings could be 

challenged. Four of which, I will address here. 

(1) This thesis goes against the modern idea that artistry is merely the combination of 

skill and inspiration. In 2003, secular scholar, teacher, and artist Eric Booth sought to form an 

inclusive definition of a “teaching artist”—a term that would firmly fit the role of the technical 

artist as described in chapters 2–6. He suggests that a teaching artist must: (1) consider the 

audience; (2) model through embodying both the teaching and artistic process, incorporating 

various pedagogical techniques; (3) be a professional in the craft by focusing on the process 

in addition to the results; and (4) be aware of his or her dual role as both creator/teacher and 

participant (pp.7–10). According to these findings, the church technical artist would 

                                                

187 For example, in a December 25, 2017, email newsletter from Church Production Magazine entitled “Top 5 
Articles from 2017,” the introductory paragraph was telling in regards to the direction of church tech: “As a 
publication that focuses on technical ministry, it’s interesting that three of Church Production’s top five articles 
from 2017 had nothing to do with technology. It’s a sign that church tech arts is becoming more sophisticated 
and diverse. Look for more interesting articles designed for tech directors and church tech leaders in 2018” (EH 
Publishing, 2017, no pagination). This is an encouraging development from the initial research findings in 2015. 
(In full disclosure, I wrote the top ranked article.) 
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completely fulfill his or her role simply by possessing the skills, wisdom, and ability to 

embody the art as it is passed along to the next generation. Even though non-believers could 

create satisfactory productions in the context of a worship service, I contend only an artist 

who is a believer can present the production in a way that also speaks to the spiritual needs 

and beliefs of the congregation. Booth adds that “teaching artists connect their art form to 

other important areas of life, . . . [and] relevant aspects of people’s lives” (2003, p.7). Even 

though Booth downplays it, I contend it is a necessary addition. Technically based worship 

would demand that the artisan is emotionally and spiritually invested in the spiritual 

development of the recipient. The bodily effect of being filled with the Spirit allows them, in 

worship, to offer themselves authentically, creating worship that does not need to be perfect 

but rather simply in accordance with the person and work of Christ. In this way, it can be 

suggested that a church technical artist must also possess an indwelling of the Holy Spirit in 

order to holistically fulfill the calling as a “teaching artist.” Where excellence is an expected 

standard, so too would be “being a Christian.” In practice, when combined with environmental 

additions of sight and sound, the experience presented to the congregation can mirror the 

presence of the Spirit among the people. Thus, this thesis argues against certain practices like 

hiring non-Christians as musicians and technical engineers. Even though these artists could 

create pleasing sounds, I contend that artistry in the church requires that the performers and 

producers are to be believing worshipers themselves. While many could argue that allowing 

non-Christians into the tech booth serves an evangelical purpose—creating opportunities for 

the Spirit to work within them, eventually leading them to salvation—I propose that though 

the practice is common and may hold merit, it is not present in the texts as explored in this 

thesis. 

(2) It could be possible to reject these findings because the NT church worships “in 

Spirit and Truth” (John 4:24) now that the glory of the Lord has left the physical temple (Ezek 
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10:18).188 Indeed, commanded, structured worship practices are no longer required elements 

for NT Christians. Even Richard Viladesau writes, “Christian worship should aspire to the 

philosophical idea of ‘spiritual sacrifice’” (2000, p.16, emphasis mine), and Eugene Veith 

suggests that we should not to make too much of the tabernacle because it is no longer needed 

now that believers worship in Spirit and truth (1991, p.113). If they are correct that we should 

not make more out of it than a “philosophical” understanding, then the conclusions I draw in 

defining a technical artist fall short. I concur that the Spirit is an important aspect of modern 

Christian worship because at the core is a working of the Spirit within the artisan. While the 

tabernacle is not the modern church—since the church is its people and not a building—the 

tabernacle narrative can be used as a model for modern practice specifically because of the 

Spirit at work. If Christians do worship “in Spirit and Truth,” then biblical texts that present 

the action of the Spirit ought to be given special attention. The findings here show the Spirit 

either generates the tangible actions or perfects the qualities the artist is to possess, and all are 

done to and through Christ-revealed.189 The technical artist is not merely a passing medium 

through which worship is performed. God’s glory leaving the temple allows for the worship 

of God not in any one location where God commands but any place his people gather. 

Therefore, the passages suggest there is a particular duty for technical artists as mediators of 

the faith to produce worship due to and through the indwelling of the Spirit among the people 

of faith in their assembly. 

(3) It could be argued that this thesis is artificially manufactured to include findings in 

the affirmative. As a practitioner in the technical arts industry, I could be viewed as biased 

                                                

188 As noted in §1.9, this verse was a common theme throughout the literature review of biblical worship that 
consciously I chose not to include in the textual exegesis. 
189 With the exception of the tabernacle. I demonstrated the many parallels between Bezalel and Christ in §3.3.7; 
however, caution needs to be taken to not equate the two completely. Bezalel embodies multiple Christ-like 
qualities but should not be viewed as a Christophany. 
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toward the conclusions presented. To counter this concern, §3.4, §4.4, and §5.4 present 

“warning” arguments to the proposed chapter findings. In light of the golden calf narrative, 

§3.4 suggests that the act of producing worship is subject to idolizing the creation process and 

product, generating a roadblock to the congregation’s worship of God. §4.4 contends that my 

argument that technical artists serve as mediators between God and congregation could be 

flawed because—as the author of Hebrews maintains—all human mediation is insufficient as 

viewed by Aaron and the high priest’s inability to wholly atone for sin; the only qualified 

mediator is Christ himself. Lastly, §5.4 suggests that similar to the concerns of the 

contemporary “worship war” battles, 190  the Colossians text warns against the heresy of 

embracing popular culture which can lead to worship being entertainment rather than teaching 

and admonishing the congregation. It is important to note that the research question seeks to 

answer how a biblically informed theological understanding might inform praxis; the intent 

was not to establish a special status for technical artists. For, indeed, the Bible does not 

specifically speak to technology, the technical arts, or church technical artists. When 

performed accurately, a proper biblical exegesis results in neither positive or negative 

findings, but rather offers an examination of the biblical text understandable for the present 

audience (Köstenberger and Patterson, 2011, p.83; Osborne, 2006, pp.21–23). Examples of 

the technical arts in practice are offered not as justification but tangible examples of the 

principles presented; likewise for the examples offered within the warning sections. Yet, the 

warnings sections demonstrate that the application of the technical arts to praxis can also make 

a negative impact on the worship experience. Nevertheless, the all three passages present 

inherent warnings for practice that could be viewed as challenges to the findings in this thesis. 

(4) The selection of the three passages could be viewed as too selective or incomplete, 

                                                

190 See §2.2.4 for further examination. 
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creating a portrait of the modern church technical artist that is either too narrow or not fully 

informed. Yet, the selection was not haphazard; 191  each passage individually had some 

amount of research within the context of worship or creativity, even though not wholly 

explored in that light as a scholarly consensus. I specifically chose not to look for themes 

around technical artistry in normal artistic passages like the Psalter. For this reason, I chose 

not to cross-reference other verses to “fill in the gaps,” but rather only cited other biblical 

passages if they were dependent parallels. I let the scholars and texts speak for themselves, 

regardless of outcome. In fact, I am quite astonished at how well the findings inform and 

support one another. I suggest this reveals an important point that worship practice—and 

technical artistry specifically—is a holistic embodiment of the person: artist, technician, 

theologian, Christian, worshiper.  

 

7.3 Directions for Future Research 

Due to the narrow scope, word limitations, and nature of being the first study into the 

discipline, there is no doubt that some gaps are left to be filled. Indeed, many avenues for 

future research exist. I see this thesis as setting the groundwork for five distinct areas for future 

research. 

(1) One direction for future research is how this dissertation applies to non-believers 

(or even those of other faiths). Surely, excellent technical works are possible for the creation 

of sacred space by those not of the Christian faith and works which could even lead Christians 

to worship well. No doubt non-Jewish slaves assisted in construction of the temple in 

Jerusalem and many non-Christians have worked in production studios creating contemporary 

Christian movies and worship albums. Is their contribution to the church any less significant? 

                                                

191 See §1.9 for a full explanation of the rational for selection of passages. 
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Thus, the question could be asked, would the lack of possession of the Holy Spirit have 

implications for the findings? Where Exodus demonstrates six qualities the technical artist 

must possess—the Spirit of God, skill, intelligence, knowledge, craftsmanship, and teaching 

ability—can any of these qualities—namely the Spirit—be lacking and still serve in building 

up the church? Secular artists can indeed move people to feel an “out-of-body experience” of 

sorts through excellent craftsmanship, without possessing the Holy Spirit themselves. 

Likewise, could the opposite be true? Could a non-believer be led to worship Christ through 

the creation of excellent art? Just as Christians view beautiful sunsets and natural wonders, 

declaring God’s majesty behind creation, in the same way, many non-believers too gaze at the 

skies, recognizing there may something bigger than themselves at work. Most people, 

including those not of faith, believe just by experiencing the world around them—even a world 

void of obvious scriptural references—that there must be some god or master creator of the 

universe.192 Is it possible, therefore, that the arts can have the same effect on a person? Is it 

possible that an individual can be so moved by a technical production of well-executed light, 

sound, and atmosphere—also void of obvious scriptural reference—that he or she cannot but 

proclaim that the experience is of God and in effect grow in communion with him? Even 

though Scripture itself declares that general revelation in nature is indeed possible, a future 

study that focuses on the practical application of these principles played out may show that an 

artist as imago Dei can indeed create a way of meeting that leads Christian believers, interfaith 

believers, and non-believers alike to recognize God’s glory and handiwork through the arts. 

(2) How might have these findings be impacted if other biblical passages were 

explored in the same way? I stated above that one possible objection to these results is that 

                                                

192 According to a 2016 Pew Research study, 89 percent of Americans believe in God to some form or another, 
and 63 percent believe with absolute certainty (Masci and Smith, 2016, no pagination). 
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they could be viewed as inconclusive due to the limited focus on only three specific biblical 

texts. How might expanding the study to other passages paint a wider portrait of the technical 

arts? While there are three passages explored here, I propose that these are not the only three 

that support my findings. Likewise, how would other passages shape the outcome and offer 

other possible understandings for application in praxis? 

(3) This thesis began by springboarding off the current scholarly discussion in musical, 

liturgical worship studies. While the results are focused solely on technical artists, I suggest 

these findings could inform praxis for musicians, worship leaders, and other physical trades. 

During the writing of this thesis, it became apparent that this would likely equally apply to 

other craftspeople who serve the church, like masons, carpenters, architects, holiday 

decorators, and facilities teams. Likewise, how might these findings apply to Christians 

performing their craft outside the church—since the modern church is its people and not a 

building? Would painters, electricians, mechanics, web designers, and other technical trades 

be able to have their craft serve the mission of the church should these findings be likewise 

applied? Furthermore, would or could the application outside the church serve a ministerial or 

evangelical purpose? 

(4) This thesis contains a strictly defined documentary analysis, utilizing only printed 

or presented mediums, like articles, podcasts, and conference presentations. In a future study, 

an ethnographic or sociological study via targeted surveys, interviews, and action research 

with live practitioners could enlighten and shape these findings. I contend that future research 

will further inform praxis, creating new, organic methods for studying the application of 

theology to practice. 

(5) I specifically focused here on the people who are tasked with the job of producing 

worship and purposefully ignored any specific tools of the trade. Future research would be 

well served to explore the actual technological equipment and methods that church techs use 
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when performing their craft. How do the various output options affect the congregation’s 

participation in the worship experience? For example, do purples make people connect better 

than reds or greens? Does a 6db difference in sound volume change how one “feels” the 

music? Does lowering the air-conditioning temperature better create a feeling of the Spirit at 

work? Do lower-third lyrics over live shots connect participants to the worship experience 

better than full-screen graphics? Are a couple lines of textual lyrics better than displaying the 

entire verse at once? Questions like these could be a natural next step in exploring applied 

technical arts.  

 These are just a few of the questions that future research can answer. Each of these 

could be a dissertation itself which due to limitations in scope and word count could not be 

covered here. Upon release of this thesis, further directions beyond these listed will surely 

come to light.
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